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The Basics

The Basics
What it is. The California Supplement (2017 Edition) is a special supplement to 
the regular 2017 Edition of Tax Preparer®.  It adds to the regular edition (for 
preparing Form 1040 returns), the ability to prepare California FTB Form 540 
returns.  It uses data from the computer-prepared federal (Form 1040) return 
as the starting point for the California return through its built-in “translate” 
feature, resulting in the computer-automated preparation and printing of state 
tax returns for the same tax year.  The state forms that are built-in are compa
rable to the federal forms in the regular edition, as seen in Table CA-1.

This document supplements the Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edition.  This docu
ment adds instructions for California forms to the Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edi
tion. However, where calculations and instructions are the same as the com
parable federal forms, this document refers to the regular Tax Forms Guide.

IMPORTANT CAUTIONS

You MUST Prepare the federal return FIRST.  To use the California Supple
ment you must prepare the federal return  first.  Once the federal return is 
complete  and final  calculations for  it  have been performed, the California 
Supplement can translate the federal data into a California return.  You do 
not need to enter any data manually except where California law requires dif 
ferent entries from those that appear on the federal return. 

Translate from federal return, then view all translated worksheets.  Because 
of the complexity of the tax forms,  we strongly recommend that you start  
every California return by translation from the federal return, no matter how  
simple the return. Because a California return is largely based on adjustments 
to the federal return, there are numerous entries from the federal return that 
are required on our forms, even when they do not appear on the official FTB 
California forms. The only sure way of preventing errors from overlooking 
these entries is to translate the return.  Once you translate, you must also  
view all translated worksheets. There are two important reasons for this: 
(1) worksheet  entries  are  updated in  accordance with California  law only 

once you view them, since supporting worksheets are not included in the 
final recalculation of a return, and 

(2) the federal worksheets do not always contain all the information required 
on a California return, so you may have to make new entries.    You do 
not need to enter any data manually except where California law requires 
different entries from those that appear on the federal return. 

The viewing and revising of translated worksheets is especially important for 
the W-2 Worksheets  for Form 540, the  Qualifying Person Worksheets for 
Form 3506, and all worksheets for Form 3885A (Depreciation).

Not intended for nonresidents nor fiscal filers.  California law is especially dif
ferent from federal law for nonresidents and part-year residents of California. 
CAUTION: You, and spouse if filing jointly, must have been a resident of Cali
fornia for the entire year to use Form 540, for which this software is specifi 
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cally designed.  If either you or spouse was a nonresident AT ANYTIME during 
the tax year, you must file Form 540NR instead of Form 540.  Although this 
software will  provide the necessary calculations for most supporting forms 
and schedules, it does not provide Form 540NR, which is unique in its prora
tioning of incomes and tax among states.  In addition, individuals who use a 
tax year other than a calendar year cannot use this software because it does 
not provide the necessary prorationing among years.  See the official FTB in
structions for more details.
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Table CA-1.  Forms Provided in California Supplement

   CALIFORNIA                                             FEDERAL
   FORM/SCHED    TITLE OF CALIFORNIA FORM/SCHEDULE        EQUIVALENT

 
   Control       Automation Control Form                  Control
   Form 540      California Long Form                     Form 1040
   Schedule CA   California Adjustments                   Form 1040
   Schedule D    Capital Gain or Loss Adjustment          Schedule D
   Schedule D-1  Sales of Business Property               Form 4797
  *Schedule G-1  Tax on Lump Sum Distributions            Form 4972
   Sch. P, pg 1  Alternative Minimum Tax                  Form 6251
   Sch. P, pg 2  Credit Limitations                       None
   Schedule S    Other State Tax Credit                   None
   Form 3506     Child & Dependent Care Expenses Credit   Form 2441
  *Form 3510     Credit for Prior Year AMT                Form 8801
 **Form 3514     California Earned Income Tax Credit      Schedule EIC
   Form 3519     Payment Voucher for Automatic Extension  Form 4868
  *Form 3523     Research Credit                          Form 6765
 **Form 3526     Investment Interest Expense Deduction    Form 4952
 **Form 3532     Head of Household Filing Status Schedule None
  *Form 3533     Change of Address                        Form 8822
   Form 3540     Credit Carryover Summary                 None
  *Form 3548     Disabled Access Credit                   Form 8826
 **Form 3596     Paid Preparer's California Earned 
                  Income Tax Credit Checklist             Form 8867
   Form 3800     Tax for Children with Investment Income  Form 8615
   Form 3801     Passive Activity Loss Limitations        Form 8582
   Form 3803     Election for Child's Interest/Dividends  Form 8814
   Form 3805E    Installment Sale Income                  Form 6252
   Form 3805P    Add'l Tax on Qlfd Plans (IRAs, etc)      Form 5329
  *Form 3805V    NOL Comp’n/NOL & Disaster Loss Limits    Form 3621
  *Form 3805Z    Enterprise Zone Deducn & Credit Summary  None
  *Form 3806     LARZ Deduction and Credit Summary        None
   Form 3885A    Depreciation & Amortization Adjustments  Form 4562
   Form 5805     Underpayment of Estimated Tax            Form 2210
      & 5805-F   Underpayment by Farmers and Fishermen     & 2210-F
   Form 5805     Pt III,Annualized Installment Schedule   2210,SchAI
  *Form 5870A    Tax on Accumulation Distribn of Trusts   Form 4970 
   Worksheet A   Itemized Deductions                      Schedule A
   Worksheet B   Interest and Dividends                   Schedule B
   Worksheet C   Business Income                          Schedule C
   Worksheet E   Supplemental Income                      Schedule E
   Worksheet F   Farm Income                              Schedule F
   Worksht 4835  Farm Rental Income                       Form 4835 
   Form 540-ES   Estimated Tax Worksheet                  Form 1040-ES
   Form 540X     Amended Individual Income Tax Return     Form 1040X
 **e-file form   Form 8453, 3582, etc.                    e-file form
 **Form 8454     e-file Opt-Out Record                    None     

   Forms not built into the software are available from the FTB
   through links on their web page www.ftb.ca.gov/forms.
  *Included in Premium Level program only. 
 **Included in Standard and Premium Level programs only.  
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FTB enforces strict printing rules for paper returns: NO MORE TEXT-MODE 
FACSIMILES!  At the end of 1997, the FTB banned all use of non-graphic 
forms for tax returns,  including all  supporting schedules and forms.   This 
means that you now have only the following options for filing:

1.  Computer-printed  graphics  using  HowardSoft’s  Windows  or  Laser 
printing.  (Standard and Premium Level  versions contain graphics 
for  all  forms;  Economy Level  version  contains  graphics  for  only 
Form 540.)

2.  Electronic filing using the e-file capability that is built into all Stan
dard and Premium Level versions of our California software.

3. Computer-printed data on plain paper, photocopied using transparent 
overlay versions of HowardSoft’s graphic forms. (This is a viable 
option for those who use the Economy Level or do not have a com
patible printer.)

4. Fill-in by computer of FTB forms using the pdf files available from the 
FTB at www.ftb.ca.gov/forms (since nearly all forms for Form 540 
returns are available there in a fill-in format). This option requires 
you to enter on the FTB forms the data you see on our facsimile or 
draft printouts, or our on-screen PREVIEW of them. (This is a labor-
intensive option for those who use the Economy Level or do not 
have a compatible printer.)

5.  Hand-prepared forms using the pre-printed FTB official forms. (This is 
also  a labor-intensive option,  but may suit  you if  you can write 
faster than you can type.)

The current FTB rules are a consequence of the large investment the FTB has 
made in automated equipment that relies on graphic lines and symbols, nei
ther of which can be reproduced by text-mode dot-matrix printers.  Moreover, 
the FTB recommends the use of laser printers or high-quality ink-jet printers 
for computer-generated forms, so that its automated equipment can quickly 
align the form.  While it may seem that this only results in more money for 
the software vendors like  HowardSoft,  we were strongly opposed to the  
change because it creates a hardship for professionals with a small tax prac
tice or individuals who have little time for manual transferring of numbers  
onto FTB forms.  But we must abide by the FTB rules in order for our print 
outs to be approved by the FTB.
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Changes You Should Note

One credit added and several credit carryovers dropped. A  new credit for 
motion picture and television production has been added for tax years starting 
January 1, 2016 or later, but the difference from the original credit (for tax 
years starting January 1, 2011 or later) is technical. Both credits are reported 
on FTB Form 3541, and both are allocated and certified by the California Film 
Commission (with higher credit for relocating from another state), but the orig
inal credit is represented by certificates numbering 1000 through 4999, and 
the new credit is represented by certificates numbering 5000 and up.    Sever
al other credits no longer appear on Form 3540, Schedule P, nor their instruc
tions, because the last carryovers have expired. The dropped credits include 
the two Joint Strike Fighter Credit Carryovers (one for wages and the other 
for property costs), Manufacturer's Investment Credit, and Solar or Wind En
ergy System Credit Carryover.

Four new voluntary contribution funds added and three dropped.  The list of 
voluntary  charitable  contributions  you  can  make  through  Form  540  has 
changed with the addition of the Revive the Salton Sea Fund,  California Do
mestic Violence Victims Fund,  Special Olympics Fund, and  Type 1 Diabetes 
Research Fund, and the elimination of the California Senior Legislature Fund, 
Habitat  for Humanity Fund,  and  California Sexual  Violence Victim Services  
Fund. 

One form split into two. California has finally conformed with the change that 
the IRS made several years ago to separate the Change of Address form for 
individuals from that for businesses. Analogous to federal Forms 8822 and 
8822-B, there are now two  Change of Address forms for California: Forms 
3533 and 3533-B, for individuals and businesses, respectively. 

Due diligence form remains unchanged.  California  has not conformed with 
the IRS's major redesign of the form used to confirm due diligence in claiming  
certain child credits. The IRS form (Form 8867) now covers the child tax cred
it and an education credit in addition to its traditional use covering the earned 
income credit. In addition, the focus of the IRS form is now on questions 
asked and the depth of a preparer's determination of taxpayer eligibility rather  
than the former focus on accurate calculations.  By contrast,  the FTB form 
(Form 3596) remains focused on calculations and applies only to the earned 
income credit. 

Several taxes and credits indexed with inflation.  The indexing for 2016 re
turns is 2.1% relative to 2015 returns (reflecting 2.1% inflation from June 
2015 to June 2016 for the California Consumer Price Index).  As a result, 
several calculations have changed, including:

Standard deductions increased from $4,044 to $4,129 for taxpayers 
filing  single  or  married  filing  separately,  and  from  to  $8,088  to 
$8,258 for all others. 

Personal exemptions increased from $109 to $111 for each exemption.
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Dependent exemptions increased from $337 to $344 for each depen
dent. 

Thresholds for phaseout of exemptions and itemized deductions increased 
from $178,706 to $182,459 for single and married filing separately, from 
$268,063 to $273,692 for head of household, and from $357,417 to 
$364,923 for married filing jointly and qualifying widow(er). 

Ceiling for joint custody head of household credit and dependent par
ent credit increased from $431 to $440.  The credit remains at 30% 
of net tax.  

Ceiling for qualified senior  head of  household credit increased from 
$1,317 to $1,345, and the AGI to which it applies increased from 
$69,902 to $71,370.  The credit remains at 2% of taxable income.

Ceiling for state disability insurance (SDI) increased from $104,378 to 
$106,742, which is the income below which an SDI tax of 0.9% ap
plies.

Tax brackets indexed with inflation. The tax brackets for the tax rate sched
ules, upon which the tax tables are based, have been indexed with inflation as 
well, resulting in brackets that are slightly higher than last year. The old and 
new schedules are compared in Table CA-2.

AGI ceiling for Renter’s Credit raised. For tax year 2016, no Renter’s Credit is 
allowed if California AGI exceeds $78,125 for married taxpayers ($39,062 for 
single and married filing separately). These figures are up from $76,518 and 
$38,259 for 2015.  Full credit is allowed below these amounts; there is no 
gradual phaseout.  

Table CA-2.  Tax Rate Schedules
        TAX      TAXABLE INCOME ABOVE WHICH TAX RATE STARTS
        RATE    single & mfs        mfj & qw          h of h

   FOR TAX YEAR 2016:
        1.00%      $       0               0               0
        2.00%          8,015          16,030          16,040
        4.00%         19,001          38,002          38,003
        6.00%         29,989          59,978          48,990
        8.00%         41,629          83,258          60,630
        9.30%         52,612         105,224          71,615
       10.30%        268,750         537,500         365,499
       11.30%        322,499         644,998         438,599
       12.30%        537,498       1,074,996         730,997

   FOR TAX YEAR 2015:
        1.00%      $       0               0               0
        2.00%          7,850          15,700          15,710
        4.00%         18,610          37,220          37,221
        6.00%         29,372          58,744          47,982
        8.00%         40,773          81,546          59,383
        9.30%         51,530         103,060          70,142
       10.30%        263,222         526,444         357,981
       11.30%        315,866         631,732         429,578
       12.30%        526,443       1,052,886         715,962

Alternative minimum tax (AMT) exemptions raised. Unlike changes in the fed
eral AMT, changes in the state AMT have been gradual and controlled, with 
consistent annual indexing with inflation. The exemption amounts for 2016 
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(on  Schedule  P,  page  1)  are  $67,101  for  single  or  head  of  household, 
$89,467 for married filing jointly or qualifying widow(er), and $44,732 for 
married filing separately. (Exemptions were $65,721, $87,627, and $43,812 
for  2015.)  These  exemptions  phase  out  with  rising  income  starting  at 
$251,626 for single or head of household, $335,502 for married filing jointly 
or qualifying widow(er), and $167,749 for married filing separately. (These 
levels were $246,451, $328,601, and $164,299 for 2015)

California has NOT conformed to the federal special first-year 30%, 50%, or 
100%  special  depreciation allowance,  which  has appeared  sporadically 
over the past several years, nor recent large increases in section 179 ceil
ing. California has a good record in recent years of bringing California law 
into conformance with federal law to simplify the preparation of a California 
return, although they are often one year behind the IRS. However, this con
formance has not reached to depreciation, which has experienced the most 
extreme changes by the federal government in the last several years, with 
most of the large increases in ceilings made permanent by the federal tax 
extenders bill that was passed at the end of 2015. There is therefore a big  
difference between federal and California depreciation deductions for most  
tangible property placed in service after September 10, 2001. 
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Installation and Start-up
See User's Guide for installation instructions. The installation and start-up de
scribed in Chapter 1 of the latest revision of the separate User’s Guide apply 
to this Partnership Edition as well. The steps shown in Chapter 1 differ only in 
the selection of documents to install. The standard installation puts all edition 
years and all supplements in the same hard disk folder (usually C:|Program 
Files (x86)\HowardSoft Tax Preparer), and all programs for the same tax year 
share the same custom settings, program settings, and start-up programs. To 
start a particular edition or supplement, you only need to double-click the icon 
for the one you want. For this California Supplement, the icon placed on the 
desktop is labeled

Tax Preparer 2017 - 540
whereas the icon in the HowardSoft Tax Preparer program group is labeled

2017 California Inidividual 540
Whichever icon you click, the current-year California Supplement is started, 
with two Tax Preparer windows -- the Tax Preparer Control Panel and the Tax 
Preparer Main Window -- as shown in Figure 1-9 of the User's Guide (Rev. 
January 2015).

Add a California partnership tax directory first. Since the California Supple
ment contains no pre-stored data, you must add a tax directory to the Storage  
Disk the first time you use the Partnership Edition for the new tax year. This 
tax directory can hold up to 99 volumes of data with 15 returns in each vol
ume.  If you don't remember how, refer to Starting a New Tax Volume in 
Chapter 9 of the separate User’s Guide. The tax directory you create by this 
process is completely independent of any tax directory created with any other 
edition of any other type or year.

IMPORTANT:  Always  start  a  California  return  by  translating  the  federal 
(Form 1040)  return.  Because California's Franchise Tax Board (FTB) has de
signed their  Form 540 return as an adjustment to the corresponding Form 
1040 return, using Tax Preparer's translate feature is by far the easiest and 
most reliable way to start a California return. It is therefore advisable to com
plete the federal return first, so that you will not have to make adjustments to 
the California return every time you make a change to the federal return. If 
you translate only after the federal return is final, you will be able to complete 
the California without manually entering data from the federal return. Tips and 
details follow.
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Translating the Federal Return
Translation is the key to a successful return.  Because the California return 
uses numerous results from your federal return, it is essential to start a Cali
fornia return ONLY after the federal return is complete and fully calculated. 
You should use the built-in “translate” feature, which will copy all relevant in
formation from the federal return into a state file (which will remain separate 
from the federal return thereafter).

Preview of the process.  Federal returns are used to generate California returns 
through a 3-step process:

1 Translation.  A copy of the federal file is generated in the California 
format, ready for use with the California Supplement.

2 Adjustment.  Any federal data that needs to be altered for the Califor
nia return, or new data that have to be added, are entered next us
ing supporting forms and worksheets when available. CAUTION: We 
strongly recommend that you view all translated worksheets to en
sure that they are recalculated under California law and that you will  
make any necessary adjustments.

3 Calculation.  The entire return is finally recalculated from beginning to 
end using the California state tax laws.

The return is then ready to be printed, signed, and filed with the FTB.

Translation: Let Chapter 9 of User's Guide be your guide.  Once your hard 
disk or separate Storage Disk has a California tax directory on it, you can pro
ceed with the translation using the instructions at the end of Chapter 9 of the 
separate User's Guide, with the following exceptions:

A Where those instructions call for a Prior-Year Storage Disk, interpret it 
as the Current-Year Federal Storage Disk.

B Where those instructions call for a Current-Yr Storage Disk, interpret it 
as the Current-Year California Storage Disk (to which you must add 
a California tax directory to hold the translated return).

C When asked if you want to “Transfer all prior $ amounts?” you MUST 
answer YES to produce a valid  California return from the federal 
data.  (Unlike translation from prior-year returns, the translation from 
federal returns to California returns almost always uses the original 
federal numbers without modification.)

D When asked if you want to “Transfer supp'g statements?” you should 
answer Yes so that the California return will have all  the detailed 
support that is relevant to it. A Yes answer is mandatory for returns 
with passive activity losses because the supporting worksheets con
tain details required for the proper interaction with California Form 
3801 (the equivalent of federal Form 8582).

Adjustment: Enter differences from federal entries.   Because California law 
now closely parallels federal law, it is often possible to produce a valid Califor
nia return with little or no adjustment to the entries from the translated federal 
return.  (We recommend FTB Publication 1001,  Supplemental Guidelines to 
California Adjustments, to help you determine where adjustments may be nec
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essary.  This and other FTB publications cited in this document are available 
for  free  downloading  from  the  FTB  through  a  link  on  our  web  page  at 
www.howardsoft.com.) 

CRITICAL REQUIREMENT: View all worksheets after translation.  You MUST 
view all translated worksheets to ensure that they are calculated under Cali
fornia laws.  This is especially critical for depreciation, dependent, and W-2 
worksheets. California did not conform with federal depreciation before 1987 
nor since September 11, 2001, so you will likely need to make adjustments 
because of the differences between federal and state law. 
 Access every worksheet translated to California Form 3885A to let the 

computer know the depreciation methods and basis to use for nearly all 
assets.  While California had conformed in many areas of depreciation 
and section 179 expense up to 2001, it has NEVER conformed with 
the federal 30%, 50%, or 100% bonus depreciation (named the “spe
cial allowance” by the IRS), which was a required first-year deprecia
tion allowance for most property until 2005 unless you elected out of it  
(and reappeared in 2008 for most tangible property). Furthermore, Cali 
fornia has never conformed to federal rules for Indian Reservation Prop
erty  nor  depreciation  for  nonresidential  rentals,  and  now  differs 
markedly in its limitations on Sec. 179 expense.  You will  therefore 
have to make adjustments on worksheets for the appropriate copy of 
Form 3885A if any of these situations apply to you.  

 Access every W-2 Worksheet (above Form 540 line 12, one set for you 
and one set for spouse) in order to calculate limitations on SDI deduc
tions and ensure that the translated amounts for SDI wages and SDI 
withheld are correct. SDI wages are translated from the line for social 
security wages on the federal W-2 Worksheet because no line for SDI 
wages exists in the federal software. SDI tax withheld is taken from 
your entry on line 14a of the federal W-2 Worksheet, so if you had an 
SDI entry on another part of line 14, or reported it on line 19, or used 
line 14a for a different purpose, you must revise the amount translated 
to the worksheet. Your attention to these items ensures that any ex
cess SDI tax collected (for having more than one employer) is properly 
computed at line 74 of Form 540.  

 Access every Dependent Worksheet (at Form 540, line 10) to ensure 
that the dependent’s name is properly formatted. The 2-line entry on 
the federal Dependent Worksheet (with a maximum of 10 characters 
for the first name and 15 characters for the last name) is combined into 
a single 25-character entry during translation. If you file a paper return, 
you must shorten the entry to a meaningful 19 characters, because 
only the first 19 characters of your entry are printed on the form, fol 
lowed  by  a  space  and  the  relationship  (11-characters  maximum). 
entry for relationship. For an e-file return you will not generally have to 
make any adjustment because the entire 25-character entry for name is 
sent with the e-file return. (Note that our space is greatly expanded rel
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ative to the FTB form, which has room for only 13 characters for the 
name and relationship combined!)

 Access every Qualifying Person Worksheet (at line 2 of Form 3506) so 
that the SSNs on the worksheets are carried back to Form 3506 and 
then posted to Form 540, as required by the FTB. 

If you have to make a large number of adjustments, you may find it helpful to  
print “prior-data input sheets” for the translated files, as described in Chapter 
11 (page 11-5) of the separate User's Guide.  These input sheets show the  
translated data with blank lines alongside for noting changes.

Additional changes may be needed for scannable Form 540.  The format for 
the address block of Form 540 is especially constrained on a scannable Form 
540. You must generally use the same rules of abbreviation for entering your  
name and address as the FTB-provided address labels.  In addition, if one of  
the taxpayers is deceased, you must supply the date deceased, and the ex
ecutor's name if there is no surviving spouse.  The software provides addi
tional entries for these additional items, as detailed later.

Calculation.  Calculations for the return must be completed before you can 
produce an official  printout.  REMINDER: No recalculation is involved in the 
Translation Phase. You must cause recalculation yourself either by entering 
the return and allowing it to recalculate when you exit, by pressing the Recal
culate Key (Shift-F8 or ctrl-B), or by choosing the Recalculate option from the 
Prepare Returns Menu (Figure 10-1 in Chapter 10 of the User's Guide).  

CAUTION: If you amend the federal return, you must amend the California 
return.  Once you have copied all federal data into a California data file by 
means of “translation,” you must remember that the California return is now 
based on that federal data.  The translation ensures that the California return 
is consistent with the federal return automatically.  However, if you change 
any entries on the federal return AFTER you have translated it into a Califor 
nia return, you will have to make a corresponding change in the California re
turn manually yourself to ensure that the two are still consistent.
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Printouts for the FTB
Strict requirements for FTB printouts.  Official printouts for the FTB can be 
generated once the final calculations are complete.   However, FTB require
ments for printouts are much stricter than IRS requirements.   In summary, 
Form 540 returns must follow these rules:

Form 540.  For computer-prepared forms the FTB requires a  scannable 
Form 540.  A conventional Form 540 is designed for hand-prepared 
returns,  not  computer-prepared  returns.  A  computer-prepared, 
scannable Form 540 must be printed using a laser, ink-jet, or other 
high-quality  printer.  This  format  is  automatically  provided  by  the 
software,  for  which the graphics of the scannable  Form 540 are 
built-in. Although the software can also prints a facsimile Form 540 
in the conventional  Form 540 format,  it  cannot be filed with the 
FTB.  If you cannot meet the printing requirements for a scannable 
Form 540, as highlighted on the next page, you must file a manual
ly-prepared conventional Form 540 as printed and distributed by the 
FTB.  (The software provides a fill-in mode to aid you in this effort 
when you choose NO for “Bypass alignment dots.”) CAUTION: Ad
ditional  care  is  required  in  your  entries  for  taxpayer  information  
when you use the scannable Form 540 because the printed format  
must follow strict guidelines like those that the FTB uses when it  
generates mailing labels for taxpayers.  You must also follow the  
special rules detailed later when you assemble the return for filing.

Forms 3519, 3582 (e-file only), and 540-ES.  The FTB also requires that all 
computer-prepared payment vouchers be scannable vouchers. These 
vouchers include a scannable area with taxpayer information in the 
same format as the scannable Form 540. The vouchers printed by 
this software using the Laser-graphic or Windows-graphic capabili
ties that are built into our Standard Level and Premium Level soft
ware satisfy this requirement. If you cannot print by these methods 
you must send manually-prepared vouchers instead.

Form 540-X. While it doesn’t have a complete scanband like Form 540, a 
computer-prepared Form 540-X must use the scannable 540 format 
for taxpayer information at the top of page 1 of the form. The form 
printed by this software using the Laser-graphic or Windows-graphic 
capabilities that are built into our Standard Level and Premium Level 
software satisfy this requirement. If you cannot print by these meth
ods you must file a manually-prepared Form 540-X.

All other forms and schedules. While the other forms and schedules do 
not have a scannable data area like the scannable Form 540, they 
still must be FTB-approved graphic forms. All FTB forms and sched
ules have a special registration marks and a document ID that identi 
fies the software that prints the form. The FTB requires that all com
puter-generated forms be generated with high-quality graphics on a 
laser or ink-jet printer. Text-mode facsimiles are not acceptable, and 
our facsimile printouts carry the slogan DO NOT FILE THIS FORM, 
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as required by the FTB. (We still produce facsimile forms that dupli
cate the layout of the FTB graphic forms, which you can use for 
your or your clients’ files, but the FTB will no longer accept them for 
filing.)

Federal return.  California has in recent years required that a copy of 
the complete federal Form 1040 and its schedules be submitted with 
the California return whenever you file Form 540.  However, you do 
not have to attach the federal forms if you had to file no more than  
Schedules A and B with the federal return. SPECIAL RULE: If the fil
ing status on the California return is different from that on the feder
al return, you will have to recompute the federal AGI based on the  
California filing status and data.  You must then file with your Form  
540 return BOTH the official Form 1040 you filed with the IRS and  
this recomputed Form 1040.

Scannable Form 540 required for computer-generated returns. Thanks to the 
automated equipment that the Franchise Tax Board (FTB) now uses for pro
cessing returns, the requirements for printouts you file with the FTB are quite 
different than they were just a few years ago.  There are now only two ways 
to file Form 540:

1.  Computer-prepared Scannable Form 540 using HowardSoft’s Laser-
graphic or Windows-graphic capabilities.

2.  Manually-prepared official Form 540 as printed and distributed by the 
FTB.

The scannable Form 540 includes a special scan patch that calibrates the au
tomated equipment, and a scan band area where summary data is printed by 
the computer.   If  you use a computer  to  print  the form, it  must be the  
scannable Form 540.   Conversely, if you do not use a computer to print the  
form, you cannot use the scannable Form 540. Whenever you choose to pro
duce a graphic or fill-in Form 540, the printout is designed for the scannable 
Form 540 as long as your program settings show “Yes” for “Bypass align
ment dots.” But there are additional requirements imposed by the FTB:

1.  Printer must be a laser or ink jet printer.
2.  Entries must be printed in upper case using standard pica Courier 

typeface (10 characters per inch across and 6 lines per inch down). 
(Upper casing is automatic with HowardSoft software).

3.  Only original printed output is accepted.
4.  Forms must be printed on one side of paper only.

If you cannot meet these requirements plus the additional requirements de
tailed later under “Printouts for the FTB,” you must file a manually prepared  
official Form 540 instead.   To aid you in this effort, the software provides 
non-fileable paper copies in the format of the non-computer official Form 540 
when you choose to print a facsimile Form 540, or when your program set
tings show “No” for “Bypass alignment dots.” (Alignment dots are not al
lowed on the scannable Form 540 because they could interfere with the spe
cial scan patch.)
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Assembly rules for scannable Form 540.  Because the scannable Form 540 is 
read by automated equipment, a number of rules that conflict with those in 
the FTB Form 540 instructions must be followed:

Do not use FTB address label.  The software will print the taxpayer in
formation in FTB-approved format.

Do not make corrections on printed return.  You must reprint the return 
if  any changes are made to ensure that  the computer-generated 
summary in the scan band is consistent with the final return.

Do not staple anything to page 1 of Form 540.  The FTB wants you to 
enclose but NOT staple any supplementary forms or payment.

Do not staple payment.  The FTB wants you to enclose but NOT staple 
any  payment.  (Note  that  the  FTB  has  eliminated  Form  540-V,  
which they formerly wanted to be enclosed with any payment.)

Place Form(s) W-2 (and W-2G, 1099, 592-B, and 593, if applicable) di
rectly behind Form 540 page 5. DO NOT ATTACH TO PAGE 1. Use 
the actual Form(s) W-2 received from employers, not copies there
of.

Place supporting forms behind the assembly. All other attachments, in
cluding other California forms and any required federal forms, must 
be placed behind Form 540 and the withholding forms. Be sure to 
place Form 5805 or 5805-F last (contrary to IRS requests to place  
Form 2210 or 2210-f first).

Place federal return behind California assembly. If required, include a 
complete copy of the federal (Form 1040) return filed with the IRS 
(and, if the filing status is different on the California return, a Form 
1040 recomputed using the California filing status). You are not re
quired to send a copy of your federal return if you had to file only  
Schedules A and/or Schedule B with your federal return. 

DO NOT STAPLE. Leave all forms and schedules loose. This instruction 
is contrary to the instructions in the FTB Form 540 booklet, but it is 
required when a scannable Form 540 like the one produced by Tax 
Preparer is used. 

Do not print on both sides of the paper.  Form 540, page 1  must be 
printed alone with side 2 blank. The remainder of the return may be 
printed two-sided, but the FTB prefers one-sided printing so that the 
automated equipment does not have to contend with bleed-through 
from the second side. 

Do not file a photocopy.  The FTB requires computer-printed forms with 
no reduction to fit margins. Photocopies are generally not accurate 
enough for the FTB’s equipment.

Do not include any correspondence.  Even a simple transmittal letter 
will slow processing.

You must mail the completed return only to the special addresses shown at 
lines 111 and 115 of the scannable Form 540. (Both addresses differ from 
those in FTB-printed forms and those in the FTB’s Form 540 booklets.)
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Tab adjustments no longer allowed for Form 540. Contrary to the IRS, the FTB 
allows no variation in  the printing of a  computer-prepared Form 540.  The 
computer-prepared Form 540 must be printed as a scannable form with com
puter-read data printed in the upper two-thirds of page 1 in accordance with 

strict  FTB  specifi
cations.  As  a  re
sult,  there  are  no 
tab adjustments al
lowed  for  the 
scannable  Form 
540.   In  addition, 
the  FTB  redesign 
of  a  manually-pre
pared  Form  540 
since  2013  has 
made it  incompati
ble  with  printing 
with  standard 
typewriters  or 

computers at 6 lines per inch. As a result, there is no use for tab adjustments  
for 2013 and later, and the screen for Form 540 Tabs appears as shown in 
Figure CA-1.  The draft (text-based facsimile) printout of Form 540 now ap
proximates the version of Form 540 that the FTB prints for manually-prepared 
returns, but does not perfectly align with the FTB form. 
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Form by Form Details
Remainder of document supplements Tax Forms Guide.  Details of the tax 
forms are reviewed in the remainder of this document.  Where details are not 
given here explicitly for a form or worksheet, you can refer to the main Tax 
Forms Guide 2017 Edition for details on the comparable federal form.  Only 
differences from that guide are detailed here.

Control Form
Purpose.  Like the federal Control Form, the state Control Form controls the 
automation of the software, and includes the ability to block the automatic 
generation of certain forms, enter prior year amounts for the penalty form, 
and provide custom information for the cover and billing letters.  Differences 
between the federal  and state  Control  Forms are largely technical,  so you 
should refer to the separate federal  Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edition for most 
entries.

AUTOMATION CONTROL.  This section includes tax year and auto-create con
trol.

Tax year (enter 2016 or later).  Although you could change it for Califor
nia tax planning, we recommend that you do not change this entry, 
which is translated from the federal Control Form, because the Cali 
fornia return is so closely tied to the federal return of the same tax 
year that the result could be unrealistic. Instead, if you want to per
form California tax planning we recommend that you first perform 
tax planning with the federal return, with the tax year changed on 
the federal Control Form. Then, once the federal return is complete 
for tax planning, translate the return into a California return and per
form California tax planning using the newly translated return.

Monetary amounts rounded to nearest $? (auto-calc) For a California re
turn, this entry is always Yes. Furthermore, you can no longer over
ride this entry because the FTB now requires that all dollar amounts 
be rounded to the nearest dollar for BOTH paper and e-file reurns.  In 
fact, most FTB forms now have their pennies columns pre-printed 
with 00. 

Block auto-creation of forms.  Like the Form 1040 software, you can 
block  the  automatic  creation  of  some  forms  for  special  circum
stances,  but we strongly recommend against it.  However, if you 
want the FTB to figure any underpayment penalty for you and send 
you a bill, you can logically answer Yes to “Block Form 5805 au
to-creation?” and the penalty will not be computed by the software. 
Also like the Form 1040 software, certain other forms are uncondi
tionally  created  when  they  are  needed  to  ensure  a  valid  return 
(Schedules CA, D, D-1, and page 2 of Schedule P), because they 
hold results from other forms that are not otherwise posted to Form 
540 or Schedule CA. 
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STATE ESTIMATED TAX PAID.  The four quarterly payments shown here are 
translated from the federal Control Form to these lines, then posted to line 71 
of Form 540.  You should not have to alter these entries if you properly com
pleted the federal Control Form. Note that payments shown here are the four  
quarterly estimated tax payments made for the 2016 tax year, not all  pay
ments made in the 2016 calendar year. As a result, a payment made in Janu
ary 2016 for the 4th quarterly 2015 estimated tax payment is not included, 
but a payment made in January 2017 for the 4th quarterly 2016 estimated 
tax payment is.  TIP: Note that the entry for the first quarter should include  
any amount applied from a refund on the California tax year 2015 return  (as 
instructed in the Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edition). 

FORM 5805 CONTROL.  This section is analogous to the Form 2210 Control 
for the federal (Form 1040) return. Entries in this section are used in California 
Form 5805 to minimize any underpayment penalty that may apply to the re
turn. However, since the California return is translated from the federal return 
for the same tax year, none of the entries in this section are translated from  
the federal return other than the first line, below, because all amounts below 
relate to the California return for the prior year.

Filed full-year return for PRIOR year?  This entry is translated from the 
federal Control Form, since you probably filed a full-year California 
return if you filed a federal one, and most certainly didn't file a full-
year California return if you didn't file a federal one. This and the fol
lowing  entries  from the 2015 California  return  are  used  in  Form 
5805 to minimize the penalty, when applicable.

2015 amounts entered for Form 5805?  In order to fully automate the 
penalty Form 5805, amounts from the 2015 California return should 
be entered here from the indicated lines.  If you did NOT file a full-
year  return in 2015, do NOT answer Yes to the question “2015 
amounts  entered  for  5805,”  because you are not eligible  for  the 
penalty  exceptions  that  are  based  on  the  prior-year  taxes  paid. 
Moreover, you should answer Yes here only if you actually complete 
the remaining lines in this section, or else the software will  think 
that you are eligible for an exception for which you are not.  You 
should always complete the 2015 amounts if you filed a full-year re
turn and had a lower tax last year.

Remainder of form analogous to federal Control Form.  The Tax Summary is 
based on results on Form 540, just as the federal Tax Summary is based on 
Form 1040.  The cover and billing letter sections provide for a date, a fee, and 
optional text, just like the federal Control Form. Therefore, you can refer to 
the end of the details for the Control Form in  Chapter 2 of the regular  Tax 
Forms Guide 2017 Edition for details.  Note that the tax preparation fee at the 
end of the Control Form relates only to the California billing letter, so you 
should enter an amount only if you plan to bill separately for the California re
turn.
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Form 540 / Main Form
Form 1040 is source of entries.  The “translate” feature copies a number of en
tries from page 1 of the federal Form 1040 to California Form 540.  Entries 
that come from other California forms and schedules, however, are transferred 
to Form 540 only after the California return is calculated.

Tax year from Control Form.  (Road Map line, supported by Control Form.) 
This entry cannot be changed, but the line provides Road Map access to the 
Control Form, where the tax year is set.

NAME AND ADDRESS.  Identifying information for printouts and certain calcu
lations is supplied here.  Names, social security numbers, and address are all 
transferred directly from the federal Form 1040, and are used in the printout 
of all official forms. CAUTION: Because the FTB-supplied label cannot be used  
on a scannable Form 540, your entries must match the format that the FTB  
uses in its address label, including abbreviations and omission of punctuation.  
No spaces are allowed in the first name, and no titles like Mr., Dr., or Mrs. are  
allowed. The following additional entries appear in this section in order to gen
erate label information in the format required by the FTB:

Apt. no. (or other type below).  Although this entry is translated from the 
federal return, California’s format is different. California separates 
the descriptor from the actual number (and/or letters), so only the 
number should be entered here.  Descriptors like Apt., Ste., etc., 
must be removed. Furthermore, this number can be no longer than 5 
characters long. 

Type (Apt, Ste, Sp, Rm, Fl, Bldg, or Un).  The appropriate descriptor is 
entered here. You will not be allowed to make an entry here if there 
is no entry on the preceding line.  If there is an entry on the preced
ing line but you make no entry here, the entry APT is made for you. 

Private Mailbox Number (PMB).  If you use a box that is NOT a U.S. 
Postal Service box, the FTB now requires you to enter the box num
ber separately from the main address.

Special Handling. Additional entries not found on the federal Form 1040 are 
provided for further conformance with the FTB requirements for printing in the 
address label area of the scannable Form 540:

DISASTER LOSS?  If you answer Yes, the code “9” is printed in the 
special  code region near  the upper right corner of page 1 of the 
scannable Form 540 to indicate to the FTB the need for special han
dling. You must itemize here to explain your claim for special han
dling, providing details of the disaster. (The phrase DISASTER LOSS 
appears above “Your SSN or ITIN” on a draft Form 540 printout in 
place of a code “9” in the code region.)

MILITARY?  If you answer Yes, the code “U” is printed in the special  
code region near the upper right corner of page 1 of the scannable 
Form 540 to indicate to the FTB the need for special handling. Item
ize this line to explain. (The word MILITARY appears above “Your 
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SSN or ITIN” on a draft Form 540 printout in place of a code “U” in 
the code region.)

Other personal information. Additional entries not found on the federal Form 
1040 are provided for further conformance with the FTB requirements:

Your email address.  This optional entry is printed in the signature block 
of Form 540. 

PBA Code (from Schedule C, copy 1).   (auto-calc line, supported by 
Worksheet C) This entry is taken from your entry for the federal Princi

pal Business Activity (PBA) Code on the first copy of Worksheet C, 
which in turn is translated from your entry for line B of the federal 
Schedule C, Copy 1.  This line is printed along with the taxpayer 
name and address at the top of Form 540, and is now mandatory.  
The FTB is authorized to disclose this PBA code, along with other 
personal information like SSN and address, to city tax officials under 
specific limited circumstances.  CAUTION: If you will print using 
Laser-graphic or Window-graphic forms, you must make sure that 
the 6-digit code on Worksheet C, copy 1, contains no spaces so 
that the code is printed in the proper format for the scannable Form 
540. Spaces are appropriate only for a manually completed Form 
540, in which you use the FTB form with hand-print boxes. 

Your date-of-birth (mm-dd-yyyy). The FTB requires the date format to 
be exactly as shown in the label for the entry. The software auto
matically reformats your entry into the FTB-required format if you 
use any standard date format for your entry (such as mm-dd-yy, 
m/d/yy, etc.). Your entry is printed below the taxpayer's address on 
page 1 of Form 540. 

Spouse’s RDP’s DOB (mm-dd-yyyy). See the instructions for the preced
ing entry.  Your  entry is  printed below the taxpayer's  address  on 
page 1 of Form 540, to the right of the preceding entry.

Information for decedent returns (and others who cannot sign). If the taxpay
er (or spouse if married filing jointly) is not capable of signing the return, you 
must make an entry for "Executor or Guardian" to identify the signer. If the 
taxpayer (or spouse if married filing jointly) died during the tax year, you must 
supply the other information in this section. CAUTION for translated decedent  
returns: You must also  remove DECD from the deceased person's name on 
screen 1, which you had to add for the federal tax return. (The FTB instead  
uses your deceased date entry to identify the deceased spouse.)    

If YOU deceased, date (mm-dd-yy).  Although you can enter the date in 
any standard format, the software will reformat your entry into the 
FTB-required format (mm-dd-yyyy). For the graphic Form 540 print
out, it appears in the scanband area of Form 540 to the far right of 
the taxpayer's name. (It also appears in the taxpayer identification 
area of Forms 3519 and 540X.) 

If SPOUSE deceased, enter date. (only if married filing jointly) Same as 
above except that it is printed to the far right of the spouse's name 
in the scanband of a graphic Form 540. 
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Executor or Guardian. (MANDATORY for e-file if you entered a deceased  
date) If the taxpayer is deceased or otherwise not capable of preparing 
the return, enter the first and last name of the responsible person here. 
This name is printed to the right of your entry for “Additional address in
formation” on the scannable Form 540. If the surviving spouse is the re
sponsible person (if married filing jointly), enter the surviving spouse's 
name here and write "Surviving spouse" next to the signature on the 
printed Form 540. CAUTION for e-file: For an e-filed decedent return,  
you must enter the first name only in the first 10 characters of the en
try and enter the last name in the right 15 characters of your entry.  
Both names are mandatory for e-file. 

If signed by a representative, enter:
Representative  type  (1=Administrator,  2=Beneficiary,  3=Executor, 

4=Spouse/RDP, 5=Trustee). (MANDATORY for e-file if you entered  
a deceased date) For an e-file return, you must identify here the type 
of representative for the person identified above. If the person is the 
surviving spouse, enter 4 even if that person is also the administra
tor, beneficiary, or executor of the estate. (This entry is not used for 
paper returns.)

If  filed in 2015 under a different last name. This entry is required if either 
spouse filed under a different name for tax year 2015.

Your 2015 last name.  Make an entry here only if your name differs from 
the one you used when filing your return last year.

Spouse 2015 last name.  Make an entry here only if married filing jointly 
and spouse’s name differs from the one used when filing his or her 
return last year.

Although the prior names are shown in their own section below the address 
area for a hand-prepared Form 540, they are printed within the address block 
on the scannable Form 540 that the software prints, without any labels to let 
you know what they mean. 

FILING STATUS.  Type 1=Single, 2=Married Filing Jointly, 3=Married Filing 
Separate,  4=Head  of  Household,  5=Qualifying  Widow(er).   This  entry  is 
transferred from the federal return and should NOT normally be changed.  By 
California law, your filing status on Form 540 must generally be the same as 
your filing status on Form 1040    with few exceptions and you must provide 
the same extra information for MFS and QW filing status: 

A  if federal filing status is Married Filing Jointly and either spouse was 
an active member of U.  S.  armed forces (or an auxiliary), for Cali
fornia returns you may file either jointly or separately, and 

B  if federal filing status is Married Filing Jointly and either spouse was a 
non-resident and had no California income for the entire 2016 tax 
year, you may file separately on Form 540 (but if you file jointly you 
must use Form 540NR, a form designed for non-residents which is 
not built into our software).

C  if federal filing status was Single, but the rules for Registered Domes
tic Partners (RDPs) apply to you, you must file as Married/RDP Filing 
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Separately or Married/RDP Filing Jointly.  (Note that wherever you 
see the word “married” in our software or on the FTB forms, it is un
derstood to applied to RDPs as well. See FTB Pub. 737 for details.)

D  if federal filing status was Head of Household, but you are married or 
an RDP, you may file as Head of Household for California only if you 
meet California requirements to be considered unmarried or not a 
RDP. 

The extra information required by the IRS for Married Filing Separately (MFS) 
and Qualifying Widow(er) is also required by the FTB, but the FTB requires 
more information than the FTB for Head of Household filing status, which is  
now reported on a separate form: the new Form 3532, described in the below 
shaded box.

MFS: Spouse lived APART ALL year? Answer Yes only if you used filing 
status 3 and were married all year but did not live with your spouse 
at any time during the tax year.

MFS: Spouse/RDP full name. Enter the name only if you used filing sta
tus 3. Special format for e-file: For an e-file return, you must restrict  
the length of the first name to 9 characters and follow it with the  
last name starting at character position 11.

HOH: Supported by Form 3532 (ITEMIZE)? (If Standard or Premium Lev
el, Road Map line supported by Form 3532.) After you supply the re
quired information on our Form 3532, eligibility for filing status 4 
will be indicated by a Yes on this line. Otherwise, a No will appear 
here and you must change the filing status for a valid return. CAU
TION: The new Form 3522 is mandatory for all returns filed with the 
head of household filing status.  See the shaded box on the next  
page for more information.

QW: Enter year spouse died. To qualify for filing status 5, your spouse 
must have died in either of the two prior tax years. Therefore the 
only valid entries here are 2014 and 2015 for a return for tax year 
2016. 

CAUTION: Special entries are required for each filing status. When you 
claim any filing status other than single, you must provide additional infor
mation to make the claim. Conditions that can lead to an incomplete return 
include:
MFJ. Spouse’s SSN is not entered on Form 540, screen 1 (or has zeroes at 

position 1 or positions 5 and 6).
MFS. Spouse’s SSN is not entered on Form 540, screen 1 (or has zeroes at 

position 1 or positions 5 and 6), or the entry for "MFS: Spouse/RDP 
full name" (above) is blank.

H-of-H. The answer to "HOH: Supported by Form 3532 (ITEMIZE)" (above) 
is not Yes.

QW. There is no claim for a dependent child who lived with you, or your en
try for "QW: Enter year spouse died" (above) is neither 2014 nor 
2015.
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ALL. Taxpayer's SSN is not entered on Form 540, screen 1 (or has zeroes 
at position 1 or positions 5 and 6).

California Filing Status different from federal? You must answer Yes if you 
used a different filing status, recognizing that there are only three conditions 
for which this is allowed, as detailed above. 

All spouse entries are for RDP?  Answer Yes only if filing jointly as an RDP 
couple. You must use filing status 2 if you answer Yes here. This answer is 
required for an e-file return, but is ignored for a paper return.

CAUTION: FTB now requires Form 3532 if you file as Head of Household. 
New for the 2016 filing season, you must complete FTB Form 3532 (Head 
of Household Filing Status Schedule) and file it with your return whenever 
you choose Head of Household as your filing status. The information on the 
form is used by the FTB to help them determine your qualifications for the 
head of household filing status. This form is built into our software for the 
Standard and Premium Levels, accessible through the Road Map at a line 
below your data entry for filing status on screen 3 of Form 540. While the 
FTB did not design the form for the taxpayer to determine his or her own el
igibility, the software does that for you with answers to additional ques
tions so that you will not file an invalid return. 
HOH: Supported by Form 3532 (ITEMIZE)? (If Standard or Premium Level,  

Road Map line supported by Form 3532.) Once you complete Form 
3532, Yes appears here if your entries on Form 3532 support your 
claim to use the head of household filing status. Otherwise, a No ap
pears here and you must change your filing status for the return to be 
valid. 

EXEMPTIONS.  The qualifications are the same as those for the federal return, 
and are therefore transferred here automatically from line 6 of Form 1040 dur
ing the translation of the federal return.

YOU dependent on another's return? Translated from your answer to 
the same question on the federal Control Form.

SPOUSE dependent on another's return? Translated from your answer 
to the same question on the federal Control Form.

6 Dependent on another's return? (auto-calc) Automatically Yes if either 
of the above two answers is Yes.  Like the federal return, a Yes an
swer affects the standard deduction for low-income taxpayers and 
results in no personal exemption for the taxpayer.

7 Personal.  (auto-calc) Normally one if single, married filing separately, 
or head of household, and two otherwise; but one less than these 
counts for each person who is claimed as a dependent on another 
person's return.

$ amount of credit for line 7.  (auto-calc) Computed as $111 times the 
preceding number, this amount may be reduced at line 32 for high-
income taxpayers.
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You  blind  at  year-end? Translated  from your  answer  to  the same 
question on the federal Control Form.

Spouse blind at year-end? Translated from your answer to the same 
question on the federal Control Form.

8 Blind.  (auto-calc) Computed as the number of Yes answers on the 
preceding two lines. You must attach a doctor's statement the first  
year a blind claim is made.

$ amount of credit for line 8.  (auto-calc) Computed as $111 times the 
preceding number, this amount may be reduced at line 32 for high-
income taxpayers.

Your and spouse age at year-end.  The age entries are used to deter
mine eligibility for the senior exemption at line 9 of Form 540, eligi
bility for senior head of household credit in Part III of Schedule P, 
and various special calculations for certain children under 18, or un
der 24 and a student. (The ages are translated from your age entries 
on the federal Form 1040.)

You are 65 or more at year-end. (auto-calc) Answered based on the 
preceding age entry.

Spouse is 65 or more at year-end. (auto-calc) Answered based on the 
preceding age entry.

9 Senior.  (auto-calc) Computed as the number of Yes answers on the 
preceding two lines.

$ amount of credit for line 9.  (auto-calc) Computed as $111 times the 
preceding number, this amount may be reduced at line 32 for high-
income taxpayers.

10 Total number of dependents.  (Supported by the Dependents Work
sheet.) The names and relationships on the translated worksheets 
are taken directly from the corresponding worksheets for federal re
turn. No other information on the federal  Dependents Worksheet is 
relevant to a California return.  TIP: Note that the data entry fields 
provided for the name entries are longer for California (15 characters 
for the first name and 25 characters for the last name), so you need 
not use abbreviations you had to use on the federal  Dependents 
Worksheet (which allowed only 10 characters for the first name and 
15 characters for the last name). 

Total  dependent  exemption  credit.   (auto-calc) Computed  as  $344 
times the preceding number, this amount may be reduced at line 32 
for high-income taxpayers.

11 Add line 7 through line 10.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of mon
etary amounts on lines 7, 8, 9, and 10.

The result on line 11 is used in computing the exemption credits at line 32 of 
Form 540.

TAXABLE INCOME.  Taxable income is computed from the federal AGI and de
ductions with certain adjustments from Schedule CA taken into account.

YOUR and SPOUSE state wages (W-2).   (Supported by W-2 Work
sheets.) A separate set of worksheets is provided for each spouse. 
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They are translated from the federal W-2 worksheets that support 
lines 7a and 7b of Form 1040.  W-2 wages reported on the federal  
W-2 Worksheets are posted to both the federal and State lines of 
the State W-2 Worksheets.  CAUTION  : If the State wages in box 16 
of your W-2 differs from the federal  wages in box 1, you MUST  
itemize and view all worksheets to ensure that the state amounts on  
line 16 are posted back to Form 540. In addition, you must ensure  
that the proper state SDI entries appear at line 14a of the work
sheet, not elsewhere, as described in the box below. (Wages earned 
in ALL states combined must be entered, not just those earned in 
California. Double-taxed income is adjusted on Schedule S.)

How to enter SDI. California SDI (State Disability Insurance) deducted from 
wages must always appear at line 14a of the W-2 Worksheets, not else
where, irrespective of how the employee reported it to you on the Form W-
2. Therefore, if the W-2 Worksheet you completed for the federal return 
has the California SDI entered on a different line, you must remove it from 
that line and reenter it on line 14a along with the type. CAUTION: For e-
file, the only allowed entries for type are SDI, CASDI, VD, VP, VPDI, and  
VI.

YOUR and SPOUSE federal wages.  (auto-calc lines) Taken from box 1 
of all W-2 worksheets, separately for you and spouse.

YOUR  and  SPOUSE  California  tax  withheld.   (auto-calc  lines) The 
amount from box 17 of the federal W-2 Worksheet is translated to 
the line “California tax withheld,” and the totals are carried to Form 
540 for use in computing line 71. If the translated amount includes 
payments to other states, you must remove the withholding for oth
er states from the California W-2 worksheets.

YOUR and SPOUSE California  SDI  wages.   (auto-calc  lines) Taken 
from your  entry  at  the  line  after  line  16  of  the  W-2  Worksheet 
("Wages subject to SDI"), but limited to no more than $106,742 for 
each worksheet (for 2016), this is the amount legally deducted by 
all employers combined.  If the sum of "Wages subject to SDI" from 
all  employers exceeds $106,742, you may have a deduction at line 
74 for excess SDI. 

YOUR and SPOUSE California  SDI  withheld.   (auto-calc  lines) The 
amount on the federal W-2 Worksheet line 14a is translated to the 
SDI line on the California W-2 Worksheet. CAUTION: If you did not 
enter  SDI  on  line  14a  of  the  federal  W-2  Worksheet,  you  must  
change the translated amount on line 14 of the California W-2 Work
sheet to reflect the proper amount. The maximum for which you are 
liable is  0.9% of all  state wages combined up to a maximum of 
$106,742  for  wages  paid  in  2016.  Any  excess  is  automatically 
claimed at line 74 of Form 540.  (Note that any one employer who 
deducts more than the prescribed percentages or applies the per
centages to more than $106,742 of your wages from that employer 
must reimburse you for any excess.  You cannot claim an excess 
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from any one employer on line 74. The software ensures that over
withholding by any one employer is not included in line 74 provided 
you view each and every W-2 worksheet before completing the re
turn.)

12 State wages from Form W-2.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of 
state wages above for you and spouse.

e-file CAUTIONS.  Because of certain shortcomings of the FTB e-file error 
checking system,  state  amounts must be rounded to the nearest  dollar. 
Consequently, if you included pennies in your entries for SDI, state wages,  
and state tax withheld, you should change the entries on the W-2 Work
sheets for both Form 540 and Form 8453 to rounded amounts (on lines 
14a, 16, and 17 of the worksheets).

Other earned income in Schedule CA, line 7. (Road Map line, support
ed by Schedule CA.) Other earned income that is included in line 7 
of Form 1040, but not on W-2 Worksheets, appears here, as adjust
ed on Schedule CA.

Earned income on worksheets C, E, and F.  (auto-calc, supported by  
Worksheets C, E, and F.) Originally taken from federal Form 1040 
line 12, Partnership/S-corp Worksheets on Schedule E, and federal 
Form 1040 line 18, adjustments on California Worksheets C, E, and 
F may change this entry.

Total  California earned income.   (auto-calc) Sum of the above three 
lines (the state wages from Form W-2 plus the other two lines of 
earned income).  This total is used in special calculations on Sched
ule P.

Total federal earned income. This amount is translated from the earned 
income amounts on the federal Form 1040.  It will often differ from 
the state amount when you have self-employment income because 
half  the federal  self-employment tax is  used to reduce earned in
come for federal purposes, but there is no similar deduction for the 
state. Earned income is used in determining the proper standard de
duction  for  dependent  filers  at  line  18.  The earned  income from 
Worksheets C, E, and F are used in Schedule P as well, to determine 
whether you are excepted from the minimum tax because your busi
ness income is less than $1 million.

13 Federal AGI on Form 1040, line 37.  Automatically taken from Form 
1040 as indicated.  CAUTION: If the filing status on the California  
return is different from that on the federal return, you will have to  
recompute the federal AGI based on the California filing status, and  
enter the revised amount here.  (See page CA-20 for the only legiti
mate reasons for a difference in filing status between federal and 
California returns.)

14 California adjustments -- subtractions. (Road Map line, supported by  
Schedule CA.) Schedule CA is the collection point for adjustments 
for all investments, businesses, and itemized deductions.  The total 
subtractions from AGI due to differences between federal and state 
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law are posted here from Schedule CA based on the results in col
umns B and C of line 37 of Schedule CA.

15 Subtract line 14 from line 13.  (auto-calc) Computed as indicated, al
lowing both negative and positive results.

16 California adjustments -- additions.  (Road Map line, supported by 
Schedule CA.) The total additions to AGI due to differences between 
federal and state law are posted here from Schedule CA based on 
the results in columns B and C of line 37 of Schedule CA.

17 California adjusted gross income.  (auto-calc) Computed as line 15 
plus line 16.

If  Married Filing Separately,  does spouse itemize? Taken from line 
39b of Form 1040, a Yes answer will cause itemized deductions to 
be used whether or not the standard deduction is  more, because 
both you and spouse must make the same election -- that is, both 
must use itemized deductions or both must use the standard deduc
tion.

Itemized deductions on Schedule CA.  (Road Map line, supported by 
Schedule CA.) The amount of federal itemized deductions modified 
by California adjustments is posted here from line 43 of Schedule 
CA.

Standard deduction.  (auto-calc) The standard deduction for 2016 is 
$4,129 for taxpayers filing single or married filing separately, and 
$8,258 for all others, but special limitations apply for dependent fil
ers (which are automatically applied by the software).

Itemized deductions used.  (auto-calc) This entry is automatically Yes 
when itemized deductions exceed the standard deduction as long as 
you answered No to the question below line 17, “If MFS, spouse 
itemizes?”

18  California  standard or  California  itemized  deduction.   (auto-calc) 
When the preceding answer is  Yes,  the itemized deductions from 
Schedule CA are used here.  Otherwise the standard deduction is 
used.

Taxable income to Schedule P.  (auto-calc) Computed as line 17 less 
line 18, allowing a negative result when line 18 exceeds line 17 as 
required for calculations on Schedule P.

19 Taxable income.  (auto-calc) Computed as line 17 less line 18, but no 
less than zero.

The tax is computed on the basis of this adjusted taxable income.

TAX.  Tax computations are figured in a similar manner as the federal tax, ex
ception that California does not have favorable treatment for capital gains or 
qualified dividends.

Tax Table.  (auto-calc) Normally computed from the FTB Tax Table 
when taxable income is $100,000 or less, but zero if  an amount 
from Form 3800 appears below.
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Tax Rate Schedule.  (auto-calc) Normally computed from the FTB Tax 
Rate Schedule when taxable income exceeds $100,000, but zero if 
an amount from Form 3800 appears below.

FTB Form 3800.  (Road Map line, supported by Form 3800.) If a Form 
8615 existed on the federal return, Form 3800 will exist on the Cali
fornia return automatically.  The result, however, is assured of full 
validity only upon the final recalculation of the return.  Any result 
that appears here is used in line 31 in place of any other tax results.

FTB Form 3803.  (Road Map line, supported by Form 3803.)  If you 
chose to include a child's interest and dividend income in your own 
income rather than filing a return for the child, you must use Form 
3803 to determine the amount of additional tax you owe.  It is fully 
analogous to federal Form 8814, and produces an additional tax for 
most parents.  (Some taxpayers choose to file a return for the child, 
even though it involves additional work, because it generally results 
in a slightly lower combined tax for the child and parent.)

31 Tax.   (auto-calc) Computed as either  the tax table  or Form 3800 
amount, whichever applies,  plus the add-on tax from Form 3803. 
An X will  appear in the box on the printed Form 540 for the tax 
method(s) used.

Exemptions from:
Line 11.  (auto-calc lines) Exemption credits are determined automati
cally based on the number of exemptions appearing on lines 7, 8, 9, 
and 10.  In the simplest case, the credit is just the  amount on line 
11.  When this simple case applies,  a Yes appears here.  But for 
those with higher incomes, special limitations apply.
AGI Limit Worksheet.  (auto-calc lines) When the high income limita
tion applies, a Yes appears here and the credit is computed based on 
a scheduled phaseout of credits for high federal AGI.  For tax year 
2016, the phaseout starts at a federal AGI of $182,459 for single 
and married/RDP filing separately, $273,692 for head of household, 
and $364,923 for married/RDP filing jointly or qualifying widow(er). 

32 Exemption credits.  (auto-calc lines) Computed as explained for the 
one of the two preceding questions that is answered Yes by the 
software.

33 Subtract line 32 from line 31.  (auto-calc) As indicated, but no less 
than zero.

Tax from:
Schedule G-1.  (Premium Level Road Map line, supported by Schedule  

G-1.) Schedule G-1 is the FTB equivalent of federal Form 4972 for 
taxing lump sum distributions from qualifying retirement plans.  

Form FTB 5870A.  Form 5870A is the FTB equivalent of federal Form 
4970 for an additional tax on accumulation distribution of trusts.

34 Tax from Schedule G-1 and Form 5870A. (auto-calc) Computed as the 
sum of the preceding two lines, these are additional special taxes on 
special plans.
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35 Add line 33 and line 34.  (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.

SPECIAL CREDITS.  Numerous credits are available by California tax laws that 
have no parallel by federal tax law.

Itemize here for Schedule P, Page 2.  (Road Map line, supported by Sched
ule P Page 2.) Schedule P, page 2 is used to consolidate credits from 
numerous sources.  The credit names and amounts are automatically 
posted to lines 43 and 44 of Form 540 for the first two credits claimed. 
The total of all other credits is posted to line 45, and the individual 
names and amounts appear only on Schedule P.

Itemize here for Form 3540.  (Road Map line, supported by Form 3540.)   
Form 3540 is an additional form for consolidating credit carryovers.  If 
no Schedule P exists for the return, any credit carryovers entered on 
Form 3540 are posted here in the same way as described for Schedule 
P, above.  However, if more than two credits are claimed, you MUST 
use Schedule P, so the software will automatically generate Schedule P 
in this case, based on the entries on Form 3540, and will print Schedule 
P instead of Form 3540 when you choose to print the complete official 
return. (The software will also automatically generate Schedule P when 
required for the alternative minimum tax.)

40  Nonrefundable  child  and dependent  care  credit.  (Road Map line,  
supported by Form 3506.) This credit is a nonrefundable credit, so it 
is subject to tax liability limitations on Schedule P, page 2. Taken 
from Form 3506, this credit is generally 50% of the federal credit 
(from IRS Form 2441) for California AGI up to $40,000, 43% from 
$40,000.01 to $70,000, 34% from $70,000.01 to $100,000, and 
zero above $100,000. Although Form 3506 is translated from the 
federal Form 2441, and the California form deviates little from the 
intent of the federal  form, there are additional  entries unique ton 
Form 3506, including a list of the sources of household income oth
er than the earned income used for figuring the credit. TIP: Although 
shown on Schedule P, it is not included in lines 43 through 45, be
low, because it has its own line on Form 540.

43 through 45,  Credit  names,  codes,  and amounts.  (Auto-calc lines,  
supported by Schedule P Page 2 and Form 3540.) Credit names and 
amounts are posted here from Schedule P, Part III, which appears on 
page 2 of Schedule P (or from Form 3540 if no Schedule P, page 2, 
exists for the return).  See our details for Schedule P, Part III, and 
Form 3540 for more information. 

Number qualified for renter’s credit.  The FTB provides a full page of 
instruction to help you determine if you are qualified in the  2016 
Personal  Income  Tax  Booklet (on  page  21,  titled  Nonrefundable 
Renter’s Credit Qualification Record).  Qualifications include being a 
resident of California for the entire 2016 tax year and paying rent for 
at least half the year on your principal residence in California.  Quali 
fications based on income and filing status are enforced at the next 
line. 
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Tentative renter’s credit.  (auto-calc) The nominal credit is $60 times 
the preceding number. However, for 2016 the credit is disallowed if 
California AGI on line 17 is more than $39,062 if single or married 
filing separately ($78,125 for all other filing statuses). HINT: If mar
ried/RDP filing separately and both spouses/RDPs lived in the same  
rental property and qualified for the credit, one spouse may claim  
the entire $120 (with the other spouse/RDP claiming none) rather  
than both claiming $60.

46 Nonrefundable renter’s credit.  (auto-calc) For most taxpayers this 
line will be the same as the preceding line.  However, the credit may 
be limited by tentative minimum tax on Schedule P. Therefore, if a  
Schedule P exists for the return, the limited amount is taken from  
column (b) of line 16 of Schedule P, page 2 upon the final recalcula
tion of the return. 

47 Add lines 43 through 46. Total credits. (auto-calc) Computed as indi
cated.

48 Subtract line 47 from line 40.  (auto-calc) Computed as indicated, plus 
the above special tax, but no less than zero.

OTHER TAXES.  Two additional taxes are reported here:
61 Alternative minimum tax (Schedule P).  (Road Map line, supported by 

Schedule P, Page 1.) Only page 1 of Schedule P relates to the alter
native minimum tax; page 2 relates to credits. Schedule P, page 1, 
is  automatically  created and completed upon final recalculation of 
the return when the software determines it is needed. Nevertheless, 
you will generally have to make entries on Schedule P, page 1, your
self if you have any tax preferences other than the ones on Sched
ules A and D, such as accelerated depreciation or depletion.

62 Mental Health Services Tax.  (auto-calc) Computed as 1% of taxable 
income (Form 540, line 19) if more than $1 million; otherwise, zero.

Tax/recapture from Form 3540.  (Road Map line, supported by Form 
3805P.) Taken from the line "Recapture for Form 540, line 63" on 
Form 3540 (Credit Carryover and Recapture Summary), this is the 
sum of amounts in column (c) of Part II of Form 3540 (recapture of 
the  Employer Childcare Program Credit,  code 189, and the  Farm
worker Housing Credit, code 207). If an entry appears on this line 
and none appears on the other lines for line 63, “3540” is printed on 
the Official Form 540 to the left of line 63. Otherwise, it appears in 
a supporting statement for line 63.

Tax/recapture from Form 3805P on IRAs and other qualified retire
ment  plans:  Form  3805P.   (Road  Map  line,  supported  by  Form 
3805P.) Taken from the line "Total tax for Form 540, line 63" on 
Form 3805P (Additional Taxes on Qualified Plans (including IRAs)), 
this is the sum of taxes computed in Parts I, II, and III of the form. 
These taxes are essentially penalty taxes stemming from early distri
butions from retirement plans, excess distributions from tax-favored 
education and tuition accounts (amounts not used for educational 
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expenses),  and excess distributions from tax-favored medical  sav
ings accounts (amounts not used for medical expenses). If an entry 
appears on this line and none appears on the other lines for line 63, 
“3805P” is printed on the Official Form 540 to the left of line 63. 
Otherwise, it appears in a supporting statement for line 63.

Tax/recapture from Form 3805Z.  (Premium Level Road Map line, sup
ported by Form 3805Z.) Taken from Worksheet IA, Section B, line 2 
("Total amount of credit recapture")  of the FTB 2016 Booklet for 
3805 (Enterprise Zone Business Booklet). The worksheet does not 
appear on the official FTB form, but it is shown on screen 3 of our 
on-screen Form 3805Z. If an entry appears on this line and none ap
pears on the other lines for line 63, “3805Z” is printed on the Offi
cial Form 540 to the left of line 63. Otherwise, it appears in a sup
porting statement for line 63.

Tax/recapture from Other.  This line is provided for other taxes, in
cluding recapture taxes.  You must report any tax for this line in a 
supporting statement that identifies the associated form   in 6 charac
ters or less   in the description column (3807, 3808, etc.) and the 
dollar amount in the amount column. If only one tax is identified in 
the support (and none appears on the preceding line), it is printed on 
the Official Form 540 to the left of line 63. Otherwise, the taxes will 
be printed in a supporting statement for this line. Among the taxes 
that should be reported here are the recapture of credits from the re
capture sections of the following FTB forms (not built into the soft
ware except for selected forms that may be built into the Premium 
Level software):
Form 3807, Local  Agency Military Base Recovery Area Deduction 

and Credit Summary (enter only 3807 in the description column),
Form 3808, Manufacturing Enhancement Area Credit Summary (en

ter only 3808 in the description column), and
Form 3809, Targeted Tax Area Deduction and Credit Summary (en

ter only 3809 in the description column).
Section 453 or 453A interest. If you owe interest on deferred tax 

from installment obligations, you must enter the amount of addi
tional tax here.  The special rules that impose this interest apply 
to nondealer sales exceeding $150,000. In the description col
umn enter only S453 or S453A, depending on whether the inter
est is IRC Section 453 interest or IRC Section 453A interest.

CAUTION for e-file: The FTB is very strict about how you must iden
tify  the  additional  tax  for  an  e-file  return.  Only  the  following 
acronyms are allowed in the support for this line:   3549A, 3807, 
3808, 3809, IRC197, NQDC, S453, S453A, and Other.

63 Other taxes and credit recapture.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum 
of the preceding two entries.

64 Add lines 48, 61, 62, and 63. Total tax. (auto-calc) Computed as indi
cated.
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PAYMENTS.  Withholding and other tax payments already made are reported 
here.

California income tax withheld on Form W-2.  (auto-calc) Computed as 
the sum of California income tax withheld for you and spouse, as re
ported on W-2 worksheets attached to the lines above line 12.

California income tax withheld on Form W-2G.  If there was any Cali
fornia  state  income tax  withheld  on  any Forms W-2G (Gambling 
Winnings) received for 2016, you must enter that amount here (as 
shown in box 14 of Form W-2G). For an e-file return, you must also  
complete the W-2G Worksheet that is accessible on our e-file form. 

California income tax withheld on Form 1099-R.  If there was any Cali
fornia state income tax withheld on any Forms 1099-R (Distributions 
from Pensions, Profit-Sharing Plans, IRAs, etc.) received for 2016, 
you must enter  that  amount  here  (as  shown in  box 10 of Form 
1099-R).  For an e-file return, you must also complete the 1099-R 
Worksheet that is accessible on our e-file form.

California income tax withheld elsewhere - ITEMIZE. Except for with
holding on Forms 592-B and 593, which is reported on line 73, if 
any other California income tax was withheld for 2016 and not in
cluded in the preceding three lines, such as backup withholding from 
Forms 1099-INT, 1099-DIV, or 1099-B, you must enter it in a sup
porting statement for this line. CAUTION: This is quite different from 
the IRS requirements for the Federal return, where the need to item
ize is extremely rare because amounts from several 1099s are in
cluded automatically and special lines are provided for K-1s and all  
other 1099s.  For California,  only amounts on the preceding three 
lines and Forms 592-B and 593 are absolved from itemizing. For all 
other withholding, enter in the support for this line the name of the 
form in the description column and the California state income tax 
witholding  in  the amount  column.  Additional  CAUTION for  e-file: 
The FTB is very strict about how you must identify the form from  
which you determined the withholding to report. Only the following  
acronyms are allowed in the support for this line:  W-2GU, 1099A, 
1099B, 1099C, 1099DIV, 1099G, 1099INT, 1099LTC, 1099MISC, 
1099MSA, 1099OID, 1099PATR, 1099Q, 1099S, 1099SSA, and  
1099RRB.

71 California income tax withheld.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of 
the above four lines.

2016 estimated tax payments plus 2015 refund applied.  (Road Map 
lines, supported by Control Form.) The four quarterly payments for 
California estimated tax for 2016 and the tax refund applied from 
the 2015 return are taken from you entries on screen 2 of the Con
trol Form.

Tax paid with Form FTB 3519.  (Road Map line,  supported by Form  
3519.) Although you no longer have to formally apply for a filing ex
tension, you must remit any tax due by the regular filing deadline 
(April 18, 2016) with a payment voucher, FTB 3519.
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72 2016 estimated tax payments and other payments.   (auto-calc) Com
puted as the sum of the preceding two lines. The individual quarterly 
amounts are also used in the automation of Form 5805. 

73 Withholding (Form 592-B and/or 593).  When you sell  real estate in 
California, you should receive a Form 592-B or 593-B that reports 
any withholding deducted from your proceeds. Enter here  only the 
California withholding from the cited forms. If you make an entry 
here, you must attach a copy of the referenced form(s) behind Form 
540 when you file the return. CAUTION for e-file: Because the FTB 
requires that the return include a copy of the form that shows the  
withholding, you cannot e-file a return that has an entry on this line.

74 Excess SDI (or VDPI).  (auto-calc) Computed as the excess withheld 
because of withholding from more than one employer based on the 
FTB’s Excess SDI (or VDPI) Worksheet, using amounts entered on 
the W-2 Worksheets that support line 12 of Form 540. See our in
structions for “YOUR and SPOUSE California SDI withheld” above 
line 12 of Form 540 for more information.  

74  Earned  income  tax  credit  (EITC).  (If  Standard  or  Premium Level,  
Road Map line, supported by Form 3514.) This line is used to claim 
the  new  California  Earned  Income  Tax  Credit  (EITC),  which  is 
claimed on the new FTB Form 3514. The credit is similar to the fed
eral Earned Income Credit (EIC) in the way it is calculated, but the 
income limitations are much tighter and the credit is much smaller. 
Form 3514  is automatically created if you qualify for the childless  
version of the EIC. However, unlike the federal Schedule EIC, FTB  
Form 3514 is not automatically created and completed when a de
pendent qualifies you for the credit, since the Dependent Worksheet  
for California has minimal information. On the other hand, for a Cali
fornia return translated from a federal return, Form 3514 will be cre
ated when Schedule EIC exists for the federal return, but you must 
supply additional information not available from the federal return on  
Form 3514 and its worksheets. 

75 Total payments.  Add lines 71 through 75.  (auto-calc) Computed as 
indicated.

USE TAX.  Although widely overlooked by taxpayers, California requires you to 
pay sales tax on purchases from other states, but gives you credit for any 
sales tax paid to that other state.

91 Use Tax. THIS IS NOT A TOTAL LINE.  For out-of-state purchases 
only, enter the sales tax that would have applied if you had bought 
the item in California, but reduced by any sales tax you paid to the 
other state for the item. See FTB instructions for a worksheet and a 
table of sales tax rates for all California counties to help you make 
this calculation. (The FTB reference to a total line is a recognition of 
taxpayer confusion about this line.) 

OVERPAID TAX OR TAX DUE.  Preliminary results are summarized here.
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92 Payments balance.  (auto-calc) Computed as line 76 less line 91, but 
no less than zero.

93 USE TAX BALANCE.  (auto-calc) Computed as line 91 less line 76, 
but no less than zero.

94 Overpaid tax.  (auto-calc) Computed as line 92 less line 64, but no 
less than zero.

2017 estimated tax from Form 540-ES.  (Road Map line, supported by  
Form 540-ES.) This line is not a part of the Official Form 540, but is 
provided to access Form 540-ES for determining the estimated tax 
payments required for the next tax year.  The amount shown here is 
the total estimated tax due.  If you plan to apply any or part of the 
excess payment on line 94 to estimated tax payments for 2017, the 
percentage you enter below will control the maximum amount to be 
applied.  If you complete no Form 540-ES but you want to apply  
some of the refund to next year's estimated tax, enter 100% below 
and the dollar amount to apply here.  HINT: If you know beforehand 
that you will want to apply the entire refund, you can enter any un
reasonably large amount here to force the application, since this line 
is not printed on the Form 540 that is filed with the FTB.

Percent  of  above estimated tax to prepay.   This entry controls the 
amount of any overpayment appearing on line 94 that will be applied 
to 2017 estimated taxes via line 95, below.  If you complete a Form 
540-ES, you will typically enter 25% here so that the first quarter's 
estimated tax payment is automatically made.  Or, if you prefer, you 
could pay up to the amount of estimated taxes for the entire year by 
entering 100% here.

95 Amount of line 94 to apply to your 2017 estimated tax.  (auto-calc) 
Computed as the lesser of the above percentage of the 540-ES esti
mate and the amount on line 94.

96 Overpaid tax available this year.  (auto-calc)  Computed as line 94 
less line 95, but no less than zero.

97 Tax due.  (auto-calc) Computed as line 64 less line 92, but no less 
than zero.

CONTRIBUTIONS.  California provides for a means for you to contribute di
rectly to certain special state funds. The funds are identified on the form by 
codes (400 through 435 for 2016), and no line numbers apply to these funds. 
(The total line for all funds combined is line 110.) Contributions to the first  
fund are limited to the amount of senior exemption claimed on line 9.

You and/or spouse elects to contribute to Seniors Special Fund? Any
one who claims the seniors’ exemption credit on line 9 can contrib
ute any even dollar amount up to a maximum of his or her exemp
tion to this special fund, which provides services and advocacy for 
seniors.  Your entries are therefore rounded to even dollar amounts 
and limited to no more than $111 for each spouse, and your entry is 
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zeroed for any spouse who does not claim a senior exemption on 
line 9.

400 CA Seniors Special Fund.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of the 
above two entries for you and spouse.  This total is not shown on 
the screen because of space limitations, but appears on all printouts  
of Form 540 and is used in the calculations.

Contributions  to  the  remaining  funds  can  be  made  in  any whole  dollar 
amounts.  Your contributions will increase the tax you owe (or decrease your 
refund) by the amount of the contribution.

401 Alzheimer’s Disease/Related Disorders Fund.  For researching the 
cause, cure, and treatment of Alzheimer's disease and related disor
ders.

403 Rare and Endangered Species Preservation Program.  For the con
servation of endangered and rare fish, wildlife, and plants.

405 CA Breast Cancer Research Fund.  To fund programs for the cure, 
screening, and treatment of breast cancer.

406 CA Firefighters' Memorial Fund.  For the construction of a memorial 
to California firefighters at the state capitol.

407 Emergency Food for Families Fund.  To help local food banks feed 
hungry people in California.

408 CA Peace Officer Memorial Foundation Fund.  To maintain and an
nually update a memorial on State Capitol grounds.

410 CA Sea Otter Fund.  To fund research and programs related to the 
near-shore ecosystem and increased investigation, prevention, and 
enforcement of sea otter protection.

413 CA Cancer Research Fund.  To fund research on the causes, detec
tion, and prevention of cancer and to expand various education pro
grams.

RESERVED (DO NOT USE).  Formerly labeled code 419 (Child Victims of 
Human Trafficking Fund), the FTB changed the label on Form 540 
near the end of March, 2017 because the "sunset date expired."  

422 School Supplies for Homeless Children Fund.   To provide school 
supplies and health products to homeless children.

423 State Parks Protection Fund/Parks Pass Purchase.  To protect and 
preserve California’s state parks and help fund the Vehicle Day Use 
Annual Pass.

424 Protect Our Coast and Oceans Fund.  For grants and programs that 
preserve, protect, or enhance coastal resources and promote coastal 
and marine educational activities for underserved communities. 

425 Keep Arts in Schools Fund.   For grants for administering arts pro
grams in preschool through 12th grade.

430 State Children's Trust Fund for the Prevention of Child Abuse. To 
support selected child abuse prevention programs and education ef
forts. 

431 Prevention of Animal Homelessness & Cruelty Fund.   To support 
programs to prevent and eliminate animal homelessness and cruelty, 
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research to explore new methods, and prosecution of animal cruelty 
and neglect. 

432 Revive the Salton Sea Fund.  For restoration, maintenance, and pub
lic awareness of the Salton Sea.

433  California  Domestic  Violence  Victims  Fund.   For  distribution  of 
funds to active grant recipients under the Comprehensive Statewide 
Domestic Violence Program.

434 Special Olympics Fund.  To fund activities of the Special Olympics 
in support of children and adults with intellectual disabilities.

435 Type 1 Diabetes Research Fund.  For University of California grants 
to authorized diabetes research organizations.

110 Total contributions.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of contribu
tions  for  contribution  codes  400  through  435,  this  total  is  not 
shown on the screen because of space limitations, but appears on  
all printouts of Form 540 and is used in the calculations.. 

Note that these contributions are not deductible on the return, but rather in
crease  your  tax  liability  (or  reduce your  refund).  They are merely  a  direct  
means of contributing to the funds.

AMOUNT YOU OWE.  The Voluntary Contributions are reflected in the final 
amounts below.

111 AMOUNT YOU OWE.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of lines 93, 
97, and 110 less line 96, but no less than zero.

In spite of the FTB label for this line, interest and penalties are not reflected in 
this result, but are added in the next section instead.

INTEREST AND PENALTIES.  The FTB will generally compute penalties for you 
and bill you, but you can get a complete picture of the tax bite by reflecting 
them here yourself.

112 Interest, late return penalties, and late payment penalties.  Enter 
here only the amount included in the payment enclosed with the re
turn that is to be applied to any late penalties and interest.  This is 
NOT the penalty for underwithholding or underpayment of estimated 
tax, but the penalties and interest for not filing or paying on time. 
Interest is charged for taxes not paid by April 18th and an additional 
penalty is charged for not filing by October 16h (the extension filing 
date for tax year 2016 returns). The interest is typically 5% of the 
tax not paid plus ½% per month or part thereof that the return is 
late. The late filing penalty is generally 25% of the tax not paid. In 
addition, interest is charged on the penalties until they are paid at 
rates that are adjusted twice a year by the FTB. 

Is Form 5805 attached? (auto-calc, supported by Form 5805/5805-F.)  
Automatically Yes if a Form 5805/5805-F exists for the return and 
you do NOT qualify for 5805-F.

Is Form 5805-F attached? (auto-calc, supported by Form 5805/5805-
F.)  Automatically Yes if a Form 5805/5805-F exists for the return 
and you qualify for 5805-F because of your farm income.
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113 Underpayment of estimated tax (Form 5805).  (Road Map line, sup
ported by Form 5805.) Form 5805 is automatically generated when 
a penalty  may exist,  unless  you answered No to the auto-create 
question in the first  section of Form 540. However,  if  you are a 
farmer  or  fisherman,  you  should  supply  additional  information  on 
Form 5805 so that the software can determine whether you qualify 
for the more liberal Form 5805-F.  (You need not complete Form 
5805 or 5805-F if you want the FTB to figure the penalty for you 
and send you a bill.)

114 Total amount due.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of lines 93, 
97, 110, 112, and 113 less line 96, but no less than zero,  this is 
the total check that must be written to the Franchise Tax Board, not 
just the amount on line 111.

Are you paying the full amount due? You may choose to pay less than 
the full amount due, and penalties will apply only to the balance not 
paid. If you will be paying the full amount shown on the preceding 
line, answer Yes here.

Amount to be paid.  If you answered Yes above, the total due appears 
here.  But if you answered No, you must enter the amount you will  
pay. If you choose a direct debit from your account, below, this is  
the amount by which your account will be debited.

FTB eliminates 540-V Payment Voucher. The FTB no longer requires a pay
ment voucher to be enclosed with payment for a Form 540 return, and 
eliminated the form starting with tax year 2014. CAUTION: Other vouchers 
still  required: In spite of the elimination of Form 540-V, the FTB still  re
quires  that  payment  vouchers  accompany payment  for  extensions  (FTB  
3519), e-file (FTB 3582), and estimated tax (FTB 540-ES).

REFUND AND DIRECT DEPOSIT.  Complete the following lines to direct the 
FTB to deposit any refund directly in your account. 

115 REFUND or NO AMOUNT DUE.  (auto-calc) Computed as line 96 less 
the sum of lines 93, 97, 110, 112, and 113, but no less than zero. 

CAUTION: Do not complete the following entries if there is no refund.  This 
caution is  especially important for an e-file return because it could lead to 
inconsistencies that would prevent your calculations from being complete. 
If your calculations remained incomplete, you would be unable to print the 
return or generate e-file output until you remove the below entries when 
they are not relevant to the return because no refund is available. TIP: Re
ceiving a "is NOT calculated!" message when you attempt to print a return  
could be an indication that you have an amount due on the return but have  
entries  for  routing number  and account number  below that  must be re
moved. 

Routing number 1. This number tells  where to send a wire transfer of 
funds. If a checking account, the number is the first set of computer 
numbers printed at the bottom of your checks, and should be 9 dig
its long.  Otherwise you must get the number from your bank.
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Account type 1:  Checking? You must identify whether  the account to 
which you want the refund deposited is a checking account or a sav
ings  account.  However,  if  you  do  not  supply  a  routing  number, 
above, of at least 9 characters length, a Yes answer will not be al
lowed here and both this and the next entry will be No.

Account type 1: Savings? (auto-calc) Automatically the opposite of the 
preceding answer if you entered a routing number of at least 9 char
acters, and No otherwise.

Account number 1. Enter full account number, including the bank's branch 
number.  If  a checking  account,  the number  is  the second set  of 
numbers printed at the bottom of your checks. (Be sure not to in
clude the last set of numbers, which is your check number.)

116 Direct deposit amount 1.  (auto-calc) Incomplete bank information will 
not be accepted by the FTB, so no amount will appear here if any
thing is  missing in your entries.  For example,  the routing number 
must be 9 digits starting with 01 through 12 or 21 through 32, you 
must identify the type of account by a Yes for either checking or 
savings, and you must enter an account number.  If you satisfy all  
these conditions, the full amount on line 115 will appear here unless  
you specified a second bank, below, for a portion of the refund.

Second account for direct deposit.  If you have a refund on line 115 and use 
direct deposit for your refund, you can now instruct the FTB to put a portion 
of the refund in a second account rather than the entire amount in the ac
count identified above. Once you enter valid routing and account numbers for 
the second account, below, you can  enter an amount on line 117 and the 
amount for line 116 will be automatically reduced so that the sum of lines  
116 and 117 matches line 115.

Routing number 2. See our instructions for “routing number 1.”
Account type 2: Checking? See our instructions for “account type 2.”
Account type 2: Savings? (auto-calc) Automatically the opposite of the 

preceding answer if  you entered a rounting number of at least 9 
characters, and No otherwise.

Account number 2. See our instructions for “account number 1.”
117 Direct deposit amount 2.  Enter here the amount of refund you want 

deposited in the second account. You can enter no more than the 
amount on line 115, and the amount on line 116 will be reduced ac
cordingly.  You will not be allowed to make an entry here until you  
have entered valid routing and account numbers for account 2. 

THIRD PARTY DESIGNEE. Information you supply below will  appear at the 
bottom of page 2 of the official  printout of Form 540, designating another 
person to be allowed to discuss your return with the IRS. CAUTION: This in
formation is NOT translated from the federal Form 1040 because you must  
separately affirm your choice of a designee for the purposes of the California  
Form 540 alone.

Do you want to allow another person to discuss this return with the 
FTB? (auto-calc) This answer is automatic based on your entry of a 
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designee’s name or phone number below. If you make no entries be
low, the answer is No. If you make any entry below, the answer is 
Yes.  This answer is used to mark the proper check-box at the bot
tom of page 5 of the official printout of Form 540. 

Designee’s name. Enter the name in 25 characters or less. The designee 
can be anyone you choose to allow to communicate with the FTB for 
you, including a friend or relative. The person you designate here is al
lowed to give the FTB any missing information from the return, to call 
the FTB for information about the processing or status of the return, 
and respond to FTB notices concerning errors in the preparation of the 
return, but does not otherwise represent you before the FTB. Howev
er, if you want the paid preparer who signs the return to be the de
signee, just enter the word PREPARER here and enter the preparer’s  
phone number below, in accordance with FTB instructions. CAUTION 
for e-file: For an e-filed return, you  must enter the first name only in  
characters 1 through 10 of the entry space and enter the last name at  
characters 11 through 25 so that the software can properly separate  
the two entries into first and last name as required by the FTB. 

Designee’s telephone number.  Enter the phone number complete with 
area code in 15 characters or less.

Fed return attachment required.  (auto-calc) Automatically Yes if the return 
contains a California Worksheet C, E, or F, a California Schedule D, D-1, or P, 
or a California Form 3800, 3801, 3805E, 3805P, or 3885A.  You should send 
a copy of the federal return when you file the California return if this answer 
is Yes.  If the answer here is Yes, the phrase “ATTACH FEDERAL RETURN” 
will be printed in the upper right area of the scannable Form 540 printout. 
Otherwise, the phrase "DO NOT ATTACH FEDERAL RETURN” will be printed. 
(For e-file, a copy of the federal return is always included for the FTB.)
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Schedule CA / California Adjustments
Collection point for all  adjustments to federal AGI.  This schedule consoli
dates the differences between federal and California amounts for most federal  
forms and schedules.  The line numbers follow those for federal Form 1040. 
Results from all investment and business activities flow through this form, in
cluding all adjustments to the amounts on federal Schedules A, B, C, D, E, 
and  F,  and  Forms 2106,  2119,  3903,  4562,  4684,  4797,  4835,  6252, 
8582, and 8829.  Other income and deductions treated differently by Califor
nia are also reported here.

PART I, INCOME ADJUSTMENT SCHEDULE.  The first part collects all differ
ences that affect California AGI.  Each line contains three parts: column A for  
amounts on federal Form 1040, column B for amounts to be subtracted from 
A for California returns, and column C for amounts to be added to A for Cali
fornia returns.

Section A -- Income.  The first section corresponds to the income section of 
Form 1040.

Federal W-2 wages in Form 1040, line 7.  Translated from the federal 
return, this is the total of wages reported on the W-2 Worksheets 
for the federal return and included in the total for Form 1040, line 7. 
CAUTION: This entry is critical. Therefore, if you did not follow our  
strong recommendation to start the return by translation from the  
federal return, you must enter the total from Form 1040, line 7 here  
yourself.   

California adjustment to federal W-2 wages. (auto-calc) Computed as 
Form 540, line 12, less the preceding entry. This result could be in
correct if you did not verify the California wages reported on the W-
2 Worksheets for line 12 of Form 540. The result here represents 
only W-2 wages for California.  If there are other wages not included 
here, such as wages from other states, or some of the California W-
2 wages are not taxable for special reasons, use the adjustment line, 
below, for “California other adjustments for Schedule CA, line 7” 
and explain in a supporting statement for that line.

Other income for Schedule CA line 7: 
Other income in Form 1040,  line 7.  The next few lines are translated 

from the special extra lines that contribute to the line 7 total in our 
Form 1040.  They are amounts that are treated like wages by the 
IRS but are NOT reported to you on a W-2 form, such as certain tax
able  scholarships  and  excess  reimbursements  from employers  for 
employee expenses, child care, and moving expenses. You should 
not alter these translated amounts unless you altered the federal re
turn after translating it to the California return.

TOTAL federal  other  income in line 7.  (auto-calc) Computed as the 
sum of the above other income not reported on W-2 forms. This to
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tal plus the entry for “Federal  W-2 wages in Form 1040, line 7” 
should match the total on Form 1040, line 7 of the federal return.

California other adjustments for Schedule CA, line 7. This line is rarely 
used, but  important for certain special taxpayers. ALL wages must 
be  reflected  in  Schedule  CA  line  7,  including  those  from  other 
states.  Valid adjustments include adjustments for active-duty mili
tary pay, ride-sharing benefits, sick pay received under the Federal 
Insurance Contributions and Railroad Unemployment Insurance Acts, 
income exempted by U.S. treaties, and federal source income under 
IRC Section 911. See FTB Pub. 1001 for more detail on the adjust
ment to make here. Adjustments for wages to other states are not  
handled here. Instead, the potential  for double taxation is handled  
through California’s Schedule S in which you are given credit  for  
taxes paid to other states. A positive entry on this adjustment line 
increases wages for the California return, and a negative entry re
duces wages for the California return. Note that California allows a 
subtraction from income for graduate-level education expenses paid 
by employers if that income was taxable on the federal return. 

7 Wages, salaries, tips, etc.  (Auto-calc lines, supported by Form 540.) 
The first part of this line is the amount for column A, computed as 
the “W-2 wages in Form 1040, line 7” plus “TOTAL federal other in
come in Form 1040, line 7.” This amount should match the amount 
on Form 1040, line 7 for the federal return that was translated. The 
remaining two parts are computed from the sum of the two Califor
nia adjustments: “California adjustment to federal W-2 wages” plus 
“California adjustment to other income.”  A negative result is used 
as a subtraction adjustment for column B and a positive result is 
used as an addition adjustment for column C.  

8, Taxable income and tax-exempt interest.  (Road Map lines, supported 
by Worksheet B.) These lines reflect interest taxed on the federal re
turn but not the California return, such as excluded U.S. savings 
bonds and treasury bills, and interest taxed on the California return 
but not the federal return, such as state and municipal bonds for ar 
eas outside of California, as identified on the 1099-INT Worksheets 
for the federal Schedule B.  Line 8(b) (Tax-exempt interest) appears 
on Schedule CA for informational purposes only and is not used in 
any California calculations. 

9 Dividend income.  (Road Map lines, supported by Worksheet B.) These 
lines reflect dividends taxed differently on the federal return than the 
California return, as identified in Worksheet B. Line 9(b) (Qualified 
dividends) appears on Schedule CA for informational purposes only 
and is not used in any California calculations.

10 State tax refund.  Column A is translated from Form 1040, line 10, 
and is the state income tax refund or tax rebate you received in the 
tax year and included as income on the federal return.  The amount 
is automatically posted to column B because a state refund is not in
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come on a California return (because the corresponding overpayment 
was not deductible on the California return).

11 Alimony received.  Column A is translated from Form 1040, line 11. 
You must enter an amount in column C if a nonresident alien and re
ceived any alimony not reported on federal Form 1040, line 11.

12 Business income or (loss).  (Road Map lines, supported by Worksheet  
C.) The total on federal Form 1040, line 12, is translated to column 
A, and adjustments resulting from Worksheet C, which relates to 
federal Schedule C, are posted to columns B and C.

13 Capital gain or (loss).  (Road Map lines, supported by Schedule D.) 
The total on federal Form 1040, line 13, is translated to column A, 
and adjustments resulting from Schedule D are posted to columns B 
and C.

14 Other gains or (losses).  (Road Map lines, supported by Schedule D-
1.) The total on federal Form 1040, line 14, is translated to column 
A, and adjustments resulting from Schedule D-1 are posted to col
umns B and C.

15  IRA distribution (a) and Taxable amount (b).  Because California law 
differed from federal law before 1987 on the amount of IRA contri
butions that could be deducted, the amount that is taxed when you 
receive benefits can often be less on a California return.  You would 
therefore generally have a subtraction for column B.  The gross dis
tribution and the taxable amount for column A are translated from 
the federal Form 1040, lines 15a and 15b, but you must make any 
required adjustments to the taxable  amount in columns B and C. 
See FTB Pub. 1005 for details.

16 Pensions & annuities (a) and Taxable amount (b).  Even though Cali
fornia uses similar methods for computing the taxable amount, dif
ferences exist depending on when contributions were made to the 
pensions and annuities. The gross distribution and taxable amount 
for column A are translated from federal Form 1040, lines 16a and 
16b, but you must make any required adjustments to the taxable 
amount in columns B and C. See FTB Pub. 1005 for details.

17  Rentals,  royalties,  partnerships,  estates,  trusts,  etc.   (Road  Map 
lines, supported by Worksheet E.) The total on federal Form 1040, 
line 17, is translated to column A, and adjustments resulting from 
Worksheet E, which relates to federal Schedule E, are posted to col
umns B and C.

18 Farm income or (loss).  (Road Map lines, supported by Worksheet F.) 
The total on federal Form 1040, line 18, is translated to column A, 
and adjustments resulting from Worksheet F, which relates to feder
al Schedule F, are posted to columns B and C.

19 Unemployment compensation.  Unemployment compensation is not 
taxable on the California return, so the amount from federal Form 
1040, line 19, is translated to column A and repeated at column B.

20 Social security benefits (a) and Taxable amount (b).  Social security 
benefits are not taxable on the California return, so the amount from 
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federal Form 1040, line 20b, is translated to column A, and column 
A is posted to column B.

21 Other income (federal).  The total on federal Form 1040, line 21, is 
translated to column A.  Adjustments to this total are separated into 
several parts, as follows.

a California lottery winnings (column B).  Enter any winnings from the 
California Lottery which were reported as income in line 21 of Form 
1040.  They are not taxable on the California return and will there
fore be reported in column B.

b Disaster loss carryover from FTB 3805V (column B).  Enter as a posi
tive number the disaster loss carryover from the prior year, which is 
the amount on the 2015 Form FTB 3805, Part III, line 6.

c Federal NOL carryover on Form 1040 line 21 (column C). This entry 
must be the entire net operating loss (NOL) deduction that was in
cluded in line 21 of the federal Form 1040. (The California NOL de
duction is different from the federal NOL deduction, so the federal 
amount is  added back here  and  California  amounts  are  deducted 
through lines 21d and 21e.)

d NOL carryover from FTB 3805V (column B). Enter as a positive num
ber the net operating loss (NOL) carryover from the prior year, which 
is the amount on the 2015 Form FTB 3805V, Part III, line 5.

NOL from FTB 3805D.  Enter the NOL carryover from Form 3805D, 
NOL Carryover Computation and Limitation -- Pierce’s Disease.
NOL from FTB 3805Z, line 3b.  (Premium Level: Road Map line, sup
ported by Form 3805Z in a future release)  Unless you use the Pre
mium Level software, you must enter here the result on line 3b of 
Form 3805Z, Enterprise Zone Deduction and Credit Summary. 
NOL from FTB 3806, line 3b. (Premium Level: Road Map line, support
ed by Form 3806 in a future release) Enter the NOL carryover from 
line 3b of Form 3806, Los Angeles Revitalization Zone Deduction 
and Credit Summary. 
NOL from FTB 3807, line 5b. Enter the NOL carryover from line 5b of 
Form 3807,  Local Agency Military Base Recovery Area Deduction  
and Credit Summary. 
NOL from FTB 3809, line 4b. Enter the NOL carryover from line 4b of 
Form 3809, Targeted Tax Area Deduction and Credit Summary. 

e NOL from FTB 3805D,  3805Z,  3806,  3807,  or 3809 (column B).  (au
to-calc)  Computed as the sum of the above five NOL amounts, this 
total acts as a subtraction for line 21 of Schedule CA.

f Other (describe).   (Supported by the California Adjustments Work
sheet.)  Other additions or subtractions must be entered in the work
sheets that support this line,  with the sole exception of amounts 
from Form 3803, which are posted automatically.  See FTB instruc
tions for information on what else qualifies. The total additions and 
subtractions are summed from the worksheets to columns B and C. 
You must complete a separate worksheet for each separate item, 
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describing each item in just 15 characters so that they appear on the 
printout as desired by the FTB. (CAUTION: If any of the adjustments 
entered here involve passive activities, you may also need to use the 
Passive Loss Worksheets on Form 3801 to report adjustments to 
passive activity gains and losses for lines 1 and 2 of Form 3801.) 
Note that reparation payments for forced or slave labor during World  
War II are not taxable on the California return, and should therefore  
be entered as a subtraction here if they were taxable on the federal  
return. 

Subtractions/Additions from Form 3803.  (Road Map lines, supported  
by Form 3803) If you elect to report your children’s income on your 
own return, the income after the first $2,000 is included in line 21 
of federal Form 1040. Any California adjustments to this amount are 
posted here from the fifteen copies of Form 3803 that are built into 
the software (for reporting income from up to fifteen children). 

Total other subtractions/additions.  (auto-calc lines.) Computed as the 
adjustment totals from the above worksheets and Form 3803.

22 TOTAL.  (auto-calc lines) Summed separately in columns B and C as 
the sum of lines 7 through 21f.

Section B -- Adjustments to Income.  The second section corresponds to the 
adjustments section of Form 1040.  Each line in this section contains a col
umn A for reporting the amount deducted on Form 1040 (translated from the 
federal return). Each line may also contain a column B and/or C as well to re
port differences between federal and California law. Column B is used for sub
tractions (the part of the federal deduction not allowed under California law), 
and column C is used for additions (additional deductions allowed under Cali 
fornia law).  California conforms fully with federal law for the amounts on 
some lines in this section; the corresponding amounts are taken directly from 
Form 1040 and posted to column A for these lines, and columns B and C do 
not appear for these lines because they can never have an amount.  However,  
other lines can be different under California law, as highlighted below.  (In the 
following, all lines that do not include a column letter in the heading for the 
line are understood to refer the federal amount, which is printed in column A 
of the official printout of Schedule CA.) 

23 Educator expenses. California does not allow a deduction for educa
tor expenses, so any amount translated to this line from the federal  
Form 1040 appears in both column A and column B on the printed  
Schedule A, and reflected as a subtraction for line 36. 

24 Certain business expenses of reservists, performing artists, and fee-
basis government officials.   You will generally have an adjustment 
to the federal amount because of differences between federal and 
California law for depreciation. 

B – Business expense subtraction. Enter here any deductions allowed 
under federal law but not under California law, such as first-year de
preciation amounts.
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C – Business expense addition. Enter here any deductions allowed un
der California law but not under federal law.

25 Health savings account deduction. California does not allow this de
duction, so this amount will appear in column B as well as column A 
of the printed Schedule CA.

26 Moving expenses.  California  fully  conforms to the federal  law for 
moving expenses, so no adjustment appears in column B nor column 
C of the printed Schedule CA.

27 Deductible part of self-employment tax.  California conforms to the 
federal law for 2016, where the deduction for this line is exactly 
one-half of the self-employment tax on line 56 of Form 1040, so no 
adjustment appears in column B nor column C of the printed Sched
ule CA. 

28  Self-employed  SEP,  SIMPLE,  qualified  plans.  California  fully  con
forms to the federal law, so no adjustment appears in column B nor 
column C of the printed Schedule CA.

29 Self-employed health insurance deduction. California now fully con
forms to the federal law, so no adjustment appears in column B nor 
column C of the printed Schedule CA. (California did not previously 
allow any deduction for the coverage of your adult children.) 

30 Penalty on early withdrawal of savings. California fully conforms to 
the federal law, so no adjustment appears in column B nor column C 
of the printed Schedule CA.

31a Alimony paid.  The amount in column A is translated from the corre
sponding line on the federal Form 1040.  The SSN of the recipient is 
also translated, but you must manually enter the last name of the re
cipient because it is not available from the federal return.  California 
law generally conforms to federal law, but if you are a nonresident  
alien and did not deduct alimony on the federal  return, enter the  
amount in column C, since it is allowed on the California return.

32 IRA deduction.  California now fully conforms to the federal method 
for computing the deduction with just one exception. If  an active 
duty military member domiciled outside of California and your IRA 
deduction was subject to phase-out, you could have an additive ad
justment because you do not have to count the military pay as in
come.  However,  you  must  enter  this  adjustment  in  a  supporting  
statement for the line above line 36, not here at line 32, in accor
dance with FTB instructions for line 36.  See our italicized instruc
tions at the end of our instructions for “ITEMIZE other adjustments”  
above line 36.

 33 Student loan interest deduction. California now conforms with feder
al law except for one special case, described below.

C – Student loan interest addition. A spouse of a military taxpayer not 
domiciled in California will have to make an addition adjustment here 
based on a calculation that includes the military income. For details, 
see the FTB  Student Loan Interest Deduction Worksheet in the in
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structions for Schedule CA and FTB Pub. 1032 (Tax Information for  
Military Personnel).

34 Tuition and fees deduction. California does not allow a deduction for 
tuition and fees, so any amount translated to this line from the fed
eral  Form 1040 appears in both column A and column B on the  
printed Schedule A, and reflected as a subtraction for line 36.

35 Domestic production activities deduction. California does not allow a 
deduction for domestic production activities, so any amount translat
ed to this line from the federal Form 1040 appears in both column A 
and column B on the printed return, and reflected as a subtraction 
for line 36. 

Other adjustment in 1040 line 36.  This amount, translated from the fed
eral return, is the amount included in line 36 of federal Form 1040, 
but  not  in  lines  23  through 35 or  the federal  “write-in”  amount 
above line 36.  It includes certain employee expenses from federal 
Form 2106,  foreign housing deductions from federal  Form 2555, 
plus any other amounts shown or itemized on the lines above line 36 
of Form 1040.  

Adjustment for part from Form 2555.  This amount is the part of the 
above federal adjustment that stems from a foreign housing deduc
tion from Form 2555, but shown as a negative amount because it is 
a subtraction adjustment on the California return. If there is no addi
tional adjustment on the next line, this amount and the flag “Form 
2555” will be printed above the label for line 36 of Schedule CA. 
Otherwise it will  appear in a supporting statement along with the 
supporting statement for the following line. 

ITEMIZE other adjustments.  If there are any other adjustments to the 
“write-in” amount on the federal return, you must report the differ
ence in a supporting statement for this line.  Be sure to enter the ap
propriate positive or negative adjustment to the preceding amount in 
the amount column of the supporting statement.  The negative or 
positive adjustment is then reflected in column B or C for this line. 
(This is also the place to enter the additive adjustment for your IRA  
deduction for the special military exception described at line 32. En
ter “MPA Adjustment” in the description column and the positive ad
justment in the amount column.) 

36 Add lines 23 through 35.  (auto-calc lines) The main line should be the 
same as line 36 of the federal Form 1040, and is the sum of lines 
23 through 35, plus “Other adjustment in 1040 line 36,” for column 
A. Columns B and C are summed separately as the subtractive and 
additive adjustments, respectively, for lines 23 through 35, plus the 
preceding itemized adjustment and Form 2555 adjustment.

37 TOTAL.  (auto-calc lines) Line 36 is subtracted from line 22 separate
ly in columns A, B and C. Column A is federal AGI, and columns B 
and C are California adjustments to federal AGI.  
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Summary of lines 23 through 37. The required posting of adjustments to Form 
540 is determined in the remainder of this section:

Schedule CA, line 37.  (auto-calc) Taken from the preceding total for col
umn A of line 37, this is the federal AGI as computed on Schedule 
CA.

1040 line 37 on Form 540 line 13.  (auto-calc) Taken from line 13 of Form 
540, this is the AGI translated from the federal return to Form 540. 
It should agree with the preceding amount computed for Schedule 
CA, line 37, column A.

** DISCREPANCY between Schedule CA and Form 540.  (auto-calc) An 
amount will appear here if the federal AGI you reported on Form 540 
differs from the federal AGI you reported on Schedule CA. Any dis
crepancy  here  must  be  eliminated  for  a  valid  return.  Since  all 
amounts in column of A of Schedule CA are translated from the fed
eral return automatically, there should not be any discrepancy here 
unless you manually changed an entry.

B-Total subtractions.  (auto-calc) This is line 37, column B, computed 
as line 22, column B,  less line 36, column B, this result could be 
negative if there is a greater subtraction for Section B (Adjustments 
to Income) than there is for Section A (Income).

C-Total additions.  (auto-calc) This is line 37, column C, computed as 
line 22, column C,  less line 36, column C, this result could be nega
tive if there is a greater addition for Section B (Adjustments to In
come) than there is for Section A (Income).

Subtraction for Form 540, line 14.  (auto-calc) Computed as line 37(B) 
less line 37(C), but no less than zero. This and the following compu
tation ensure that amounts on the two adjustment lines of Form 540 
are never negative.

Addition for Form 540, line 16.  (auto-calc) Computed as line 37(C) less 
line 37(B), but no less than zero.

Passive vs.  Nonpassive adjustments.  (auto-calc) Adjustments for all passive 
activities are summarized here.  They are posted here from Worksheets C, E, 
and F, and Schedules D and D-1, whether or not they are reported on Form 
3801. (Form 3801 is required by the FTB only when passive activities with 
losses are reported on the return. The automation of the return, however, re
quires a knowledge of all passive amounts whether or not Form 3801 is filed.) 
The result  of  this  section  is  the “Total  California  nonpassive  adjustment,” 
which is the nonpassive part of line 22 of Schedule CA.  This result is provid 
ed for information only, and is not used directly in the return.

PART II, ADJUSTMENTS TO FEDERAL ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS.  The second 
part collects all differences from federal Schedule A.

38 Federal itemized deductions.  (Road Map line, supported by Work
sheet A.) Total federal itemized deductions before limitation for high 
incomes is posted here from Worksheet A.

39 Federal Schedule A, lines 5 and 8.  (Road Map line, supported by 
Worksheet A.) Only adjustments for income taxes deducted on the 
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federal return are posted here from Worksheet A, including state, lo
cal, SDI, and foreign income taxes.

40 Subtract line 39 from line 38.  (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.
41 Other  adjustments (Worksheet  A).   (Road Map line,  supported by  

Worksheet A.) All adjustments from Worksheet A not posted to line 
39, above, are posted here.  This includes depreciation and passive 
activity adjustments that are relevant to federal Schedule A alone.

Specify for line 41.  If an amount appears above from Worksheet A, this 
entry is automatically “See Worksheet A” so that the FTB will know 
where to look for details. However, if you prefer not to send our 
Worksheet A with the return, you must remove it from the return 
with our File Manager (Chapter 9 of the User’s Guide) then return to 
this line and enter your own explanation on this line or a supporting 
statement for it. (You must use the F10 key to access the support 
here because this is a text entry line.) CAUTION: For an e-file return  
you MUST explain any amount on line 41 in a supporting statement  
for this line   because our Worksheet A is not accepted as support for  
e-file.

42 Combine line 40 and line 41.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of 
lines 40 and 41.

Federal AGI on Form 540, line 13.  (auto-calc) Taken from Form 540 as 
indicated.

Schedule A line 4, 14, 20, and gambling.  (Road Map line, supported by 
Worksheet A.) The part of itemized deductions NOT subject to high 
income limitations on the California return is posted here from Work
sheet A. The amount posted here is the California-adjusted version 
of the federal amounts cited.

Part of line 42 disallowed.  (auto-calc) Computed from the preceding 
three lines using the FTB’s  Itemized Deductions Worksheet in their 
2016 Instructions for Schedule CA (540). An amount can appear on 
this line only if your federal adjusted gross income for 2016 (shown 
on Form 540, line 13) exceeds $364,923 if married filing jointly or 
qualifying widow(er), $182,459 if single or married filing separately, 
or $273,692 if head of household.

43 California itemized deductions.  (auto-calc) Computed as line 42 less 
the above disallowed amount.

Standard deduction.  (auto-calc) The standard deduction for your filing 
status appears here automatically (generally $4,129 or $8,258 for 
2016).

44 Larger of line 43 or standard deduction.  (auto-calc) Computed as in
dicated.

The result on line 44 is posted to Form 540, line 18.

Extra line for personal memos.  Provided for supporting statements that will 
not be printed with the official return.
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Schedule D / Capital Gain or Loss Adjustment
Conformity in the law, but not the form. California law conforms closely to fed
eral law in the reporting of capital gains and losses, but details of the forms are 
glaringly different because details of transactions are now on a separate form 
(Form 8949) for the federal return. Nevertheless, because you provide the de
tails on worksheets for the federal Schedule D as you did before the days of 
Form 8949, you can still refer to the section for Schedule D in Chapter 2 of the 
regular Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edition for many details relevant to the California 
return.  However, keep in mind that:  (a) California does not provide favorable 
taxation for long-term capital gains, so the California schedule does not separate 
long-term transactions from short-term transactions; (b) California no longer al
lows the equivalent of an IRC sec. 1202 exclusions (sec. 18152.5 of the Cali
fornia code). 

Translation from the federal return is complete ... ALMOST. As far as the net 
gain or loss on Schedule D is concerned, the translation from the federal re
turn automatically produces the proper bottom line as long as there are no ad
justments for basis or carryovers from prior years and no sec. 1202 exclusion 
claimed on the federal return. Lines 1, 2, and 3, and their supporting work
sheets, are translated automatically from the federal return. As far as compu
tations are concerned you need make entries only if 
 there is a capital loss carryover from the 2015 California Schedule D, which 

you must enter on line 6, or
 you claimed a section 1202 exclusion on federal Schedule D, for which there is 

no longer a California equivalent, or   
 some items reported on the translated worksheets, or other forms that support 

line 1, have a different basis under California rules (which is likely if you claimed 
depreciation before 1987 for the sold property, you claimed bonus depreciation 
or section 179 expenses in recent years, or you claimed Special California Cred
its that require you to reduce the basis by the amount of the credit).

However, even if none of the above apply, extra effort must be taken in pre
paring the California Schedule D in order to conform with its different format. 

MANDATORY extra steps: View ALL Gain/Loss Worksheets after their trans
lation from the federal return. Since 1997, the federal Schedule D does not 
separately show gains and losses. Therefore, when we translate the federal  
worksheets, no amounts are translated to the separate loss and gain lines of 
the California worksheets (columns d and e on the California Schedule D). As 
a result, you must view all California worksheets after they are translated in 
order for the losses and gains to show up on the worksheet and on the print 
outs for line 1.  (Worksheets recalculate  whenever  you view them, so the 
mere access to a worksheet is enough to cause the gain and loss lines to cal 
culate to their proper amounts.)
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Itemized sales for line 1a.  Line 1a is a catch-all for all short-term and long-
term gains and losses on the federal Schedule D, except for those reported to 
you on a Schedule K-1 (form partnerships, etc.).

Amounts supported by worksheets on the federal Schedule D.  The first set 
of lines are translated from the worksheets that support lines 1 and 8 of 
the federal Schedule D:

ST net gain or loss. (Supported by Gain/Loss Worksheets) The net short-
term gain or loss from federal Schedule D, line 1 appears here.  Re
member to view the translated worksheets that are attached to this 
line to ensure that gains and losses appear in the separate gain and 
loss columns of the California Schedule D.

ST  capital  sales  (d)  loss.  (auto-calc,  supported  by  Gain/Loss  Work
sheets) Once you view the worksheets, the sum of losses on those 
worksheets appears on this line.  Until then, any loss seen on the 
above net line appears here as a positive amount.

ST  capital  sales  (e)  gain.  (auto-calc,  supported  by  Gain/Loss  Work
sheets) Once you view the worksheets, the sum of gains on those 
worksheets appears on this line.  Until then, any gain seen on the 
above net line appears here as a positive amount.

LT net gain or loss. (Supported by Gain/Loss Worksheets) The net long-
term gain or loss from federal Schedule D, line 8 appears here.  Re
member to view the translated worksheets that are attached to this 
line to ensure that gains and losses appear in the separate gain and 
loss columns of the California Schedule D.

LT  capital  sales  (d)  loss.  (auto-calc,  supported  by  Gain/Loss  Work
sheets) Once you view the worksheets, the sum of losses on those 
worksheets appears on this line.  Until then, any loss seen on the 
above net line appears here as a positive amount.

LT  capital  sales  (e)  gain.  (auto-calc,  supported  by  Gain/Loss  Work
sheets) Once you view the worksheets, the sum of gains on those 
worksheets appears on this line.  Until then, any gain seen on the 
above net line appears here as a positive amount.

Amounts supported by forms on the federal Schedule D.  The next set of 
lines show amounts that are not reported on worksheets for the federal 
Schedule D, but are reported on separate federal forms, with only the totals 
shown on the federal Schedule D (lines 4 and 11). However, California re
quires that all of these amounts be reported in the chart for line 1a, so they  
must be reported on our worksheets for line 1a. We have therefore devised 
a semi-automatic procedure for accomplishing this task. In the following 
lines, all amounts are either translated from components of lines 4 and 11 
of the federal Schedule D or transferred from separate California forms. To 
get these amounts onto worksheets, as the FTB requires, you must itemize 
the worksheet line that follows the totals for a particular form below. How
ever, you do not enter anything on the worksheet you access; you merely 
view them then exit. They are completed automatically for you based on 
the totals, with the proper description that applies: 
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Business property gain (Schedule D-1). (Road Map line, supported by 
Schedule D-1.) The long-term gain in Part I of Schedule D-1 appears 
here, analogous to the federal Form 4797 amount that contributes 
to line 11 of federal Schedule D.

Schedule D-1 amount for line 1a. (Supported by Gain/Loss Worksheets) 
If an amount appears on the preceding line you MUST itemize this 
line in order for the amount to be properly reported in the FTB chart 
for line 1a.  Once you see the amount on the worksheet you can re
turn here and proceed to the next line.

Installment sales gain (Form 3805E).  (Road Map line, supported by 
Form 3805E.) The gain from Form 3805E appears here, analogous 
to the federal Form 6252 amounts that contribute to lines 4 and 11 
of federal Schedule D. 

FTB 3805E amount for line 1a.  (Supported by Gain/Loss Worksheets) If 
an amount appears on the preceding line you MUST itemize this line 
in order for the amount to be properly reported in the FTB chart for 
line 1a.  Once you see the amount on the worksheet you can return 
here and proceed to the next line.

** Itemizing discrepancy above.  (auto-calc) If an amount appears on 
this line it means that  you have failed to itemize to the supporting  
worksheets above when required.  You must return to the preceding 
lines and itemize the worksheet line that follows a non-zero amount.

Casualty net (Form 4684) in Federal Schedule D, line 4.  The short-
term gain or loss on Form 4684 that was included in line 4 of federal 
Schedule D is translated here from the federal return.

Casualty net (Form 4684) in Federal Schedule D, line 11.  The long-
term gain or loss on Form 4684 that was included in line 11 of fed
eral Schedule D is translated here from the federal return.

Form 4684 amount for line 1a.  (Supported by Gain/Loss Worksheets) If 
an amount appears on either of the preceding two lines you MUST 
itemize this line in order for the amounts to be properly reported in 
the FTB chart for line 1a.  Once you see the amount on the work 
sheet you can return here and proceed to the next line.

Section 1256 net (Form 6781) in Federal Schedule D, line 4. The short-
term gain or loss on Form 6781 that was included in line 4 of federal 
Schedule D is translated here from the federal return.

Section 1256 net (Form 6781) in Federal Schedule D, line 11. The long-
term gain or loss on Form 6781 that was included in line 11 of fed
eral Schedule D is translated here from the federal return.

Form 6781 amount for line 1a.  (Supported by Gain/Loss Worksheets) If 
an amount appears on either of the preceding two lines you MUST 
itemize this line in order for the amounts to be properly reported in 
the FTB chart for line 1a.  Once you see the amount on the work 
sheet you can return here and proceed to the next line.
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Like-kind exchange net (Form 8824)  in Federal Schedule D, line 4. 
The short-term gain or loss on Form 8824 that was included in line 
4 of federal Schedule D is translated here from the federal return.

Like-kind exchange net (Form 8824) in Federal Schedule D, line 11. 
The long-term gain or loss on Form 8824 that was included in line 
11 of federal Schedule D is translated here from the federal return.

Form 8824 amount for line 1a.  (Supported by Gain/Loss Worksheets) If 
an amount appears on either of the preceding two lines you MUST 
itemize this line in order for the amounts to be properly reported in 
the FTB chart for line 1a.  Once you see the amount on the work
sheet you can return here and proceed to the next line.

RIC or  REIT  gain (Form 2439)  in Federal  Schedule D,  line 11.  The 
long-term gain on Form 2439 that was included in line 11 of federal 
Schedule D is translated here from the federal return.

Form 2439 amount for line 1a.  (Supported by Gain/Loss Worksheets) If 
an amount appears on either of the preceding two lines you MUST 
itemize this line in order for the amounts to be properly reported in 
the FTB chart for line 1a.  Once you see the amount on the work
sheet you can return here and proceed to the next line.

** Itemizing discrepancy above.  (auto-calc) If  an amount appears on 
this line it means that  you have failed to itemize to the supporting  
worksheets above when required (on the current screen).  You must 
return to the preceding lines and itemize the worksheet line that fol
lows a non-zero amount.

Exclusion for qualified small business stock eliminated. California has long 
had a special deferral and exclusion of gain on the sale of certain small busi
ness stock under R & TC Section 18152.5 similar to the federal IRC Section 
1202 exclusion. However, the California law required that 80% of employ
ment and assets were in California – a restriction that the California Court 
of Appeals ruled unconstitutional in 2013. As a result,  our former special  
line for Sec. 18152.5 exclusions no longer applies. 

1 Totals. (d) loss and (e) gain. (auto-calc lines) All gains and losses are sepa
rately summed for all of the preceding lines and the totals are shown here. 

K-1 gains and losses for line 2. Line 2 is designed for gains and losses report
ed to you on a Schedule K-1, from partnerships, S corporations, fiduciaries,  
and limited liability companies. The amount for this line is translated from the 
worksheets that support lines 5 and 12 of the federal Schedule D. However, 
the amounts reported to you may be different for the state return, so you 
should carefully read the Schedules K-1 to ensure the proper entries. 

ST net gain or loss on K-1.  (Supported by Sch. K-1 Gain/Loss Work
sheets) The net short-term gain or loss from federal Schedule D, line 
5 appears here.  Remember to view the translated worksheets that 
are attached to this line to ensure that gains and losses appear in 
the separate gain and loss columns of the California Schedule D.
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ST partnership/S-corp/fiduciary (d) loss.  (auto-calc, supported by Sch. 
K-1 Gain/Loss Worksheets) Once you view the worksheets, the sum 
of losses on those worksheets appears on this line.  Until then, any 
loss seen on the above net line appears here as a positive amount.

ST partnership/S-corp/fiduciary (e) gain. (auto-calc, supported by Sch.  
K-1 Gain/Loss Worksheets) Once you view the worksheets, the sum 
of gains on those worksheets appears on this line.  Until then, any 
gain seen on the above net line appears here as a positive amount.

LT net  gain or loss on K-1.  (Supported by Sch. K-1 Gain/Loss Work
sheets) The net long-term gain or loss from federal Schedule D, line 
12 appears here.  Remember to view the translated worksheets that 
are attached to this line to ensure that gains and losses appear in 
the separate gain and loss columns of the California Schedule D.

LT partnership/S-corp/fiduciary (d) loss.  (auto-calc, supported by Sch. 
K-1 Gain/Loss Worksheets) Once you view the worksheets, the sum 
of losses on those worksheets appears on this line.  Until then, any 
loss seen on the above net line appears here as a positive amount.

LT partnership/S-corp/fiduciary (e) gain. (auto-calc, supported by Sch.  
K-1 Gain/Loss Worksheets) Once you view the worksheets, the sum 
of gains on those worksheets appears on this line.  Until then, any 
gain seen on the above net line appears here as a positive amount.

2 Net shown on K-1s, (d) loss and (e) gain.  (auto-calc lines) Computed 
separately for column (d) and (e), this is the sum from all short-term 
and long-term worksheets for this line.

Passive Activity Details. The rules for passive activity losses are the same for 
California returns as they are for federal returns, so Form 3801 is handled just 
like federal Form 8582.  (See FTB instructions for special rules on the sale of 
California  small  business  stock  and  California  basis  determination.)   Loss 
amounts are automatically  reduced by any proportionate disallowances from 
Form 3801.  You should refer to the regular Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edition for 
details.  CAUTION: In order for the amounts on the worksheets to reflect the  
proper disallowances from Form 3801, you must view all worksheets after the 
final recalculation of the return to ensure that they are updated with the proper  
prorated share of disallowed losses.  Otherwise the amounts printed in the chart 
for line 1 may disagree with the total losses seen in line 4 of this schedule.  

3 Capital gain distributions.  All amounts in this section are translated from 
the federal return: 

Capital Gain Distributions on Form 3803.  (Road Map line, supported by 
Form 3803.) The amount from Form 3803 for capital gain distribu
tions distributed to the taxpayer's child is posted here.

Other reportable Capital Gain Distributions. All other amounts included 
in line 13 of federal Schedule D are translated to this line, including 
any amounts on federal Schedule B.

3 Capital gain distributions.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of the 
preceding two lines.
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4 Total 2016 gains from all.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of gains on all 
worksheets and lines above -- column (e) of Schedule D.

5 2016 loss.  Add column d of lines 1 and 2.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum 
of losses on all worksheets and lines above – column (d) of Schedule D -- less 
any passive loss disallowed from Form 3801.

6 California capital loss carryover from 2015, if any.  Carryover for California 
will almost always be different from any carryover for a federal return because 
the laws have differed greatly in the past. Consequently, no carryover amount  
is translated from the federal return. You must enter the carryover here your
self based on prior California returns.

7 Total 2016 loss. Add lines 5  and 6.  (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.

8 Combine line 4 and line 7.  (auto-calc) Computed as line 4 less line 7, this is 
the net gain or loss before the annual limitation on loss deductions.

9 If line 8 is a loss, the smaller of line 8 and $3,000 ($1,500 if MFS). (auto-calc) 
Computed as indicated.

10 Amount from federal Form 1040, line 13. This entry is translated from feder
al Schedule D, which is posted to Form 1040, line 13, of the federal return.

11 California gain on 8 or loss on 9. (auto-calc) Computed as line 8 if a gain, 
or line 9 (as a negative amount) if line 8 is a loss. .

12 Adjustment (a) decrease or (b) increase for Schedule CA. (auto-calc lines) 
A net adjustment is computed as line 11 less line 10.  If the result is less than 
zero it is shown as a positive number on line 12a and posted to line 13 col
umn B of Schedule CA.  If it is greater than zero it is shown on line 12b and 
posted to line 13 column C of Schedule CA.

Schedule D may be omitted from a printout of the complete return.  Califor
nia instructs you not to file Schedule D if it results in no California adjust
ment. As a result, it is omitted from an official printout of the complete re
turn when lines 12(a) and 12(b) are   both   zero. This action applies to an e-
filed return as well in order to avert a rejection of the return by the FTB. 

Carryover to 2017. (auto-calc lines) Ordinarily, the carryover to 2017 is just the 
full loss on line 8 less the deductible amount on line 9. But if the deductible loss 
would make taxable income less than zero, a corresponding extra amount can 
be carried over to next year. The 8-line calculation that appears here, which fol
lows the California Capital Loss Carryover Worksheet that appears in the FTB in
structions for Schedule D, ensures the maximum allowed carryover.

Reconciliation with Form 3801.  (auto-calc lines) The final lines show the pas
sive part of the adjustment, which is needed for special AGI calculations on 
Form 3801.  The line labeled “Negative of federal passive net” is computed 
from amounts translated from federal Schedule D, and will be the negative of 
the line that precedes it labeled “Total passive net on D” if there are no differ 
ences between federal and California amounts reported.

Extra line for personal memos.  Provided for supporting statements that will 
not be printed with the official return.
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Schedule D-1 / Sales of Business Property
California law conforms well to federal law.  California law has conformed 
well with federal law for the sales of business property since tax year 2010.  
Moreover, California Schedule D-1 is nearly identical in format to federal Form 
4797, except for an added section for California adjustments to be reflected 
on Schedule CA. You can therefore refer  to the section on Form 4797 in 
Chapter 2 of the regular Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edition for most details. 

Translation from the federal return is virtually complete.  Because California 
now conforms to the federal format, the translation from the federal return au
tomatically produces the proper bottom line as long as there are no adjust
ments for basis.  As a result,  you need to make adjustments to  translated 
amounts only if 
 some items reported on the translated worksheets or other forms that sup

port Form 4797 have a different basis under California rules, which is likely 
if you claimed depreciation before 1987 for the sold property or you claimed 
Special California Credits that require you to reduce the basis by the amount 
of the credit, or

 you are reporting sales of Section 1250 or 1254 property in Part III of 
Schedule D-1, for which California lagged changes in federal law by one 
year. (Dates for certain lines are one year later on the California return than 
they are on the federal return, for pre-1977 events).

Except for the above adjustments, you need not view the Gain/Loss Work
sheets for the California Schedule D-1 in order for the schedule to compute 
the proper gains and losses.

Schedule D-1 may be omitted from a printout of the complete return. Cali
fornia instructs you not to file Schedule D-1 if it results in no California ad
justment. As a result, it is omitted from an official printout of the complete 
return when lines 21(a) and 21(b) are   both   zero. This action applies to an e-
filed return as well in order to avert a rejection of the return by the FTB. 
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Schedule G-1* / Tax on Lump-Sum Distributions

* Included in Premium Level software ONLY. This form is only built into the 
Premium Level version of the California Supplement.

Purpose.  This form, which is analogous to federal Form 4972, is used to fig
ure the favorable tax on a total distribution from a qualified plan, including a 
pension, profit-sharing, or stock bonus plan, but not an IRA plan. Like Form 
4972, the plan participant (you or your benefactor) must have been born be
fore January 2, 1936 in order to qualify for the favorable treatment afforded 
by this form. Two copies of Schedule G-1 are available, one for each spouse 
you received a distribution. Schedule G-1 is accessible through the Road Map 
at the Schedule G-1 component of line 34 of Form 540.

Changes required only if you choose different elections on the California re
turn.  All entries on screens 1 and 2 of our Schedule G-1 are translated from 
the analogous federal Form 4972, and the remainder of the schedule is auto
matic. However, because the tax rates are different on the California sched
ule, you may prefer different elections for the California return at the bottom 
of screen 2. You can choose the elections that result in the lowest tax, irre 
spective of your choices on the federal Form 4972.

Refer to instructions for federal Form 4972 for most details.  California law 
conforms to federal law, and California Schedule G-1 largely parallels federal 
Form 4972. In fact, Schedule G-1 is nearly identical to Form 4972 through 
line 17, and details thereafter reflect mainly differences between federal and 
California tax rates and calculations. Significant differences include:
 Schedule G-1 combines the questions on lines 5a and 5b of the federal Form 

4972 into a single compound question at line 5, so the question is answered 
Yes if either line 5a or 5b is Yes on the federal form. 

 Schedule G-1 provides no deduction for federal estate tax, so the lump-sum 
distribution is not reduced by t is for a 5.5% rate, in contrast with the 20% 
rate on federal Form 4972. 

 The tax rate table used for Schedule G-1 lines 19 and 25 consists of 11 tax 
brackets ranging from 1% to 11% in contrast with the 15-bracket federal 
table ranging from 11% to 50% for Form 4972 lines 24 and 27.

All of these differences are handled automatically by the software. However, 
as noted in the above box, you may want to change your elections on screen 
2 because of the different trade-offs implied by the different tax rates. Other 
wise, you can refer to the section on Form 4972 in Chapter 2 of the regular  
Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edition for most details.  The result of Schedule G-1, 
line 7 or 28, is posted to the Schedule G-1 component of Form 540, line 34.
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Schedule P / Alternative Minimum Tax and Credit Limita
tions

Purpose.  Schedule P serves two purposes: to compute the alternative mini
mum tax (Parts I and II, on page 1) and to consolidate and limit credits (Part 
III, on page 2).  Both pages of the schedule are automatically created when 
needed, based on separate requirements.  Schedule P, page 1 is automatically 
created and completed upon the final recalculation of the return when you are 
liable for the alternative minimum tax (unless you specified the blocking of its 
auto-creation through the question on the Control Form).  (The determination 
to create the form is made independently of the federal return because it is  
possible to be liable for the California minimum tax even though a federal  
Form 6251 was not required.) Unless further modified by page 2 of Schedule 
P,  the  result  on line  26 is  automatically  posted  to  line  61  of  Form 540. 
Schedule P, page 1 is also automatically created when Schedule P, page 2 ex
ists, and Schedule P, page 2 is created when a credit that is subject to limita 
tion through Schedule P is claimed.  Schedule P, page 1, is accessible through  
the Road Map from line 61 of Form 540. Schedule P, page 2, is accessible  
through the Road Map from the "Itemize" line above line 40 of Form 540. 

Schedule P, Page 1: 
PARTS I and II - ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM TAX.  Page 1 of Schedule P does 
not conform well  to  federal  Form 6251 because  the IRS redesigned Form 
6251 for 2002 and the FTB has not conformed to the new design. In addition, 
California and the IRS each have tax preferences that are unique to each. The 
most significant differences are:
 California has not conformed with the Federal change in threshold for medi

cal and dental expenses on Schedule A for taxpayers under 65. (The Federal 
threshold has been 10% instead of 7.5% since 2014 for taxpayers who are 
under 65 years of age.) As a result, the preference at line 2 of Schedule P 
remains at 2.5%.  

 California has no equivalent for the preference at line 13 of federal Form 
6251, Qualified small business stock (IRC sec. 1202), starting tax year 
2012. The former California equivalent (R & TC sec. 18152.5) was dropped 
because the California Court of Appeals ruled that it was unconstitutional. 
This is a significant change because the tax preference was 50% of the ex
clusion taken (in contrast with 7% on federal Form 6251).

 California has no equivalent for the preference at line 16 of federal Form 
6251, Electing large partnerships.

 Federal Form 6251 has no equivalent for the AMTI exclusion at line 17 of 
Schedule P, which is detailed in the shaded box starting on the next page.

 The exemption amount at Schedule P, line 22, is different from the federal 
counterpart (Form 6251, line 29), but the computational methods are identi
cal. 

 The computation of the alternative minimum tax is more complex for federal 
Form 6251 than California Schedule P because of the 2-tier percentages 
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used and the special computations required for the reduced capital gains tax 
on the federal return (page 2 of Form 6251).

Except for these items, you can refer to the section on Form 6251 in Chapter 
2 of the regular Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edition for most details. This part of 
Schedule P is already complete for many taxpayers as a result of the soft 
ware's translation from the federal  return to the California return.  Adjust
ments for differences in itemized deductions and the standard deduction are 
automatic as well.  However, you may have to change some entries to reflect  
remaining differences, especially if you have any ownership interest in a trade  
or business.  You should take particular care to read the FTB instructions for 
Schedule P if you have any entries for lines 7 (Investment interest expense), 8 
(Post-1986 depreciation), 9 (Adjusted gain or loss), 13c (Installment sales), or 
13e (Long-term contracts).   The amounts automatically translated from the 
federal return will often not be the same as the proper California amounts. 
CAUTION: The federal 30%, 50%, and 100% special allowance for first-year  
depreciation carries with it a forgivence of the tax preference of accelerated  
depreciation for the property.  Therefore, since California has not conformed  
with the special allowance, you must generally make an adjustment at line 8  
of Schedule P for new tangible property even when you have no such adjust
ment on the analogous line 18 of federal Form 6251. 

Exclusion for small businesses.  California has a special exclusion for some 
taxpayers, for which there is no federal equivalent. If the taxpayer’s gross in
come from all  trades or  businesses  combined is  less  than  $1 million,  no 
amounts related to those trades or businesses is to be used on Schedule P in  
computing the alternative minimum tax.  If you qualify, you should enter no 
adjustments or preferences related to those trades or businesses in Part I of  
Schedule P. The software will remove the taxable income from those trades 
or businesses, if the aggregate net is greater than zero, at line 17 in Part I of  
Schedule P, as follows:

Gross income on California C, E, F.  (auto-calc)  Taken from the work
sheets built into the software for figuring adjustments to federal 
Schedules C, E, and F.  The three amounts posted here are: gross 
income on line 1 of Worksheet C, partnership/S Corp self-employ
ment gross on Worksheet E, and gross income on line 1 of Work
sheet F.

Sales on Sch. D-1 lines 2 and 10.  (auto-calc)  Taken from Schedule D-1 
as indicated.

Other sales on Sch. D-1.  Since the above amounts reflect ONLY the 
sales entered in the gain/loss worksheets for lines 2 and 10, and do 
NOT include gross receipts for partnerships or for sales reported in 
Part III of Schedule D-1, you must enter the gross sales for these 
other items here.

Other trade or business gross income.  Enter here all gross income 
from trades or businesses not included in the above lines.  For the 
purposes of the AMTI exclusion, gross income is gross receipts less 
returns and allowances for all trades and businesses you own (or 
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your proportional share for trades and businesses in which you have 
an ownership interest).

Aggregate gross income.  (auto-calc)  Computed as the sum of the 
above four amounts of gross income.

Net income on California C, E, F.  (auto-calc)  Taken from the work
sheets built into the software for figuring adjustments to federal 
Schedules C, E, and F.  The three amounts posted here are: Califor
nia net profit or loss on line 5 of Worksheet C, partnership/S Corp 
self-employment net on Worksheet E, and California net profit or 
loss on line 5 of Worksheet F.

Net on Sch. D-1 line 7 or 9, and line 18(b)(2).  (auto-calc)  Taken from 
Schedule D-1, this total includes both the long-term capital gains 
that are posted to Schedule D and the ordinary gains retained on 
Schedule D-1. 

Other trade or business net income.  Enter here all net taxable income 
from trades or businesses not included in the above lines (or your 
proportional share for trades and businesses in which you have an 
ownership interest).

Aggregate taxable income.  (auto-calc)  Computed as the sum of the 
above three amounts of net income.

Qualified for AMTI exclusion.  (auto-calc)  Automatically Yes if the “Ag
gregate gross income” is under $1,000,000, and No otherwise.

17 AMTI exclusion.  (auto-calc)  Computed as the “Aggregate taxable 
income” if the above answer is Yes, and zero otherwise.

CAUTION:  For a consistent return, if the answer to “Qualified for AMTI ex
clusion” is Yes, you must remember to OMIT from your entries in Part I of  
Schedule P any adjustments or preferences related to any trades or business
es included above.  

Itemize for Part III  (Credits).  (Road Map line.) This line provides direct access 
to the remainder of Schedule P, which is page 2 of the schedule.  The sched
ule is split in the software because of its complexity and independent nature 
(relative to the alternative minimum tax).  The remainder of the schedule is 
therefore accessed as a separate form even though it calculates and prints as 
a continuation of Schedule P, page 1.
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Schedule P, Page 2: 
PART III - CREDITS THAT REDUCE TAX.  Part III of this schedule is used to 
consolidate tax credits and limit them in a systematic way to remaining tax 
balances.  In addition, some of the credits are further limited when a tentative 
minimum tax (line 24 of Schedule P, page 1) or an alternative minimum tax 
(line 26 of Schedule P, page 1) exists.  There is no federal equivalent to this  
page of the schedule, and the California rules for most credits differ substan
tially from the federal rules.

1 Amount from Form 540, line 35.  (auto-calc) Taken from Form 540 as 
indicated, this is total tax before credits are applied.

2 Tentative minimum tax from Part II, line 24.  (auto-calc)  Taken from 
line 24 in Part II of Schedule P (page 1).

3 Subtract line 2 from line 1.  (auto-calc) Computed as indicated, but no 
less than zero, this is “excess tax” -- the amount by which the tax 
before credits on Form 540 exceeds the tentative minimum tax.

Line 2 is the lowest amount to which total tax can be reduced by credits.

SECTION A - CREDITS THAT REDUCE EXCESS TAX.  The current-year claims 
for the credits in this section are not allowed to reduce tax to any less than 
the amount of tentative minimum tax on line 2. The FTB enforces this rule by 
defining the following excess tax:

3 Subtract line 2 from line 1.  (auto-calc) Computed as indicated, but no 
less than zero, this is “excess tax” -- the amount by which the tax 
before  credits  on Form 540 exceeds  the tentative  minimum tax. 
Credits in this section are not allowed to reduce the excess tax be
low zero. It in column c of the official Schedule P, which carries the 
running tax balance as credits are applied.

A1 Credits that reduce excess tax and have no carryover provisions.  The 
credits in this section can be used ONLY in the current year.  Any amount of 
credit not allowed this year for these credits cannot be carried over to any 
other year.  Each credit is therefore printed on the official Schedule P in a 3-
column format as follows: 

Total credit amount (column a).  The gross (tentative) credit is entered 
or calculated on the numbered line that describes the credit, and is 
printed in column (a) of the official Schedule P.

Credit used this year (column b).  (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of 
the preceding total credit amount (column a) and the tax balance 
that exists in column (c) before this credit is applied.  This entry is  
printed in column (b) of the official Schedule P.

Tax Balance.  (auto-calc, not shown on the screen) Computed as the 
tax balance after subtracting the above credit used this year, column 
(b), from the tax balance in column (c) of the previous allowed cred
it.   This entry is printed in column (c) of the official  Schedule P. 
Subsequent credits are limited to this amount.
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The credits on lines 4 and 5 follow the above printed format, and the compu
tation for the last two lines is identical in every case. There are only two data 
entry lines in this section:

4 Code 162, Prison inmate labor credit.  You may claim a credit for as 
much as 10% of the wages paid to prison inmates under a qualify 
ing plan.  You must file Form 3507 (not built into the software) with 
the return, and enter the result from that form here.

Credit used this year.  (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of the pre
ceding total credit amount and the amount on line 3. 

5 Code 232, Child and dependent care expenses credit. (Road Map line,  
supported by Form 3506.) Once you complete FTB Form 3506, the 
credit before any tax limitation appears here. 

Credit used this year.  (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of the pre
ceding total credit amount and the tax balance that remains after re 
ducing line 3 by the "Credit used this year" on line 4. This amount is 
posted to line 40 of Form 540. Except for the nonrefundable renter's 
credit (detailed later), no other credit on Schedule P has its own line 
on Form 540. The only reason the credit appears on Schedule P is 
so that the amount used this year can be coordinated with other 
credits on this schedule. That is, the tax liability limit applied to sub
sequent credits on this schedule is first reduced by the credit on this 
line.  

A2 Credits that reduce excess tax and have carryover provisions.  Unlike the 
credits in Section A1, the unused credits in this section can be carried over to 
the next year.  And for some of them the carryover can even be used in sec
tion B2 first, where they may be allowed in the current year.  Internally, the 
computation of current-year  amounts and carryovers involves the following 
four lines, even though typically only the first two lines appear on the screen.

Total credit amount.  The gross (tentative) credit is entered on, calculat
ed at, or posted from Form 3540 to the line that describes the cred
it, and is printed in column (a) of the official Schedule P at line  6, 7, 
8, or 9, described later.

Credit used this year.  (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of the preced
ing total credit amount and the tax balance that exists before this 
credit is applied.  This entry is printed in column (b) of the official  
Schedule P at line 6, 7, 8, or 9, described later.

Tax balance.  (auto-calc) Computed as the tax balance after subtracting 
the above credit used this year from the tax balance of the previous 
allowed credit.   This entry is printed in column (c) of the official 
Schedule P at line 6, 7, 8, or 9, described later.

Credit carryover.  (auto-calc) Computed as the total credit amount less 
the credit used this year.  This is the amount that can be claimed 
next year, or, in some cases, carried over to Section B2, and is print
ed in column (d) of the official Schedule P at line 6, 7, 8, or 9, de
scribed later.
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All of the following credits follow the above format, and all auto-calc lines are 
computed the same way, so only the lines for the gross credit amounts are  
detailed below.
Order  of  credits  arranged  for  maximum  credit  this  year.  For  credits  not 
specifically listed on the official preprinted FTB form, the taxpayer is free to 
claim the credits in any order. However, the FTB form is already designed to 
maximize the amount that can be claimed in the current year. This means 
that credits that have the most severe limitations are claimed first, and those 
with the least severe limitations are claimed last.  With this in mind, we have 
organized the credits for sections A2, B, and C into five groups, and ordered 
them from the most restricted group to the least restricted group.  Within 
each group we have arranged the credits alphabetically (as they appear in the 
FTB instructions for Schedule P).

Current credits that reduce excess tax and can be carried over to next year.  
The first group of credits is comprised of current credits (for 2016 expenses),  
and the amounts not used this year are carried over to next year:

Code 223, California Motion Picture and Television Production Credit. 
This credit is allocated and certified by the California Film Commis
sion (CFC). Therefore, you can claim no credit unless you received 
certification  for 2016 from the CFC for this credit.  CAUTION: The 
certificate number should be no higher than 4999 or else the certifi
cation is for the next credit (code 237).  See form FTB 3541 for de
tails.

Code 223, California Motion Picture and Television Production Credit. 
This credit is allocated and certified by the California Film Commis
sion (CFC) as well and is really an extension of the preceding credit. 
Again, you can claim no credit unless you received certification for 
2016 from the CFC with a certificate number 5000 or higher. See 
form FTB 3541 for details.

Code 209, Community Development Financial Institution Investments. 
You may claim as much as 20% of each qualified investment, but 
you must obtain certification from California Organized Investment 
Network (COIN). For more information, go to the COIN web page on 
the  internet  at  www.insurance.ca.gov/0250-insurers/0700-coin  or 
contact COIN at (916) 492-3525 or California Organized Investment 
Network, California Department of Insurance, 300 Capitol Mall, 16th 

Floor, Sacramento, CA 95814.
Code 205,  Disabled access.  (Road Map line  for Premium Level  only,  

supported by Form 3548.) This credit is similar to the comparable 
federal credit, but is limited to $125 or half of the qualified expendi
tures that do not exceed $250, whichever is less. If not using the 
Premium Level software, you must manually enter here the result on 
line 8 of Form 3548.

Code 204, Donated agricultural products transportation.  This credit al
lows a credit up to 50% of the costs paid or incurred for the trans
porting of agricultural products donated to nonprofit charitable orga
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nizations.  You must complete FTB 3547 (not built  into the soft
ware), and enter the result from that form here.

Code 224, Donated Fresh Fruite or Vegetables Credit.  You may claim 
10% of the cost of your donation of fresh fruits and fresh vegeta 
bles to the California food bank. See form FTB 3811 for details.

Code 203, Enhanced oil recovery.  This credit is similar to the compara
ble federal credit, but the credit is only one-third of the federal credit  
and is limited to qualified projects located within California, as fig
ured on FTB 3546 (not built into the software). 

Code 218, Environmental tax.  A credit of five cents per gallon of ultra 
low sulfur diesel fuel is available to small refiners in California, as 
figured on FTB 3511 (not built into the software).

Code 198, Local agency military base recovery area (LAMBRA) hiring. 
Enter here your business incentives for LAMBRA hiring figured on 
FTB 3807 (not built into the software), which you must file with the 
return. (Note that only LAMBRA hiring carries a current credit. LAM
BRA sales and use tax incentives have been repealed, so only carry
overs are now allowed, as noted later.)

Code 211 Manufacturing Enhancement Area (MEA) Hiring. This credit is 
a percentage of qualified wages paid to the disadvantaged.  It  is 
claimed through FTB Form 3808 (not built into the software).

Code 234 New Employment Credit.  This new credit is available only to 
taxpayers who have received a tentative credit reservation for hiring 
a full-time employee in a designated census tract or economic devel
opment area. See FTB 3554 for details. 

Repealed  credits  that  reduce  excess  tax  and  have  carryover  provisions. 
(Road Map lines, supported by Form 3540, for all but one credit.) These cred
its have all  expired, but carryover of unused credit from prior years is still 
available.  If you complete a Form 3540, the carryover you enter there will be  
posted here automatically.  Otherwise you can enter the amounts here direct
ly.  The amounts not used this year are carried over to next year.

Code 175, Agricultural products.  Originally figured on FTB 3534.
Code 194, Employee ridesharing.  Originally figured on Form 3572.
Code 190, Employer child care contribution. Originally figured in Part II 

of Form 3501.
Code 189, Employer child care program.  Originally figured in Part I of 

Form 3501.
Code 191, Employer ridesharing: Large employer program.  Originally 

figured on FTB 3518.
Code 192, Employer ridesharing: Small employer program.  Originally 

figured on FTB 3518.
Code 193, Employer ridesharing: Transit pass credit.  Originally figured 

on FTB 3518.
Code 182, Energy conservation.  Originally figured on FTB 3514.
Code 207, Farmworkers housing construction.  Originally based on certi

fication from the California Tax Credit Allocation Committee. 
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Code 198,  Local agency military base recovery area (LAMBRA) sales 
and use tax.  This portion of LAMBRA incentives has been repealed, 
and was originally figured on FTB 3807. A current credit is still avail 
able for LAMBRA hiring, as described previously.  CAUTION: Unlike  
all  other  credits  in  this  section,  this  credit  carryover  cannot  be  
claimed on Form 3540. You must therefore enter the carryover di
rectly on this Schedule P. 

Code 160,  Low-emission vehicles.  Originally as much as 55% of the 
cost of converting to low-emission vehicles, but you had to obtain 
certification from the California Energy Commission.

Code 220 New Jobs Credit. Originally figured on FTB 3527. 
Code 184, Political contributions.  Originally figured on Schedule P.
Code 174, Recycling equipment.   Originally figured on FTB 3514, you 

could formerly claim as much as 40% of the cost of qualified equip
ment purchased before 1994.

Code 186, Residential rental and farm sales.  Originally figured on FTB 
3529.

Code 206, Rice Straw.  You were formerly able to claim as much as $15 
per ton of certified purchased rice straw grown in California.

Code 171, Ridesharing.  The credit expired years ago.  
Code 200, Salmon & steelhead trout habitat restoration.  This credit ex

pired just before the current tax year.
Code 179, Solar pump.  The credit expired years ago, and is available 

only  to  farmers.   It  applies  only  to  measures  installed  in  1981 
through 1984.

Code 178, Water conservation.  The credit expired years ago, and ap
plies only to measures installed in 1980 through 1982.

Code 161, Young infant.  Originally figured on Schedule P.

6 through 9, Section A2 Summary.  Up to four credits used above are consoli
dated into lines 6 through 9.  Each of the four lines consists of the following 
five parts (only four of which are shown on the screen):

Code and Credit  Name.   (auto-calc) Credit  code numbers  and credit 
names are generated here when any one or more of the above cred
its is claimed in section A2.

Credit amount.  (auto-calc) The total credit is shown here and printed in 
column (a) of the official Schedule P.

Credit used this year.  (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of the credit 
amount for this line, column (a), and the tax balance for the last 
numbered line used on the schedule, column (c), and printed in col
umn (b) of this line.

Tax balance.  (auto-calc, but not shown on the screen) Computed as 
the tax balance at line 5(c) less the "credit used this year" for this 
credit and all credits that precede this one in this section, this is the 
tax balance that can be reduced by subsequent credits. It is printed 
in column (c) of this line.
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Credit carryover.  (auto-calc) Computed as “credit amount” for this line, 
column (a),  less  “credit  used this year”  for this  line,  column (b). 
This is the amount that can be claimed next year, and is printed in 
column (d) of this line.

Overflow credits. If more than four credits have been claimed this year 
in section A2, so that there are more credits used this year in sec
tion A2 than can fit on lines 6 through 9, the total used this year for 
these additional credits is shown here. You must, in a supporting 
statement for this line, provide the same detail for these additional  
credits as appears in line 6 through 9. The additional amount used 
this year will be shown on the official printout below line 10(b) with 
a reference to the supporting statement. 

10 Code 188, Credit for prior year minimum tax. You may claim this credit if 
you paid alternative minimum tax last year but have no alternative minimum 
tax this year.

Credit amount.  (Road Map line for Premium Level only, supported by  
Form 35  1  0.) If  not using the Premium Level  software,  you must 
manually enter here the result from line 32 of FTB Form 3510 (if 
greater than zero). This entry is printed in column (a) of this line.

Credit  used this  year.   (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser  of "credit 
amount" for line 10(a) and the tax balance for the last numbered line 
used on the schedule. It is printed in column (b) of this line and is 
the same as line 38 of Form 3510.

Tax balance.  (auto-calc, but not shown on the screen) Computed as 
the tax balance for the last numbered line used on the schedule  less 
the above "credit used this year." This is the tax balance that can be 
reduced by subsequent credits. It is printed in column (c) of this line.

Credit  carryover.   (auto-calc) Computed  as  “credit  amount”  for  line 
10(a) less “credit used this year” for line 10(b).  This is the amount 
that can be claimed next year, and is printed as line 10(d). (This re
sult is the same as line 39 of Form 3510.)
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SECTION B - CREDITS THAT MAY REDUCE TAX BELOW TENTATIVE MINI
MUM TAX.  The current-year claims for the credits in this section are allowed 
to exceed line 3, but they cannot exceed line 1.

11 Line 1, or line 2 plus last tax balance.  (auto-calc) If line 3 is zero, line 
1 is used here.  Otherwise, line 2 plus the last tax balance in column 
c is used.

Line 11 is the tax balance that may be offset by credits in Section B.

B1 Credits  that  reduce net  tax and have no carryover  provisions.  Unused 
credits in this section are lost forever.

Qualify for Joint Custody Credit? You qualify for the credit if you could 
have filed under the filing status Joint Custody Head of Household 
had California not eliminated this category.  This means that you 
must furnish more than half of the household expenses for a qualify
ing child, stepchild, or grandchild for at least 146 days, but no more 
than 219 days.  You must also file single (or, if married filing sepa
rately,  must have lived apart from spouse the entire year, as an
swered on Form 540).  Note that the child need not be your depen
dent unless the child is married.  See FTB Form 540 instructions for 
lines 43 through 45 for details.

12 Code 170, Credit for joint custody head of household.  (auto-calc) If 
you answered Yes to the above qualifying question, and otherwise 
qualify based on filing status, this line is computed as 30% of an ad
justed tax, but no more than $440 for 2016; otherwise, zero.  The 
adjusted tax is the tax on line 35 of Form 540 less the amount of 
FTB 5870A tax included in line 34 of Form 540.

Credit used this year.  (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of the full 
credit amount and the tax balance for the last numbered line used on 
the schedule, and printed in column (b) of line 12.

Qualify for Dependent Parent Credit? You may be eligible for this credit 
if you were married at the end of the tax year, your spouse was not 
a member of your household during the last six months of the year, 
you file a separate return (filing status 3), and you furnished over 
half of the household expenses for your dependent parent's home. 
If you qualify, answer Yes to this question.

13 Code 173, Credit for dependent parent.  (auto-calc) If you answered 
Yes to the above qualifying question, and otherwise qualify based on 
filing status, this line is computed as 30% of an adjusted tax, but no 
more than $440 for 2016; otherwise, zero.  The adjusted tax is the 
tax on line 35 of Form 540 less the amount of FTB 5870A tax in
cluded in line 34 of Form 540.

Credit used this year.  (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of the full 
credit amount and the tax balance for the last numbered line used on 
the schedule, and printed in column (b) of line 13.
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Meet  age  requirements  for  Senior  Head  of  Household  Credit.   (au
to-calc) Automatically Yes only if a senior exemption is claimed at 
line 9 of Form 540.

Meet death and filing requirements for Senior Head of Household Cred
it? You should answer Yes ONLY if you qualified as head of house
hold in 2014 or 2015, and the person who qualified you for this fil
ing status died during 2014 or 2015.

14 Code 163, Credit for senior head of household.  (auto-calc) Computed 
based on the above two answers using the worksheet in the Form 
540 instructions.  The credit is the lesser of $1,345 (for 2016) and 
2% of taxable income on line 19 of Form 540.  However, NO credit 
is allowed when AGI on line 17 of Form 540 exceeds $71,370.

Credit used this year.  (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of the full 
credit amount and the tax balance for the last numbered line used on 
the schedule, and printed in column (b) of line 14.

15 Nonrefundable renter’s credit.  You may claim a credit for as much 
as $120, as explain in our details for line 46 of Form 540.  You 
claim the credit by entering the number of qualifying persons above  
line 46 of Form 540, and the software does the rest, recomputing 
Schedule P and posting the result  for the next line on Form 540 
upon the final recalculation of the return.

Credit used this year.  (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of the full 
credit amount and the tax balance for the last numbered line used on 
the schedule,  and printed in column (b) of line 15. This result  is 
posted to line 46 of Form 540.

B2 Credits that reduce net tax and have carryover provisions.  All of these 
credits are carried over to the next year except for the last two, which are 
applied to Section C of this schedule.

Current Credits that reduce net tax and have carryover provisions.  The fol
lowing credits are credits for 2016 expenses:

Code 233, California competes.  This credit is an incentive for business
es to come to California or to stay and grow in California. The credit 
is negotiated by the governor's office and approved by the California 
Competes Tax Credit Committee, and you must have been awarded 
a contract by the committee to claim a credit. It is claimed on FTB 
Form 3592, which was new for 2015.

Code  197,  Child  adoption.  (Supported  by  the  Child  Adoption  Credit  
Worksheet, Figure CA-2.) In the year of adoption, half of the cost of 
adopting a  child  is  reimbursed  as  a  credit,  up to  a  maximum of 
$2,500 for each qualified adoption. Supporting worksheets compute 
the credit allowable credit for you. Because the limitation is applied 
separately for each child, you must use a separate worksheet for 
each separate adopted child. The worksheet helps determine your el 
igibility for the credit through selected questions, and provides data 
entry lines for the only expenses that are qualified: fees to a quali
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fied agency, unreimbursed medical expenses for the child, and travel 
expenses for the adoptive family. See FTB Form 540 instructions for 
lines  43 
through  45  for 
other details.

Code  235,  College 
access  credit. 
This  credit  is 
allocated  and 
certified by the 
California  Edu
cational  Facili
ties  Authority, 
for  taxpayers 
who  contribute 
to  the  College 
Access Tax Credit Fund. Therefore, you can claim no credit unless 
you received certification for 2016 from the authority. The credit is 
claimed on FTB Form 3592, which was new for 2015.

Code 176,  Enterprise zone hiring credit.  (Road Map line for Premium 
Level  only, supported by Form 3805Z.) Once you complete  Form 
FTB 3805Z, the credit before limitation appears here if you use the 
Premium  Level  software.  Otherwise,  you  must  enter  here,  from 
Schedule Z of Form 3805Z, the lesser of line 8B column (e) and 8B 
column (f). (Note that column (f) of Schedule Z is not entered here 
because  that  column  reflects  the  tax  limitation  determined  after 
Schedule P is completed.`)

Code 172, Low-income housing.  You must file FTB 3521 with the re
turn, and enter the result of that form here.

Code 213, Natural heritage preservation.  You must file FTB 3503 (not 
built into the software) with the return, and enter the result of that 
form here.

Code 183, Research. (Road Map line for Premium Level only, supported  
by Form 3523.) If not using the Premium Level software, you must 
manually enter here the result from line 46 of FTB Form 3523.

Code 210 Targeted Tax Area (TTA) Hiring & Sales or Use Tax. This 
business incentive for targeted areas is claimed through FTB Form 
3809 (not built into the software).
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CHILD ADOPTION CREDIT
     Child's name
     Citizen or legal res of US? No
     In custody of qlfd. agency? No
     Cred carryover fr prior yr       0
If adoption order THIS yr:
     Fees of the qlfd. agency..       0
     Unreimbursed medical expns       0
     Adoptive family travel exp       0
Total allowable credit:
 1   Total qualified expenses..▒      0
 2   Credit percentage - 50%...▒       .50
     Credit before limitation..▒      0
 3   Credit amount.............▒      0
     Carryover to next year....▒      0

Figure CA-2.  Child Adoption Credit Worksheet
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Repealed credits that reduce net tax and have carryover provisions.  (Road 
Map lines, supported by Form 3540.) These credits have all expired, but carry
over of unused credit from prior years is still available. If you complete Form 
3540, the carryover you enter there will be posted here automatically. Other
wise you can enter the amounts here directly.

Code 196, Commercial solar electric system.  Originally figured on FTB 
3556.

Code 176, Enterprise zone sales & use tax credit.  (Road Map line for  
Premium Level only, supported by Form 3805Z.) Once you complete 
Form FTB 3805Z, the carryover credit before limitation appears here 
if you use the Premium Level software. Otherwise, you must enter 
here, from Schedule Z of Form 3805Z, the lesser of line 9B column 
(e) and 9B column (f). 

Code 185, Orphan drug.  Originally figured on FTB 3528.
Code 210 Targeted Tax Area (TTA) Sales or Use Tax. This business in

centive for targeted areas was riginally figured on FTB Form 3809 
(not built into the software) just like the TTA Hiring Credit, cited ear
lier, which has not expired.

Repealed credits carried over first to Section B2, then to Section C.  These 
credits have both expired, but carryover of unused credit from prior years is  
still available. Any amounts not used in this part of section B2 can be carried  
over to Section C, which is less limited than Section B2.  If you complete a 
Form 3540, the carryovers you enter there will be posted here automatically. 
Otherwise you can enter the amounts here directly.

Code 180,  Solar  energy. (Road Map line,  supported by Form 3540.) 
Originally figured on FTB 3805L, but expired on January 1, 1987.

Code  181,  Commercial  solar  energy.  (Road  Map  line,  supported  by 
Form 3540.) Originally figured on FTB 3805L.

16 through 19, Section B2 Summary.  Up to four credits used above are con
solidated into lines 16 through 19.  Each of the four lines consists of the fol 
lowing five columns:

Code and Credit  Name.   (auto-calc) Credit  code numbers and credit 
names are generated here when any one or more of the above cred
its is claimed in section B2.

Credit amount.  (auto-calc) The total credit is shown here and printed in 
column (a) of the official Schedule P.

Credit used this year.  (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of the credit 
amount for this line, (a), and the tax balance for the last numbered 
line used on the schedule, (c), and printed in column (b) of this line.

Tax balance.  (auto-calc, but not shown on the screen) Computed as 
“tax balance” for the last numbered line used on the schedule, col
umn (c), less “credit used this year” for this line, column (b), and 
printed in column (c) of this line.
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Credit carryover.  (auto-calc) Computed as “credit amount” (a) for this 
line, less “credit used this year” (b).  This is the amount that can be 
claimed next year, and is printed in column (d) of this line.

Overflow credits. more than four credits have been claimed this year in 
section B2, so that there are more credits used this year in section 
B2 than can fit on lines 16 through 19, the total used this year for  
these additional credits is shown here. You must, in a supporting 
statement for this line, provide the same detail for these additional 
credits as appears in line 16 through 19. The additional amount used 
this year will be shown on the official printout below line 19(b) with 
a reference to the supporting statement.

B3 Other state tax credit.  For the sole line in this part of Section B, the un
used credit cannot be carried over to the next year:

20  Code 187,  Other  state tax credit.   (Road Map line,  supported by 
Schedule S.) Five copies of Schedule S are built into the software, 
for reporting income tax paid to up to five states. The result on line 
12 of all Schedules S combined is posted to column (a) of this line.

Credit used this year.  (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of the full 
credit amount (line 20(a)) and the tax balance for the last numbered 
line used on the schedule (column (b)).

SECTION C - CREDITS THAT MAY REDUCE ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM TAX. 
Claims for solar energy credits are allowed to reduce the alternative minimum 
tax.  They are carried over from Section B2 to lines 22 and 23, below.

21 AMT from Schedule P Part II, line 26.  (auto-calc) The alternative mini
mum tax computed on Schedule P, page 1, is posted here  before 
modification by the credits computed here.

22 Code 180, Solar energy credit carryover from Section B2.  (auto-calc) 
The carryover is posted here automatically.
Credit  used this  year.   (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser  of the 
above gross credit for line 22 and the amount on line 21.
Credit carryover.  (auto-calc) Computed as the gross credit on line 
22 less the above “credit used this year.” This is the amount that is 
carried over to next year.

23 Code 181, Commercial solar energy credit carryover from Section 
B2.  (auto-calc) The carryover is posted here automatically.
Credit  used this  year.   (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser  of the 
above gross  credit  for  line  23 and the AMT on line  21 less  the 
"credit used this year" at line 22.
Credit carryover.  (auto-calc) Computed as the gross credit on line 
23 less the above “credit used this year.” This is the amount that is 
carried over to next year.

24 Adjusted AMT.  (auto-calc) Computed as the tax balance after any 
credit at line 23 is applied.

The result at line 24 is posted to Schedule P page 1 and used in place of line  
26 of Schedule P, page 1, for posting to line 61 of Form 540.
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ALLOCATION TO FORM 540.   (auto-calc lines) The credits used this year on 
Schedule P, Part III, are reflected in lines 40 through 46 of Form 540, as shown 
here.

Child/dependent care credit  for Form 540,  line 40.   (auto-calc) Taken 
from “Credit used this year” at line 5 of Schedule P, Part III, this is 
California’s Child and Dependent Care Expenses Credit allowed this 
year.

Credit type for Form 540, line 43.  (auto-calc) Taken as the credit code 
and name for the first nonzero credit among lines 4 through 23 of 
Schedule  P,  Part  III,  excluding the  Child  and Dependent Care Ex
penses Credit and the Nonrefundable Renter’s Credit (because there 
are separate lines on Form 540 for reporting those credits: lines 40 
and 46).

Amount of credit for Form 540, line 43.  (auto-calc) Taken as the “Credit 
used this year” that appears below the credit code and name for the 
preceding credit type.  

Credit type for Form 540, line 44.  (auto-calc) Taken as the credit code 
and name for the second nonzero credit among lines 4 through 23 of 
Schedule  P,  Part  III,  excluding the  Child  and Dependent Care Ex
penses Credit and the Nonrefundable Renter’s Credit (because there 
are separate lines on Form 540 for reporting those credits: lines 40 
and 46).

Amount of credit for Form 540, line 44.  (auto-calc) Taken as the “Credit 
used this year” that appears below the credit code and name for the 
preceding credit type.  

Balance for Form 540, line 45.  (auto-calc) The sum of all “Credits used 
this year” that are shown on Schedule P, Part III, except the credits  
shown above for Form 540 lines 40, 43, and 44, and the credit 
shown below for Form 540, line 46, this is balance of credits on 
Schedule P, Part III, not shown elsewhere on Form 540.

Renter’s  credit  for Form 540,  line 46.   (auto-calc) Taken from “Credit 
used this year” at line 15 of Schedule P, Part III, this is California’s  
nonrefundable Renter’s Credit allowed this year.
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Schedule S / Other State Tax Credit
Purpose is to avoid double taxation.  This schedule is used to report income 
taxes paid to another state on income that is taxed by California as well.  The 
portion of tax paid to the other state on income taxed by both states is used 
to offset the portion of tax computed on the California return for the same in
come.  NOTE: You must attach to your California return a copy of the tax re
turn filed with the other state.  Five copies of Schedule S are built into the 
software so that you can report double-taxed income for as many as five 
states.

PART I - DOUBLE TAXED INCOME.  Details on double taxed income are report
ed here.

1 Total double taxed by California.  (Supported by the Double Taxed In
come Worksheet, Figure CA-3.) You must complete a separate sup
porting worksheet for each double taxed income item.

1 Total double taxed by other state.  (Supported by the Double Taxed  
Income Worksheet, Figure CA-3.) The same set of worksheets sup
ports this line as well.

Double Taxed Income 
Worksheet.  (Figure 
CA-3)  This  work
sheet is just a simple 
itemized list, but with 
two amount columns:

a  Income 
item description.  Enter a description (up to 25 characters) for each 
double taxed income item on a separate worksheet page.

b California amount.  Enter California amount for the item.
c Other state amount.  Enter the other state amount for the item.

The total of line b from all worksheets is used in line 3, below, and the total 
of line c from all worksheets is used in line 8.

PART II - OTHER STATE TAX CREDIT.  The computation of credit to be posted 
to Schedule P is computed here:

2 California tax liability.  (auto-calc) Computed as the tax balance on 
line 35 of Form 540, less total credits on line 47 of Form 540 (but 
with any Other State Tax Credit included in line 47 removed).

3 Double taxed income taxable by California.  (auto-calc)  Taken from 
the total for California at line 1, above.

AGI on Form 540, line 17.  (auto-calc) As indicated.
Lump sum distributions on Schedule G-1.  If you used Schedule G-1 to 

compute tax you must report the income taxed here, since it is not 
included in AGI.

4 California adjusted gross income.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum 
of the above two lines.
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 a.  Income item  des       
 b.  Taxable  by  California            0 
 c.  Taxable other state.......         0

Figure CA-3.  Double Taxed Income Worksheet
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5 Divide line 3 by line 4 (100 % maximum).  (auto-calc) Computed as in
dicated, expressed as a percentage limited to no more than 100%.

6 Multiply line 2 by % on line 5.  (auto-calc) As indicated.
7 Income tax paid to.  Enter here the name of the other state here.
7 Amount paid to above state.  Enter here the dollar amount of tax paid 

to the other state for the same tax year the income is taxed by Cali
fornia.

8 Double taxed income taxable by other state.  (auto-calc) Taken from 
the total for other state at line 1, above.

9 Adjusted gross income taxable by other state.  Enter the AGI for the 
income tax return you file with the other state.

10 Divide line 8 by line 9 (100 % maximum).  (auto-calc) Computed as in
dicated, expressed as a percentage limited to no more than 100%.

11 Multiply line 7 by % on line 10.  (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.
12 Other state tax credit.  (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of line 6 or 

line 11, this is the credit for this copy of Schedule S.
The sum of credits on line 12 of all Schedules S combined is posted to line 20 
of Schedule P, Part III.
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Form 3506 / Child & Dependent Care Expenses Credit
California credit similar to federal credit. California provides a form similar to 
federal Form 2441 for deducting child and dependent care expenses for par
ents who work. The credit is generally just a percentage of the federal credit  
(50% or less), so the computation of the credit on this form duplicates the 
computation on the federal form until this percentage is applied (at line 9).  
This percentage ranges from 50% for federal AGI of $40,000 or less to zero 
for federal AGI above $100,000. Since tax year 2011, the credit has been a 
nonrefundable credit. In other words, it is subject to tax liability limitations, 
which are applied at line 48 of Form 540.  Form 3506 is accessible through  
the Road Map at line 40 of Form 540 and line 7 of Schedule P, Part III (on  
page 2 of Schedule P). 

CAUTION: Additional reporting requirements.  There are a number of required 
entries that do not appear on the federal Form 2441:
(1) You must report (in Part I of the form) any income you received that is 

not earned income but was used to help support your family. There is no 
federal equivalent to Part I.

(2) You must provide the telephone number of each care provider and identi
fy whether the care provider is a person or an organization. 

(3) In additional to the address of the care provider, you must enter the ad
dress where the care was actually provided. Only California addresses 
qualify.

(4) If the care is employer-provided (reported in box 10 of Form W-2), you 
must not leave the Care Provider Worksheet blank except for employer's 
name and "See W-2" flag (contrary to the federal instructions). Instead, 
you must enter employer's EIN, telephone number, identity as an organi
zation, and the address where the care is provided.

(5) You must provide the date of birth of each child, or, if disabled, identify 
the child as disabled. CAUTION: If you answer Yes for “Disabled?” you 
should leave the date-of-birth entry blank.

(6) You must enter the percentage of physical custody of the child (which is 
the percentage of time the child spent in your California home).  

CAUTION: Some taxpayers do not qualify.  While the software automatically 
translates this form from the Form 2441 in the federal return and gives most 
taxpayers a credit if their Form 2441 showed a credit, there is one important 
condition you must meet to qualify for the credit.  The care must have been  
provided in California. If not, you must zero out the translated form, then re
move it from the return with our File Manager. (The requirement for the care  
to take place in California has replaced the former residency requirement for  
the taxpayer. You no longer have to maintain a home in California in order to  
take the credit.  However, you must have earned wages or self-employment 
income in California.) 
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Form 3510* / Credit for Prior Year Alternative Minimum 
Tax

* Included in Premium Level software ONLY. This form is only built into the 
Premium Level version of the California Supplement.

Purpose.  This form, which is analogous to federal Form 8801, provides a 
credit for prior-year AMT when the current-year AMT is zero.  Form 3510 is  
accessible through the Road Map from line 10 of Schedule P, page 2 -- the  
line for credit 188 in Section A2 of Schedule P, Part III.

CAUTION: Translation based on federal Form 8801 is only a starting point. 
California Form 3510 is translated from federal Form 8801 of the same tax 
year. However, adjustments to the translated entries are often necessary 
because of differences between the prior-year California Schedule P and the 
prior-year federal Form 6251.  Furthermore, a credit may apply for California 
and not for the federal return, or vice versa, due to differences in the re
spective returns. Therefore, it is very important that you check that all en
tries on screens 1 and 2 match the amounts on the prior-year Schedule P. 
(If there is no prior-year Schedule P, you do not qualify for Form 3510.)

INFORMATION FROM 2015. Entries from the prior-year California Schedule P 
are entered here. Form 3510 is then completed automatically based on these 
entries except for line 3.  You will have to make an entry on line 3 of Form 
3510 if you have an AMT credit net operating loss (NOL) deduction. 

2015 filing status. Translated from the federal Form 8801, you will 
have to change this entry only if the filing status for the 2015 Cali
fornia tax return was different from that for the 2015 federal tax re
turn (or there was no federal Form 8801 for 2016).

2015 Schedule P, Part I, line 1. No amount is translated to this line, so  
you must manually enter the amount from your prior Schedule P . If 
you itemized deductions on the California return for 2015, your en
try should be zero. Otherwise, your entry should be your standard 
deduction for 2015. 

2015 Schedule P, Part I, line 2. If you itemized deductions on the fed
eral return for 2015, the amount translated from the federal Form 
8801 is the medical and dental expense deducted on federal Sched
ule A, line 4, but no more than 2.5% of federal AGI. If you itemized 
deductions on the California return, this amount is proper for Califor
nia as well.  If you did NOT itemize deductions on the California re
turn, enter zero. 

2015 Schedule P, Part I, line 3. If you itemized deductions on the fed
eral return for 2015, the amount translated from the federal Form 
8801 is the amount on lines 5, 6, and 8 of federal Schedule A.  If  
you itemized deductions on the California return,  this amount will  
likely be too high for California return because only the part of line 9 
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that stems from lines 6 and 8 applies to California. You must there
fore reduce the translated amount by the amounts on lines 5 and 8  
of the federal 2015 Schedule A. If you did NOT itemize deductions  
on the California return, enter zero.

2015 Schedule P, Part I, line 4. If you itemized deductions on the fed
eral return for 2015, the amount translated from the federal Form 
8801 is a portion of certain home mortgage interest. If you itemized 
deductions on the California return, this amount may be too low for  
the California return because the reductions on lines 3 and 4 of the 
IRS 2015 Home Mortgage Interest Adjustment Worksheet (on page 
2 of the IRS 2015 Instructions for Form 6251) are not allowed by 
California.  If you did NOT itemize deductions on the California re
turn, enter zero. 

2015 Schedule P, Part I, line 5. If you itemized deductions on the fed
eral return for 2015, the amount translated from the federal Form 
8801 is line 27 of the 2015 Schedule A. If you itemized deductions 
on the California return, you may have to alter the entry because of  
differences between California and federal law for amounts included 
in federal line 27. If you did NOT itemize deductions on the Califor
nia return, enter zero. 

2015 Schedule P, Part I, line 6. The amount translated from the federal 
Form 8801 is line 8 of the 2015 Form 6251, which includes refunds 
of state and local income taxes in addition to property and real tax
es. For California, only refunds of taxes of the type included in line 3 
are allowed. You must reduce this entry by any amount attributable  
to refunds of income tax and sales tax.

2015 Schedule P, Part I, line 7. The amount translated from the federal 
Form 8801 is line 9 of the 2015 Form 6251, which is the difference 
between the investment interest expense deduction for the regular 
tax and that for the AMT. You may have to adjust this amount for  
California because of past differences between California and federal  
law, especially relating to depreciation. See FTB instructions for line 
7 of 2015 Schedule P for details. If you did NOT itemize deductions  
on the California return, enter zero unless you reported investment  
interest expense on federal Schedule E (rather than federal Schedule 
A). 

2015 Schedule P, Part I, line 13b. The amount translated from the fed
eral Form 8801 is line 9 of the 2015 Form 6251, which is the differ
ence between depletion for the regular tax and that for the AMT. 
You may have to adjust this amount for California because of past  
differences between California and federal law. 

Other exclusion items.  Enter here any 2015 exclusion items not re
flected above. Although the corresponding entry on screen 1 of our 
2016 Form 8801 is translated here,  you will have to make an ad
justment to this amount if any additional exclusion items entered do  
not apply to California, or exclusions not applicable for the federal  
return apply. 
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The sum of the above Schedule P lines 1 through 5, 7, 13b, and “other exclu
asion items” less line 6, is used for line 2 of California Form 3510. CAUTION: 
FTB instructions for line 2 of Form 3510 are wrong. The FTB’s 2016 Instruc
tions for Form FTB 3510 indicate that 2015 Schedule P, Part I, 13i should be  
included in line 2 of Form 3510. However, that instruction is a holdover from  
the instructions for 2012 Form 3510, when line 13i of the 2011 Schedule P  
was the preference for qualified small business stock. A line on Schedule P  
for that preference has not existed since the 2012 Schedule P, and the prefer
ence for which line 13i of Schedule P is used has changed over the years.  It  
was for qualified business stock for tax year 2011, research and experimental  
for tax year 2012, and pollution control for tax years 2013 and later.  And yet  
the instructions for Form 3510 have not kept up with the changes.  Line 13i  
has been included the last 4 years in spite of the changes! Line 13b is now  
the only line from 13a to 13l that is an exclusion item. 

The next four entries are used in line 1 of California Form 3510:
2015 Schedule P, Part I, line 15. The amount translated from the feder
al Form 8801 is line 1 of the 2015 Form 6251, which is generally 
AGI less itemized deductions (if you itemized deductions). By con
trast, the amount for California is California taxable income, which is 
AGI less itemized deductions or the standard deduction, depending 
on which deduction you used. Therefore, you will have to make an 
adjustment to the translated amount if California AGI differs from  
federal AGI OR you used the standard deduction on either return.

2015 Schedule P, Part I, line 16. The amount translated from the feder
al Form 8801 is line 11 of the 2015 Form 6251, which is the NOL 
deduction reflected in line 21 of the 2015 Form 1040. Therefore, 
you will have to make an adjustment to the translated amount if the  
California NOL deduction reflected in line 21 of the 2015 Schedule  
CA differs from the federal deduction.

2015 Schedule P, Part I, line 17. There is no federal equivalent to this 
amount, so no amount is translated to this line. You must enter here 
your 2015 taxable trade or business income (but no less than zero) 
because California instructs you to exclude such income when figur
ing AMTI.

2015 Schedule P, Part I, line 18. The amount translated from the feder
al Form 8801 is line 6 of the 2015 Form 6251, which is the amount 
by which federal itemized deductions were limited due to high in
come.   You  will  have  to  make  an  adjustment  to  the  translated 
amount if the California itemized deduction limitation differs from the 
federal one. If you did NOT itemize deductions on the California re
turn, enter zero.

The sum of the first two amounts less the sum of the last two amounts is 
used for line 1 of Form 3510. 

The next five lines are NOT translated from the federal Form 8801 because ei
ther they have no federal equivalent or they are very different from the analo
gous federal amounts:
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2015 Schedule P, Part II, line 25. This is the regular tax before credits 
on the 2015 California return. You must manually enter the amount  
from line 25 in Part II of the 2015 Schedule P. This entry is used for 
line 12 of the current Form 3510.

2015 Schedule P, Part II, line 26. This is the AMT on the 2015 Califor
nia return. You must manually enter the amount from line 26 in Part  
II of the 2015 Schedule P. This entry is used for line 28 of the cur
rent Form 3510.

2015 Schedule P, Part III, line 10(d). This is the unused credit for prior- 
year AMT on the 2015 California return. It is shown on line 39 of 
the 2015 Form 3510 and column (d) of line 10 in Part III  of the 
2015 Schedule P.  You must manually enter the amount from Part  
III, line 10, column (d) of the 2015 Schedule P. This entry is used 
for line 31 of the current Form 3510.

2015 Schedule P, Part III, line 22(b). This is the solar energy credit car
ryover used in 2015. You must manually enter the amount from line  
22, column (b), in Part III of the 2015 Schedule P. This entry is used 
in the computation of line 28 of the current Form 3510.

2015 Schedule P, Part III, line 23(b). This is the commercial solar ener
gy  credit  carryover  used  in  2015.  You  must  manually  enter  the 
amount from line 23, column (b), in Part III of the 2015 Schedule P. 
This entry is used in the computation of line 28 of the current Form 
3510.

The remaining lines in this section are used only for taxpayers who were un
der 24 years old at the end of 2015:

Your 2015  earned income.  The amount translated  from the federal 
Form  8801  is  the  primary  taxpayer’s  federal  earned  income  for 
2015. You will have to make an adjustment to this entry only if Cali
fornia earned income is different.

Adjustment for special businesses. The amount translated from the 
federal Form 8801 is the allowance for personal services rendered, 
as explained in the IRS instructions for line 29 of Form 6251.

Earned Income for Exemption Worksheet. (auto-calc) Computed as 
the sum of the preceding two amounts, this is the amount of earned 
income used in applying the special limitations for children at line 9 
of Form 3510.

Earned Income more than half your support? Answer Yes only if the 
preceding amount is more than the support provided by all others 
combined in 2015.

Full-time student in 2015? Answer Yes if enrolled as a full-time stu
dent in any 5 month period in 2015. 

YOUR age on 2015 Form 540. (auto-calc) Computed as the age you 
entered on our 2016 Form 540 less one year, this is your age on 
January 1, 2016.

Both  parents  died  before  2016? Translated  from the  federal  Form 
8801, the answer should be Yes only if neither parent was alive on 
January 1, 2016.
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PART I, NET ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM TAX ON EXCLUSIONS. All adjustments and 
preferences that increase taxable income for the purposes of the AMT are either 
deferral items or exclusion items. The prior-year AMT attributable to exclusion 
items is computed here. It is subtracted from the full amount of AMT in Part II in 
order to arrive at the part of the prior-year AMT that is qualified for a credit. Your 
entry is required at line 3 (AMT credit NOL); all other lines are completed for you 
based on the entries you made on the first two screens of Form 3510:

1 Combine amounts from 2015 Schedule P, Part I, lines 15 through 18. (au
to-calc) Computed from the corresponding lines entered on screen 2, 
this is the prior-year income to which prior-year exclusions are added in 
order to determine the prior-year AMT attributable to exclusions.  

2  Adjustments  and  preferences  treated  as  exclusion  items.  (auto-calc)   
Computed from your entries  on screen 1, this is  the sum of 2015 
Schedule P, Part I, amounts for lines 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 13b, plus 
“Other exclusion items” less the 2015 Schedule P, Part I, line 6.

3 AMT credit net operating loss deductions. Although translated from 
line 3 of federal Form 8801, see FTB instructions for this line for de
tails on the computation for this line. You will have to make an ad
justment to this line if the deduction is different for California.

4 Combine lines 1 through 3. (auto-calc) Normally computed as line 1 plus   
line 2 less line 3. However, if married filing separately for 2015 and this 
result exceeds $335,191, an additional amount is added to this result in 
accordance with the worksheet in the FTB instructions for this line. 

5 Amount from 2015 Schedule P, line 22, Exemption Worksheet, line 1. (au
to-calc) Using the 2015 filing status on screen 1, computed as $86,502 
for filing status 2 or 5,  $64,878 for 1 or 4, or $43,250 for 3.

6 Amount from 2015 Schedule P, line 22, Exemption Worksheet, line 3. (au
to-calc) Using  the  2015  filing  status  on  screen  1,  computed  as 
$324,384 for filing status 2 or 5, $243,288 for 1 or 4, or $162,191 for 
3.

7 Subtract line 6 from line 4. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated, but no 
less than zero. 

8 Multiply line 7 by 25% (.25). (auto-calc) Computed as indicated. 
Limitation for child applied. (auto-calc) Answered Yes only if you have 
an entry for your age on Form 540, your age was under 24 for the 
2015 return, at least one parent was alive in 2015, your filing status 
was not married filing jointly for 2015, and either your age was under 
18 at the end of 2015 or you provided no more than half your support 
and were either 18 at the end of 2015 or a student. If Yes, line 9 may 
be less than the amount indicated by the label for the line. 

9 Subtract line 8 from line 5.  (auto-calc) Normally computed as indicat
ed, but no less than zero. However, if the preceding answer is Yes, 
this result is limited to no more than the amount for “Earned Income 
for Exemption Worksheet” plus $7,250.

10 Subtract line 9 from line 4. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated, but no 
less than zero.
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11 Tentative minimum tax on exclusions.  (auto-calc) Computed as 7% 
of line 10.

12  Regular  tax  before  credits. (auto-calc) Taken  from your  entry  on 
screen 2 for 2015 Schedule P, Part I, line 25, this is the amount on 
the 2015 Form 540, line 20. 

13 Net AMT on exclusions. (auto-calc) Computed as line 11 less line 12, 
but no less than zero.

14 through 27.  These lines apply only to Long Form 540NR filers, not 
the Form 540 filers for which this software is designed. As a result, 
these lines do not appear on the screen and are left blank on the of
ficial printouts. 

PART II, CREDIT COMPUTATION. The credit is computed here based on prior-
year AMT less the part attributed to exclusion items plus any carryover from 
the prior-year Form 3510. All lines in this part are completed automatically:

AMT on 2015 Schedule P, Part II, line 26. (auto-calc) Taken from your 
entry on screen 2, this is the California AMT on the prior-year return 
before reduction by solar credit carryovers.

Solar  carryover  reduction.  (auto-calc) Computed  as  the  sum  of 
amounts on screen 2 for Schedule P, Part III, lines 22(b) and 23(b), 
this is the amount by which the AMT computed in Part II of Sched
ule P is reduced before being used on Form 540. If an amount ap
pears on this line, it is printed on the dotted line for Form 3510, line 
28, to flag to the FTB that the AMT has been reduced.

28 AMT from 2015 Schedule P, Part II, line 26. (auto-calc) Computed as 
“AMT on 2015 Schedule P, Part II, line 26” less “Solar carryover re
duction,” this is the AMT that was reported on line 61 of the 2015 
Form 540. CAUTION: The FTB label for this line is misleading. The 
FTB label implies that the amount for this line is the amount comput
ed in Part II of Schedule P, before reduction by any solar credit car
ryovers  used  in  2015.  But  the  FTB  instructions  confirm  that  it  
should be the reduced amount. The label would more properly be  
“AMT from 2015 Form 540, line 61” or “AMT from 2015 Schedule  
P, Part III, line 24(c).”

29 Net AMT on exclusions.  (auto-calc) Taken from line 13, this is the 
part of line 28 attributable to exclusion items.

30 Adjusted net AMT. (auto-calc) Computed as line 28 less line 29, with 
a negative result allowed.

31 Carryover of unused AMT credit from 2015.  (auto-calc) Taken from 
your entry on screen 2 for “2015 Schedule P, Part III, line 10(d),” 
this is the carryforward to 2016 computed on the prior-year Sched
ule P (also shown on line 39 of the prior-year Form 3510). 

32 Combine line 30 and line 31.  (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.  If 
negative, there is no credit (nor credit carryover) from this form. 

AMT CREDIT for Schedule P, Part III, line 10(a). (auto-calc) Computed as 
line 32, but no less than zero. This is the credit from Form 3510 be
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fore tax limitations are applied, and is posted to Schedule P, Part III, 
line 10, column (a).  

33 through 39. (auto-calc) These lines are valid only upon the final recal
culation of the return, and show the part of the above credit actually 
used this year (at line 38) and the remainder carried over to the next 
year (at line 39). However, these lines are redundant when Schedule 
P exists, and Schedule P is automatically generated and completed 
upon the final recalculation of the return once Form 3510 is com
pleted. The credit actually used this year is computed on Schedule P 
at Part III, line 10, column (b).  The remainder carried over to the 
next year is computed on Schedule P at Part III, line 10, column (d).  
These amounts will agree with the amounts on lines 38 and 39 of 
Form 3510 upon the final recalculation of the return.    

Extra line for personal memos. The supporting statement you create for this 
line will not be printed as a part of the official return. This line is provided only 
to allow you to make private notes or reminders.
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Form 3514** / California Earned Income Tax Credit

** Included in Standard and Premium Level software ONLY.  This form is 
only built into the Standard and Premium Level versions of the California 
Supplement. CAUTION: For a California return translated from a federal re
turn, Form 3514 will be created when Schedule EIC exists for the federal  
return. Nevertheless, for a valid California return, you must supply addition
al information on Form 3514 and its worksheets.

Earned Income Tax Credit similar to federal EIC, but for lower income levels.  
This credit was available for the first time for tax year 2015. It is analogous to 
the federal Earned Income Credit (EIC), but is named the California Earned In
come Tax Credit and abbreviated EITC rather than EIC. The income levels to 
which the California credit applies and the amount of tax credit available are 
both much lower than the federal version. Moreover, only wages count as 
earned income for this credit. The California credit is allowed only if your Cali
fornia investment income is no more than $3,471 for 2016. And the qualify
ing children must have lived with you in California for more than half of the  
tax year. If all qualifications are met, any one of the following conditions will 
result in a credit:

A Two or more qualifying children lived with you, both California earned 
income and federal  adjusted gross income are less  than $14,162 
and earned income is at least $1.

B One qualifying child lived with you, both California earned income and 
federal adjusted gross income are less than $10,088, and earned in
come is at least $1.

D No child lived with you, but you (or spouse if filing jointly) are at least 
age 25 but under age 65, both California earned income and federal 
adjusted gross income are less than $6,718, and earned income is at 
least $1.

More details of the California credit are compared with the federal credit in Ta
ble  CA-3  (Federal  EIC  vs.  California  EITC),  which  follows.  The  credit  is 
claimed at line 75 of Form 540, where it is accessible through the Road Map.

MANDATORY for Paid Preparers: Returns signed by a paid preparer must 
include Form 3596 with the return. Just as the IRS requires Form 8867, the 
FTB requires that paid preparers file FTB Form 3596 (Paid Preparer's Cali
fornia Earned Income Tax Credit Checklist) with any return signed by them 
for which the California EITC is claimed. Accordingly, FTB Form 3596 is au
tomatically created whenever a credit from Form 3514 is claimed on Form 
540. However, it is printed with the complete return only if you have identi
fied the return (on Form 3596) as prepared by a paid preparer. CAUTION: If  
required, you must manually complete the first few lines of Part I of Form  
3596 and all of Parts IV and V. (You can access Form 3596 through the 
Road Map from the first and last screens of Form 3514.)
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Table CA-3.  Federal EIC vs. California EITC

Feature Federal EIC California EITC
Generation of forms:
  Earned income credit
  

  Due diligence reporting 
by paid preparers

  Documentation required 
for paid preparers

Automatic based on Form 
1040 Dependent Work
sheets

Form  8867 semi-auto
matic based on Depen
dent Worksheets 

Proof of residency, dis
ability, and self-employ
ment

Requires completion of 
worksheets on Form 
3514

Form  3596 semi-automa
tic based on Form 3514 
worksheets

Proof of residency and 
disability only

Reporting requirements:
  Form(s) to file with re

turn

  Documentation required 
for paid preparers

  Identity of paid preparer

  

  Child's date of birth
  Time with you test
  Address of child

Schedule EIC required 
only if credit based on 
children

Form 8867 required if 
paid preparer involved 

Proof of residency, dis
ability, and self-employ
ment 

Name and PTIN only re
quired on Form 8867

Year born
No. of months in country
Not required

Form 3514 required 
whether or not children 
are claimed

Form 3596 required if 
paid preparer involved

Proof of residency and 
disability only 

Name, PTIN, type of li
cense, authorizing 
state, license number 
required on Form 3596

Date of birth (xx/xx/xxxx)
No. of days in California
Physical address required

Income considered:
  Earned income

  Adjusted gross income

All wages and self-em
ployment income

Federal AGI

California wages only (no 
self-employment)

Federal AGI
Residency California U.S.A.
Max. income if MFJ:
  No child
  One qualifying child
  Two qualifying children
  Three or more children
Max. income if not MFJ:
  No child
  One qualifying child
  Two qualifying children
  Three or more children

$20,430
$44,846
$50,198
$53,505

$14,880
$39,296
$44,648
$47,955

$6,717
$10,087
$14,161
$14,161

same as MFJ, above

Max. credit available for:
  No child
  One qualifying child
  Two qualifying children
  Three or more children

$506
$3,373
$5,572
$6,269

$217
$1,452
$2,406
$2,706
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Translated from federal Schedule EIC to minimize data entry. If you claimed 
the Earned Income Credit on the federal Form 1040 return, and you started 
the California return by translating the federal return, the entries and work
sheets on federal Schedule EIC are translated to California Form 3514 and its 
worksheets. As a result, you will generally only need to adjust a few entries 
and supply some additional  information not found on the federal  form, al 
though that can include appreciable data entry, as implied by Table CA-3. TIP: 
For the federal return, information on each child is supplied on the lengthy De
pendent Worksheets for Form 1040, and you cannot see the worksheets from  
Schedule EIC. However, the California Dependent Worksheets are minimal, so  
you must supply the required information on the worksheets accessible only  
from Form 3514. 

PRELIMINARY  QUALIFICATIONS.  Before  considering  income and  qualifying 
children, there are certain requirements for all forms of the credit that must be 
satisfied first. Those basic requirements are assessed on the first screen of 
Form 3514: 

Married filing jointly? (auto-calc) Taken from Form 540, if married filing 
jointly (MFJ, filing status 2), you may qualify for the credit even if 
the primary taxpayer was a nonresident alien any of 2016.

Your SSN on Form 540. (auto-calc) Taken from Form 540, as indicat
ed.

Spouse SSN on Form 540. (auto-calc) Taken from Form 540, as indi
cated.

You have the required SSN(s)? (auto-calc) You (and spouse, if married) 
must have a social security card that qualifies you to work. A card 
that just identifies you, such as cards with numbers starting with 9, 
are not enough. The software therefore answers No here unless you 
supplied on our Form 540 an SSN for you (and spouse, if married) 
ranging from 1xx-xx-xxxx to 8xx-xx-xxxx. 

Married filing separately? (auto-calc) Taken from Form 540, if married 
filing separately (MFS, filing status 3), you do  not qualify  for the 
credit.

Form 2555 exclusion/deduction on Form 1040. (auto-calc) Computed 
as the exclusion from federal Form 2555 that you entered for Form 
1040, line 21 (but taken as a positive number) plus the foreign hous
ing deduction you entered above line 36 of Form 1040.

You file Form 2555 or 2555-EZ? You must answer Yes if there is an 
amount on line 21 or 36 of Form 1040 stemming from either form. 
If Yes, you cannot take the credit. 

You nonresident alien any part of 2016? If Yes, you cannot take the 
California EITC unless married filing jointly. 

Spouse nonresident alien any part of 2016? If Yes, you cannot take 
the California EITC unless the preceding answer is No. 

Nonresident alien any part of 2016? (auto-calc) Answered Yes if the an
swer for YOU (or SPOUSE if married filing jointly) is Yes. 
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ELIGIBLE SO FAR? (auto-calc) Answered Yes only if the answer to the 
SSN question is Yes, and the answers to the MFS, Form 2555, and 
nonresident questions are all No. Exception: If married filing jointly,  
Yes is allowed for the nonresident alien question if the answer is No  
for one of the spouses. 

If "ELIGIBLE SO FAR?" is No, do not complete the rest of this form because 
you do not qualify for the credit under any circumstances. 

INFORMATION FROM FEDERAL RETURN. Select information from the federal 
return is used on Form 3514. It is entered here so that the official form can be 
automatically completed.

Federal EIC investment income. The amount for this entry is shown on 
screen  1  of  the  federal  Schedule  EIC,  which  is  computed  from 
amounts on federal Form 1040, Schedules B, D, and E, and Form 
4797 in accordance with Worksheet 1 of IRS Pub. 596.  It is used 
as a starting point for computing investment income for the purpos
es of this form, modified later by additions and subtractions from 
Schedule CA.

Federal AGI on Form 1040, line 38. (auto-calc) Taken from column A of 
Schedule CA, line 37, this amount should match the amount on fed
eral Form 1040, line 38. Although the California credit is based on 
only California wages for the earned income part of the credit com
putation, it is based on federal AGI rather than California AGI for the 
AGI part of the credit computation.

Federal Earned Income Credit--Form 1040, line 66a. The credit on Form 
1040 is entered here for use on line 3 of Form 3514, but is not used 
in any computations.

Has the IRS previously disallowed the Earned Income Credit? The IRS 
may disallow earned income credit for up to 10 years after disallow
ing a credit for reasons other than a math or clerical error. However, 
it  is unclear what the FTB will  do with this information, which is 
used on line 1 of Form 3514, but is not used in any computations.

INFORMATION ON PAID PREPARER. This section is used only to remind paid 
preparers of the additional reporting requirements that apply to them.

Was this return prepared by a paid preparer? If Yes, the FTB requires 
additional information to confirm that the preparer has or seeks out 
the information necessary to make a valid claim for the credit. You 
must supply this information on the new FTB Form 3596 (Paid Pre
parer's California Earned Income Tax Credit Checklist).

Itemize to access Form 3596. (Road Map line, supported by Form 3596) 
You can access FTB Form 3596 by itemizing this line.  However, 
most of the form is completed for you based on your entries on 
Form 3514 and its worksheets, so we recommend that you review 
Form 3596 only after  you have completed  Form 3514.  Although 
Form 8867 is analogous to federal Form 8867, additional informa
tion about the paid preparer is required on the FTB form.
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WITH QUALIFYING CHILD.  If you have any qualifying children, your credit 
will be considerably higher than it would without a qualifying child. For a re
turn translated from the federal return, much of the required information on 
your qualifying children will already appear on the worksheets you access be
low. However, you must provide additional information not found on the fed
eral return. 

ITEMIZE qualifying children. (Supported by the Qualifying Child Work
sheet, Figures CA-4a, 4b, and 4c.)  For a translated return, the num
ber that appears here is the number of children qualifying for the fed
eral EIC. However, once you complete the worksheets with the addi
tional required information, this number may change and will be the 
number of children qualified for the California EITC.  Because the 
worksheets are translated from the federal  Dependent Worksheets, 
you may see worksheets for children who do not qualify you for the 
credit in addition to those who do qualify you for the credit. Howev
er, the extra worksheets are ignored in all calculations and are omit
ted from official printouts, so they have no negative impact. 

Number used for Schedule EIC (3 maximum). (auto-calc) You get credit 
for no more than 3 children, so the FTB requires information on no 
more than 3 qualifying children. The software therefore prints on the 
official Schedule EIC only information on the first three  Qualifying 
Child Worksheets that have qualifying children and all other work
sheets are ignored.

ELIGIBLE FOR CHILD CREDIT? (auto-calc) Answered Yes if eligibility is 
confirmed on screen 1 by the answer to "ELIGIBLE SO FAR?" and 
the preceding number used is 1, 2, or 3. 

Qualifying Child Worksheet, Figures CA-4a, 4b, and 4c. Using one worksheet 
for each child, qualification for use in the EITC is determined separately on 
each worksheet. For a translated return, many entries are already completed 
for you based on the worksheets for federal Schedule EIC (which is tied to the 
Dependent Worksheets for Form 1040). However, additional information not 
available from the federal return must be supplied for the FTB on these work
sheets, including California residency and exact dates. The necessity of all en
tries on this form may not be clear if you aren't familiar with all the require 
ments for a qualifying child, but the law is complex and some entries relate 
only to relatively rare exceptions. For example, while a child generally need 
not qualify as your dependent in order to qualify you for the EITC, it may be 
required for a married child. The FTB's 2016 Instructions for Form FTB 3514 
are rather scarce, so all subtleties of the requirements do not appear there. 
However, the FTB's 2016 Instructions for Form FTB 3596 contains additional 
information in its line-by-line instructions for lines 8 through 14 of Form 3596,  
and many subtleties in IRS Pub. 596 (Earned Income Credit) apply to the Cali
fornia credit as well.  TIP: For a translated return, all Dependent Worksheets  
for line 7 of Form 1040 are translated here, including both qualified and dis 
qualified children. However, the software ignores disqualified children in all  
calculations and printouts, so you need not remove the worksheets for those  
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children. The line numbers in this worksheet refer to the line numbers on the 
official  FTB Form 3514. References to lines of the official  FTB Form 3596 
(Paid Preparer's California Earned Income Tax Credit Worksheet) are enclosed 
in parenthesis at the end of each description when applicable. 

5 First Name. Enter the child's first name in 10 characters or less. (This 
entry is used for the first part of line 8 of FTB Form 3596.)

6 Last Name. Enter the child's last name in 15 characters or less. This 
and the preceding line may seem unduly restrictive, but the FTB has 
made it clear in their specifications for e-file that it wants very short 
names in these fields. (This entry is used for the second part of line  
8 of FTB Form 3596.)

Year born. Enter year of birth as a 4-digit number, such as 1998. This 
entry is translated from the federal return, but the FTB also requires 
a knowledge of the month and day born, which are not available  
from the federal return.

Month born. Enter the month for the date of birth. CAUTION: If you 
make no entry here, the child is assumed to be born in January.

Day born. Enter the day for the date of birth. CAUTION: If you make 
no entry here, the child is assumed to be born on the first day of the  
month.

7 SSN. Enter the child's social security number in the standard xxx-xx-
xxxx format (or, if you enter 9 digits without spaces or dashes, the 
software will reformat the entry for you). A valid SSN is required 
here with only one exception: If you do not have an SSN for the 
child because the child was born and died during the tax year, you 
can enter DIED here in place of an SSN; you must also attach a copy 
of the birth and death certificates or hospital records to the return. 
TIP: The child will not qualify for the credit if the SSN you enter  
here does not qualify  the child  to  work.  Accordingly,  an ITIN or  
ATIN cannot be used and the software will disqualify the child for  
any SSN that starts with the number 9.

8 Date of birth (mm/dd/yyyy). (auto-calc) The date is automatically format
ted into the standard date format based on your entries above for Year 
born, Month born, and Day born. 

Child’s age at end of 2016. (auto-calc) Computed as the tax year less 
"Year born," this result must generally be less than 19 (or less than 
24 if a student) to qualify you for the EITC, unless disabled.

Younger  than  you  or  spouse?  (semi  auto-calc) The  child  must  be 
younger than the taxpayer (or spouse if filing jointly) to qualify. This 
entry is fully automatic if you entered the date of birth for the tax
payer (and taxpayer's spouse if filing jointly) on screen 2 of Form  
540. If  you did  not enter date(s) of birth but  did enter age(s)  on 
screen 4 of Form 540, the entry is automatic as long as the child is 
more than one year older or younger than the taxpayer(s).  Other
wise, you must answer the question manually.

No. of days NOT alive in 2016. If a child was born or died during the 
tax year, tests that involve length of time living with you are modi
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fied  to  re
late  only  to 
the days the 
child  was 
alive.  Enter 
the  number 
of  days 
from  0  to 
364.  TIP: 
The  federal  
worksheet  
specifies 
only  the 
number  of 
months not 
alive.  As  a 
result, for a 
translated 
return, the software estimates the entry for this line by multiplying  
"Months NOT alive in tax year" on by 30.417. Therefore, you may 
have to change the translated entry to reflect the actual number of  
days. 

Permanently and totally disabled in any part of 2016? If disabled, the 
age test need not be met. Otherwise, the child must be under age 
19 or a student under age 24.

Gross income under  4,000? To qualify  for an exemption,  the child 
must generally have less than $4,000 of income. However, this con
dition need not be met if the child is under age 19 or is a student un
der age 24.

Student 5 months or more in 2016? If the child is under age 24, the 
income test need not be met if you can answer Yes here or the child 
is disabled. 

9a Student under 24 at the end of 2016? (auto-calc) Answered Yes if the 
child is at least 19 but less than 24 years of age and the preceding 
answer is Yes. Otherwise, No. TIP: If under 19, the child is automat
ically qualified if all other conditions are met. On printouts, the Yes  
and No checkboxes are both left blank in this case, in accordance  
with FTB instructions.

9b Disabled any part of 2016? (auto-calc) Answered Yes if the child is 
at least 19 and your answer to "Perm/tot. disabled in 2016?" is Yes. 
TIP: If under 19, the child is automatically qualified if all other condi
tions are met. On printouts, the Yes and No checkboxes are both  
left blank in this case, in accordance with FTB instructions.

10 Relation to you. Enter relationship. Relationships that qualify a child for 
the EITC are much narrower than those that qualify a child for an ex
emption. For the EITC, the relationship must be the taxpayer's son, 
daughter, stepchild, foster child, stepbrother, stepsister, half brother, 
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QUALIFYING CHILD WORKSHEET
 5   1st name..................
 6   Last name.................
     Year born.................         0
     Month born................         0
     Day born..................         0
 7   SSN.......................
 8   Date of birth (mm/dd/yyyy)
     Child’s age at end of 2016▒        0
     Younger than you or spouse? Yes     
     # days NOT alive in 2016..         0
     Perm/tot. disabled in 2016? No
     Gross income under $4,000.? No
     Student 5mos. or more 2016? No
 9a  Stud.und24 at end of 2016.▒ No
 9b  Disabled any part of 2016.▒ No
 10  Relation to you ..........
 [Press PageDown for more info]

Figure CA-4a.  Qualifying Child Worksheet, 
Screen 1
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half sister, or a descendant of any of these. CAUTION for e-file: For an 
e-file return, you must enter only one of the following or else the return 
will be rejected by the FTB:  SON, DAUGHTER, STEPCHILD, FOSTER 
CHILD,  BROTHER,  SISTER,  STEPBROTHER,  STEPSISTER,  HALF 
BROTHER, HALF SISTER, GRANDCHILD, NIECE, or NEPHEW. For all  
other allowed relationships you must choose the closest category for  
the child.  For example, descendents of any of these should be identi
fied as GRANDCHILD, even though, for example, the child may techni
cally be a great-granchild, or the grandchild of a brother or sister.

EXEMPTION QUALIFICATION. (Figure CA-4b.) The second screen reflects addi
tional conditions that must be met for the child to qualify as your dependent. 
However, in most cases, the child may still qualify you for the EITC without 
qualifying as your de
pendent. 

U.S.  citizen  or 
resident 
alien? To 
be  qualified 
for  an  ex
emption, the 
answer  for 
this  or  the 
next  line 
must  be 
Yes. 

Resident of Canada or Mexico? A resident of Canada or Mexico quali
fies for an exemption as well. However, it does not qualify the child 
for the EITC. 

No. of days lived in your home. If the only absences of the child during 
the tax year were temporary, such as vacation or school, enter 365 
(for the entire year). Otherwise, enter the actual number of days the 
child lived in your home, irrespective of the location of the home. (If 
you made an entry for “# days NOT alive in 2016,” your entry can 
be no more than the remaining months alive in the tax year.)  TIP: 
The federal worksheet specifies only the number of months lived in  
your home. As a result, for a translated return, the software esti
mates the entry for this line by multiplying "# months lived in your  
home" by 30.417. Therefore, you may have to change the translat
ed entry to reflect the actual number of days.

Do you meet the Support Test?  For an exemption, you must generally 
have provided more than half the support of the child.

Gave exemption right to other parent? If you don’t claim the child as your 
dependent  only because you gave the right to the other parent, you 
may still qualify for the Earned Income Credit even for a married child.
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EXEMPTION QUALIFICATION
   U. S. citizen or resid alien? No
   Resident of Canada or Mexico? No
   # days lived in your home...         0
   Do you meet the Support Test? No
   Gave exmp right to other par? No
   Dep joint filer w/o excep’n.? No
   You/spouse dependent of othr▒ No
   EXEMPTION FOR CHILD ALLOWED?▒ No
 [Press PageDown for more info]

Figure CA-4b.  Qualifying Child Worksheet, 
Screen 2
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Dependent a joint filer without exception? If married filing jointly, the child 
generally cannot qualify as your dependent. Exception: If the child filed  
jointly only for the purposes of getting a refund, answer No here.

You or spouse dependent of another?  (auto-calc) Automatically deter
mined from your answers at the top of screen 4 of Form 540. If 
Yes,  you cannot claim an exemption for this child. However,  the 
child may still qualify you for the EITC.

EXEMPTION FOR CHILD ALLOWED. (auto-calc) Automatically Yes as long 
as the child qualifies as your dependent based on the above entries. 
TIP: You may still qualify for the EITC even when this answer is No. 

EITC QUALIFICATION. (Figure CA-4c.) The remaining entries for the worksheet 
are contained on the third screen of the worksheet  and relate  only to the 
EITC. 

Meets  rela
tionship 
test.  (au
to-calc) An
swered  Yes 
only  if  the 
relationship 
to  you  is 
son,  daugh
ter,  grand
child, 
stepchild, 
brother,  sis
ter,  step
brother, 
stepsister, 
half brother, 
half  sister, 
neice, 
nephew, 
foster  child, 
or a descendant of one of them. (This answer is used for line 9 of  
FTB Form 3596.)

Dependent married? If married, the child qualifies you for the EITC 
only if  (a) qualified to be your dependent, or (b) not qualified to be 
your dependent only because you gave the right to another parent.

Unmarried or qualified married. (auto-calc) Answered Yes only if (a) 
the child is unmarried, or (b) the child is married but you answered 
No to “Dependent a joint filer (or exception)?” and the child is your 
dependent (or not your dependent only because you gave the right 
to another parent).  (This answer is used for line 10 of FTB Form  
3596.) 
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EITC QUALIFICATION      
   Meets relationship test.....▒ No
   Dependent married...........? No 
   Unmarried or qlfd married...▒ Yes
   #days in your home NOT in US         0
   #days in your home NOT in CA         0
 11  Days w/you in CA in 2016..▒        0
   Lived w/you ovr 1/2 yr in CA▒ No
   Meets age or disabled test..▒ No
   EITC-qlfd to anothr taxpayer? No
   Any of them w/higher mod AGI? No
    Don’t know AGI but claiming? No
   Relationship to other person
   Meets SSN test..............▒ No
 EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT QLFD?▒ No
 12  Child's physical address 
 a.  Address (no./street/apt.):
              (address cont'd):
 b.  City......................
 c.  State.....................
 d.  ZIP code..................

Figure CA-4c.  Qualifying Child Worksheet, 
Screen 3
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No. of days lived in your home NOT in the U.S. Enter the number days 
when the child lived with you outside of the United States. Your en
try can be no more than your entry for "# days lived in your home" 
on the preceding screen.  TIP: The federal worksheet specifies only  
the number of months lived in your home outside the U.S.. As a re
sult, for a translated return, the software estimates the entry for this  
line  by  multiplying  "#  months  in  your  home  NOT  in  U.S."  by  
30.417. Therefore, you may have to change the translated entry to  
reflect the actual number of days.

No. of days lived in your home NOT in California. Enter the number 
days when the child lived with you outside of California. Your entry 
can be no more than your entry for "# days lived in your home" on 
the preceding screen and no less than your entry for "# days in your 
home NOT in the U.S."  Only days in which the child lived with you 
in  your  California  home count  in  determining qualification  for  the 
EITC.

11 Days lived with you in California in 2016. (auto-calc) Generally com
puted as "# days lived in your home" less "# days in your home 
NOT in CA."  However, if the child was born or died during the tax 
year, a special calculation applied. The FTB instructs you to enter 
"365" rather than the actual number of days for these cases if the 
result of the usual calculation is more than half of the time the child 
was alive during the year. 

Lived with you over  half  of  the year  in California.  (auto-calc) An
swered Yes only if the preceding number is 183 or more for 2016. 
(This answer is used for line 11 of FTB Form 3596.) 

Meets age or disabled test. (auto-calc) Answered Yes only if (a) Per
manently and totally disabled in tax year” is Yes,  or (b) “Younger 
than you or spouse” is Yes and “Child’s age at end of tax year” is ei
ther  under  19,  or,  if  older,  is  under  24 and “Student  at  least  5 
months of year” is Yes.  (This answer is used for line 12 of FTB  
Form 3596.) 

EITC-qualified to another taxpayer(s)? Answer Yes if the child can 
qualify  someone  else  for  the  California  EITC  (other  than 
spouse/RDP, if filing jointly). If so, tiebreaker rules apply in determin
ing which person can claim the credit. (This answer is used for line 
13a of FTB Form 3596.)

Any of them with higher federal AGI? If the preceding answer is Yes 
and you know that at least one of the other claiming taxpayers has a 
higher federal AGI, you must generally answer Yes here and cannot 
claim the credit based on this child. Exception: If none of the other  
taxpayers is a parent, but you are, answer No here irrespective of  
your AGI. You are the person who can claim the credit under the  
tiebreaker rules. 

Don’t know AGI but claiming? If you don’t know the AGI of the other 
qualifying person, you can still tentatively claim the credit by answering 
Yes here. However, the credit may later be disallowed by the IRS. Ex
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ception: If none of the other taxpayers is a parent, but you are, an
swer No for this and the preceding question, irrespective of your  
knowledge of the other person's AGI. (This answer is used for the  
"Don't know" box on line 13c of FTB Form 3596.)

Qualifying under tiebreaker rules? (auto-calc;    not shown on-screen  ) 
This answer  appears only on FTB Form 3596 printouts, and is not 
used on FTB Form 3514 nor shown on-screen on this worksheet. It 
is answered Yes only if "EIC-qualified to another taxpayer?" is Yes 
and both "Any of them with higher federal AGI?" and "Don't know 
AGI but claiming?" are No. Answered No only if "EIC-qualified to an
other taxpayer?" is Yes, "Any of them with higher federal AGI?" is 
No and "Don't know AGI but claiming?" is No. In all other cases, 
neither Yes nor No appears on Form 3596. (This answer is used for  
the Yes and No boxes of line 13c of FTB Form 3596.) 

Relationship to other person.  Enter the relationship of the child to the 
other qualifying person  only if you entered Yes to “EIC-qualified to 
another taxpayer?” The relationship must be one of the relationships 
listed as qualifying for “Meets  relationship test?” at the beginning of 
this section of the worksheet. CAUTION for e-file: You must enter the 
relationship  precisely as shown in our instructions for line 10 of this  
worksheet. (This entry is used for line 13b of FTB Form 3596.) 

Meets SSN test.  (auto-calc) Answered Yes only if the child’s SSN is 
shown on line 7 of this worksheet in the standard xxx-xx-xxxx for
mat  and the first  character  of the entry is  a number  less than 9 
(which indicates that this SSN does not qualify the child to work). 
Exception: If the child was born and died in the tax year, DIED is al
lowed as the entry for SSN and this question is answered Yes. (This 
answer is used for line 14 of FTB Form 3596.) 

EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT QUALIFIED.  (auto-calc) Answered Yes 
only if the child qualifies based on all information on this worksheet.

12 Child's physical address. Enter the address of your main home in 
California where the child lived with you in 2016. If moved within 
California during the year, enter the address where the child lived 
with you the longest.  CAUTION: This mandatory entry is unique to 
the California return and is not available from the translated federal  
return.

a. Address (number, street, and apt. no./ste. no.): Because of the nar
row columns of the official form, the street address is split into two 
15-character lines. Start you entry here (in 15 characters or less) 
and continue it into the next entry if necessary. 

(address continued): Use this line only for a continuation of the pre
ceding entry. An additional 15 characters is available here.  Excep
tion for e-file: Only the first 10 characters of this entry are used in  
an e-file return because the street address is limited to 25 characters  
total when combined with the preceding entry.
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b.  City. Enter the city in 15 characters  or less,  using abbreviations 
when necessary. (The entry is limited to 15 characters because of 
the narrow columns on the official form.)

c. State. Enter the standard 2-character acronym for the state.
d. ZIP code. Enter the ZIP code in the standard 5-character (xxxxx) or 

10-character (xxxxx-xxxx) format.

WITHOUT QUALIFYING CHILD. If you have no qualifying children, you may 
still qualify for the credit if you satisfy additional conditions.

YOUR main home in California 183 or more days of 2016? Answer 
Yes if your main home for 183 days or more was in California. "183 
days or more" corresponds to "more than 1/2 year" for 2016. 

SPOUSE main home in California 183 or more days of 2016?  Answer 
Yes if spouse's main home for 183 days or more was in California.

Main home in California more than half or 2016? (auto-calc) Automati
cally Yes if either of the preceding two is Yes (except that the an
swer for spouse is ignored if not married filing jointly).

YOUR age on Form 540. (auto-calc) Taken from your entry on screen 
4 of our Form 540.

SPOUSE  age  on  Form  540. (auto-calc) Taken  from your  entry  on 
screen 4 of our Form 540.

One age at least 25, but under 65? (auto-calc) Answered Yes if you (or 
spouse if married filing jointly) are of the specified age.

Can you be the qualifying child of another? Answer Yes if you could be 
a qualifying child of someone else for the EITC, whether or not that 
person claims you. This question applies only if not married filing 
jointly, so your entry is forced to No if married filing jointly, in accor
dance with FTB instructions. 

Can you be dependent on another return? Answer Yes if you could be 
claimed as a dependent on someone else's tax return, whether or 
not that person claims you. This question applies only if not married 
filing jointly, so your entry is forced to No if married filing jointly, in  
accordance with FTB instructions.

ELIGIBLE FOR CHILDLESS CREDIT? (auto-calc) Answered Yes  only if 
"ELIGIBLE FOR CHILD CREDIT?" is No and the answers to the pre
ceding four questions are Yes, Yes, No, and No, respectively. 

CALIFORNIA INVESTMENT INCOME.  The FTB provides a lengthy worksheet 
for determining investment income for Form 3514, but it is very similar to the 
calculation we use on federal Schedule EIC except for adjustments on Califor
nia Schedule CA.  It is therefore computed here using the federal amount as a 
starting point and adjusting that amount by entries in columns B and C of Cali 
fornia Schedule CA as specifically detailed in FTB Worksheet 2 (Investment 
Income) in the FTB's 2016 Instructions for Form FTB 3514. 

EIC investment income. Translated  from the corresponding line of our  
on-screen federal Schedule EIC, this is investment income computed 
in  the same manner  as  FTB Worksheet  2 but  using  only  federal 
amounts.
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Adjustment from columns B and C of Schedule CA. (auto-calc) Comput
ed as the sum of column C less column B for the following lines on 
Schedule CA: 9 (ordinary dividends), 13 (capital  gain or loss), 17 
(passive adjustments from Worksheet E), and 22 (adjustments from 
Form 3803 only). 

Additional adjustment.  Enter her adjustments for any relevant amounts 
not specifically included in the preceding line. See Worksheet 2 (In
vestment Income) in the FTB instructions for Form 3514 for guid
ance. 

California  EITC  investment  income. (auto-calc) Computed  as  federal 
"EIC investment income" plus the preceding two adjustments, this is 
the amount to be compared with the allowed maximum for 2016 of 
$3,471, and is used for line 4 of Form 3514. 

ELIGIBLE BASED ON INVESTMENT INCOME? (auto-calc) Answered Yes 
only if "California EITC investment income" is $3,471 or less and ei
ther "ELIGIBLE FOR CHILD CREDIT?" or "ELIGIBLE FOR CHILDLESS 
CREDIT?" is Yes. If No, do not complete the rest of this form be
cause you are not qualified for any credit.   

CALIFORNIA EARNED INCOME.  Earned income for the purposes of this form 
is quite limited. Unlike federal earned income used for the federal EIC, Califor
nia earned income for this form includes only wages, and some categories of 
wages are not included either. 

Wages, salaries, tips, and other compensation. (auto-calc) Taken from 
Form 540,  line  12,  this  is  generally  the  sum of  California  state 
wages from box 16 of all Forms W-2 for this return.  

Medical waiver payments included in Form 540, line 12.  These pay
ments do not count as earned income for the EITC.

Home Supportive Services (HSS) payments included in Form 540, line 
12. These payments do not count as earned income for the EITC.

IHSS payments included in Form 540, line 12. These payments do not 
count as earned income for the EITC.

Net  compensation  for  Form  3514. (auto-calc) Computed  as  "Wages, 
salaries,  tips,  and  other  compensation"  less  the  preceding  three 
amounts, this amount is used for line 13 of Form 3514.

Prison inmate wages.  Enter wages included in Form 540, line 12, 
stemming from work as an inmate in a penal institution. This amount 
is used for line 14 of Form 3514.

Pension or annuity from certain plans. Enter wages included in Form 
540, line 12, stemming from a nonqualified deferred compensation 
plan or a nongovernmental Section 457 plan. This amount is used 
for line 15 of Form 3514.

California Earned Income. (auto-calc) Computed as "Net compensation 
for Form 3514" less the preceding two lines, this amount is used for 
line 16 of Form 3514 and is the earned income that must be used in 
the FTB's 2016 Earned Income Tax Credit Table.
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MAIN FORM.  The official FTB form is completed for you based on all preced
ing entries  and  the  Child  EITC Worksheets.  No more entries  are  required. 
However, if a paid preparer, you must also complete FTB Form 3596, which is 
accessible from the bottom of the first and last screens of Form 3514.

PART I, FEDERAL INFORMATION. The FTB requires minimal information about 
your federal EIC. All entries in this part of the form come from screen 1 of this 
form (INFO FROM FEDERAL RETURN). 

1 Has IRS previously disallowed your federal EIC?  (auto-calc) Taken 
from your answer on screen 1 of this form, this information is re
quired by the FTB but has no effect on the claimed credit.

2 Federal AGI. (auto-calc) Taken from the amount on screen 1 of this 
form, which came from line 37, column A, of California Schedule 
CA. This amount is used for line 3 of the California Earned Income 
Tax Credit Worksheet, detailed later. 

3 Federal EIC. (auto-calc) Taken from your entry on screen 1 of this 
form. 1040, this information is required by the FTB but has no effect 
on the claimed credit.

PART II, INVESTMENT INCOME INFORMATION. This part consists of only one 
line.

4 Investment income. (auto-calc) Taken from the result for "California 
EITC investment income" as previously described. 

If the amount on line 4 exceeds $3,471, you have no EITC for 2016.

PART III,  QUALIFYING CHILD INFORMATION.  This part consists entirely of 
information found on the Child EITC Worksheets detailed previously. This in
formation is not repeated on-screen, but appears on the official printouts in 
the format prescribed by the FTB as lines 5 through 12 of FTB Form 3514 for 
up to 3 qualifying children. (Additional children beyond three have no effect 
on the credit, so their information is not printed with the return and is not 
wanted by the FTB.)

PART  IV,  CALIFORNIA  EARNED  INCOME.  This  part  is  completed  for  you 
based on the information you supplied on screen 3 of this form in the section 
titled CALIFORNIA EARNED INCOME.  

13 Wages, salaries, tips, and other compensation, subject to California 
withholding. (auto-calc) Taken from the result for "Net compensa
tion for Form 3514" on screen 3 of this form. 

14 Prison inmate wages. (auto-calc) Taken from your entry on screen 3 
of this form. 

15 Pension or annuity from a nonqualified deferred compensation plan 
or a nongovernmental IRC Section 457 plan. Taken from your entry 
on screen 3 of this form. 

16 California earned income. (auto-calc) Computed as line 13 less lines 
14 and 15.  

The result on line 16 is used for line 1 of the California Earned Income Tax 
Credit Worksheet, detailed next.
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PART V, CALIFORNIA EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT. This part is completed 
for you based on the information you previously supplied. It consists of only 
one line, but the computation for this line involves the FTB's California Earned 
Income Tax  Credit  Worksheet and  their  4-page  2016  Earned  Income Tax 
Credit Table. These computations are fully automatic based on prior entries, 
and are summarized for you on-screen.  

California Earned Income Tax Credit Worksheet.  This worksheet, shown on 
page 4 of the FTB's  2016 Instructions for Form 3514, is completed for you 
based on prior entries and the FTB's  2016 Earned Income Tax Credit Table 
(on pages 5 through 8 of the instructions).

W1 California earned income. (auto-calc) Taken from the previous re
sult for this item, this is just total wages on Forms W-2 for most 
taxpayers.

W2 Amount on line W1 in the EITC table. (auto-calc) The amount on line 
W1 is found in the FTB table, then a credit is taken from the column 
that corresponds to the number of qualifying children that you are 
claiming. 

W3 Amount from federal Form 1040, line 38. (auto-calc) Taken from line 
2 of Form 3514, which stems from line 27, column A, of Schedule 
CA.

W4 Are amounts on lines W1 and W3 the same? (auto-calc) Answered 
as the label  implies.  If  Yes,  the computation is complete and the 
amount on line W2 is used for line W6 of this worksheet and line 17 
of Form 3514. If No, you must proceed to line W5.

W5 Is line W3 less than the threshold for the number of children you are 
claiming?  (auto-calc) If you have no qualifying children, answered 
Yes only if line 3 is less than $3,290. If 1 qualifying child, answered 
Yes only if line 3 is less than $4,940. If 2 or more qualifying chil
dren, answered Yes only if line 3 is less than $6,935.

Amount on line 3 in the EITC table.  (auto-calc) If the answer to the 
preceding question is Yes, this calculation is skipped and the amount 
on line W2 is used for line W6. Otherwise, the amount on line W3 is 
found in the FTB table, then a credit is taken from the column that 
corresponds to the number of qualifying children that you are claim
ing. 

W6 California earned income credit. (auto-calc) If the answer for line 
W4 or line W5 is Yes, taken from line W2 of this worksheet. Other
wise, computed as the lesser of line W2 or line W5.

PART V, CALIFORNIA EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT.  The credit computed 
on the California EITC Worksheet is repeated here. 

17  California  EITC. (auto-calc) Taken  from  line  6  of  the  California  
Earned Income Tax Credit Worksheet, above, this amount is posted 
to line 75 of Form 540 as a refundable credit. 

If Paid Preparer, ITEMIZE HERE to complete FTB Form 3596. (Road Map 
line, supported by Form 3596) A paid preparer must complete FTB 
Form 3596  (Paid  Preparer's  California  Earned  Income  Tax  Credit  
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Checklist) to confirm that he or she has or seeks out the information 
necessary to make a valid claim for the credit. Although most of the 
form is completed for you based on your entries and results on Form 
3514 and its worksheets, additional information about the paid pre
parer and due diligence actions must be supplied. You can easily ac
cess the form here to serve this purpose. 

Extra line for personal memos. The supporting statement you create for this 
line will not be printed as a part of the official return. This line is provided only 
to allow you to make private notes or reminders.
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Form 3519 / Automatic Extension
An extension of time to file is automatic. Unlike the IRS, California’s FTB no 
longer requires you to  apply for an extension of time to file.  Instead, a 6-
month extension of time to file is automatic as long as you file by October 16, 
2017.  However, an extension of time to file does NOT give you an extension 
of time to pay!  You still must pay any remaining tax due by April 18, 2017, 
and  enclose the Form 3519 voucher with your payment, in order to avoid 
penalties and interest. 

California Form 3519 is similar to federal Form 4868 in the software.  Even 
though the filing requirements are different for the California form, the opera
tion of the software is similar to that for Form 4868.  It is used to estimate 
the tax liability when the return is not yet complete and could be far from the  
final version.  As a result, we do not complete this form automatically but 
give you guidance instead.  It is up to you to make the final determination of 
estimates to report to the FTB.  (See our details on Form 4868 in Chapter 2 of 
the regular Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edition for details.)

TAX PAYMENT WORKSHEET.  The first section of the form is the estimate of 
remaining tax liability. Like the federal form, the amounts that exist on the re
turn in its current state appear above the data entry lines for Form 3519 as 
guidance. But since these amounts could be far from what you expect the fi 
nal return to reflect, you are free to enter any amounts on the data entry lines 
below them.

WHEN TO FILE FORM 3519.  You must normally file this form with the tax due 
by April 18, 2017.  However, if you are living or traveling outside the U.S. on 
that date, you have until June 15, 2017 to file and pay all tax due. Unlike the 
federal Form 4868, it is NOT necessary to work outside the U.S. or be in mili
tary service outside the U.S. Travel alone is a sufficient excuse for delayed fil
ing. However, if you do not pay all tax due by June 15, you will be subject to 
the usual penalties and interest. (Note that the extension is a 6-month extension 
from your regular due date. Therefore, those who qualify for a regular filing date 
of June 15 have until December 15 to file their return.)   

Print  Form 3519 voucher  to enclose with payment.  (Standard and Premium 
Levels only) The FTB requests that you enclose the scannable voucher that is 
built into our software when you send payment for a return you will file later. 
Because Form 3519 is not a part of the return, you must print it separately 
from the return as a stand-alone form. You must send the voucher along with 
your  payment  only to  the FTB address  shown on the page on which the 
voucher is printed.
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Form 3523* / Research Credit

* Included in Premium Level software ONLY. This form is only built into the 
Premium Level version of the California Supplement.

Purpose.  This form, which is analogous to federal Form 6765, provides a 
credit for increasing the technological research performed by your company. 
Form 3523 is accessible through the Road Map from Schedule P, page 2, at  
the line for credit 183 in Section B2 of Part III.

California Form 3523 vs. federal Form 6765. There was a time when California 
law so closely conformed with federal law that California’s FTB Form 3523 
was nearly the same, line-by-line, as federal Form 6765. However, California 
never conformed with federal changes made by the 2005 Energy Tax Act, the 
Tax Relief and Health Care Act of 2006, nor the  Economic Stimulus Act of 
2008, so the federal form now differs appreciably from the California form. 
The most significant changes to the federal form were the introduction of a 
more liberal credit for energy research consortium, the addition of an Alterna
tive Simplified Credit, and eventually the phaseout of the Alternative Incre
mental Credit. But the California form remains similar to the pre-2005 federal 
form. Only Section A of Part I of the current forms (the section for the Regular 
Credit) is still similar. The California form gives you a choice between a Regu
lar  Credit  and an Alternative  Incremental  Credit,  whereas  the federal  form 
gives you a choice between a Regular Credit and an Alternative Simplified 
Credit, which is nothing like the Alternative Incremental  Credit. In spite of 
these differences, except for the omission of entries not applicable to Califor
nia, data entry for California Form 3523 closely parallels that for federal Form 
6765 because the data entry in Tax Preparer is not tied to the official form. 
Instead, Tax Preparer automatically completes the official form based on your 
choices in the data entry, including the choice of regular credit vs. incremental  
credit and the choice of full credit vs. reduced credit. Nevertheless, we pro
vide separate instructions here for the California form because of the major 
differences in format and computation of the automatically completed forms. 

ENTRIES AND ELECTIONS.  The entries you provide here (on the first screen 
of Form 3523) are used to complete the computation of the Regular Credit 
(Section A, lines 1 through 17b) or the Alternative Incremental Credit (Section 
B, lines 18 through 39b), depending on your election of which method to use. 
The remainder of the form (lines 40 through 49) is then completed based on 
the results of lines 1 through 39b and your entries on the last screen of the 
form (concerning pass-through credits, passive activities, and carryovers). 
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California Secretary of State file number.  Enter the SOS file number here, if 
applicable. The number should consist of 12 digits starting with 19 or 20. (A 
file number is issued to you when you first register your company with the 
Secretary of State, which is mandatory for corporations.)

Qualified research expenses.  Most of the following entries apply to both al
ternative credit computations.  These entries are translated from the federal  
Form 6765, so you rarely need to change them for a properly translated re 
turn. 

Wages for qualified services.  Enter only wages related to qualified in-
house research.

Cost of supplies.  Enter only the cost of supplies related to qualified in-
house research. 

Rental or lease costs of computers.   Enter only the amount paid or in
curred  for  the  rental  or  lease  of  computers  used  in  qualified  re
search.  CAUTION: Qualifications for this entry are very narrow. The 
computer you rent or lease must  not be located on your premises  
and cannot be operated by you or primarily used by you.  

Contract research expenses.   Enter the full amount paid or incurred for 
qualified outside research. This amount is generally reduced to 65% 
of your entry when used in Section A or B of Form 3523 (75% for  
the part you enter on the next line).

Part to a qualified research consortium.   Enter the part of “Contract 
research expenses” that was used for a qualified research consor
tium. The amount you enter here is subject to a reduction to 75% 
(instead of 65%) of your entry when used in Section A or B. See 
FTB instructions for Form 3523, line 8, for details.

Fixed-based percentage. (Required only for Section A) If you will com
pute the credit by the regular method (Section A),  you must make 
an entry here that reflects the history of the company and its past  
research expenses. See the FTB Instructions for Form 3523, line 10, 
for details.  Your entry here is rounded to the nearest .01% and can
not exceed 16%.

Average annual gross receipts. For the business to which the research 
relates, enter the average annual gross receipts (reduced by returns 
and allowances) for the 4 tax years that precede the tax year of the  
return.  This will  generally  be the average of line 3 of the federal 
Schedule C for the last four years for this business. See the FTB In
structions for Form 3523, line 11, for details.

IRC Section 280C election. This election is described in Section 280C(c)(3) of 
the Internal Revenue Code. This answer is translated from the federal return, 
but it could be to your advantage to change it for the California return, as ex
plained in the TIP that follows this question. 

Elect the reduced credit?  When you claim the full  credit you are re
quired to reduce any deductions for research expenses on your re
turn (such as Schedule C) by the amount of this credit. However, if 
you elect the reduced credit (which is 87.7% of the full credit for 
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Form 540 returns), you are  not required to reduce your deductions 
at all. CAUTION: If you do NOT elect the reduced credit, you must  
provide to the FTB, in a supporting statement for the line “Schedule  
of reduced  deductions”  on  the last  screen  of our  Form 3523,  a  
schedule of the reduced deductions you implemented because of  
this rule. 

TIP: Although your answer is translated from the federal Form 6765, you may 
want to change a No answer from the federal return to a Yes answer for the 
California return because the required reduction is only 12.3% of the total 
credit for California, in contrast with a reduction of 35% of the total federal 
credit.   

Section B election. This election is unique to California. It does not appear on 
the federal form. As a result, these answers are not translated from the feder
al return. 

Elect Alternative Incremental Credit?  If you want to elect the alterna
tive incremental method, answer Yes here. Before deciding whether 
to answer Yes or No, you may want to see the results for each 
choice  by looking  at  the result  on line  46 of  this  form for  each 
choice.  CAUTION: This answer is NOT translated from the federal  
Form 6765, since this alternative method has been dropped from 
the federal form.

Did you elect section B previously (answer No if revoking it now)? Con
trary to recent federal law, the election to use the Alternative Incre
mental Credit is generally a lifetime election. You must receive FTB 
consent to revoke your election.  Therefore, if you elected it previ
ously and have not received consent from the FTB to change it, you 
must answer Yes here.  CAUTION: This answer is NOT translated  
from the federal Form 6765, since this alternative method has been  
dropped from the federal form.

Section B to be used. (auto-calc) Answered Yes if either of the preceding 
two answers is Yes and you do not elect the alternative simplified 
credit, below. If Yes, Section B is used to compute the credit; other 
wise Section A is used. REMINDER: If Section A is used, you must  
enter a percentage for the line “Fixed-base percentage” described  
previously. 
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PART I, CREDIT COMPUTATION. All but 3 lines of Form 3523 lie in Part I of 
the 49-line FTB form.

SECTION A, REGULAR CREDIT. (Fully automatic; no manual entries required.) 
The regular credit is based on a simple computation in which all research ex
penses are combined and one credit rate is applied to them all. This version of 
the credit is computed unless you elected to use Section B instead (or elected 
it in the past and have not received FTB consent to revoke it).

1 through 4. (auto-calc) These lines do not appear on the screen and are 
always zero on the printed form because they apply only to corpora
tions, as indicated on the FTB form. 

5 Wages for qualified services. (auto-calc) Taken from your prior entry 
for this category if Section A is used; otherwise zero.

6 Cost of supplies. (auto-calc) Taken from your prior entry for this cate
gory if Section A is used; otherwise zero.

7 Rental or lease costs of computers. (auto-calc) Taken from your prior 
entry for this category if Section A is used; otherwise zero.

8 Applicable percentage of contract research expenses.  (auto-calc) If 
Section A is used, computed from your prior entries for contract re
search expenses 75% of your entry for “Part to a qualified research 
consortium” plus 65% of the balance (“Contract research expenses” 
less “Part to a qualified research consortium”).

9 Total qualified research expenses. (auto-calc) Computed as the sum 
of lines 5 through 8.

10 Fixed-base percentage. (auto-calc) Taken from your prior entry for 
this category if Section A is used; otherwise zero.

11 Average annual gross receipts. (auto-calc) Taken from your prior en
try for this category if Section A is used; otherwise zero.

12 Base amount.  Multiply line 11 by the percentage on line 10. (au
to-calc) Computed as indicated.

13 Subtract line 12 from line 9. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated, but 
no less than zero.

14 Multiply line 9 by 50%. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.
15 Smaller of line 13 or line 14. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.
16 Mulitply line 15 by 15%. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.

Sum of lines 4 and 16. (auto-calc) Taken as line 16, since line 4 ap
plies only to corporations.

17a Regular credit. (auto-calc) The preceding total will appear here only 
if you did not elect the reduced credit on screen 1. Otherwise, zero. 
CAUTION: If an amount appears here, you must reduce deductions  
for related expenses throughout the return and identify those reduc
tions in a supporting statement on the last screen of this form. 

17b Reduced regular credit. (auto-calc) 87.7% of the result of “Sum of 
lines 4 and 16” will appear here only if you elected elect the reduced 
credit on screen 1. Otherwise, zero. If an amount appears here, the 
phrase “Section 280C(c)” will be printed on the official form at line 17b. 
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SECTION B, ALTERNATIVE INCREMENTAL CREDIT. (Fully automatic through 
line 39b.) The alternative credit  involves separate computations for various 
parts of the credit, and may result in more or less credit than computed in 
Section A. This version of the credit is used if you elected this alternative on 
screen 2 (or previously elected and do not revoke the election).  CAUTION: 
The headings on the FTB form are misleading because lines 40 through 46 are  
included in Section B, yet they do NOT apply only to the alternative incremen
tal credit.  Lines 40 through 46 apply to both the regular credit in Section A 
and the alternative incremental credit in Section B. We therefore show these  
lines in a separate section on the last screen of the form labeled AVAILABLE  
CREDIT. That separate section requires additional data entry if you have any 
research credit from S corporations, estates, trusts, partnerships, or LLCs, or  
if the credit is subject to the rules for passive activities, or you have any car 
ryover from the prior year. 

18 through 21. (auto-calc) These lines do not appear on the screen and 
are always zero on the printed form because they apply only to cor
porations, as instruction on the FTB form. 

22 Wages for qualified services. (auto-calc) Taken from your prior entry 
for this category if Section B is used; otherwise zero.

23 Cost of supplies. (auto-calc) Taken from your prior entry for this cat
egory if Section B is used; otherwise zero.

24 Rental or lease costs of computers. (auto-calc) Taken from your prior 
entry for this category if Section B is used; otherwise zero.

25 Applicable percentage of contract research expenses.  (auto-calc) If 
Section B is used, computed from your prior entries for contract re
search expenses as 75% of your entry for “Part to a qualified re
search consortium” plus 65% of the balance (“Contract research ex
penses” less “Part to a qualified research consortium”).

26 Total qualified research expenses. (auto-calc) Computed as the sum 
of lines 22 through 25.

27 Average annual gross receipts. (auto-calc) Taken from your prior en
try for this category if Section B is used; otherwise zero.

28 Multiply line 27 by 1%. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.
29 Subtract line 28 from line 26. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated, but 

no less than zero.
30 Multiply line 27 by 1.5%. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.
31 Subtract line 30 from line 26. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated, but 

no less than zero.
32 Subtract line 31 from line 29. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.
33 Multiply line 27 by 2%. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.
34 Subtract line 33 from line 26. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated, but 

no less than zero.
35 Subtract line 34 from line 31. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.
36 Multiply line 32 by 1.49% (.0149). (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.
37 Multiply line 35 by 1.98% (.0198). (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.
38 Multiply line 34 by 2.48% (.0248). (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.
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Sum of lines 21, 36, 37, and 38. (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of 
lines 36 through 38, since line 21 applies only to corporations.

39a Alternative incremental  credit. (auto-calc) The result of “Sum of 
lines 21, 36, 37, and 38” will appear here only if you did not elect 
the reduced credit on screen 1. Otherwise, zero.  CAUTION: If an 
amount appears here, you must reduce deductions for related ex
penses throughout the return and identify those reductions in a sup
porting statement for the line “Schedule of reduced deductions” on  
the last screen of the form. 

39b Reduced alternative incremental credit. (auto-calc) 87.7% of the 
result of “Sum of lines 21, 36, 37, and 38” will appear here only if 
you elected elect the reduced credit on screen 1. Otherwise, zero. If 
an amount appears here, the phrase “Section 280C(c)” will be print
ed on the official form next to line 39b. 

SECTION C, AVAILABLE RESEARCH CREDIT.  Passive limitations to the credit 
from Section A or Section B are applied here and added to credit from pass-
through entities and non-passive carryovers to arrive at the total available re
search credit for Schedule P. CAUTION: If you did not elect the reduced cred
it, you must reduce deductions elsewhere on the return and identify those re
ductions in a supporting statement for the line in this section labeled “Sched
ule of reducted deductions.”

40 Credit for increasing research from partnerships, S corporations, es
tates, and trusts. Enter any Form 6765 credits allocated to you from 
a pass-through entity as shown on Schedule K-1 (Form 1120S) from 
an S corporation, Schedule K-1 (Form 1065) from a partnership, or 
Schedule K-1 (Form 1041) from an estate or trust.  CAUTION: Al
though translated from the federal return, you may have to reduce  
the entry for this line because of the taxable income limitation de
tailed in the FTB instructions for line 40.  (This limitation is applied  
on Form 3800 for the federal return, not the Form 6765 from which  
FTB Form 3523 is translated.  As a result,  the amount translated  
from the federal return will generally be too high.)

41 Current year research credit.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of 
line 17a, 17b, 39a, or 39b (whichever is nonzero) and line 40, this 
is the total research credit before carryovers and limitations. 

ITEMIZED REDUCTIONS REQUIRED?.  (auto-calc) Answered No if you 
elected the reduced credit (via a Yes answer to “Elect the reduced 
credit?” on screen 1). Otherwise, Yes. 

Your credit on line 41 (less line 40).  (auto-calc) Computed as line 41 
less line 40, this is the amount by which you must reduce deduc
tions on your return if the preceding answer is Yes. When you claim 
the full  credit,  you are required to reduce any deductions for  re
search expenses you report on your return (such as Schedule C) by 
this amount.

Schedule of  reduced deductions. (Supported by the Schedule  of Re
duced Deductions Worksheet, Figure CA-5.) If the answer to “ITEM
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IZED DEDUCTIONS REQUIRED” is Yes, you are required to attach a 
schedule showing in detail where you reduced your deductions. You 
must provide the schedule in a supporting statement for this line so 
that it is printed with the return and cross-referenced on the official 
printed Form 3523. The total from your support appears on this line  
and should match the amount on line 41 (less line 40), even if the 
credit  is  later  limited  by  passive  loss  or  tax  liability  limitations. 
Where the cross-reference is printed depends on the elections made 
for  Form  3523.  (If  the  answer  to  “ITEMIZED  DEDUCTIONS  RE
QUIRED” is No, any support you provide for this line will be ignored  
and will not be made a part of the official printout or e-file output of  
Form 3523.)  CAUTION:  No support is translated from the federal  
Form 6765 because the format required by the IRS is incompatible  
with the format required by the FTB. You must therefor always cre
ate the support anew here when required.

Schedule  of  reduced  deductions  is  referenced  in  Section  A.  (au
to-calc) If “ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS REQUIRED” is Yes and you did 
not elect to use Section B, the total from your “Schedule of reduced 
deductions” appears here, and the support will be cross-referenced 
beside the line 17a amount on the official printout of Form 3523. 
Otherwise, zero will appear here and no cross-reference will be print
ed beside line 17a.

Schedule  of  reduced  deductions  is  referenced  in  Section  B.  (au
to-calc) If  “ITEMIZED  DEDUCTIONS  REQUIRED”  is  Yes  and  you 
elected to use Section B, the total from your “Schedule of reduced 
deductions” appears here, and the support will be cross-referenced 
beside the line 39a amount on the official printout of Form 3523. 
Otherwise, zero will appear here and no cross-reference will be print
ed beside line 39a.

42 Amount on line 41 from passive activities. Enter the credit from pas
sive activities included in line 41. If you enter an amount here you 
must  complete  FTB  Form  3801-CR  to  determine  the  allowable 
amount (to be entered at line 44).  CAUTION: This amount is  not 
translated from the federal Form 6765 because the passive limita
tions are applied on federal Form 3800, not Form 6765.

43 Subtract line 42 from line 41. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated, this 
is the current-year credit without passive credits.

44 Allowable credit  from passive activities. You must complete  FTB 
Form 3801-CR to determine the amount to enter here.  CAUTION: 
This amount is not translated from the federal Form 6765 because  
the passive limitations are applied on federal Form 3800, not Form  
6765.

45 Non-passive activity credit carryover from prior year. Prior-year car
ryovers can result from the prior-year tax liability limitation, which is 
applied in Part III of the 2015 Schedule P. Carryovers from passive 
activities are reflected on Form 3801-CR, not here. CAUTION: This 
amount is  not translated from the federal Form 6765 because the  
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carryovers are applied on federal Form 3800, not Form 6765.  You 
may have to reduce the entry for this line because of the taxable in
come limitation detailed in the FTB instructions for line 40.

46 Total available research credit. (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of 
lines 43 through 45, this is the total credit to be subjected to the tax 
liability limitation on Schedule P.

The amount on line 46 is posted to the Credit Code 183 line of Schedule P,  
Part III, section B2, where it is subjected to the tax liability limitation before 
being reflected on Form 540.

Schedule of  Reduced 
Deductions  Work
sheet.  (Figure  CA-5) 
The  completion  of 
this  worksheet  is 
mandatory  if  you 
chose not to take the 
reduced  credit  in  ei
ther  section  of  Form 
3523.

Explanation of reduction.  Give a brief identification of the deduction 
you reduced in 30 characters or less.

Where reduced on return:
Name of FTB form.  Identify the California form or schedule on which 
you claim the deduction that you are reducing.
Specific line on form.  Identify the line where you made the reduc
tion.

Amount BEFORE reduction.  Enter the deduction you would have made 
on the identified form if you had not reduced it  for the research 
credit.

Amount of reduction.  Enter the amount by which you reduced your de
duction on the identified form.

The sum of amounts on the last line from all worksheets combined is shown 
when you return from the worksheets. This sum will match the amount on 
line 46 if you have properly accounted for all required reductions.
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PART II, CARRYOVER COMPUTATION.  Part II is comprised of just lines 47, 
48, and 49, which summarize the part of line 46 that is allowed as a current 
credit on Schedule P and the balance available for carryover.

47 Amount of research credit claimed on current year tax return. (auto-
calc, supported by Schedule P, Part III) The entry for this line comes 
from the part of Schedule P that relates to the code 183 credit on 
screen 8 of the on-screen Schedule P, page 2. The credit on line 46, 
above,  is  limited  to  the tax  liability  that  remains  after  deducting 
credits that appear before it on the screen, and the result is shown 
as “Credit used this year.”  However, this entry may not be accurate  
until the final recalculation of the return, since it depends on a tax  
balance that changes frequently as the return is prepared. 

48 Total credit assigned to other corporations within combined report
ing group from Part III, column (g).  (auto-calc) This line and Part III 
of the form apply only to certain corporations, and is therefore not 
relevant to this Form 540 tax return. As result, this line will always 
be zero.

49 Credit carryover available for use for future years. (auto-calc) Com
puted as line 46 less line 47, this amount will match the amount 
shown on screen 8 of Schedule P as “Credit carryover” for credit 
183 after the final recalculation of the return.

PART III, CREDIT ALLOCATION AND CARRYOVER PER ENTITY – ONLY COM
BINED REPORT FILERS.  This new part of Form 3523 applies only to corpora
tions that are assigned credits from multiple related corporations. It is there
fore not relevant to this Form 540 tax return. It occupies the entire page 3 of 
Schedule P, so that page is omitted from the software. 

Extra line for personal memos. The supporting statement you create for this 
line will not be printed as a part of the official return. This line is provided only 
to allow you to make private notes or reminders.
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Form 3526** / Investment Interest Expense Deduction

** Included in Standard and Premium Level software ONLY.  This form is 
only built into the Standard and Premium Level versions of the California 
Supplement.

Purpose.  This form, which is analogous to federal Form 4952, is used to fig
ure the amount of interest expense you can deduct for investment loans. The 
form closely parallels federal Form 4952 in structure and is translated from 
that form when the California return is started by translation, as we recom
mend. However,  you must manually enter California adjustments to several 
amounts translated from the federal return. Form 3526 is accessible through 
the Road Map from our Worksheet A at the line “Investment adjustment on  
California Form 3526,” and is reflected in the adjustment at line 41 of Sched
ule CA. Although line-by-line details of the California form are provided here, 
you should consult the section on the analogous federal Form 4952 in Chapter 
2 of the regular Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edition for general information on the 
investment interest expense deduction and its requirements. 

INVESTMENT INTEREST EXPENSE. The interest you want to consider for de
duction is reported here: 

Federal investment interest expense for 2016.  Translated from line 1 
of federal Form 4952.

California  adjustment.   Generally  zero,  you  should make an  entry 
here only if some types of expense reported on federal Form 4952 
are not allowed by California for Form 3526.

1 Investment interest expense paid or accrued in 2016. (auto-calc) Com
puted as the sum of the above two lines, but no less than zero.

2 Disallowed investment interest expense from 2015 form FTB 3526, line 
7.  Although translated from the federal Form 4952, you may have 
to change this entry if line 7 of the prior-year California Form 3526 
differs from line 2 of the current-year federal Form 4952. 

3 Total investment interest expense.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum 
of lines 1 and 2.

NET INVESTMENT INCOME. The income that can be used to justify the inter
est expense is determined here: 

Interest on Form 1040, line 8a. (auto-calc) Taken from Schedule CA, line 
8, column A. 

Subtraction on Schedule CA, line 8(B). (auto-calc) Taken from Sched
ule CA, line 8, column B. 

Addition on Schedule CA, line 8(C).  (auto-calc) Taken from Schedule 
CA, line 8, column C. 

Interest on Form 1040, line 9a. (auto-calc) Taken from Schedule CA, line 
9(a), column A. 

Subtraction  on  Schedule  CA,  line  9a(B).  (auto-calc) Taken  from 
Schedule CA, line 9(a), column B. 
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Addition on Schedule CA, line 9a(C). (auto-calc) Taken from Schedule 
CA, line 9(a), column C. 

Child interest and dividends in Form 1040,  line 21.  (auto-calc) Taken 
from the line on the last screen of our California Form 3803 labeled 
“Income on federal 8814, line 12,” this is the amount of your chil
dren’s interest and dividend income that you are reporting on your 
federal return to avoid having to file returns for the children. 

CA adjustment to the above.  (auto-calc) Taken from the line on the 
last screen of our California Form 3803 labeled “Adjustment for CA, 
line 21f.” 

Other gross investment income. Translated from the corresponding line 
on our federal Form 4952, this is all other qualified investment inter
est, including nonpassive royalty income and annuities.

CA adjustment to the above. Generally zero, you should make an en
try here only if some types of other investment income reported on 
federal Form 4952 are not allowed on California Form 3526. 

 4a Gross investment income.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of all 
preceding lines except the two subtraction lines, which are subtract
ed instead of added.

Net gain on federal Form 4952, line 4d.   Translated from line 4d of 
federal Form 4952. 

CA adjustment to the above.  You should make an entry here if net 
gain on the California return from the disposition of investment prop
erty differs from that on the federal return. A difference is common 
here because of past differences in depreciation rules for California, 
which affect the computation of net gain. 

4b Net gain from the disposition of property held for investment. (auto-
calc) Computed as the sum of the preceding two lines, but no less 
than zero.

Capital gain distributions (Schedule D, line 13).  Translated from the 
corresponding line above line 4e of federal Form 4952. 

Other long-term capital gain or loss from investment property. Trans
lated  from the  corresponding  line  above  line  4e  of  federal  Form 
4952.

Net short-term capital gain or loss from investment property. Trans
lated  from the  corresponding  line  above  line  4e  of  federal  Form 
4952.

Federal capital gain from investment property. (auto-calc) Computed 
as the sum of the first two lines above less any loss in the  preced
ing line, but no less than zero. 

CA adjustment to the above.  You should make an entry here if net 
capital gain on the California return from the disposition of invest
ment property differs from that on the federal return. A difference is 
common here because of past differences in depreciation rules for 
California, which affect the computation of net gain. 
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4c Net capital gain from the disposition of property held for investment. 
(auto-calc) Computed as the sum of the preceding two lines. 

4d Subtract line 4c from line 4b. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated, but 
no less than zero.

Federal election on Form 4952, line 4g.   Translated from line 4g of 
federal Form 4952. 

CA adjustment to the above.  You should make an entry here if you 
want to elect a different amount on the California return in order to 
minimize the tax on your California return. 

4e Amount on line 4c that you elect to include in investment income.  
(auto-calc) Computed as the sum of the preceding two lines, but no 
less than zero and no more than line 4b, this is the amount of quali
fied net capital gain that you want to include in California invest
ment income for tax purposes.

4f Investment income. (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of lines 4a, 4d, and 4e.

Federal investment expenses on Form 4952, line 5.   Translated from 
line 5 of federal Form 4952. 

CA adjustment to the above.  Generally zero, since line 5 of federal 
Form 4952 already reflects all aspects of the FTB instructions for 
line 5  except one, as follows. If you are a military servicemember 
domiciled outside of California  and the amount on line 5 of federal 
Form 4952 includes investment expenses from federal Schedule A, 
line 23, you must recompute the amount for California using a lower 
AGI. AGI for the purposes of this recomputation must exclude mili
tary  pay,  so  the  recomputed  Schedule  A,  line  27,  will  be  lower 
(since it is an amount that exceeds 2% of AGI). If the recomputed 
Schedule  A,  line  27,  is  lower  than  the  investment  expenses  in 
Schedule A, line 23, the amount allowed for line 5 of Form 3526 
will be lower than that for federal Form 4952. If so, enter the differ
ence here as a negative amount. 

5 Investment expenses. (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of the preced
ing two lines.

6 Net investment income.  (auto-calc) Computed as line 4f less line 5, 
but no less than zero, this is the maximum amount of interest you 
can deduct this year.

INTEREST EXPENSE DEDUCTION. The final result is computed here: 
7 Disallowed investment interest expense. (auto-calc) Computed as line 

3 less line 6, but no less than zero, this is the amount disallowed 
this year but carried forward to your Form 3526 for tax year 2017. 

8 Investment interest expense deduction.  (auto-calc) Computed as the 
smaller of line 3 or line 6, this is the amount you can deduct on your 
California tax return for tax year 2016.  

9 Amount from federal Form 4952, line 8.  Translated from federal Form 
4952, as indicated.  
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10 California investment interest expense deduction adjustment. (au  
to-calc)   Computed as line 8 less line 9, this is the difference be
tween federal and California allowed deductions. A positive result  
means that a higher deduction is allowed on the California return,  
and a negative result means that a lower deduction is allowed on 
the California return. 

ALLOCATION OF LINE 10. Where you report the deduction adjustment de
pends on the specifics of the interest expenses: 

Not-at-risk activities on federal return. Translated from the correspond
ing line below line 8 of our federal Form 4952, this is the amount 
not allowed to be deducted because of the at-risk rules, as deter
mined from federal Form 6198. 

CA adjustment  to the above.  You should make an entry here if  the 
amount allowed for activities limited by the at-risk rules is different for 
California.  You must  prepare  a  federal  Form 6198  using  California  
amounts in order  to  determine whether  an adjustment is  necessary  
here.  

Royalties on federal return. Translated from the corresponding line be
low line 8 of our federal Form 4952, this is the part of line 8 report
ed on federal Schedule E as a royalty-related interest expense. 

CA adjustment to the above.  You should make an entry here if the 
amount attributable to royalties is different for the California return. 
If  you enter an amount here, you must reflect this adjustment in  
your entry for “Cal royalty profit” on screen 1 of our Worksheet E.  

Nonpassive business on federal return. Translated from the correspond
ing line below line 8 of our federal Form 4952, this is the part of line  
8 attributable to a nonpassive trade or business, and is therefore al
ready reflected on the federal form or schedule where income and 
expenses for the trade or business are reported. 

CA adjustment  to the above.  You should make an entry here if  the 
amount attributable to nonpassive businesses is different for the Califor
nia return.  If you enter an amount here, you must reflect this adjust
ment in your entries for Worksheet C, E, or F, whichever applies.

Other not for Schedule A on federal return. Translated from the corre
sponding line below line 8 of our federal Form 4952, this is the part 
of line 8 attributable to an activity for which a deduction on Sched
ule A is not appropriate.

CA adjustment to the above.  You should make an entry here if the 
amount attributable to other activities not allowed as an itemized de
duction is different for the California return. If you enter an amount 
here, you must reflect this adjustment in the appropriate form for  
the activity. 

Part of line 8 allowed as a California itemized deduction.  (auto-calc) 
Computed as line 8 less the sum of the preceding 8 lines, but no 
less than zero. 
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Part of line 9 allowed as a federal itemized deduction. (auto-calc) Comput
ed as line 9 less the sum of the lines identified above for the federal re
turn, this is the amount deducted on line 14 of the federal Schedule A. 

Part of line 10 allowed as an adjustment to Schedule CA, line 41. (auto-
calc) Computed as “Part of line 8 allowed as a California itemized 
deduction” less “Part of line 9 allowed as a federal itemized deduc
tion” but no less than zero. 

The result on the last line is  posted to our Worksheet A (to the line “Invest
ment adj on Cal 3526”) and reflected on line 41 of Schedule CA. 

CAUTION.  Except for Worksheet A,  no amounts in the preceding alloca
tions are posted elsewhere automatically. You must enter the appropriate 
amounts elsewhere yourself, such as Schedules C, E, and F. 

Extra line for personal memos.  The supporting statement you create for this 
line will not be printed as a part of the official return. This line is provided only 
to allow you to make private notes or reminders.
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Form 3532** / Head of Household Filing Status Schedule

** Included in Standard and Premium Level software ONLY.  This form is 
only built into the Standard and Premium Level versions of the California 
Supplement.

NEW:  Mandatory form for tax returns that use the head of household filing 
status.  This new form is used to support your use of the head of household 
filing status on a California tax return. It helps the FTB in determining whether 
or not you are eligible for that filing status. Our on-screen form goes further 
than the FTB form by asking additional questions in order to automate the de
termination. To use this filing status, you must generally be an unmarried indi
vidual who provides a home for someone who can be claimed as a dependent. 
But there are exceptions for which married people can use the filing status. If 
you are claiming the head of household filing status but the conclusion of this  
on-screen form is that you are not eligible to use it, screen 3 of the on-screen 
Form 540 will display Yes for "INVALID F/S OR MISSING DATA," warning 
you to change the filing status.  Form 3532 is accessible through the Road 
Map at the line on screen 3 of Form 540 labeled "HOH:Supported by Form  
3532 (ITEMIZE)?" 

PART I - MARITAL STATUS.  You must answer Yes to the question on line 1 
that most closely describes your marital status, from 1a through 1f. For line 
1f, you must additionally identify any periods in 2016 when you lived with 
your spouse or RDP. If none applies, or if 1f applies but the dates you entered 
indicate being together sometime in the last half of the year, then you are not 
eligible to use this filing status.

1 Answer Yes below to identify your marital status in 2016:
1a Not legally married/RDP during 2016?
1b Widow/widower (spouse/RDP died before 1/1/2016)?
1c Marriage/RDP was annulled?
1d Received final  decree of  divorce, legal  separation,  dissolution,  or 

termination of marriage/RDP by 12/31/2016?
1e Legally married/RDP and did not live with spouse/RDP during 2016?
1f Legally married/RDP and lived with spouse/RDP during 2016? If you 

answered Yes to this question, you must enter dates that identify 
the periods when you lived together during the tax year in a support
ing  state
ment  for  the 
following 
line:

1f  1f  is  Yes, 
ITEMIZE 
HERE.  (Sup
ported by the 
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Date Period Worksheet, Figure CA-6.) You must identify all periods 
that include 2016 in which you and spouse/RDP lived together, us
ing a separate worksheet page for each separate period. If any of 
the periods include any of the last 6 months of the year, you are not 
eligible to use the head of household filing status.

1f 1f is Yes, apart 7/1 to 12/31?  (auto-calc line, supported by the Date  
Period Worksheet, Figure CA-6.) If any of the periods in the preced
ing support fall in or partially in the last 6 months of 2016, No will 
appear here.  A No here disqualifies you to use the head of house
hold filing status.

NONE apply or disqualified? (auto-calc) If all answers above are No, or 
line 1f is Yes but "apart 7/1 to 12/31" is No, you are not eligible and 
a Yes will apear here.

PART II - QUALIFYING PERSON.  You must identify here your relationship to 
the person who qualifies you for the head of household filing status.  Only the 
relationships listed in this part of the form are allowed.

2 Identify the relationship of the person that qualifies you for the head of 
household filing status:

2a Son, daughter, stepson, or stepdaughter?
2b  Grandchild,  brother,  sister,  half  brother,  half  sister,  stepbrother, 

stepsister, nephew, or niece?
2c Eligible foster child?
2d Father, mother, stepfather, or stepmother?
2e  Grandfather,  grandmother,  son-in-law,  daughter-in-law,  fa

ther-in-law,  mother-in-law,  brother-in-law,  sister-in-law,  uncle,  or 
aunt?

The first three may qualify for the rules for a qualifying child if other condi
tions are met, but the last two can only qualify as a qualifying person. This 
distinction is important because a qualifying child does not have to meet the 
income test (gross income under $4,050 for 2016) to qualify you for the head 
of household filing status. 

NONE apply (disqualified)? (auto-calc) If you cannot answer Yes to any 
of the preceding questions, the person cannot qualify you for the 
head of household filing status.

PART III - QUALIFYING PERSON INFORMATION. You must identify the quali
fying person here and answer a couple of questions about him or her. 

3 Identify the qualifying person:
First name.
Last Name.
SSN. If the person was born and died in 2016, you can enter DIED in 

place of the child's SSN here.
Date of Birth (mm/dd/yyyy).
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Age at end of year.  (auto-calc) Computed from the preceding date for 
the year 2016. The person is generally a qualifying child if under 19 
years of age.

Full-time student - minimum 5 months? If the child is at least 19 but un
der 24 years of age, he or she may be a qualifying child if a full-time 
student in any part of at least 5 months of the tax year. In addition  
to traditional schools, technical, trade, or mechanical schools qualify 
as well  as on-farm training conducted by a school or government 
agency. 

Disabled anytime in the tax year? If Yes, the person may be considered 
a qualifying child irrespective of age.

Married or an RDP? If the person is married or an RDP, the person may 
be considered a qualifying child only if you are entitled to a Depen
dent Exemption Credit for that child.

Entitles you to a Dependency Exemption Credit? If the person is an un
married qualifying child, you do not have to meet this test. Other
wise, a Yes is required here for the person to qualify you for the 
head of household filing status.

4 Qualifying person's gross income in 2016. Unless the person is a qualifying 
child, his or her gross income must be less than the Federal Exemption Credit 
for the year, which is $4,050 for 2016, to qualify you for the head of house
hold filing status.

5 Number of days your qualifying person lived with you during 2016. The per
son must live with you in your main home for more than half of the year. 
Therefore, this entry must be at least 183 days for most years, but at least 
184 for leap years.

Above person is disqualified? (auto-calc) This question is answered based on 
the entries in this part of the form. The person must be a qualifying child or a  
qualifying relative in order to qualify you for the head of household filing sta
tus.

FINAL QUALIFICATION TESTS.  The final determination of your eligibility to 
use the head of household filing status is made here.

Disqualified  based  on  Part  I?  (auto-calc) Answered  Yes  if  the  answer  to 
"NONE apply or disqualified?" at the end of Part I is Yes.

Disqualified based on Part  II?  (auto-calc) Answered Yes if  the answer to 
"NONE apply (disqualified)?" at the end of Part II is Yes.

Disqualified based on Part  III?  (auto-calc) Answered Yes if  the answer to 
"Above person is disqualified?" at the end of Part III is Yes.

Additional questions. Other important requirements for a qualifying person are 
answered here:

Did you pay more than half of the qualifying person's support?  If the 
person is a qualifying child, you can answer Yes here as long as the 
child did not provide more than half of his or her own support, even 
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when the other half of his or her support was shared with someone 
else. But you must provide more than half of all support for a quali 
fying relative who is not your qualifying child. 

Was the home where the qualifying person lived with you your main 
home? Only time with you in your main home counts for the qualifi
cation. 

Did you pay more than 1/2 of the cost of keeping up that home? This re
quirement must be met whether the person is a qualifying child or a 
qualifying relative.

Disqualified based on the last questions? (auto-calc) Answered Yes if the an
swer to any of the preceding three questions is Yes.

Do you qualify for a special exception? The preceding entries allow us to test 
for nearly all conditions for qualification. However, there may be a very rare 
circumstance under which you may qualify to use the head of household fil 
ing. But before answering Yes here, you should study FTB Pub. 1540 (Tax In
formation for Head of Household Filing Status - Tax Year 2016). It gives a 
clear explanation of all of the requirements to use the filing status and is a 
much better resource than the FTB instructions for Form 3532.

QUALIFY for head of household filing status? (auto-calc) Answered Yes only 
if the answer to all four of the preceding disqualification questions is No or the 
answer to the preceding question is Yes. This answer is posted to the line on 
screen 3 of Form 540 labeled "HOH: Supported by Form 3532 (ITEMIZE)?"  if  
the answer is No, the answer to "INVALID F/S OR MISSING DATA" on the 
same screen will be Yes if you chose filing status 4, and you must select a 
different filing status.

Extra line for personal memos.  The supporting statement you create for this 
line will not be printed as a part of the official return. This line is provided only 
to allow you to make private notes or reminders.
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Form 3533 & 3533-B / Change of Address for Individuals 
& Change of Address for Businesses

* Included in Premium Level software ONLY. This form is only built into the 
Premium Level version of the California Supplement.

Purpose.  These forms, which are analogous to federal Forms 8822 and 8822-
B, are used to report to the FTB any change of address for your business or 
personal tax returns. Neither form is attached to the associated return, but is  
sent by itself to the FTB. As a result, they are not printed with the official re
turn, and are not accessible through the Road Map.  Rather, they are stand-
alone forms accessible only from the Forms Menu.

CAUTION: Create a separate return to use this form. We recommend that 
you complete these forms separately from the return you file, but rather for a 
return that contains only Form 1040 with the name(s) and address complet
ed. Otherwise, you may encounter insufficient memory messages while pre
paring, printing, or e-filing you return because of the unusually large number 
of long text entries on these forms.

Similar to federal Forms 8822 and 8822-B.  The FTB started the move last 
year, but now conforms with the analogous federal forms in separating the 
former FTB Form 3533 into two forms, with the new Form 3533 applying 
only to a change in home address and Form 3533-B applying only to a change 
in business address or location. The form now also includes space for foreign 
address information, like the federal forms. However, significant differences 
remain. California provides splits the street address into smaller parts, with 
separate entries for apartment number and private mailbox number, and sepa
rates city and state entries. And for a change in business address, California 
requires that you supply your California Secretary of State file number, which 
is the number issued by the state when the business was formed, qualified, 
registered, or converted in California. As a result, although translated from the 
federal return is a good starting point, the California forms will still require ad
ditional entries. (If you are completing Form 3533 or 3533-B anew, see the 
section on Forms 8822 and 8822-B in Chapter 2 of the federal  Tax Forms 
Guide 2017 Edition for other data entry details.)

Where to file.  You must not send Form 3533 or 3533-B with your Form 540 
return. Instead, you must print the completed form(s) separately from the re
turn and mail it to:

FRANCHISE TAX BOARD
PO BOX 942840
SACRAMENTO, CA 94240-0002

Alternatively, you can report your change of address to the FTB by phone at 
1-800-852-5711.
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Form 3540 / Credit Carryover Summary
Consolidates carryovers from expired credits.  This form replaces a number 
of forms for expired credits.  Forms for expired credits typically live long after  
their credits due to carryover provisions for unused credits.  However, instead 
of retaining the old forms, the FTB uses this one form for reporting credit car
ryovers from a number of unrelated credits.   Unless you file Schedule P, this 
form is required if you claim any of the carryover credits listed in the instruc
tions for this form.   If you file Form 3540 and there is no Schedule P for the 
return, the credits used this year on this form are automatically  posted to 
Form 540 lines 43 through 45.   CAUTION: Lines on Schedule P Part III that  
are supported by this form through the Road Map will get their entries from  
this form when this form exits, and override any entries you make directly on  
Schedule P.

Schedule P may automatically replace Form 3540.   If you have more than 
two credits or are subject to the alternative minimum tax, you are required to 
complete Schedule P, where the credits on these and other forms are consoli 
dated before posting to Form 540.   In fact, the software automatically gen
erates Schedule P when it appears to be necessary.   If a Schedule P exists, 
the credits entered on Form 3540 are consolidated with any other credits en
tered on Schedule P, and the calculations for amounts claimed this year, tax 
balances, and carryovers are performed on Schedule P instead of Form 3540. 
In addition, Form 3540 is intentionally omitted from the official printout in 
this case, as required by the FTB, and all required information is shown on 
Schedule P instead.   When a Schedule P, page 2, exists for the return, the  
question on Form 3540 labeled “See Schedule P for claims/carryovers” will  
be  automatically  answered  Yes and  no  calculations  will  appear  on  Form 
3540.

All carryovers follow the same format.  Entries are provided for nearly two 
dozen credit carryovers, for credits listed in the FTB instructions for the form. 
One data entry line and three auto-calc lines are provided for each credit. This 
corresponds to the FTB’s 3-column format with an added line showing the on
going tax balance in each part:

(c) Carryover from prior years.  Enter here the carryover from the prior 
tax return for this credit.  This carryover can be found on the pri
or-year form for the credit or Part III of last year's Schedule P.  If a 
Schedule P, Part III, exists this year for the return, this entry is post
ed there and the below lines are left blank.

(d)  Amount claimed on current  year tax return.   (auto-calc)  Normally 
computed as the lesser of the above carryover and the tax balance 
remaining  after  the preceding credit  in  the FTB order  is  claimed. 
However, if Schedule P page 2 exists for this return, no calculation 
appears here.
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Tax balance.  (auto-calc)  Normally computed as the prior tax balance 
less the above credit, but zero if Schedule P page 2 exists for this 
return.

(e) Carryover to future years.  (auto-calc) Normally computed as the car
ryover entered in line a less the credit used this year (line b), but 
zero if Schedule P page 2 exists for this return.

Note that two of the carryovers listed in the FTB instructions apply only to 
corporations -- credit carryovers for Technological Property Contribution, code 
201, and Contribution of Computer Software, code 202 -- and so they are not 
included.

Summary.  The names and amounts for the claimed credits are shown on the 
last two screens of Form 3540 just like they are on Schedule P.  Moreover, if  
Schedule P page 2 exists, the amounts shown in the Schedule P Summary 
override the ones that would be computed from Form 3540 alone.  The result 
ing entries are posted to Form 540 lines 43 and 44 if there are no more than 
two credits allowed this year.  If more than two credits are allowed on Form 
3540, Schedule P, Part III is automatically generated and completed upon the 
final recalculation of the return and the balance of credits after the first two 
are shown on Form 540, line 45.
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Form 3548* / Disabled Access Credit for Eligible Small 
Businesses

* Included in Premium Level software ONLY. This form is only built into the 
Premium Level version of the California Supplement.

Purpose.  This form provides a 50% credit on the first $250 of expenditures 
for providing access to the disabled at your place of business. The form also 
provides for credits from pass-through entities reported to you on Schedules 
K-1 and carryover of disallowed credits from prior years. The related federal 
Form 8826 provides a 50% credit for expenditures after the first $250 (up to 
$10,000), so the federal credit complements the California credit. Form 3548 
is accessible through the Road Map through Schedule P, page 2, at the line  
for credit 205 in Section A2 of Part III.

Eligibility.  The credit is available only to small businesses, so the first test is 
qualification as a small business as defined for this form. 

For tax year 2015: 
The test for qualification as a small business is  based on the year  
prior to the year of the expenditures. You can qualify based on ei
ther level of sales or number of employees:

Gross receipts for business. For the business for which the disabled 
access was provided, enter the gross income for the preceding year 
reduced by returns and allowances.  For example, if you report the 
income for this business on federal Schedule C, enter the amount 
from line 3 of federal Schedule C for 2015. If $1 million or less, the 
business qualifies as a small business for the purposes of Form 3548 
irrespective of the number of employees. 

Number of full-time employees. Enter the number of employees who 
worked at least 30 hours per week for 20 or more weeks in 2015. 
If 30 or less, the business qualifies as a small business for the pur
poses of Form 3548 irrespective of the gross receipts. 

For tax year 2016:
Comply with Americans with Disabilities Act  of 1990? Answer Yes 

only if the expenditures that you are claiming here for 2016 comply 
with the federal Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.  

ELIGIBLE FOR THIS CREDIT? (auto-calc) Answered Yes only if the an
swer to the last question is Yes and either ”Gross receipts for busi
ness” is $1 million or less or “Number of full-time employees” is 30 
or less for 2015. If the answer here is No, you do not  personally 
qualify for a credit based on your 2016 expenditures. However, you 
may have a credit from pass-through entities (line 5) or a carryover  
from prior years (line 7). 

Location of facility.  Enter the street address of the facility for which the ex
penditures to be claimed were made: 
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Street address. If located in the U.S., use this and the next 3 lines to 
enter the address. Enter here the street address in 35 characters or 
less. Your entry must be the physical location of the facility, not a 
postal box or company headquarters, if different. 

City. Enter the city in 22 characters or less. 
State. Enter the standard 2-letter state code. 

OR, if a foreign address, use these lines instead:.
Foreign address. Enter here the street address in 35 characters or less. 

Your entry must be the physical location of the facility, not a postal 
box or company headquarters, if different. 

Foreign city. Enter the city in 25 characters or less. 
Foreign province or state. Enter the province or state in 25 characters 

or less. 
Foreign country (2-letter code).  Enter the IRS’s 2-letter code for the for

eign country. See Table 2-6 in the Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edition.
Foreign postal code. Enter the foreign postal code in 15 characters or 

less, using the customary format for the country.

Credit Computation.  The credit is computed here and posted to Schedule P. 
California Secretary of State file number.  If the business was issued a 

file number, enter that number here. You are assigned a file number 
when you first register your business with the Secretary of State, 
which is required for corporations. 

2016 disabled access expenses.  Enter only expenses paid or incurred 
during the tax year that comply with the Americans with Disabilities 
Act of 1990. See FTB instructions for Form 3548 for a list of eligible 
access expenditures. 

1 Total eligible access expenditures. (auto-calc) Taken as the preceding 
entry only if you are eligible for the credit based on your own facili 
ty, as shown by the answer on screen 1 for “ELIGIBLE FOR THIS 
CREDIT?”  Otherwise, zero.  Even if not eligible based on your own 
facility, you still qualify for a credit from a pass-through entity and a 
carryover from the prior year. 

2 Maximum amount of eligible access expenditures. (auto-calc) Always 
computed as $250 here, and preprinted on the official form. 

3 Smaller of line 1 or line 2. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated. 
4 Multiply line 3 by 50% (.50). (auto-calc) Computed as indicated, this is 

the  current year credit for qualified 2016 expenses for your busi
ness. Although this amount will be zero if the answer on screen 1 to 
“ELIGIBLE FOR THIS CREDIT?” is No, you may still  have a credit 
from pass-through entities (line 5) or carryovers from 2015 (line 7).

5 Pass-through disabled access credit(s) from Schedule K-1. You must 
report any credit reported to you on a Schedule K-1 (from a partner
ship, S corporation, estate, trust, or LLC classified as a partnership) 
in a supporting statement for this line. Your support must show the 
name and Federal Employer Identification Number (FEIN) of the enti
ty and the amount of credit passed through to you from that entity. 
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Special format for e-file: For e-file, you must follow a specific format  
in your support for this line in order for it to be accepted by the IRS.  
Each entity must be reported on just one line of the support, with  
the entity’s name in the first 20 characters of the text column, the  
entity’s FEIN in the last 10 characters of the text column, and the  
amount of passed-through credit in the amount column.

6 Add line 4 and line 5, but do not enter more than $125.  (auto-calc) 
Computed as indicated, this is the total current-year disabled access 
credit. The maximum allowed credit from your own expenses plus 
those of all pass-through entities combined is $125, with no carry
over of disallowed amounts. 

7 Credit carryover from prior year. Enter the amount from line 10 of the 
2015 Form 3548. You could have an amount from 2015 if a prior 
claim or carryover was reduced by the tax liability limit imposed by 
Schedule P.

8 Add lines 6 and 7. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated, this is the total 
available disabled access credit.  This amount could be greater than 
$125 because of a carryover from the prior year.

ACCESS CREDIT for Schedule P, Part III, Section A2.  (auto-calc) Com
puted as the lesser of line 8 or $125.  This amount is posted to the 
line on Schedule P identified as “205 Disabled access” (in Section 
A2 of Part III of Schedule P), and is reflected in column (a) of the 
printed Schedule P.

9a Amount of credit claimed on the current year tax return. (auto-calc,  
supported by Schedule P) The result on this line is  valid only upon 
the final  recalculation  of  the return.  It  is  taken  from the line  on 
Schedule P directly below “205 Disabled access” in Section A2 of 
Part III  of Schedule P (“Credit used this year”).  (You can see the 
amount for this line based on the current amounts on the return by 
pressing  the  Final  Recalc key,  ctrl-B  or  shift-F8.  However,  the 
amount may change if tax liability changes, so any number you see 
here now may not be the final result for this line.) 

9b  Credit  assigned  to  other  corporations  from  form  FTB  3544.  (au
to-calc) This line applies only to corporations, so it is always zero for 
Form 540 returns. 

10 Credit carryover available for future years. (auto-calc) Computed as 
line 8 less the sum of lines 9a and 9b, this is the amount to be 
claimed on line 7 of the 2017 Form 3548. TIP: The carryover that  
appears on Schedule P for this credit could be less because it re
flects only the disallowance stemming from the tax liability limit im
posed on no more than $125 of the credit in line 8.  

The credit on line 9a is reflected in line 6, 7, 8, or 9 of Schedule P, Part III,  
and line 43, 44, or 45 of Form 540.

Extra line for personal memos.  The supporting statement you create for this 
line will not be printed as a part of the official return. This line is provided only 
to allow you to make private notes or reminders.
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Form 3596** /  Paid Preparer's Calif. Earned Income Tax 
Credit Checklist

** Included in Standard and Premium Level software ONLY.  This form is 
only built into the Standard and Premium Level versions of the California 
Supplement. CAUTION: For a California return translated from a federal re
turn, Form 3596 will be created when Form 8867 exists for the federal re
turn. Nevertheless, for a valid California return, you must supply additional  
information on Form 3596 and the worksheets for Form 3514 upon which  
it relies.

Documenting due diligence for EITC claims. Learning from the IRS's experi
ence with its Earned Income Credit (EIC), the FTB requires that paid preparers  
document their due diligence in claiming California's Earned Income Tax Credit 
(EITC) by filing FTB Form 3596 with the tax return. The FTB form is patterned 
after the analogous IRS form (Form 8867)  for 2015, not 2016, and has not 
conformed with the IRS's major redesign of the form. As a result, you will  
have to manually answer a number of questions that do not appear on the 
2016 IRS Form 8867. FTB Form 3596 is  accessible through the Road Map  
from the first and last screens of FTB Form 3514. .

MANDATORY for Paid Preparers: Returns signed by a paid preparer must 
include Form 3596 with the return. Just as the IRS requires Form 8867, the 
FTB requires that paid preparers file FTB Form 3596 (Paid Preparer's Cali
fornia Earned Income Tax Credit Checklist) with any return signed by them 
for which the California EITC is claimed. Accordingly, FTB Form 3596 is au
tomatically created whenever a credit from Form 3514 is claimed on Form 
540. However, it is printed with the complete return only if you have identi
fied the return (on screen 1 of Form 3596) as signed by a paid preparer. 
CAUTION: If required, you must manually provide additional information on 
the first few lines of Part I of Form 3596 and all of Parts IV and V. (Part I 
includes entries not available from the federal return, and your answers for 
Parts IV and V may be different from your answers on the analogous federal 
Form 8867. Parts II and III are fully automatic and tied to your entries on 
Form 3514 and its worksheets.)

Translated from federal Form 8867 but modified by your entries on Califor
nia's FTB Form 3514.  If you claimed the Earned Income Credit on the federal 
Form 1040 return, and you started the California return by translating the fed
eral return, FTB Form 3596 will be included in the translated return, but Parts 
IV and V of Form 3596 are no longer completed from your answers on federal  
Form 8867 because IRS Form 8867 no longer has entries analogous to Parts 
IV and V of FTB Form 3596. However, the details in most of Part I and all of  
Parts II and III will come from the completed FTB Form 3514 and its work
sheets.
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Data entry for Form 3596. Even though most of the form is completed for you, 
especially for a translated return,  you must manually complete the first few  
lines of the form. 

EITC claimed on FTB Form 3514.  (auto-calc) Answered Yes only if an 
amount appears on line 17 of Form 3514, which is the Earned In
come Tax Credit (EITC) that is posted to line 75 of Form 540.

Return signed by Paid Preparer? You must answer Yes only if the bottom 
of page 5 of Form 540 (or the bottom of Form 8453 for an e-filed re
turn) is signed by a paid preparer.  TIP: For a translated return, your  
answer comes from your answer on federal Form 8867. Otherwise,  
the answer is Yes when the form is first created. Therefore, if you are  
completing this return for yourself, you will have to change the an
swer to No once Form 3596 exists so that it will not be included with  
an official printout of the complete return.

Filing of Form 3596 required? (auto-calc) Answered Yes only if the an
swers for  both of the preceding two questions are Yes.  If No, the 
form will not be printed with the official return when you choose to  
print the complete return or “ALL forms” because it is not required.

PART I, ALL TAXPAYERS. You must complete all parts of line 1, but the rest of 
the form is completed for you based on your entries on FTB Form 3514.

Did a different paid preparer determine the EITC for this return?  An
swer Yes if a paid preparer other than the one who signs the tax re
turn determined the EITC. If you answer Yes, complete lines 1a and 
1b. Otherwise, skip lines 1a and 1b and the name and PTIN you en
tered in your Program Settings will be printed on those lines in the 
official printout of Form 3596.

1a Preparer’s  name. If  you answered Yes to the preceding question, 
you must enter here the name of the preparer who determined the 
credit. Otherwise, any entry you make here will be erased and the 
name you entered for "Name of preparer" in the software's Program 
Settings will be used for this line in the official printout of FTB Form 
3596. 

1b Preparer’s PTIN. If you answered Yes to the preceding question, you 
must enter here the 9-digit PTIN of the preparer. (The software will 
reformat your entry into the standard Pxx-xx-xxxx format if you do 
not  include the  dashes  in  your  entry.)  Otherwise,  any entry  you 
make here will be erased and the PTIN you entered for "Preparer's  
PTIN (PXX-XX-XXXX)" in the software's  Program Settings will  be 
used for this line in the official printout of FTB Form 3596. 

1c Preparer type: 1=CPA, 2=EA, 3=Attorney, 4=CTEC, 5=Other. Enter 
a number from 1 to 5 that identifies the preparer's license, registra
tion, or enrollment type. You must also use one or both of the next 
2 lines to further identify the type.

If 5, specify: If you chose 5 (Other) as the preparer type, you must 
describe the type here in 25 characters or less.
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If 1, 3, or 5, licensing state. If you chose 1 (CPA), 3 (Attorney), or 5 
(Other) as the preparer type, you must identify the state that autho
rizes your practice in 15 characters or less.  Exception for e-file: For 
an e-file  return,  you must enter  the 2-character  acronym for  the  
state; only the first 2 characters of your entry here are recognized  
for e-file.

1d Preparer's license, registration, or enrollment number. Enter the au
thorized identification number for your practice in 25 characters or 
less. 

2 Is the taxpayer’s filing status married filing separately?  (auto-calc) 
Taken from the answer on screen 1 of our on-screen Form 3514, 
the taxpayer cannot take the EITC if the answer is Yes.

3 Does the taxpayer (and taxpayer’s spouse/RDP if filing jointly) have a 
social security number (SSN) that allows him or her to work and is 
valid  for  EITC  purposes?  (auto-calc) Taken  from the  answer  on 
screen 1 of our on-screen Form 3514, SSN’s that start with a 9 are 
not valid for the EITC because they do not authorize you to work. 

4 Is the taxpayer filing Form 2555 or 2555-EZ?  (auto-calc) Taken from 
the answer on screen 1 of our on-screen Form 3514, taxpayers who 
file these federal forms for foreign income exclusions or deductions 
cannot take the EITC. 

5a Was the taxpayer  a nonresident  alien  for any part  of  2016?  (au
to-calc) Taken from the answer on screen 1 of our on-screen Form 
3514, if Yes you do not qualify unless married filing jointly (see next 
question). 

5b Is the taxpayer’s filing status married filing jointly? (auto-calc) Tak
en from Form 540. If Yes, a No answer to line 5a does not disqualify 
you from the EITC. Otherwise, it does. 

6 Is the taxpayer’s investment income more than $3,400?  (auto-calc) An
swered No only if the answer to "ELIGIBLE BASED ON INVESTMENT 
INCOME?" on screen 3 of our on-screen Form 3514 is Yes. ($3,471 is 
the maximum investment income allowed for 2016 to claim the EITC.)

7 Could the taxpayer be a qualifying child of another person in 2016? 
(auto-calc) Taken  from the answer on screen  2 of our  on-screen 
Form 3514, you cannot take the EITC without a child if Yes. (If mar
ried filing jointly, the answer will always be No.)

PART II, TAXPAYERS WITH A CHILD. This part is completed for you based on 
your entries on FTB Form 3514 and its Qualifying Child Worksheets. 

QUALIFY FOR CHILD CREDIT? (auto-calc) Taken from the answer for 
"ELIGIBLE FOR CHILD CREDIT?" on screen 2 of FTB Form 3514. If 
No, Part II of this form will be left blank on the official printout of 
FTB Form 3596.

8 through 14 are printed on official  Form 3596 printout. Although not 
shown on the screen, all entries for lines 8 through 14 of this form ap
pear on the official printout of Form 8867 based on the  Qualifying 
Child Worksheets attached to FTB Form 3514. 
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Number  of  children  claimed  (3  maximum). (auto-calc) The  number 
shown here is the number of children for whom information is print
ed on FTB Form 3596 lines 8 through 14. Credit is allowed for no 
more than 3 children, so information for no more than 3 children is  
printed on the form. The details for the Qualifying Child Worksheet 
in our instructions for FTB Form 3514 identify the specific lines of 
the worksheet that are used for lines 8 through 14 of FTB Form 
3596. 

15 Are the taxpayer’s earned income and adjusted gross income each 
less than the limit that applies to the taxpayer for 2016?  (auto-calc) 
Answered  Yes  only  if  the  answers  for  "ELIGIBLE  BASED  ON 
EARNED INCOME?" and "ELIGIBLE BASED ON FEDERAL AGI?" are 
both Yes on screen 3 of FTB Form 3514. If No, all entries in Part II 
of the official printout of FTB Form 3596 will be left blank, since you 
are not qualified for the credit based on qualifying children.

PART III, TAXPAYERS WITHOUT A QUALIFYING CHILD. This part is complet
ed for you based on your entries on FTB Form 3514.  If you qualify for the  
credit based on qualifying children, this part will be left blank on the official 
printout of FTB Form 3596, even though you might otherwise qualifying for 
the childless credit, because the credit based on children is higher.  

16 Was the taxpayer’s main home, and the main home of spouse if fil
ing jointly,  in  California  for  more  than half  the year? (auto-calc) 
Taken from the answer for "Main home in CA over half of year?" on 
screen 2 of FTB Form 3514. If No, you cannot take the childless 
credit.

17 Was the taxpayer, or spouse if filing jointly, at least age 25 but un
der age 65 at the end of 2016? (auto-calc) Taken from the answer for 
"One age at  least  25 and under  65?" on screen  2 of FTB Form 
3514. If No, you cannot take the childless credit.

18 Could the taxpayer be claimed as a dependent on anyone else’s tax re
turn for 2016? (auto-calc) Taken from the for “Can be dependent of an
other?” on screen 2 of FTB Form 3514. If Yes, you cannot take the 
childless credit. Exception: If married filing jointly, you can still take the  
credit, so your answer on Form 3514 should be No, as required by the  
FTB, in spite of the actual answer.

19 Are the taxpayer’s earned income and adjusted gross income each 
less than the limit that applies to the taxpayer for 2016?  (auto-calc) 
Answered  Yes  only  if  the  answers  for  "ELIGIBLE  BASED  ON 
EARNED INCOME?" and "ELIGIBLE BASED ON FEDERAL AGI?" are 
both Yes on screen 3 of FTB Form 3514.

PART IV, DUE DILIGENCE REQUIREMENTS. This part must be manually com
pleted because it relates to your own practices as a preparer. Moreover, feder
al Form 8867 no longer contains an analogous part because of the IRS's com
plete redesign of the form for 2016. CAUTION: If you cannot answer Yes to 
lines 20, 21, and any other lines among lines 22 through 25 that apply, you  
have not complied with the due diligence requirements!
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20 Did you complete form FTB 3596 based on current information pro
vided by the taxpayer or reasonably obtained by you? Although the 
question cites only Form 3596, because of the automation of this 
form by Tax Preparer, it applies to Form 3514 and its worksheets as 
well. Answer Yes to affirm your care in collecting valid information 
relevant to the credit.

21 Did you complete the California EITC Worksheet found in the form 
FTB 3596  instructions? (auto-calc) Automatically  Yes because the 
worksheet is built into the software and automatically completed for 
you, as shown on the last screen of FTB Form 3514.

22 If any qualifying child was not the taxpayer’s son or daughter, did 
you ask why the parents were not claiming the child? If any claimed 
child was not the taxpayer’s son or daughter, you must be able to 
answer Yes here to satisfy due diligence requirements. 

OR Yes here if  not applicable. If all claimed children were the tax
payer’s son or daughter, or no children were claimed, answer Yes 
here so that the “Does not apply” box will be checked on the official 
printout rather than one of the Yes or No boxes. 

23 If the answer to question 13a is “Yes,” did you explain the tiebreaker 
rules and possible consequences of another person claiming your 
client’s qualifying child? If line 13a ("EITC-qualified to another tax
payer"  on  the  Qualifying  Child  Worksheet attached  to  FTB Form 
3514) is Yes for any claimed child, implying that the child lived more 
than half of the tax year with someone else who could claim the 
child for the EITC, you must be able to answer Yes here to satisfy 
due diligence requirements. 

OR Yes here if not applicable. If the answer to line 13a is No for all 
claimed children, or no children were claimed, answer Yes here so 
that the “Does not apply” box will be checked on the official printout 
rather than one of the Yes or No boxes. 

24 Did you ask this taxpayer any additional questions that are neces
sary to meet your knowledge requirement? See the IRS instructions 
for liens 24 and 25 for clarification of the knowledge requirement. If 
you answer Yes, you must be able to answer Yes to liine 25 as well 
to satisfy due diligence requirements. 

OR Yes here if not applicable. If you did not require any additional in
formation to meet your knowledge requirements, answer Yes here 
so that the “Does not apply” box will  be checked on the official 
printout rather than one of the Yes or No boxes. 

25 Did you document (a) the taxpayer's answer to line 22, (b) whether 
you explained tiebreaker  rules,  and (c)  any additional  questions 
you asked and the taxpayer's answers? If the answer to (a), (b) or 
(c) in this question is No, answer No here. Otherwise, should wither 
answer Yes here or the next line. If you can answer Yes to one or 
more  parts  of  the question  and  "Does  not  apply?"  for  the other 
parts, enter Yes here and No on the next line. 
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OR Yes here if not applicable. Answer Yes here only if all three parts 
of the preceding question do not apply. If Yes, the “Does not apply” 
box will be checked on the official printout rather than one of the 
Yes or No boxes. 

PART V, DOCUMENTS PROVIDED TO YOU.  Like Part IV,  this part must be 
manually completed because it relates to your own practices as a preparer. 
Moreover, federal Form 8867 no longer contains analogous parts because of 
the IRS's complete redesign of the form for 2016. This part applies only to 
those who claim the EITC based on qualifying children. You can therefore skip 
this part if claiming the childless credit instead. TIP: As long as all accessible  
entries for the remainder of this form are No, lines 26a and 26o will be an
swered Yes for you, indicating "No qualifying child" and "No disabled child,"  
respectively. 

26 Identify documents the taxpayer provided you and that you relied 
on to determine the taxpayer's EITC eligibility.  The answers for this 
line apply only to qualifying children you claim for the EITC.

Residency of Qualifying Child(ren). Answer Yes for all  that apply.  If 
none apply, but at least one child was claimed, answer Yes to line n 
(Did not rely on any documents). (Answer Yes to any line for which the 
answer is Yes for any claimed child.)

a Line a is answered for you, but shown after line n, not here.
b School records or statement. 
c Landlord or property management statement.
d Health care provider statement. 
e Medical records. 
f Child care provider records. 
g Placement agency statement.
h Social services records or statement. 
i Place of worship statement. 
j Indian tribal official statement. 
k Employer statement. 
l Other (specify below). If Yes, describe on the next line.
Specify for 26l: If you answered Yes on the preceding line, you must de
scribe the documentation here in 25 characters or less.

m Did not rely on any documents, but made notes in file. 
n Did not rely on any documents. 
a No qualifying child. (auto-calc) Answered Yes  only if your answers 
for lines b through n are all No.

Disability of  Qualifying Child(ren). Answer Yes for  all  that apply.  If 
none apply, but at least one disabled child was claimed, answer Yes to 
line u (Did not rely on any documents).  (Answer Yes to any line for 
which the answer is Yes for any claimed child.)

o Line o is answered for you, but shown after line u, not here.
p Doctor statement. 
q Other health care provider statement. 
r Social services agency or program statement. 
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s Other (specify below). If Yes, describe on the next line.
Specify for 26s: If you answered Yes on the preceding line, you must   
describe the documentation here in 25 characters or less.

t Did not rely on any documents, but made notes in file. 
u Did not rely on any documents. 
o No disabled child. (auto-calc) Answered Yes only if your answers for 
lines p through u are all No.

Extra line for personal memos. The supporting statement you create for this 
line will not be printed as a part of the official return. This line is provided only 
to allow you to make private notes or reminders.
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Form 3800 / Tax Computation for Certain Children with In
vestment Income

Children must  be taxed at  parent's  tax rate on some income.  Like federal 
Form 8615, this form is used to compute tax for certain children who have 
unearned income of more than $2,100 for 2016.  Furthermore, California now 
conforms to the 2007 and 2008 federal  legislation that raised the age to 
which this form applies, thereby eliminating the differences that applied for 
two years after the federal legislation passed. (The California form formerly 
applied only to children under 14 years of age. The form now conforms with 
the federal law that raised the age threshold from 14 to 18 years of age for 
2007 and extended it to 19 through 24 year old students for 2008.) 

Form 3800  matches  federal  Form 8615,  but  adjustments  necessary.   Even 
though the California form closely matches the federal equivalent (except for  
the child’s qualifications), the incomes translated from the federal Form 8615 
may require readjustment if the parent or other children had any adjustments 
on their California Schedule CA. In addition, there are a few entries required 
on the California Form 3800 that are not required on the federal Form 8615. 
Only differences from the federal form are highlighted here. For other details, 
refer to our details for Form 8615 in Chapter 2 of the Tax Forms Guide 2017 
Editions. There are also two cases where the translation has no relevance to 
the California Form 3800:

Parent filed Form 8814 on federal return, but did not file Form 3803 on 
the California return. If a parent elected to report the child’s income 
on his or her return through federal Form 8814 (Parent’s Election to 
Report Child’s Interest and Dividends), the child will have no federal 
return to translate. But if the parent does not make the same elec
tion for the California return (through FTB Form 3803),  the child 
must file a return with a Form 3800. In that case you must create 
Form 3800 yourself and supply all entries anew, since there is no 
federal return for the child from which to translate. 

Child had a Form 8615 on federal return, but parent filed Form 3803 on 
California return.  If a parent  did not elect to report the child’s in
come on his or her federal return, the child will generally have a fed
eral return, including Form 8615, from which to translate. However, 
if the parent  does elect to report the child’s income on his or her 
California return (by filing Form 3803), the translation of the child’s 
return is irrelevant because the child should not file a California re
turn at all. 

PARENT INFORMATION.  Although much of the information in this section is 
translated from the federal Form 8615, the following three entries will require 
your attention:

Parent’s filing status.  Although translated from the federal Form 8615, 
you will have to change the entry if the parent’s filing status is dif
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ferent for the California return. If you have to change this entry, you 
may also have to change other entries for the parent. For example, if 
the parent’s  filing  status  for the federal  return was married filing 
jointly but is married filing separately for the California return, you 
must  use information for  the person with the highest  taxable  in
come, even if not technically a parent. In that case, you may have to 
change every entry in the Parent Information section of this form.

Number of exemptions on parent’s return.  This entry is not translated 
from the federal Form 8615 because Form 8615 has no such entry. 
You must therefore supply the information here even though it is 
used on no calculations on California Form 3800.

Parent's taxable income.  Translated from line 6 of federal Form 8615, 
this entry will have to be readjusted if the parent's California taxable 
income is different from the parent's federal taxable income, which 
is common. This entry should match line 19 on the parent's Form 
540.

Note that an entry for tax from the parent’s Form 3803 is no longer necessary 
(to exclude it from line 10) because we compute the tax for line 10 based on 
the above taxable income without regard to Form 3803.

PART I, CHILD’S NET INVESTMENT INCOME.  Although all unblocked data en
try lines are translated from the federal Form 8615, you may have to make 
adjustments to these entries.

1 Child's investment income.  (auto-calc) Computed from:
Child's AGI on Form 540, line 17.  (auto-calc) Taken from Form 540 as 

indicated.
Child's California earned income.  (auto-calc) Posted from “Total Calif. 

earned income” on screen 4 of Form 540.
Other  reduction  to  line  1.   If  the  total  AGI  less  the  computed  total 

earned income, above, does not accurately reflect the investment in
come for the child, enter an adjustment here. CAUTION: The adjust
ment you enter here is taken as a reduction to the computed invest
ment income, so if the computed amount is too low, you must enter  
your adjustment as a negative number.

Line 1 is then the AGI less the earned income less the above adjustment.

2 If DID NOT itemize, $2,000.  (auto-calc) Computed from:
Itemized deductions on Form 540.  (auto-calc) This is the amount posted 

to Form 540 from line 43 of Schedule CA.
Itemized  deduction,  if  used.   (auto-calc) Identical  to  the  preceding 

amount if the itemized deduction is used at line 18 of Form 540 
rather than the standard deduction.  Otherwise, zero.

Investment  part  of  itemized  deductions.   Translated  from the  corre
sponding entry on federal  Form 8615, this entry will  have to be 
modified if any of the adjustments on line 41 of Schedule CA relate 
to the investment part of itemized deductions.
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If you itemize deductions, line 2 is computed based on a formula that involves 
the last of the above three entries.  Otherwise the result is $2,000.

3 Subtract line 2 from line 1.  (auto-calc) Computed as indicated, but no less 
than zero.

Child liability for Form 3800.   The requirement to file Form 3800 is checked 
here based on information about the child.

Child’s age from Form 1040.  (auto-calc) Taken from the entry for “Your 
age at year-end” above line 9 of Form 540, you must have an entry 
here for the age checks to be valid.

Student 5 months or more.  Unlike the federal Form 1040, the answer to 
this question does not appear on the California Form 540. As a re
sult,  you must answer this question yourself in order for the age 
checks to be valid.

Child liable for Form 3800 tax. (auto-calc) The answer will be Yes if line 
3 is nonzero and either (a) the child is under 19 (whether a student 
or not), or (b) the child is under 24 and a student.

If the answer to the above question is No, the remainder of the form will be 
zero and Form 3800 will not be used for the tax on this return.

4 Child’s TAXABLE income.  (auto-calc) Normally taken from line 19 of Form 
540, but zero if the child is not liable for Form 3800 tax. 

5 Net investment income.  (auto-calc) Computed as the smaller of line 3 or line 
4, this is the part of the child’s taxable income that must be taxed at the par
ent’s tax rate (if higher than the child’s).

PART II, TAX BASED ON PARENT”S TAX RATE.  Although this part of the form 
is fully automatic for most taxpayers, you may have to adjust one entry:

7 Form 3800, line 5 for all other children.  Translated from line 7 of fed
eral Form 8615, this entry will have to be readjusted if the California 
taxable income for any of the children is different from their federal 
taxable income.

Tax computations automatic.  The rest of the form is automatic.  The result of 
this form is posted to Form 540 and used as the tax on line 31, in place of 
the tax  table  amount,  if  the taxpayer  is  liable  for  the Form 3800 tax  (as 
shown on-screen above line 4).
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Form 3801 / Passive Activity Loss Limitations
Conformity, but not simplicity.  Because California had conformed to the fed
eral passive activity loss limitations until 2002, Form 3801 formerly paralleled 
federal Form 8582 even to the point of line numbers on page 1. However, 
California has NOT conformed to the federal provision for Commercial Revital
ization Deductions from Rental Real Estate Activities.  Furthermore, because 
California amounts can differ from federal amounts  before application of the 
passive activity rules,  the FTB has designed its own set of worksheets  to 
complete. As a result, the form is even more complex than the federal form. 
In  fact,  California  adjustments  are  often  necessary  for  businesses  and  in
vestors because of the past differences in the depreciation laws.

Page 1 (Parts I, II, and III) is fully automatic for most returns.  When a federal 
Form 8582 exists with the return, Form 3801 is translated from that form. 
However, because of adjustments for law differences, it is possible for Form 
3801 to be required even when the federal Form 8582 is not.  If you made 
any entries directly  on Form 8582 for “Other  passive activities,” you may 
have to adjust those translated entries.  However, entries from federal Sched
ules C, D, E, F, and Forms 4797 and 4835 are automatically readjusted when 
the California return is completed.  Like the federal equivalent, this form may 
not be complete and accurate until the final recalculation of the return, be
cause it involves amounts from several other forms and worksheets.  For fur
ther details, refer to the details for Form 8582 in Chapter 17 of the main man
ual.

Entry at line 6 required if no federal Form 8582 exists.  In the unusual case 
where a California Form 3801 is required while a federal Form 8582 is not, 
you will have to make an entry above line 6 for “Federal modified AGI.” See 
the details for Form 8582 in Chapter 2 of the Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edi
tion for more information on how to determine the amount for this entry. 
(Note that California uses the federal amount directly, rather than an adjust
ed version based on California amounts.)

Page 2 (California Worksheets) is unique to California. In addition to page 1 
of Form 3801, which is similar to page 1 of federal Form 8582, California 
now requires you to file a second page that shows how differences between 
federal and California amounts affect individual activities, forms, and sched
ules.  Because Tax Preparer is already fully automated, the second page is not 
required for any calculations in the return.  It is therefore included in the soft 
ware only to comply with the FTB instructions to include it with the return. 

Passive Activity Worksheets.  (Figure CA-7) The first part of page 2 of Form 
3801 is a table that shows California adjustments to activities before applica
tion of the passive activity rules.  We provide a set of Passive Activity Work
sheets in the same format as this table, allowing you to provide the data the 
FTB requests if you so desire.  Nevertheless,  the calculations and validity of  
the  return  are  unaffected  if  you  fail  to  complete  these  worksheets.   All 
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amounts for these worksheets are visible on screens 2 through 6 of California  
Form 3801 and federal Form 8582.  We recommend that you generate our 
quick-print printouts, which show all information on the screens, for each of 
these forms, and complete the worksheets as follows: (A quick-print printout 
is generated by pressing the Quick-Print Key, F6 or ctrl-P, while viewing a 
screen of the form you want to print.) 

a.   Passive  Activity. 
Enter  an appropri
ate  description 
based on the title 
on  the screen  for 
the  section  you 
are reporting here. 
Use Table CA-4 as 
a  guideline.   You 

can group like items together.  For example, if you report rental real es
tate in Part I of federal Schedule E and you sold the property, you can  
combine the operating income on Schedule E with the sale income on 
Form 4797  (California  Schedule  D-1),  using  a  single  Passive  Activity 
Worksheet for the entire activity.    

b. Federal Schedule.  Most items on federal Form 8582 relate to a particular 
form or schedule and are identified in the titles on the screen. If you com
bined amounts from different forms for the same activity onto one work
sheet, list all such forms, such as E & 4797 for the preceding example. 

c. Calif. Schedule.  Most items on California Form 3801 have no official Cal
ifornia form to which they relate.  You can leave the entry blank for those 
cases. But you should enter D, D-1, and 3805P when they apply.

d. Federal Amount.  For activities whose amounts are shown on screens 2 
and 3 of Form 8582, enter the total of “Gain for line 1a” minus “Loss for 
line 1b” minus “Prior unallowed for 1c.”  For all other activities enter the 
analogous total for lines 2a, 2b, and 2c.

e. California  Adjustment. For  activities  whose  amounts  are  shown  on 
screens 2 and 3 of FTB 3801, enter the total of “Gain for line 1a” minus 
“Loss for line 1b” minus “Prior unallowed for 1c” minus the preceding en
try for line d.   For all other activities enter the analogous total for lines  
2a, 2b, and 2c less line d, above.

f. California Amount. (auto-calc) Computed as line d less line e.
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 a.  Passive Activity           
 b.  Federal Schedule..........       
 c.  Calif.  Schedule..........       
 d.  Federal Amount............      0
 e.  Calif.  Adjustment........      0
 f.  Calif.  Amount............▒     0

Figure CA-7.  Passive Activity Worksheet
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California  Adjustment  Worksheets.  The remainder  of  the  page 2 of  Form 
3801 summarizes passive and nonpassive adjustments after application of the 
passive loss rules for activities that are reported on Schedules C, E, and F. 
This reporting is desired by the FTB because California has no equivalent to 
these schedules, so their adjustments appear only as grand totals on Schedule 
CA.  Tax Preparer has worksheets in this California Supplement to show the 
details of the adjustments. All amounts for the California Adjustment Work
sheet are therefore available from a viewing of Worksheets C, E, and F.  The 
California Adjustment Worksheets are therefore  fully automated and require 
no manual entry. 
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Table CA-4.  Entries for column (a) of Passive Activity Worksheets

  FTB3801                     Suggested entry for line a
  screen   Transfers from     of Passive Activity Worksheet 

     2     Sch. E Part I      Rental real estate             
     2     Sch. E Part II     Partnership rental real 
     2     Sch. E Part III    Estate/trust rental real   
     3     Schedule D-1       Rental real estate (or
                               describe property sold)
     3     fed Form 4835      Farm rental income
     3     Form 3805E         Rental real estate (or describe 
                               property sold in installments)
     4     Schedule C         Business
     4     Schedule D         (describe property sold)
     5     Sch. E Part I      Rental real estate       
     5     Sch. E Part II     Partnership rental real
     5     Sch. E Part III    Estate/trust rental real   
     5     Schedule F         Farm       
     6     Schedule D-1       (describe property sold)
     6     fed Form 4835      Farm rental income
     6     Form 3805E         (describe property sold
                                under installment sale)
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Form 3803 /  Parent's  Election to  Report  Child's  Interest 
and Dividends

Full conformity to federal Form 8814.  California Form 3803 now conforms ful
ly to the federal equivalent except for the tax rates.  California taxes the first  
$2,000 of the child’s interest and dividend income at a much lower rate, and 
no special capital gains tax rates apply for California. As a result, all data en
try is performed for you automatically when you translate the federal return to 
the California return. You can therefore consult the details for federal Form 
8814 in Chapter 2 of the Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edition for information on 
data entry. Form 3803 is accessible through the Road Map above line 31 of  
Form 540.
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Form 3805E / Installment Sale Income
Near conformity to federal Form 6252.  California Form 3805E appears to con
form fully with the federal equivalent, even to the extent of line numbers and 
descriptions. However, looks are deceiving because California has not yet con
formed to recent changes in the federal law.  California has conformed to few 
of the changes to the Internal Revenue Code by the Restructuring and Reform 
Act of 1998, none of the Tax and Trade Relief Extension Act of 1998, none 
of the Miscellaneous Trade and Technical Corrections Act of 1999, and none 
of the Ticket to Work and Work Incentives Improvement Act of 1999. For ex
ample, California does not conform to the federal modification of the pledge 
rules per the Ticket to Work and Work Incentives Act of 1999. (California did 
not conform to the federal disallowance of the installment method for accrual 
basis taxpayers, but the federal government has since retroactively repealed 
that  disallowance.)  Note  also  that  interest  on  deferred  tax  (Section  453, 
453A) should be included on Form 540, line 64 as an additional tax.  Form 
3803E is accessible through the Road Map at line 1a of Schedule D and lines  
4, 10, and 15 of Schedule D-1.

Exclusion for qualified small business stock eliminated. California has long 
had a special deferral and exclusion of gain on the sale of certain small busi
ness stock under R & TC sec. 18152.5. However, the California Court of 
Appeals ruled in 2012 that it was unconstitutional. As a result, the exclu
sion, formerly reflected in line 15 of Form 3805E and labeled “Sec 18152.5 
exclusion” (since the line is designed for the home exclusion), is no longer  
allowed. 

Automatic for most taxpayers.  In spite of the specific differences cited above, 
California law is in general conformance with federal law.  As a result, the 
form is automatically translated from the federal form, and is automatically  
linked with Schedule D-1 in the same way as federal Form 6252 is automati
cally linked with Form 4797.  As a result any adjustments on Schedule D-1 
for differences between California and federal law are automatically reflected 
in Form 3805E.  It should therefore not be necessary to make adjustments to 
Form 3805E for most sales in 1987 or later.  Nevertheless, if Part II is used  
for sales prior to 1987, you may have to make adjustments to reflect past dif
ferences in the law.  Since the form is so much like federal Form 6252, see 
the details for Form 6252 in Chapter 2 of the main  Tax Forms Guide 2017 
Edition for more information. (CAUTION: You must pay interest on deferred 
tax on certain installment obligations, but this interest is not figured on Form 
3805E.  See FTB instructions for details.)
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Form 3805P /  Additional  Taxes on Qualified  Plans  (In
cluding IRAs) and Other Tax-Favored Accounts

Only distributions are taxed, unlike federal Form 5329.  This form is used to 
compute an additional tax on certain withdrawals (distributions) from IRAs and 
other retirement plans, annuities, modified endowment contracts, and medical 
savings accounts (MSAs).  It is used to enforce the tax rules for such plans,  
assessing a penalty for not following the rules. However, whereas the federal 
Form 8615 assesses penalties for excess contributions and accumulations in 
addition to distributions, California Form 3805P assesses penalties only for 
distributions. Early distributions are reported in Part I, Ed IRA distributions not 
used for allowed education purposes are reported in Part II, and MSA distribu
tions not used for allowed medical purposes are reported in Part III.  See FTB 
instructions for Form 3805P for details. Form 3805P is accessible through the  
Road Map at line 63 of Form 540.

California Form 3805P Parts I and II match federal Form 5329 Parts I and II.  
Parts I and II of California Form 3805P reproduce Parts I and II of federal Form 
5329 line for line,  except  for  the tax rates  applied at  lines  4 and 8. The 
amounts subject to penalty are therefore taken automatically from the federal 
Form 5329 through our translation of that form. The tax rate applied for Cali
fornia at line 4 is 2-1/2% for most retirement plans, or 6% for SIMPLE plans, 
in contrast with the federal rates of 10% and 25%, respectively. The tax rate 
applied at line 8 is 2-1/2%, in contrast with the federal rate of 10%.  See the 
details for Form 5329 in Chapter 2 of the Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edition for 
more information on Parts I and II of Form 3805P.

Part III, Tax on distributions from Archer Medical Savings Accounts (MSAs). 
This part is unique to the California form, but depends on federal Form 8853 
(Medical Savings Accounts and Long-Term Care Insurance Contracts) for its 
entries.

9   Taxable  MSA  distribution  from  federal  Form  8853,  line  8.  Enter 
amount from the federal form as indicated.

10a Do you meet any of the exceptions to the 10% tax? California con
forms fully to the federal exceptions. Answer Yes here only if the 
box on federal Form 8853, line 9a is checked.  See the IRS Instruc
tions for federal Form 8853 for details.

10b If not, multiply line 9 by 10%. (auto-calc) Computed as one-tenth of 
line 9 if the above answer is No.  Otherwise, computed as zero.

Summary of Parts I through III. The results from all three parts of Form 3805P 
are summed here.

Total tax for Form 540, line 63. (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of lines 
4, 8, and 10b, this result is posted to Form 540 for inclusion in line 
63 (along with other taxes).

Extra line for personal memos. Provided for supporting statements that 
will not be printed with the official return.
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Form 3805V* / NOL Computation & NOL & Disaster Loss 
Limitations

* Included in Premium Level software ONLY.  This form is only built into 
the Premium Level version of the California Supplement.

Purpose.  This form is an omnibus form for net operating losses (NOLs) and 
declared disaster losses. It's functions include:

 Computing current year NOL. (You may have a current year NOL if 
your deductions for the year exceed your income for the year.)

 Managing the deduction of carryback of current year NOLs. (NOLs 
generated in recent years are generally carried back 2 years then for
ward 20 years.)

 Computing the current year deduction of current year declared dis
aster losses. (Only declared disaster losses are handled on this form. 
These are losses from disasters in California that are declared by the 
Governor of California and/or the President of the United States.)

 Managing the carryback of current year declared disaster losses. (If 
any part of a current year disaster loss is not deductible in the current 
year due to limitation to modified taxable income, defined later, it cre
ates an NOL for the current year and is then handled like any other 
NOL, including carryback of losses for 2 years and carry forward for 
20 years.)

 Computing the current-year deduction of prior NOLs carried forward 
to the current year. (If you had prior NOLs that have not yet been de
ducted,  you  should  have a  prior  year  Form 3805V.  Carryforwards 
shown on that Form 3805V are used on the current Form 3805V.)

 Determining the carryover  to  next  year  of  all  prior  year  and cur
rent-year NOLs (including NOLs generated by current-year  declared 
disaster losses).

This form does not post results to other forms, but is used as a set of work
sheets for determining deductible amounts on past,  current, and future re
turns. In fact, the IRS does not provide an analogous form but instead pro
vides a publication with detailed instructions and a number of worksheets to 
handle NOLs (IRS Pub. 536, Net Operating Losses (NOLs) for Individuals, Es
tates, and Trusts). On the other hand, the FTB provides no publication but 
does provide Form 3805V to be filed with the return for the year in which the 
NOL was created or the declared disaster was first claimed. Furthermore, if 
you intend to carry back the NOL or currently nondeductible disaster loss to 
the prior 2 years, you must file the current return first, including the current  
Form 3805V,  before you file amended returns for the prior 2 years to claim 
the carrybacks. (In fact, the FTB even warns you not to file the current Form 
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3805V with those amended returns or else you could delay the processing of 
the  amended  returns.)  For  carryovers  remaining  after  the  carrybacks  are 
claimed, you must file a new Form 3805V for each subsequent year that the 
carryovers are claimed, reflecting all  prior deductions of NOLs and disaster 
losses. Because the form is a stand-alone form with no results posted to other  
forms on the current return, Form 3805V is accessible only through the Forms  
Menu, not through the Road Map.

e-file limitations.  Although this form is supported for e-file, you are restrict
ed in the number of NOLs you can handle. The form is fully supported if 
you can report all NOLs in the space provided on the official printed form. 
That is, no overflows are allowed for e-file. This means that you will have 
to file a paper return if you have more than 4 prior-year NOLs or disasters 
to handle, more than one current-year disaster, or more than 3 current-year 
non-disaster NOLs. (Itemized worksheets are built into the software for pa
per returns to handle the overflows.)

Identification. The name(s) and SSN of the taxpayer(s) are automatically taken 
from Form 540 return and printed on the official form. However, you may also 
enter here the EIN of an associated business. 

Federal EIN, if any.  This entry is not required for Form 540 returns, but 
you can enter an Employer Identification Number (EIN) here in the 
standard xx-xxxxxxx format if the NOL is associated with your busi
ness or you want to use the form for an estate or trust rather than a 
Form 540 return.

PART I, COMPUTATION OF CURRENT YEAR NOL. This part of Form 3805V is 
used to report a current-year disaster loss and figure the current-year net oper
ating loss, if any. If you have neither, you can skip this part of the form.

Section A - California Residents Only.  This section of the form guides you 
through the computation of the net operating loss from the current return, if  
any. NOL excludes any losses that exceed gains separately for business and 
nonbusiness capital gains and losses. It also excludes other nonbusiness de
ductions that exceed nonbusiness income. Information for these exclusions is 
entered in this section as a part of the computation of NOL for the current 
year.  TIP: Notwithstanding that the FTB instructs you to skip this section if  
you have no current-year NOL, entries in this section are required if you have  
current-year declared disaster losses to aid in the automation of Part III. 

1 AGI from 2016 Form 540, line 17. (auto-calc) Taken from Form 540, as 
indicated.

2 Itemized deductions or standard deduction from 2016 Form 540, line 
18. (auto-calc) Taken from Form 540, as indicated.

3a Combine lines 1 and 2.  (auto-calc) Computed as indicated. Unlike 
taxable income (Form 540, line 19), the result for this line can be 
negative. If negative, you may have an NOL depending on your en
tries for the rest of this section. If zero or more, you do not have an 
NOL.
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3b 2016 disaster loss included in line 3a. If the result on line 3a includes 
a disaster loss claim for 2016, you must enter the amount here as a 
positive number. You entry will  be used in Part III,  line 3, of this 
form and will be excluded from your 2016 net operating loss, if any.

3c Combine lines 3a and 3b. (auto-calc) Computed as line 1 less line 2. 
If negative, you may have an NOL depending on your entries for the 
rest of this section.  If zero or more, you do not have an NOL and 
should not complete the rest of Part I.

For lines 4 through 24, you must enter positive numbers for all amounts, irre
spective of whether they are losses or gains. If you complete lines 4 through 
24 when you should not (because line 3c is not negative), your entries will be 
ignored in computing current-year NOL for line 25, and line 25 will be zero.

4 Nonbusiness capital losses. You must separate business and nonbusi
ness capital gains and losses in order to determine the entries for 
this and subsequent lines in this section. You will generally have to 
look at the details on Schedule D to determine the proper entries.  
Enter the nonbusiness capital  losses here and nonbusiness capital 
gains on the next line.

5 Nonbusiness capital gains. Enter as indicated.
6 If line 4 is more than line 5, enter the difference. (auto-calc) Computed 

as line 4 less line 5, but no less than zero. This is the amount of loss 
that cannot be used in figuring NOL.

7 If line 4 is less than line 5, enter the difference. (auto-calc) Computed 
as line 5 less line 4, but no less than zero. This is the amount of 
gain that can be offset by other losses.  

8 Nonbusiness deductions.  You must separate business from nonbusi
ness deductions and income. Business income and deductions will 
generally  be reported on Schedules D and F. Nonbusiness income 
and deductions will  generally  be reported elsewhere,  with deduc
tions included in itemized deductions on Form 540, line 18. Enter 
the nonbusiness  deductions here  and nonbusiness  income on the 
next line.

9 Nonbusiness income other than capital gains. Enter as indicated.
10 Add lines 7 and 9. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.
11 If line 8 is more than line 10, enter the difference. (auto-calc) Comput

ed as line 8 less line 10, but no less than zero.
12 If line 8 is less than line 10, enter the difference. (auto-calc) Comput

ed as line 10 less line 8, but no less than zero.
13 Business capital losses.  You must separate business and nonbusi

ness capital gains and losses in order to determine the entries for 
this and the next line. You will generally have to look at the details  
on Schedule D to determine the proper entries.  Enter the business 
capital losses here and business capital gains on the next line.

14 Business capital gains. Enter as indicated.
15 Add lines 12 and 14. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.
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Exception for the remainder of Section A. If line 3c is zero or more, the re
sult for all calculated lines after line 15 will be zero irrespective of your en
tries on prior lines and the following descriptions of the calculations. Rather, 
these lines are intended only for the computation of current-year NOL and 
the carryover of that NOL to future years, both of which will be zero unless 
line 3c is negative.

16 If line 13 is more than line 15, enter the difference. (auto-calc) Com
puted as line 13 less line 15, but no less than zero. 

17 Add lines 6 and 16. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.
18 Loss, if any, from line 8 of Schedule D (540).  (auto-calc) If line 8 of 

Schedule D is negative, taken from Schedule D, as indicated, but en
tered as a positive number.  Otherwise, zero.

19 Loss, if any, from line 9 of Schedule D (540). (auto-calc) If there is an 
amount on line 9 of Schedule D, taken from Schedule D but entered 
as a positive number. This amount is the loss on line 18 but no more 
than $3,000 ($1,500 if married/RDP filing separately). 

20 If line 18 is more than line 19, enter the difference. (auto-calc) Com
puted as line 18 less line 19, but no less than zero. This is the part 
of capital losses not deductible on the return in the current year.

21 If line 19 is more than line 18, enter the difference. (auto-calc) Com
puted as line 19 less line 18, but no less than zero. This result will  
always be zero because line 19 can never  be more than line 18 
(since line 19 is the loss on line 18 limited to no more than $3,000 
or $1,500). 

22 Subtract line 20 from line 17. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated, but 
no less than zero.

23 NOL and disaster loss carryovers from prior years.  If you have the 
indicated carryovers from prior years, they will be shown on the pri
or-year Form 3805V.  Enter here the sum of lines 5 and 6 of the 
2015 Form 3805V. You must report these carryovers in Part III, line 
2, of the current Form 3805V.

24 Add lines 11, 21, 22, and 23. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.
25 CURRENT YEAR NOL. (auto-calc) Computed as line 3c plus line 24, 

but no more than zero. This is the loss on line 3c adjusted for losses 
not allowed in computing the net operating loss for the return. You 
must report this NOL in Part III, line 4, of the current Form 3805V.

The rest of this section will not be accurate until you enter data for Parts III 
and IV of this form on subsequent screens.

26 2016 NOL carryback from Part IV, line 3, col. (e).  (auto-calc) Taken 
from Part IV, as indicated, this is the part of the current-year NOL in 
line 25 that will be claimed on an amended return for tax year 2014.

27 2016 NOL carryback from Part IV, line 3, col. (g).  (auto-calc) Taken 
from Part IV, as indicated, this is the part of the current-year NOL in 
line 25 that will be claimed on an amended return for tax year 2015.

28 2016  NOL carryover  to 2017.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of 
lines 25, 26, and 27, but no more than zero.
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The amount on line 28 will be used on the 2017 Form 3805V when you file  
that return next year.

Section B - Nonresidents and Part-Year Residents Only.  This section is not 
relevant for Form 540 returns and is therefore not included in the software. It  
is relevant only for Form 540NR returns. It parallels Section A with all lines 
separated into 5 columns to separately show resident, non-resident, part-year 
resident, and part-year nonresident parts, and totals.

Section C - Election to Waive Carryback. When you have a current-year NOL, 
you must apply the loss to any taxable income in the prior 2 years before you 
carry it forward (generally for the next 20 years) unless you elect to waive the 
carryback here. Once you make the election, you cannot reverse it; it will al
ways apply to your 2016 NOL. 

Elect to relinquish the entire carryback period with respect to a 2016 
NOL carryover to 2017? Answer Yes only if you want to carry for
ward the entire 2016 NOL, including any NOL created by disaster 
losses that exceed the modified taxable income computed in Part II 
of this form. If you answer Yes, Part IV of this form is not relevant  
for you.

The software automatically prevents Part IV from being completed when you 
answer Yes to this question because it completes Parts III and IV based on 
your entries for data without regard to which parts will be used. This automa
tion will be explained later.

PART II, DETERMINE 2016 MODIFIED TAXABLE INCOME (MTI).  If you have 
prior year NOLs or current-year declared disaster losses to deduct, the modi
fied taxable income (MTI) computed in this part of Form 3805V is used to lim
it your deductions for the current year, as reflected in Part III.

1 Taxable income.  (auto-calc) Computed as Form 540,  line  17,  less 
Form 540, line 18. If negative, you have no MTI.

2  Capital  loss  deduction  included  in  line  1.  (auto-calc) Taken  from 
Schedule D (540), line 9, but entered as a positive number.

3  Disaster  loss  carryover  included  in  line  1.  (auto-calc) Taken  from 
Schedule CA (540), line 21b, as a positive number.

4 NOL carryover included in line 1. (auto-calc) Taken from Schedule CA 
(540), line 21d, as a positive number.

5 Adjustments to itemized deductions. In order to figure the amount to 
enter here, you must complete the Worksheet for NOL Carryover in 
Table 1 of IRS Pub. 536 (Net Operating Losses for Individuals, Es
tates, and Trusts). The amount to enter here is adjustments to item
ized deductions on line  33 of the worksheet  less  adjustments  to 
mortgage insurance premiums on line 21 of the worksheet. 

6 MTI. Combine line 1 through line 5. (auto-calc) Computed as the sum 
of the preceding five lines, but no less than zero. 

If line 6 is greater than zero, some or all of your prior-year NOLs will be de
ductible  on the current return.  If  any MTI remains after  those deductions, 
some or all of your current-year disaster losses will be deductible.
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PART  III,  NOL  CARRYOVER  AND  DISASTER  LOSS  CARRYOVER  LIMITA
TIONS. All prior-year current-year NOLs and disaster losses are reported in this 
part of the form, whether deductible currently or not.

1 MTI from Part II, line 6. (auto-calc) Taken from the result in Part II, as 
indicated.

2 Enter data on screens 4 through 6.  All data for prior-year NOL carry
overs (including disaster losses that previously created an NOL) are 
entered  on screens 4 through 6 of  this  form,  detailed  later,  and 
printed on the official form as rows of line 2 of Part III.

3 and 4 Enter data on screens 7 through 12.  All data for current-year 
NOLs  and  current-year  disaster  losses  are  entered  on  screens  7 
through 12, detailed later, and printed on the official form as rows 
of line 3 and 4 of Part III and potentially line 3 of Part IV.

5 NOL carryover.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of all carryovers to 
2017 for prior-year NOL carryovers and current-year NOLs not iden
tified as disaster losses, as computed in lines 2 through 4 of Part III 
and potentially modified by line 3 of Part IV. This is the sum of all  
amounts printed in column (h) of the official  printed Form 3805V 
that are not identified as disaster losses. 

6 Disaster loss carryover. (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of all carry
overs  to  2017  for  prior-year  disaster  loss  carryovers  and  cur
rent-year disaster losses, which are computed in lines 2 through 4 of 
Part III as potentially modified by line 3 of Part IV and identified as 
Type DIS. This is the sum of all amounts printed in column (h) of the 
official printed Form 3805V that are identified as disaster losses. 

PART IV, NOL CARRYBACK. If you have current-year NOLs or disaster losses, 
you may have to report carrybacks to 2014 and 2015 in this part of the form. 
The software will determine when Part IV is required based on your data en
try, as detailed later. TIP: You do not have to make entries on lines 1 and 2,  
below, if you answered Yes to the question in Part I, Section C, thereby indi 
cating that you elect to waive the requirement to carryback carryovers from  
2016 to 2014 and 2015. 

1 2014 Taxable Income. Enter the amount from 2014 Form 540, line 19.
2 2015 Taxable Income. Enter the amount from 2015 Form 540, line 19.
3 Enter data on screens 7 through 12. All data for current-year NOLs and 

current-year disaster  losses are entered on screens 7 through 12, 
detailed later, and the software determines whether any of the data 
are printed on the rows for line 3 of Part IV.
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PRIOR YEAR NOLs (Part III, line 2). (Screens 4 through 6) All data for Part III, 
line 2, of Form 3805V are entered here. In the following lines you must enter 
the NOLs in the order they were generated. Accordingly, the software pro
vides data entry lines for the earliest NOL first, then the second, third, and 
fourth NOL. After that, all remaining prior NOLs are entered on the worksheets 
provided for overflows that don't fit on the form. 

Earliest NOL. Entries for this section are repeated for subsequent NOLs.
a Year of loss. Enter the 4-digit year that the NOL was created. The 

year must be prior to the current tax year.
b Code (see instructions). This entry serves different purposes depend

ing on your entry for Type on line c. It must always be 2, 4, 6, or 9 
digits long, as follows:

2-digit disaster code. If the Type on line c is DIS, you must enter the 
2-digit code that identifies the specific disaster, as given in the table 
titled Declared Disasters in the FTB 2016 Instructions for Form FTB  
3805V. If the disaster is not listed in this table, then it is not an eli
gible President-declared and/or Governor-declared disaster.

4-digit SIC Code. If the Type on line c is NB or ESB, you must enter 
the 4-digit SIC Code from the Standard Industrial Classification Man
ual.

6-digit agricultural activity code. If the Type on line c is GEN and the 
business is a farming enterprise, you must enter the 6-digit agricul
tural activity code from Part IV of IRS Schedule F (Form 1040).

9-digit FEIN.  If the Type on line c is GEN and the business is  not a 
farming enterprise, you must enter the 9-digit federal employer iden
tification number (FEIN) for the business, If from a pass-through enti
ty, use the entity's FEIN. 

c Type (GEN, NB, ESB, or DIS). The NOL must be classified as one of 
four types: general (GEN), new business (NB), eligible small business 
(ESB), or declared disaster (DIS). Definitions and conditions for each 
of the types are detailed in the table titled NOL Carryover on the last 
page of the FTB 2016 Instructions for Form FTB 3805V. 

d Initial loss. Enter the NOL for the identified code and type for the year 
entered in line a.  TIP: If there is only  one prior NOL and you com
pleted Part I, Section A, for the year in line a, this should be the  
amount on Part I, Section A, line 25, for that year's Form 3805V. 

e Carryover from 2015. Enter the carryover to the current year from the 
prior-year Form 3805V for the identified NOL. This amount should 
be shown in column (h) of Part III,  line 2, of the prior-year Form 
3805V for this NOL code and type. 

f  Amount  used  in  2016.  (auto-calc) Computed  as  the  lesser  of  the 
amount on line e, above, and the previous available balance. For the 
earliest NOL, the previous available balance is Part III, line 1. But for 
all subsequent NOLs, the previous available balance is line g for the 
preceding NOL. 
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g Available balance. (auto-calc) Computed as the previous available bal
ance less the amount on line f. As stated above, for the earliest 
NOL, the previous available balance is Part III, line 1. But for all sub
sequent NOLs, the available balance is line g for the preceding NOL. 

h Carryover to 2017.  (auto-calc) Computed as line e less line f, this is 
the part of this NOL that is carried over to the Form 3805V for next 
year. 

Second, Third, and Fourth Earliest NOL. Entries for these sections mirror 
the preceding section with the available balance on line g reduced by each 
current-year deduction shown on line f.
Prior Year NOL Overflow. If any other NOLs from prior years are still avail
able, they must be claimed on the worksheets that supports this overflow 
section. These worksheets are not automated to the extent that the first 
four NOLs are, and the use of these worksheets prevents the return from 
being e-filed.

Other  prior  year  NOLs (itemize).   (Supported by the Prior  Year  NOL 
Worksheet, Figure CA-8.) All worksheets for Part III, line 2, are ac
cessed here. 

e Carryover  from 2015.  (auto-calc line,  supported by the Prior Year  
NOL Worksheet, Figure CA-8) Computed as the sum of line e of all  
worksheets combined, this line represents the remaining carryovers 
from the prior year excluding the first four.

f  Amount used in 2016.  (auto-calc line, supported by the Prior Year  
NOL Worksheet, Figure CA-8) Computed as the sum of line f of all 
worksheets combined, this line represents the currently deductible 
amounts from prior NOLs on the worksheets.

h Carryover to 2017.  (auto-calc line, supported by the Prior Year NOL  
Worksheet, Figure CA-8) Computed as the sum of line h of all work
sheets combined, this line represents the carryovers to 2017 from 
prior NOLs on the worksheets.

Disaster part of carryover from 2015. (auto-calc line, supported by the 
Prior Year NOL Worksheet, Figure CA-8) Computed as the sum of 
line h of only worksheets identified as code DIS, this line represents 
the carryovers to 2017 from prior declared disasters.

DISCREPANCY CHECKS. The following checks help warn you of improper en
tries on the worksheets or omission of some prior NOLs. 

2016 USED exceeds available balance.. (auto-calc) Answered Yes only 
if the amount on line f of the worksheets, above, exceeds the re
maining MTI balance after the first four NOLs. If Yes, you have an 
error on at least one worksheet in your entry for "Remaining MTI 
balance for THIS worksheet." 

Part III, line 2(e) vs. Part I, Section A, line 23. (auto-calc) Computed as 
the sum of your entries for carryover from 2015 (line e) for the first 
four NOLs and all NOLs on the worksheets combined less your entry 
in Part I, Section A, line 23, for "NOL and disaster loss carryovers 
from prior years." TIP: You may have an amount here without indi
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cating an error if you did not complete all of Part I because you do  
not have a current year NOL.

Prior Year NOL Worksheet.  (Figure CA-8) This worksheet is used only when 
you have more than four prior NOLs. e-file ineligibility: If you must use these  
worksheets, you cannot e-file the return because these worksheets are not  
supported for e-file. 

MTI balance before worksheets. (auto-calc) Computed as the remaining 
MTI balance after reduction by amounts used in 2016 for the first 
four  prior  NOLs.  This  is  the  amount  on  line  g  for  the  last  NOL 
claimed on screens 4 and 5 of Form 3805V.

Remaining MTI balance for THIS worksheet.  This is the part of the pre
ceding balance that remains available after amounts used on work
sheets that precede the current one. For the first worksheet you cre
ate, you should enter the above amount. But for subsequent work
sheets you should reduce your entry to the amount on line g of the 
preceding worksheet. The accuracy of your entry here is critical. 

a Year of loss. Enter the 4-digit year that the NOL was created, which 
must be prior to the current tax year.

b Code (see instructions). Enter the code as described for this line as it 
applied for the first four NOLs.

c Type (GEN, NB, ESB, or DIS). Enter the type as described for this line 
as it applied for the first four NOLs.

d Initial loss. Enter the NOL for the identified code and type for the year 
entered in line a.

e Carryover from 2015. Enter the carryover to the current year from the 
prior-year Form 3805V for this NOL. 

f.  Amount  used 
in  2016.  (au
to-calc) Com
puted  as  the 
lesser  of  the 
amount  on 
line  e  and 
your  entry 
for  "Remain
ing  MTI  bal
ance  for 
THIS  work
sheet." 

g. Available balance. (auto-calc) Computed as your entry for "Remain
ing MTI balance for THIS worksheet" less the amount on line f. This 
is the amount you must enter on the next worksheet, if any, for "Re
maining MTI balance for THIS worksheet." 

h. Carryover to 2017.  (auto-calc) Computed as line e less line f, this is 
the amount to be entered on the Form 3805V for the next tax year.
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PRIOR YEAR NOL WORKSHEET
 MTI balance before worksheets.▒     0
 Rmng. MTI bal. for THIS wrksht      0
 a.  Yeat of loss..............
 b.  Code (see instructions)...
 c.  Type  (DIS, NB, ESB, GEN).
 d.  Initial loss..............      0
 e.  Carryovr frm 2015.........      0
 f.  Amt. used in 2016.........▒     0
 g.  Available balance.........▒     0
 h.  Carryover to 2017.........▒     0

Figure CA-8.  Prior Year NOL Worksheet
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CURRENT YEAR NOLs. (Screens 7through 12) Disasters and NOLs generated 
in the current tax year (2016) are detailed here, including all data for Part III, 
lines 3 and 4, and Part IV, line 3. Whether or not Part IV is actually used is de
termined by the software based on your entries.

3 Disaster Losses. Enter all information for current-year declared disaster loss
es in this section. The first disaster for 2016 is entered directly on the form, 
as described below, but additional disasters for 2016 are entered on the over
flow worksheets that follow the below lines. 

Code (see instructions). You must enter the applicable 2-digit code cor
responding to the declared disaster from the table in the FTB 2016 
Instructions for Form FTB 3805V. Because this section applies only 
to President-declared and/or Governor-declared disasters for 2016, 
70 through 75 are the only valid entries for this line.

Type. (auto-calc) Automatically DIS for this section because Part III, line 
3, is reserved for declared disasters. 

Disaster loss on Part I, Section A, line 3b. (auto-calc) Taken from your 
entry in Part I, this is the total of all declared disaster losses for the 
year. 

Part for different 'Code.' If you have more than one declared disaster 
for 2016, you must enter here the loss for all declared disasters oth
er than the first one. 

Initial loss. (auto-calc) Computed as "Disaster loss on Part I, Section A, 
line 3b" less the preceding entry for "Part for different 'Code'," this 
is the loss for the first declared disaster of 2016.

Available 2016 MTI balance.  (auto-calc) Computed as the MTI balance 
remaining after deducting amounts used in 2016 for Part III, line 2, 
this is the limit on current-year deductions for disaster losses.

Amount used in 2016. (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of "Initial loss" 
and "Available 2016 MTI balance," this is the amount deductible on 
the current-year return. 

Remaining 2016 MTI balance. (auto-calc) Computed as "Available 2016 
MTI balance" less "Amount used in 2016," this is the balance avail
able for other current-year disasters, if any.

NOL created. (auto-calc) Computed as "Initial loss" less "Amount used 
in 2016." If an amount appears on this line, the disaster loss has 
created an NOL for 2016, which must be handled like any other NOL 
hereafter. It is eligible for carryback to the prior two years (unless 
you elected out of carrybacks in Part I, Section C) and then forward 
up to 20 years.

Available 2014 taxable income.  (auto-calc) If you answered No to the 
election in Part I, Section C, taken as your prior entry for Part IV, 
line 1. Otherwise, zero. 

2014 Carryback used.  (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of "NOL cre
ated" and "Available 2014 taxable income," this is the amount you 
can claim on an amended return for 2014.
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After  2014  carryback.   (auto-calc) Computed  as  "NOL  created"  less 
"2014 Carryback used," this is the amount available for carryback to 
2015.

Available 2015 taxable income.  (auto-calc) If you answered No to the 
election in Part I, Section C, taken as your prior entry for Part IV, 
line 2. Otherwise, zero. 

2015  Carryback  used.   (auto-calc) Computed as  the lesser  of "After 
2014 carryback" and "Available 2015 taxable income," this is the 
amount you can claim on an amended return for 2015.

After 2015 carryback.  (auto-calc) Computed as "After 2014 carryback" 
less "2015 Carryback used," this is the amount available for carry
forward to 2017. It will appear on the official Form 3805V as col
umn (i) of the first row in Part IV, line 3.

Carryforward to 2017.  (auto-calc) If you answered No to the election in 
Part I, Section C, taken as the preceding result for "After 2015 car
ryback." Otherwise, taken as the amount for "NOL created." This is 
the amount that will appear on the official Form 3805V as column 
(h) of Part III, line 2.

Disaster Loss Overflow. If any other current-year declared disasters are 
reported on the current-year return, they must be entered on the work
sheets that support this overflow section. These worksheets are not auto
mated to the extent that the first current-year declared disaster loss is, 
and the use of these worksheets prevents the return from being e-filed.

Remaining loss in Part I, Section A, line 3b.  (auto-calc) Taken from 
your entry on the preceding screen for "Part for different 'Code'," 
this is the sum of 2016 declared disasters losses not claimed in the 
preceding screen.

Remaining 2014 taxable balance. (auto-calc) Computed as your entry 
for Part IV, line 1, less the result on the preceding screen for "2014 
Carryback  used,"  this  is  2014  taxable  income  available  for  any 
amounts carried back to 2014 on the worksheets.

Remaining 2015 taxable balance. (auto-calc) Computed as your entry 
for Part IV, line 2, less the result on the preceding screen for "2015 
Carryback  used,"  this  is  2015  taxable  income  available  for  any 
amounts carried back to 2015 on the worksheets.

Remaining 2016 MTI balance. (auto-calc) Taken from the result on the 
preceding screen for "Remaining 2016 MTI balance," this is maxi
mum 2016 modified taxable income available for current-year disas
ter losses on the worksheets.

Other disaster losses (itemize).  (Supported by the Current Year Disas
ter Loss Worksheet, Figure CA-9.) All worksheets for Part III, line 3, 
are accessed here. 

Initial  loss.  (auto-calc  line,  supported by the Current  Year  Disaster  
Loss Worksheet, Figure CA-9) Computed as the sum of line d (for III) 
of all worksheets combined, this line represents the declared disaster 
losses generated in the current year after the first disaster loss. 
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Amount used in 2016.  (auto-calc line, supported by the Current Year  
Disaster Loss Worksheet, Figure CA-9) Computed as the sum of line 
f (for III) of all worksheets combined, this line represents the current
ly deductible declared disaster losses on the worksheets.

2014 carryback used.  (auto-calc line, supported by the Current Year  
Disaster Loss Worksheet, Figure CA-9) Computed as the sum of line 
e (for IV) of all worksheets combined, this line represents the part of 
disaster losses on the worksheets to be deducted on the amended 
return for 2014.

2015 carryback used.  (auto-calc line, supported by the Current Year  
Disaster Loss Worksheet, Figure CA-9) Computed as the sum of line 
g (for IV) of all worksheets combined, this line represents the part of 
disaster losses on the worksheets to be deducted on the amended 
return for 2015.

Carryover to 2017. (auto-calc line, supported by the Current Year Dis
aster Loss Worksheet, Figure CA-9) Computed as the sum of line h 
(for III)  of all worksheets combined, this line represents the carry
overs to 2017 from disaster losses on the worksheets.

DISCREPANCY CHECKS. The following checks help warn you of improper en
tries on the worksheets or omission of some 2016 declared disaster losses. 

2014 USED exceeds available balance.. (auto-calc) Answered Yes only 
if  "2014  carryback  used"  exceeds  "Remaining  2014  taxable 
income" (above). If Yes, you have an error on at least one work
sheet  in  your  entry for  "2014 balance  remaining  for  THIS  work
sheet." 

2015 USED exceeds available balance.. (auto-calc) Answered Yes only 
if  "2015  carryback  used"  exceeds  "Remaining  2015  taxable 
income" (above). If Yes, you have an error on at least one work
sheet  in  your  entry for  "2015 balance  remaining  for  THIS  work
sheet." 

2016 USED exceeds available balance.. (auto-calc) Answered Yes only 
if "Amount used in 2016" exceeds "Remaining 2016 MTI balance" 
(above). If Yes, you have an error on at least one worksheet in your 
entry for "2016 MTI balance for THIS worksheet." 

Part III, line 3(d) vs. Part I, Section A, line 3b. (auto-calc) Computed as 
the sum of "Initial loss" on the preceding screen (for the first 2016 
disaster) plus "Initial loss" on the current screen (for the 2016 disas
ters on the worksheets) less your entry for 2016 disasters on Part I, 
Section A, line 3b. TIP: If you have an amount on this line, you have  
an error in your entry for "Part for different 'Code"" on the preced
ing screen or your entry for "d Initial loss for III" on at least one  
worksheet, or both.
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Current Year Disaster Loss Worksheet. (Figure CA-9) This worksheet is used 
only when you had more than one current-year declared disaster loss in 2016. 
e-file ineligibility: If you must use these worksheets, you cannot e-file the re
turn because these worksheets are not supported for e-file. 

2014  balance  before  worksheets.  (auto-calc) Taken  from  the  corre
sponding amount on screen 8 of the form, this is the 2014 taxable  
balance available when you first enter the worksheets.

2014 balance remaining for THIS worksheet.  This is the part of the pre
ceding balance that remains available after deducting amounts used 
in 2014 on worksheets that precede the current one. For the first 
worksheet you create, you should enter the above amount. But for 
subsequent worksheets you should reduce your entry by the "2014 
carryback used" on the preceding worksheets. The accuracy of your  
entry here is critical. 

2015  balance  before  worksheets.  (auto-calc) Taken  from  the  corre
sponding amount on screen 8 of the form, this is the 2015 taxable  
balance available when you first enter the worksheets.

2015 balance remaining for THIS worksheet.  This is the part of the pre
ceding balance that remains available after deducting amounts used 
in 2015 on worksheets that precede the current one. For the first 
worksheet you create, you should enter the above amount. But for 
subsequent worksheets you should reduce your entry by the "2015 
carryback used" on the preceding worksheets. The accuracy of your  
entry here is critical. 

2016 MTI balance before worksheets. (auto-calc) Taken from the corre
sponding amount on screen 8 of the form, this is the 2016 modified 
taxable balance available when you first enter the worksheets.

2016 MTI balance for THIS worksheet.  This is the part of the preceding 
balance  that  remains  available  after  deducting  amounts  used  on 
worksheets  that precede the current one. For the first  worksheet 
you create, you should enter the above amount. But for subsequent 
worksheets you should reduce your entry by the "Amount used in 
2016" on the preceding worksheet. The accuracy of your entry here 
is critical. 

b Code (declared disaster). Enter the 2-digit code corresponding to the 
declared disaster  from the table in the FTB  2016 Instructions for  
Form FTB 3805V. Because this section applies only to President-de
clared and/or Governor-declared disasters for 2016, 70 through 75 
are the only valid entries for this line.

c  Type. (auto-calc) Always  DIS (for  disaster  losses)  for  these  work
sheets.

d Initial loss for III. Enter the declared disaster loss for 2016 for the 
identified code.
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f.  Amount 
used  in  2016 
for  III.  (auto-
calc) Com
puted  as  the 
lesser  of  the 
amount  on 
line  d  and 
your  entry 
for  "Remain
ing  MTI  bal
ance  for 
THIS  work
sheet." 

d  through  i  for  IV. 
These  lines  are  used 
only if  you  answered 
"No" for the election in 
Part I, section C. Oth

erwise, all amounts will be zero.
d Initial loss for IV. (auto-calc) Computed as the amount on line d (Initial 

loss for III) less the amount on line f (Amount used in 2016 for III), 
if you answered "No" for the election in Part I, Section C. Other
wise, zero.

e 2014 carryback used for IV. (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of line 
d (Initial loss for IV) and your entry for "2014 balance remaining for 
THIS worksheet," this is the amount you can claim on an amended 
return for 2014.

f After 2014 carryback for IV. (auto-calc) Computed as line d (for IV) less 
line e (for IV).

g 2015 carryback used for IV. (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of line 
d  (for  IV)  and  your  entry  for  "2015 balance  remaining  for  THIS 
worksheet," this is the amount you can claim on an amended return 
for 2015.

h After 2015 carryback for IV. (auto-calc) Computed as line f (for IV) less 
line g (for IV).

i Carryover to 2017 for IV. (auto-calc) Taken from the preceding line.

h. Carryover to 2017 for III. (auto-calc) If lines d through i for IV are used 
(that is, you answered "No" for the election in Part I, Section C), 
taken as the preceding result for line i (Carryover to 2017 for IV). 
Otherwise, computed as line d (Initial loss for III) less line f (Amount 
used in 2016 for III). This is the amount to be entered on the Form 
3805V for the next tax year.

Amounts for NEXT worksheet. These are amounts you must enter at the top  
of the NEXT worksheet, if any.
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CURRENT YEAR DISASTER LOSS
 2014 balance before worksheets▒     0
 2014 bal.rmng. for THIS wrksht      0
 2015 balance before worksheets▒     0
 2015 bal.rmng, for THIS wrksht      0
 2016 MTI bal.before worksheets▒     0
 2016 MTI bal. for THIS wrksht.      0
 b.  Code (declared disaster) .
 c.  Type .....................DIS
 d.  Initial  loss       forIII      0
 f.  Amt. used in 2016   forIII▒     0
 d.  Initial  loss       for IV▒     0
 e.  2014 carrybck used  for IV▒     0
 f.  After 2014 carrybk  for IV▒     0
 g.  2015 carrybck used  for IV▒     0
 h.  After 2015 carrybk  for IV▒     0
 i.  Carryover to 2017   for IV▒     0
 h.  Carryover to 2017   forIII▒     0
 2014 bal.rmng. for NEXT wrksht▒     0
 2015 bal.rmng. for NEXT wrksht▒     0
 2016 MTI rmng. for NEXT wrksht▒     0

Figure CA-9.  Current Year Disaster Loss Worksheet
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2014 balance remaining for NEXT worksheets. (auto-calc) Computed as 
"2014 balance remaining for THIS worksheet" less line e (2014 car
ryback used for IV).

2015 balance remaining for NEXT worksheets. (auto-calc) Computed as 
"2015 balance remaining for THIS worksheet" less line g (2015 car
ryback used for IV).

2016  MTI  remaining  for  NEXT  worksheets.  (auto-calc) Computed  as 
"2016 MTI balance for THIS worksheet" less line f (Amount used in 
2016 for III).

4 Non-disaster NOLs. Enter all information for current-year NOLs in this sec
tion. The first three NOLs for 2016 are entered directly on the form, as de
scribed  below,  but additional  NOLs for  2016 are  entered on the overflow 
worksheets that follow the below lines. 

First non-disaster NOL. Entries for this section are repeated for subse
quent NOLs. CAUTION: Do NOT enter any disaster losses in this section.  
Current year disaster losses are entered only in the previous section (for  
line 3).

Code (see instructions). You must enter the code that applies to the 
NOL. Valid codes for this section are:

4-digit SIC Code.  If the Type, below, is NB or ESB, you must enter 
the 4-digit SIC Code from the Standard Industrial Classification Man
ual.

6-digit agricultural activity code. If the Type, below, is GEN and the 
business is a farming enterprise, you must enter the 6-digit agricul
tural activity code from Part IV of IRS Schedule F (Form 1040).

9-digit FEIN.  If  the Type, below, is GEN and the business is  not a 
farming enterprise, you must enter the 9-digit federal employer iden
tification number (FEIN) for the business, If from a pass-through enti
ty, use the entity's FEIN. 

Type (NB, ESB, or GEN). The NOL must be classified as one of three 
types: new business (NB), eligible small business (ESB), or general 
(GEN). The IRS instructs you to claim NOLs in the order NB first, 
then ESB, then GEN. Definitions and conditions for each of the types 
are detailed in the table titled NOL Carryback on the second to last 
page of the FTB 2016 Instructions for Form FTB 3805V. 

Current NOL on Part I, Section A, line 25. (auto-calc) Taken from the 
result computed in Part I, this is the total non-disaster NOL for the 
current  year.  CAUTION:  If  there  is  no  amount  for  this  line,  you  
should not be using this section of the form because it means that  
you have no current-year NOL. 

Part for different 'Code.' If you have more than one source of NOL for 
2016, you must enter here the amount for all NOLs that remain after 
the one entered here. 

Initial  loss. (auto-calc) For  the  first  non-disaster  NOL,  computed  as 
"Current NOL on Part I, Section A, line 25" less the preceding entry 
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for "Part for different 'Code'." This is the loss for the first NOL of 
2016. For the second and third NOL that follow, computed as "Re
maining current NOL" less the entry for "Part for different 'Code'."

Entries for 2014 and 2015. These lines are used  only if you answered 
"No" for the election in Part I, section C. Otherwise, all  amounts for 
2014 and 2015 will be zero. 
Available  2014  taxable  income.  (auto-calc) For  the first  current  year 

NOL, computed as the part of Part IV, line 1 remaining after any 
claims for current year disaster losses that precede this section.  For 
subsequent NOLs, the amount for this line is reduced by amounts 
used in 2014 for NOLs that precede it. 

2014  Carryback  used.   (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser  of "Initial 
loss" and "Available 2014 taxable income," this is the amount you 
can claim on an amended return for 2014.

After 2014 carryback.  (auto-calc) Computed as "Initial loss" less "2014 
Carryback used," this is the amount available for carryback to 2015.

Available  2015  taxable  income.  (auto-calc) For  the first  current  year 
NOL, computed as the part of Part IV, line 2 remaining after any 
claims for current year disaster losses that precede this section.  For 
subsequent NOLs, the amount for this line is reduced by amounts 
used in 2015 for NOLs that precede it. 

2015  Carryback  used.   (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser  of "After 
2014 carryback" and "Available 2015 taxable income," this is the 
amount you can claim on an amended return for 2015.

After 2015 carryback.  (auto-calc) Computed as "After 2014 carryback" 
less "2015 Carryback used," this is the amount available for carry
forward to 2017. It will appear on the official Form 3805V as col
umn (i) of Part IV, line 3.

Carryforward to 2017.  (auto-calc) If you answered No to the election in 
Part I, Section C, taken as the preceding result for "After 2015 car
ryback." Otherwise, taken as the amount for "Initial  loss." This is 
the amount that will appear on the official Form 3805V as column 
(h) of Part III, line 4.

Second and Third non-disaster NOL. Entries for these sections mirror the 
preceding section with the available balances for 2014 and 2015 reduced 
by each current-year deduction shown for carryback used.
Non-disaster NOL Overflow. If any other current-year NOLs are reported 
on the current-year return, they must be entered on the worksheets that 
support this overflow section. These worksheets are not automated to the 
extent that the first three are, and the use of these worksheets prevents 
the return from being e-filed.

Other non-disaster NOL (itemize).  (Supported by the Current Year NOL  
Worksheet, Figure CA-10.) All worksheets for Part III, line 4, are ac
cessed here. 

d  Initial  loss.  (auto-calc  line,  supported  by  the  Current  Year  NOL  
Worksheet, Figure CA-10) Computed as the sum of line d (for III)  of 
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all worksheets combined, this line represents the NOL generated in 
the current year after the first three. 

2014 carryback used.  (auto-calc line, supported by the Current Year  
NOL Worksheet, Figure CA-10) Computed as the sum of line e (for 
IV) of all worksheets combined, this line represents the part of NOL 
on the worksheets to be deducted on the amended return for 2014.

2015 carryback used.  (auto-calc line, supported by the Current Year  
NOL Worksheet, Figure CA-10) Computed as the sum of line g (for 
IV) of all worksheets combined, this line represents the part of NOL 
on the worksheets to be deducted on the amended return for 2015.

h Carryover to 2017.  (auto-calc line, supported by the Current Year  
NOL Worksheet, Figure CA-10) Computed as the sum of line h (for 
III) of all worksheets combined, this line represents the carryovers to 
2017 from NOLs on the worksheets.

DISCREPANCY CHECKS. The following checks help warn you of improper en
tries on the worksheets or omission of some components of 2016 NOL. 

2014 USED exceeds available balance..  (auto-calc) Answered Yes only 
if "2014 carryback used" above exceeds, from the screen for the 
third non-disaster NOL, "Available 2014 taxable income" less "2014 
carryback used." If Yes, you have an error on at least one worksheet 
in your entry for "2014 balance remaining for THIS worksheet." 

2015 USED exceeds available balance..  (auto-calc) Answered Yes only 
if "2015 carryback used" above exceeds, from the screen for the 
third non-disaster NOL, "Available 2015 taxable income" less "2015 
carryback used." If Yes, you have an error on at least one worksheet 
in your entry for "2015 balance remaining for THIS worksheet." 

Part III, line 4(d) vs. Part I, Section A, line 25. (auto-calc) Computed as 
the sum of "Initial loss" on the preceding three screens (for the first 
three 2016 NOLs) plus "Initial loss" on the current screen (for the 
2016 NOLs on the worksheets) less the result in Part I, Section A, 
line  25  for  current  year  non-disaster  NOL.  TIP:  If  you  have  an 
amount on this line, you have an error in your entry for "Part for dif 
ferent 'Code"" on one of the three preceding screens or your entry  
for "d Initial loss for III" on at least one worksheet, or both.
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Current  Year NOL Worksheet.  (Figure CA-10) This worksheet is used  only 
when you had more than three sources of NOL in 2016. e-file ineligibility: If  
you must use these worksheets, you cannot e-file the return because these  
worksheets are not supported for e-file. 

2014 balance before worksheets.  (auto-calc) Computed from amounts 
on the screen for the third non-disaster NOL as "Available 2014 tax
able income" less "2014 carryback used," this is the 2014 taxable 
balance available when you first enter the worksheets.

2014 balance remaining for THIS worksheet.  This is the part of the pre
ceding balance that remains available after deducting amounts used 
in 2014 on worksheets that precede the current one. For the first 
worksheet you create, you should enter the above amount. But for 
subsequent worksheets you should reduce your entry by the "2014 
carryback used" on the preceding worksheets. The accuracy of your 
entry here is critical. 

2015 balance before worksheets.  (auto-calc) Computed from amounts 
on the screen for the third non-disaster NOL as "Available 2015 tax
able income" less "2014 carryback used," this is the 2015 taxable 
balance available when you first enter the worksheets.

2015 balance remaining for THIS worksheet.  This is the part of the pre
ceding balance that remains available after deducting amounts used 
in 2015 on worksheets that precede the current one. For the first 
worksheet you create, you should enter the above amount. But for 
subsequent worksheets you should reduce your entry by the "2015 
carryback used" on the preceding worksheets. The accuracy of your 
entry here is critical. 

2016 MTI balance before worksheets. (auto-calc) Taken from the corre
sponding amount on screen 8 of the form, this is the 2016 modified 
taxable balance available when you first enter the worksheets.

2016 MTI balance for THIS worksheet.  This is the part of the preceding 
balance  that  remains  available  after  deducting  amounts  used  on 
worksheets that precede the current one. For the first  worksheet 
you create, you should enter the above amount. But for subsequent 
worksheets you should reduce your entry by the "Amount used in 
2016" on the preceding worksheet. The accuracy of your entry here  
is critical. 

b Code (see instructions). Enter the 4, 6, or 9-digit code for the NOL for 
this worksheet as defined in our instructions for the first non-disas
ter NOL. 

c Type (NB, ESB, or GEN). Enter one of these 3 types for the NOL. Type 
DIS (for disaster losses) is not valid for these worksheets but only 
for the worksheets for disaster losses for Part III, line 3.

d Initial loss for III. Enter the declared disaster loss for 2016 for the 
identified code.
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f. Amount used in 2016 for III.  (auto-calc) Always zero for these work
sheets because, by definition, current-year NOL cannot be deducted 
in the current year because there is no taxable income to offset it. 

d through i for IV. These lines are used only if you answered "No" for the elec
tion in Part I, section C. Otherwise, all amounts will be zero.

d Initial loss for IV. (auto-calc) Taken as the amount on line d (Initial loss 
for III)  if you answered "No" for the election in Part I, Section C. 
Otherwise, zero.

e  2014  carry
back  used 
for IV. (auto-
calc) Com
puted  as  the 
lesser  of  line 
d (Initial  loss 
for  IV)  and 
your  entry 
for  "2014 
balance  re
maining  for 
THIS  work
sheet,"  this 
is  the 
amount  you 
can claim on 
an  amended 
return for 2014.

f After 2014 carryback for IV. (auto-calc) Computed as line d (for IV) less 
line e (for IV).

g 2015 carryback used for IV. (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of line 
d (for  IV)  and  your  entry  for  "2015 balance  remaining  for  THIS 
worksheet," this is the amount you can claim on an amended return 
for 2015.

h After 2015 carryback for IV. (auto-calc) Computed as line f (for IV) less 
line g (for IV).

i Carryover to 2017 for IV. (auto-calc) Taken from the preceding line.

h. Carryover to 2017 for III. (auto-calc) If lines d through i for IV are used 
(that is, you answered "No" for the election in Part I, Section C), 
taken as the preceding result for line i (Carryover to 2017 for IV).  
Otherwise, taken as line d (Initial loss for III). This is the amount to 
be entered on the Form 3805V for the next tax year.

Amounts for NEXT worksheet. These are amounts you must enter at the top 
of the NEXT worksheet, if any.

2014 balance remaining for NEXT worksheets. (auto-calc) Computed as 
"2014 balance remaining for THIS worksheet" less line e (2014 car
ryback used for IV).
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 2014 balance before worksheets▒     0
 2014 bal.rmng. for THIS wrksht      0
 2015 balance before worksheets▒     0
 2015 bal.rmng, for THIS wrksht      0

 b.  Code (see instructions)...
 c.  Type        (NB, ESB, GEN)    
 d.  Initial  loss       forIII      0
 f.  Amt. used in 2016   forIII▒     0
 d.  Initial  loss       for IV▒     0
 e.  2014 carrybck used  for IV▒     0
 f.  After 2014 carrybk  for IV▒     0
 g.  2015 carrybck used  for IV▒     0
 h.  After 2015 carrybk  for IV▒     0
 i.  Carryover to 2017   for IV▒     0
 h.  Carryover to 2017   forIII▒     0
 2014 bal.rmng. for NEXT wrksht▒     0
 2015 bal.rmng. for NEXT wrksht▒     0

Figure CA-10.  Current Year NOL Worksheet
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2015 balance remaining for NEXT worksheets. (auto-calc) Computed as 
"2015 balance remaining for THIS worksheet" less line g (2015 car
ryback used for IV).

SUMMARY. Total carrybacks and carryovers are shown here in addition to e-
file status. 

Total 2014 non-disaster carryback. (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of 
"2014 carryback used" for the first three current-year NOLs and the 
preceding worksheet, this amount is used for Part I, Section A, line 
26. 

Total 2015 non-disaster carryback. (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of 
"2015 carryback used" for the first three current-year NOLs and the 
preceding worksheet, this amount is used for Part I, Section A, line 
27. 

Total non-disaster NOL carryover.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of 
"Carryover to 2017" for all prior-year NOLs (on screens 4 and 5, and 
worksheets for screen 6) that do not have DIS entered as Type for 
line c, this amount is used for Part III, line 5. 

Total disaster loss carryover. (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of "Car
ryover to 2017" for all  prior-year NOLs (on screens 4 and 5, and 
worksheets for screen 6) that have DIS entered as Type for line c, 
plus the sum of "Carryover to 2017" for all current-year NOLs (on 
screens 9, 10, and 11, and worksheets for screen 12), this amount 
is used for Part III, line 6. 

Overflows required (no e-file)?  (auto-calc) Answered Yes if any work
sheets for overflows are used, as indicated by an amount for "Car
rover from 2015" on a Prior Year NOL Worksheet or an amount for 
"Initial loss" on any Current Year NOL or Disaster Loss Worksheet. 
You must file a paper return if this answer is Yes.

Extra line for personal memos.  The supporting statement you create for this 
line will not be printed as a part of the official return. This line is provided only 
to allow you to make private notes or reminders.
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Form 3805Z* / Enterprise Zone Deduction and Credit 
Summary 

* Included in Premium Level software ONLY. This form is only built into the 
Premium Level version of the California Supplement.

Purpose.  This form was formerly used to figure deductions, credits, recap
ture, and NOL carryover for business expenses in a California Enterprise Zone. 
However, Enterprise Zone (EZ) incentives were repealed on January 1, 2014, 
so the form no longer reflects current-year qualification for credits. Neverthe
less, carryovers and continuing credit for hiring before 2014 still applies, so 
the form remains complex. The details are so complex that the FTB provides a 
23-page booklet,  complete  with four additional  worksheets  (some of them 
two pages long), to explain qualifications and computations for Form 3805Z. 
Because there are so many facets to this form, amounts computed on this 
form are reported in several places on the return. Only four of these amounts 
are automatically posted elsewhere on the return:  (1) Hiring Credit from this 
form is posted to Schedule P as a current-year credit for Section B2 of Part III  
of the schedule, (2) carryover of Sales or Use Tax Credit is posted to Sched
ule P as a repealed credit for Section B2 of Part III of the schedule,  (3) NOL 
carryover is posted to line 21e of Schedule CA, and  (4) recapture of Hiring 
Credit from a worksheet in the instructions for this form is posted to line 63 
of Form 540. All other amounts must be manually entered on the lines of the 
return to which they apply. For example, business expenses and interest relat
ed to the EZ zone must be deducted on the forms to which they apply, and  
their recapture must be reported as income in a supporting statement for line 
21f of Schedule CA (as an additive adjustment).  Form 3805Z is accessible  
through the Road Map at line 21e of Schedule CA, two separate Credit 176  
lines in Part III of Schedule P (on screens 8 and 9 of Schedule P, page 2), and  
the Form 3805Z component of Form 540, line 63.

GENERAL INFORMATION. The Enterprise Zone business is identified here.
Secretary of State file number.  Enter the SOS file number, if applicable. 

The number should consist of 12 digits starting with 19 or 20.
A Entity type: Individual. (auto-calc) Automatically Yes because this form 

is being prepared with this software for use in a Form 540 return.
B Name of the Enterprise Zone (EZ) business.  Enter the name in 35 char

acters or less.
C Address where the EZ business is conducted.  Enter the street address 

for the EZ business on this line in 35 characters or less.
City.  Enter the city in 22 characters or less.
State.  Enter the standard 2-letter code for the state.
ZIP code.  Enter the ZIP code in the standard xxxxx-xxxx format.

D Name of the EZ in which the business and/or investment activity is lo
cated.  Enter the government-assigned name of the Enterprise Zone. 
The allowed names are listed on page 3 of the 2016 Form 3805Z 
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booklet.  CAUTION for e-file: The FTB requires that your entry be  
precisely the same as one of the names in the booklet. This includes  
adherence to the upper-casing of the first letter of each word, and  
no spaces before or after dashes for names that have dashes. Other
wise, your return will be rejected. 

Individual investors: Skip E through I. Lines E through I apply only to indi
viduals who are sole proprietors of a business in an Enterprise Zone. They 
do not apply to individuals who receive pass-through credits and carry
overs from partnerships, corporations, etc., in which they invest.

E Principal Business Activity Code.  Except for the Long Beach Enterprise 
Zone, enter the 6-digit Principal Business Activity (PBA) code from 
the FTB chart on pages 20 through 22 of the 2016 Form 3805Z 
booklet. For Long Beach, enter the 4-digit Standard Industrial Classi
fication (SIC) code from the list  on page 19 of the Form 3805Z 
booklet. (Although the 6-digit PBA codes are based on the same sys
tem as the IRS uses for federal Schedule C, the FTB subdivides the 
categories in a different manner than the IRS. You should therefore 
use the FTB table for this entry.)  CAUTION for e-file: Unlike the 
IRS, the FTB does not allow 999999 nor 999000 when unable to  
classify the EZ business. Instead, you must choose a category that  
best fits your business from the table in the FTB 3805Z booklet.  
Accordingly, the entry of a number larger than 813000 will cause a  
rejection of the e-file return. 

F Total number of employees in the EZ. Enter the number of employees in 
the entire zone.

G Number of employees included in the computation of the hiring credit, 
if claimed.  The hiring credit applies only to employees hired after 
the final designation of the Enterprise Zone but before the expiration 
of the designation. See the Form 3805Z booklet for other require
ments.

H Gross annual receipts of the business.  Enter the gross income for tax 
year 2016. 

I Total asset value of the business. Enter the asset value at the end of tax 
year 2016 (or the end of the EZ designation, if earlier).

WORKSHEETS.  Before you can complete Form 3805Z, you must complete 
the FTB worksheets that appear in the FTB’s 3805Z booklet.  These work
sheets are not a part of the official FTB form, do not print with the official re
turn, and should  not be filed with the return. Instead, you must keep them 
with your records and be able to produce them at the IRS's request.  You can 
get a hard copy of all  the data you entered for worksheets  by generating  
Quick Copy printouts of Form 3805Z with support (described in Chapter 10 of 
the User’s Guide). And you can get a formatted copy of the data you entered 
in support by choosing “PERSONAL & Other Support” in the “PRINT Official  
Returns” mode.
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TIP:  Only  sole  proprietors  need  complete  ALL  worksheets.  Investors  to 
whom credits and carryovers are passed, as reported on Schedule K-1 from 
the pass-through entity, can skip most of the worksheets.  And investors 
who receive pass-through credits need only complete Worksheet II, Section 
B. Investors who receive pass-through losses need only complete Work
sheet II, Section B, and Worksheet III.

WORKSHEET IA – HIRING CREDIT AND RECAPTURE. The first worksheet re
lates to claims for the hiring credit and the recapture thereof, and appears on 
page 6 of the Form 3805Z booklet for 2016.  Only sole proprietors need to 
complete this worksheet.

Section A – Credit Computation:
1 Qualified wages paid or incurred for year of employment. (Supported by 

the Hiring  Credit  Worksheet,  Figure  CA-11.) You  must  enter  the 
wage history for each qualifying employee for their first 5 years of 
employment so that the proper percentage can be applied to each 
year. When you return from the worksheets, the total wages for all 
years and employees appears on this line.

2 Total.  The totals for the first 5 years of all employees combined appears 
here based on the worksheet entries.

b 1st year.  (auto-calc line, supported by the Hiring Credit Worksheet,  
Figure CA-11) Summed from line b of all worksheets combined.

c 2nd year.  (auto-calc line, supported by the Hiring Credit Worksheet,  
Figure CA-11) Summed from line c of all worksheets combined.

d 3rd year.  (auto-calc line, supported by the Hiring Credit Worksheet,  
Figure CA-11) Summed from line d of all worksheets combined.

e 4th year.  (auto-calc line, supported by the Hiring Credit Worksheet,  
Figure CA-11) Summed from line e of all worksheets combined.

f  5th year.  (auto-calc line, supported by the Hiring Credit Worksheet,  
Figure CA-11) Summed from line f of all worksheets combined.

3 Multiply line 2 by the percentage for each column.  The percentage of 
wages that count for the hiring credit is 50% for the 1st year, and falls 
10% each year thereafter.

b 50%. (auto-calc) Computed as 50% of line 2b.
c 40%. (auto-calc) Computed as 40% of line 2c.
d 30%. (auto-calc) Computed as 30% of line 2d.
e 20%. (auto-calc) Computed as 20% of line 2e.
f 10%. (auto-calc) Computed as 10% of line 2f.

4 Add the amounts on line 3, columns (b) through (f). (auto-calc) Computed 
as indicated.

LAMRRA credit (on Schedule P). (auto-calc line, supported by Schedule P)   
This is the credit used this year on Schedule P for credit 198, Local  
Agency Military Base Recovery Area Hiring & Sales or Use Tax Credit.

 Federal Work Opportunity Tax Credit.  Enter the federal credit claimed 
for employees hired during calendar year 2005 only.

5 Total California and federal jobs tax credit. (auto-calc) Computed as the 
sum of the preceding two lines.
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6 Subtract line 5 from line 4. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated, this credit 
is used in Schedule Z of Form 3805Z, where limitations on the credit 
are applied.

Hiring Credit Worksheet.  (Figure CA-11) This worksheet supports line 1 of 
FTB Worksheet IA. Use a separate  worksheet  for each employee, entering 
only wages for the first 5 years of employment. 
a. Employee name.  Enter the name of each employee in 25 characters or 

less.
b. 1st year wages. Enter only qualifying wages paid or incurred for this em

ployee for the first year of his or her employment.
c. Employee name.  Enter the name of each employee in 25 characters or 

less.
d. 1st year wages. Enter only qualifying wages paid or incurred for this em

ployee for the first year of his or her employment.
e. 2nd year wages. Enter only qualifying wages paid or incurred for this em

ployee for the second year of his or her employment.
f. 2nd  year  wages. 

Enter only qualify
ing wages paid or 
i

g. ncurred  for  this 
employee  for  the 
second year of his 
or  her  employ
ment.

h. 3rd  year  wages. 
Enter only qualify

ing wages paid or incurred for this employee for the third year of his or 
her employment.

i. 4th year wages. Enter only qualifying wages paid or incurred for this em
ployee for the fourth of his or her employment.

j. 5th year wages. Enter only qualifying wages paid or incurred for this em
ployee for the fifth year of his or her employment.

 TOTAL (all 5 years). (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of lines b through f.

Section B – Credit Recapture:
1 Itemize terminated employees. You must pay a recapture tax for em

ployees who you terminated within a specified time period (generally 
within 270 days of initial employment) if you previously claimed a 
Hiring Credit for the employee. See the FTB instructions for line 1b 
of Form 3805Z (on page 5 of the Form 3805Z booklet for 2016) for 
detailed information on the time periods that apply. In a supporting 
statement for this line, enter the name of the terminated employee 
in  the  description  column,  and  the  amount  of  credit  previously 
claimed in the amount column. The total amount of credit you enter  
in the support appears here when you return to the itemized list. 
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HIRING CREDIT WORKSHEET
 a.  Employee name...           
 Qlfd. wages paid/incurred
 For year of employment:
 b.  1st year wages ...........      0
 c.  2nd year wages ...........      0
 d.  3rd year wages ...........      0
 e.  4th year wages ...........      0
 f.  5th year wages ...........      0
     TOTAL (all 5 years).......▒     0

Figure CA-11.  Hiring Credit Worksheet
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2 Total amount of credit recapture.  (auto-calc) Computed as the total on 
line 1, this is the recapture tax for the hiring credit.  This recapture 
tax is posted to line 1b of Form 3805Z and as an additional tax for 
the Form 3805Z component of Form 540, line 63.

Business Expense Deduction Recapture no longer applies.  Recapture ap
plied when the property was sold, disposed of, or no longer used exclusive
ly in the EZ trade or business, before the end of the second tax year after 
the property was placed in service. However, since the original deduction 
applied only to property placed in service before 2014, there is no recapture 
possible for 2016. As a result, Part II of the 2015 Form 3805Z has been re
moved as well as the associated Worksheet II in the instructions, and all 
parts and worksheets have been renumbered accordingly.

WORKSHEET II  –  INCOME OR LOSS APPORTIONMENT.  This worksheet  is 
used by Form 540 filers to determine the amount for lines 1, 6, and 7 of 
Worksheet III, lines 1 and 3 of Schedule Z, and line 3 of Form 3805Z.  In
vestors with pass-through credits need to complete only lines 3 and 4 of Sec
tion B of this worksheet

Section A – Income Apportionment. This section is used to determine the av
erage apportionment percentage to use in Section B for income of the tax
payer's trade or business and for line 3 of Form 3805Z. The IRS defines this 
percentage as the average of a property factor and a payroll factor. TIP: If  
the trade or business operates entirely within the Enterprise Zone, you need  
not  complete  this  worksheet;  the  result  at  line  6  will  automatically  be  
100%, as required for Section B.  Investors with pass-through credits can  
also skip this section.

1 Value of property.  In lines (a) and (b) enter the  total average property 
value for 2016 of all real and tangible property that is used in the business 
in 2016. Use original cost as the value. Include inventory, buildings, ma
chinery and equipment, furniture and fixtures, land, rented property, and 
other tangible assets.

(a) Within California.  Enter the value for all property used in the busi
ness in California, whether within the Enterprise Zone or not.

(b) Within Enterprise Zone. Enter the value only for property used in the 
Enterprise Zone. Your entry for this line cannot be greater than your 
entry for line (a).

(c) Apportionment percentage.  (auto-calc) If there are amounts in lines 
(a) and (b), computed 100% times line (b) divided by line (a); other 
wise, computed as 100%. This result is the Property Factor.

2 Wages and other compensation. In lines (a) and (b) enter the total pay
roll, including employee wages, salaries, commissions, and other compen
sation related to the business income reported in the tax return.

(a) Within California. Enter the compensation for the entire business in 
California, whether within the Enterprise Zone or not.

(b) Within Enterprise Zone. Enter the compensation only for employees 
performing services in the Enterprise Zone. Your entry for this line 
cannot be greater than your entry for line (a).
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(c) Apportionment percentage.  (auto-calc) If there are amounts in lines 
(a) and (b), computed 100% times line (b) divided by line (a); other
wise, computed as 100%. This result is the Payroll Factor.

3 Total percentage in (c).  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of lines 1(c) 
and 2(c).

4 Average apportionment percentage.  (auto-calc) Computed as line 3 di
vided by 2. This is the average of the Property Factor and the Payroll  
Factor.

The percentage on line 4 is used in the computation of lines 10 and 13 of 
Section B and is the amount for line 3 of Form 3805Z.

Section B – Income or Loss Apportionment. This section is used to deter
mine the overall apportioned income for lines 1, 6, and 7(d) of Worksheet III,  
and lines 1 and 3 of Schedule Z. All Form 540 filers must complete this sec
tion of Worksheet II. For all lines below, you must entire the entire California 
business income or loss in each category.  The entries for lines 1, 2, 4, 6 
through 9, 11, and 12, below, correspond to column (a) of the FTB work
sheet. The percentages above lines 3, 10, and 13 correspond to column (b) 
of the FTB worksheet. The results for lines 3, 5, 10, 13, and 14 correspond 
to column (c) of the FTB worksheet.

1 Wages. Enter the total wages you received for providing services within 
the Enterprise Zone. TIP: This entry would normally be zero for sole  
proprietors. 

2 Employee business expenses.  Enter the total amount  you received for 
your business expenses as an employee. TIP: This entry would nor
mally be zero for sole proprietors.

% of time in the Enterprise Zone. For the amounts in lines 1 and 2, enter 
the percent of time, from 0% to 100%, that the wages apply to ser
vices you performed in the Enterprise Zone relative to all of Califor
nia.

3 Total apportioned amount.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of lines 1 
and 2 times the preceding percentage divided by 100. 

4 Pass-through income or loss. Enter the total distributive or pro-rata share 
of business income or loss as apportioned to the Enterprise Zone on 
the Schedule K-1 you received from the pass-through entity.

5 Total pass-through income or loss. (auto-calc) Taken as line 4, above. 
6 Schedule C or C-EZ. Enter the income or loss from Schedule C or C-EZ 

that applies to your business in California.
7 Schedule E (Rentals). Enter the rental income or loss from Schedule E for 

your rentals in California.
8 Schedule F.  Enter the income or loss from Schedule F that applies to 

your business in California.
9 Other business income or loss.  Enter the income or loss for your busi

ness in California from any other source.
Average apportionment %. (auto-calc) Taken from line 4 of Section A of 

this Worksheet II.
10 Total apportioned amount. (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of lines 6 

through 9 times the preceding percentage divided by 100. 
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11 Capital gain or loss (Schedule D). Enter the business gain or loss from 
Schedule D that applies to your business in California in 2016.

12 Business property sales (Schedule D-1). Enter the business gain or loss 
from Schedule  D-1  that  applies  to  your  business  in  California  in 
2016.

Average apportionment %. (auto-calc) Taken from line 4 of Section A of 
this Worksheet II.

13 Total apportioned amount. (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of lines 11 
and 12 times the preceding percentage divided by 100. 

14 Total income or loss.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of lines 3, 5, 
10, and 13. This is the total apportioned income or loss for the busi 
ness in California.

The result on line 14 is used for line 7(d) of Worksheet III  and line 1 of 
Schedule Z. 

WORKSHEET III – COMPUTATION OF NOL CARRYOVER AND CARRYOVER 
LIMITATIONS. This worksheet is used to determine the amounts for Part III of 
Form 3805Z (NOL Carryover and Deductions). For Form 540 filers lines 1, 6,  
and 7(d) are identical and lines 2a through 5 are zero.

7(d) Total apportioned amount.  (auto-calc) Taken as the result from line 
14 of Worksheet II, Sec. B, this is the amount of income available to 
offset carryover losses from prior years. 

27(b)  Enter  sum of  all  EZ  NOL carryovers  stemming  from years  1995 
through 2013.  Although each year occupies a separate row of the 
FTB worksheet, designated as lines 8 through 26, the result for this 
worksheet does not depend on their separation. Therefore, we re
quire you to only enter the sum of all prior unused carryovers com
bined. This is the amount for line 3a of Form 3805Z. 

27(c) Amount deducted this year.  (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of 
line 7(d) or line 27(b), this is the amount for line 3b of Form 3805Z. 

27(e) Amount deducted this year. (auto-calc) Computed as line 27(b) less 
line 27(c), this is the amount for line 3c of Form 3805Z. 

Hiring Credit and Carryover. Credit and carryovers are both still available for 
the repealed Hiring Credit.

Current  year  -  Worksheet  IA,  Sec.  A,  line  6.  (auto-calc) Taken  from 
Worksheet IA, as indicated, this is the credit before income or tax 
limitations  are  applied  for  targeted  employees  hired  before  2015 
who were still employed for any part of 2016.

Carryover from prior years. Enter the sum of all unused carryovers of 
the Hiring Credit.

Total credit before limitations. (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of the 
preceding two amounts. This amount will  be subjected to income 
and tax liability limitations in Schedule Z.

Sales or Use Tax Credit Carryover. Only carryovers are now available for the 
repealed Sales or Use Tax Credit. No current-year credits can be generated.

Carryover from prior years. Enter the sum of all unused carryovers of 
the Sales or Use Tax Credit.
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MAIN FORM. (auto-calc)  Once you have completed the preceding worksheets, 
Form 3805Z is  completed  for  you by the software,  including Schedule  Z. 
However, some of the numbers you see on the screen are not updated until  
the final recalculation of the entire return. In particular, tax liability limitations 
are computed on Schedule P, not here, so amounts relating to Schedule P are 
not accurate until Schedule P is recalculated.  TIP: At any time, you can see 
the updated amounts based on the current entries on the tax return by press
ing the Recalc Key (shift-F8 or ctrl-B).

PART I – CREDITS AND RECAPTURE.  The Enterprise Zone Credits and the re
capture thereof are summarized in this part. In addition to results from the 
preceding  worksheets,  this  section  depends on amounts from Schedule Z, 
which supports the main and is detailed later.  

1 Hiring and sales or use tax credits claimed on the current year return:
1a Hiring credit from Schedule Z, line 8A, column (g) or line 10, column 

(f). (auto-calc) The amount on line 8A(g) of Schedule Z appears here. 
This result will be meaningful only after Schedule P and the final re
calculation of the return are complete. (Line 10 applies only to S cor
porations, and is therefore not applicable to this Form 540 return.)

1b Hiring credit recapture from Worksheet IA, Section B, line 2, column 
(b). (auto-calc) Taken from your previously completed Worksheet IA, 
Section B, line 2. 

1c Sales or use tax credit from Schedule Z, line 9A, column (g) or line 
11, column (f).  (auto-calc) The amount on line 9A(g) appears here. 
This result will be meaningful only after Schedule P and the final re
calculation of the return are complete. (Line 11 applies only to S cor
porations, and is therefore not applicable to this Form 540 return.)

1d Add line 1a and line 1c. (auto-calc) Computed as indicated, this is the 
total Enterprise Zone Credit used this year. This result will be mean
ingful only after Schedule P and the final recalculation of the return 
are complete.  

PART  II  –  PORTION  OF  BUSINESS  ATTRIBUTABLE  TO  THE  ENTERPRISE 
ZONE.  The result of a manually prepared Worksheet II is reported here. 

2 Average apportionment percentage of your business that is in the EZ 
from Worksheet II, Section A, line 4. (auto-calc) Taken from your pre
viously completed Worksheet II, as indicated. 

PART III – NET OPERATING LOSS (NOL) CARRYOVER AND DEDUCTION.  The 
result of a manually prepared Worksheet III is reported here. 

3a EZ NOL carryover from prior years from Worksheet III, line 27, column 
(b). (auto-calc) Taken from your previously completed Worksheet III, 
as indicated. 

b Total EZ NOL deduction used in the current year from Worksheet III, 
line 27, column (c). (auto-calc) Taken from your previously completed 
Worksheet III,  as indicated. This amount is  posted to line 21e of 
Schedule CA as a subtraction adjustment to income.

c EZ NOL carryover to future years from Worksheet III, line 27, column 
(e). (auto-calc) Taken from your previously completed Worksheet III, 
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as indicated. This is the amount you will enter as a carryover use on 
next year’s Form 3805Z.

SCHEDULE Z – COMPUTATION OF CREDIT LIMITATIONS.  This schedule is 
used to determine the limitation on credit due to the Enterprise Zone business 
income, and to summarize the credit used this year on Schedule P, where the 
credit is limited by tax liability remaining after certain other credits. 

PART I – COMPUTATION OF CREDIT LIMITATIONS
1 Trade or business income. Worksheet II, Sec. B, line 14(c). (auto-calc) 

Taken from your previously completed Worksheet II, as indicated. 
2 Corporations:  Average apportionment percentage from Worksheet  II, 

Section A, line 4. (auto-calc) Always zero because it does not apply 
to a Form 540 return.

3 Multiply line 1 by line 2.  (auto-calc) Contrary to the FTB label for this 
line, the amount on line 1 is used for line 3 as well for individuals. 

4  The  EZ NOL deduction  from Worksheet  III,  line  27,  column (c). (au
to-calc) Taken from your previously completed Worksheet III, as indi
cated.

5 EZ taxable income. (auto-calc) Computed as line 3 less line 4.
6a Amount of tax due using the amount on line 5.  (auto-calc) Computed 

using the FTB tax table or tax rate schedule for 2016, whichever ap
plies, as if the amount on line 5 was your entire taxable income.

6b Amount of  tax from Form 540,  line 35.  (auto-calc) Taken from Form 
540, as indicated.

7 Smaller of line 6a or line 6b.  (auto-calc) Computed as indicated, this is 
the limitation on credit for 2016 based on your Enterprise Zone busi
ness income. 

PART II – LIMITATION OF CREDITS FOR INDIVIDUALS.  Part II of Schedule Z 
requires a knowledge of the tax limitations imposed on the Enterprise Zone 
credit in Part III of Schedule P. Therefore, the credit after applying the limita
tion shown on line 7, above, must be posted to Schedule P, then the amount 
used this year after applying the limitations on Schedule P is returned to this 
form, as summarized in this section.   

8 Hiring credit:
Hiring credit and carryover.  (auto-calc) Taken from "Total credit before 

limitation" on screen 6, this is the sum of your previously-completed 
Worksheet IA, Sec. A, line 6, and your entry on screen 6 for "Carry
over  from  prior  years"  under  the  heading  "Hiring  Credit  & 
Carryover." 

Limitation based on EZ income. (auto-calc) Taken from line 7 of Schedule 
Z, in the preceding part of this schedule. 

Credit for Schedule P, column (a).  (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of 
the preceding two lines, this is the amount of credit for column (a)  
of Schedule P, Part III, Section B, Subsection B2 for credit code 176 
for Enterprise Zone Hiring Tax Credit.
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Limitation based on net tax. (auto-calc) Taken from Schedule P, this is the 
tax balance after claiming all credits that are taken before the refer
enced code 176 credit on Schedule P. 

Credit used on Schedule P, column (b). (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser 
of the preceding two lines, this is the amount of code 176 Hiring 
Credit used this year. This result is used in determining the amount 
for column (g) of Schedule Z, Part II, line 8A, below.

A (f) Limitation based on EZ business income. (auto-calc) Taken from line 
7 of Schedule Z, Part I. 

(g) Used on Schedule P.  (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of “Hiring 
credit from Worksheet IA” (on screen 8), “Limitation based on net 
tax” (also on screen 8), and the above amount on line 8A(f). 

B (b) Credit amount. (auto-calc) Taken from line 6 of Worksheet IA, Sec
tion A, this is the current-year hiring credit before EZ income and tax 
balance limitations. 

(c) Total prior year carryover.  (auto-calc) Taken from your correspond
ing entry in our Hiring Credit Summary at the top of screen 3, this is  
the carryover of hiring credit before EZ income and tax balance limi
tations.

(d) Total credit assigned from form FTB 3544 column (g). (auto-calc) Al
ways computed as zero because this line  applies only to corpora
tions, not individuals filing a Form 540 tax return.

(e) Total credit, column (b) plus column (c) minus column (d). (auto-calc) 
Computed as indicated from the preceding three lines.

(f) Limitation based on EZ business income. (auto-calc) Contrary to the 
implications of the FTB label, this amount is taken from line 8A(g), 
which includes the limitation to tax balance in addition to the limita
tion based on EZ business income, so that the carryover on line (h) 
is not understated. 

(h) Carryover, column (e) minus column (f). (auto-calc) Computed as in
dicated, this is the amount of hiring credit that can be carried over 
to 2017. 

9 Sales or use tax credit:
Sales or use tax credit carryover.  (auto-calc) Taken from your entry on 

screen 6 for "Carryover from prior years" under the heading "Sales 
& Use Tax Carryover."  

Limitation based on EZ income. (auto-calc) Taken from line 7 of Schedule 
Z, in the preceding part of this schedule. 

Credit for Schedule P, column (a).  (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of 
the preceding two lines, this is the amount of credit for column (a)  
of Schedule P, Part III, Section B, Subsection B2 for credit code 176 
for Enterprise Sales or Use Tax Credit.

Limitation based on net tax. (auto-calc) Taken from Schedule P, this is the 
tax balance after claiming all credits that are taken before the refer
enced code 176 credit on Schedule P. 
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Credit used on Schedule P, column (b). (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser 
of the preceding two lines, this is the amount of code 176 Sales or 
Use Tax Credit used this year. This result is used in determining the 
amount for column (g) of Schedule Z, Part II, line 8A, below.

A (f)  Limitation based on EZ business income.  (auto-calc) Computed as 
the amount on line 8A(f) less than amount on line 8B(f), this is the 
part of the EZ business income limitation not used for the Hiring 
Credit, and therefore available for the Sales and Use Tax Credit.

(g) Used on Schedule P. (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of “Sales or 
use tax credit carryover” or “Limitation based on net tax” less line 
8A(g), and the above amount on 9A(f). 

B (c) Total prior year carryover.  (auto-calc) Taken from your correspond
ing entry for "Sales or use tax credit carryover," above, this is the 
carryover of sales or use tax credit before EZ income and tax bal
ance limitations.

(d) Total credit assigned from form FTB 3544 column (g). (auto-calc) Al
ways computed as zero because this line  applies only to corpora
tions, not individuals filing a Form 540 tax return.

(e) Total credit, column (b) plus column (c) minus column (d). (auto-calc) 
Taken as column (c) because there is no column (b) for line 9, and 
column (d) applies only to corporations.

(f) Limitation based on EZ business income. (auto-calc) Contrary to the 
implications of the FTB label, this amount is taken from line 9A(g), 
which includes the limitation to tax balance in addition to the limita
tion based on EZ business income, so that the carryover on line (h) 
is not understated. 

(h) Carryover, column (e) minus column (f). (auto-calc) Computed as in
dicated, this is the amount of sales or use tax credit that can be car 
ried over to 2017. 
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PART III – LIMITATION OF CREDITS FOR S CORPORATIONS ONLY. Not appli
cable to Form 540 returns.

PART IV – LIMITATION OF CREDITS FOR CORPORATIONS AND S CORPORA
TIONS SUBJECT TO PAYING ONLY THE MINIMUM FRANCHISE TAX. Not ap
plicable to Form 540 returns.

Extra line for personal memos. Provided for supporting statements that will 
not be printed with the official return.
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Form 3806* / LARZ NOL Carryover Deduction 

* Included in Premium Level software ONLY. This form is only built into the 
Premium Level version of the California Supplement.

Purpose.  This form is was formerly used to figure both a credit carryover 
and/or a Net Operating Loss (NOL) deduction  for activities in a Los Angeles 
Revitalization Zone (LARZ) from May 1, 1992 through December  1, 1998. 
However, the credit no longer has any carryovers available, so the form is 
now  used  only  for  reporting  the  NOL  carryover  deduction,  which  passes 
through  line  21e  of  Schedule  CA to  Form 540.  Form 3806 is  accessible  
through the Road Map at the Form 3806 component of line 21e of Schedule  
CA.  

GENERAL INFORMATION. The Enterprise Zone business is identified here.
Secretary of State file number.  Enter the SOS file number here, if applica

ble. 
A Entity type: Individual. (auto-calc) Automatically Yes because this form 

is being prepared with this software for use in a Form 540 return.
B Name of the LARZ business.  Enter the name in 35 characters or less. 

You must complete a separate Form 3806 for each separate busi
ness you operated in the LARZ.

C Address where the LARZ business is conducted.  Enter the address of 
the actual location on the two 35-character line fields provided.

D Name of the community within the former LARZ in which the activity is 
located.  Enter the name of the community in which the business 
and/or investment activity is located. 

E Principal Business Activity Code. Enter the 6-digit Principal Business Ac
tivity (PBA) code for the LARZ business that you report on your fed
eral Schedule C (Form 1040),  line B, for this business.  (This line 
does not apply if your credit or NOL deduction stems only from a  
pass-through entity.) Exception for e-file: Neither the IRS nor the FTB 
allows 999999 (unable to classify) as the PBA code for an e-file re
turn, but allows numbers up to 999000. Therefore, you must  enter 
999000 instead of 999999 if you are unable to classify your busi
ness.

F Gross annual receipts of the business.  Enter the gross income for tax 
year 2016. (This line does not apply if your credit or NOL deduction  
stems only from a pass-through entity.) 

G Total asset value of the business.  Enter the asset value at the end of 
tax year 2016. (This line does not apply if your credit or NOL deduc
tion stems only from a pass-through entity.)

WORKSHEETS I AND II.  Before the current Form 3806 can be completed, 
you must complete two FTB worksheets in the FTB’s 3806 booklet.

Worksheet I (  Income or Loss Apportionment  ) is used to determine the per
centage of your business that is in the LARZ and the corresponding por
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tion of trade or business income attributable to the LARZ. TIP: If your en
tire  business  operates  within  the LARZ,  you  do not  need  to complete  
Worksheet I, but you do need to enter proper percentage on line 1 of Form  
3806. 

Worksheet II (  NOL Carryover and Carryover Limitations  ) is used to deter
mine the NOL carryover available for consideration for 2016, the amount 
to be used this year, and the amount to be carried over to 2017.  If you 
have no NOL carryover, skip this worksheet and enter zero on lines 2a, 
2b, and 2c. 

PART I  – PORTION OF BUSINESS ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE FORMER LARZ. 
The result of Worksheet I, Section A, is reported here. 

1 Average apportionment percentage of your business that is in the for
mer LARZ from Worksheet I, Section A, line 4. If your entire business 
operates within the LARZ, enter 100 here. If your use of Form 3806 
stems from pass-through entities, skip this line (leaving the entry as 
zero).  Otherwise, complete the worksheet on page 5 of the FTB 
2016 Form 3806 instructions using only California amounts and en
ter the result from line 4 here. This is the percentage (from 0 to 
100) of your business attributable to the LARZ, averaged between 
property percentage and payroll percentage. (Because only California 
amounts apply, the result will be 100 if all income and wages out
side of the LARZ are also outside of California.) 

PART II – NET OPERATING LOSS (NOL) CARRYOVER AND DEDUCTION.  The 
result of a manually prepared Worksheet II is reported here. 

2a Total LARZ NOL carryover from prior years from Worksheet II, line 12, 
column (b).  Complete the worksheet on page 7 of the FTB 2016 
Form 3806 instructions and enter the result from line 12(b). This is 
the total NOL carryover stemming from business in the LARZ (from 
1994 through 1998).

b Total LARZ NOL carryover deduction used in the current year from 
Worksheet II, line 12, column (c). Complete the worksheet on page 7 
of the FTB 2016 Form 3806 instructions and enter the result from 
line 12(c). This is the NOL carryover to be deducted in 2016.

c LARZ NOL carryover to future years from Worksheet II, line 12, col
umn (e). Complete the worksheet on page 7 of the FTB 2016 Form 
3806 instructions and enter the result from line 12(e). This is the 
NOL carryover to be carried over to 2017.

The amount on line 3b is posted to line 21e of Schedule CA as an NOL deduc
tion from Form 3806. 

Extra line for personal memos.  Provided for supporting statements that will 
not be printed with the official return.
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Form  3885A  /  Depreciation  and  Amortization  Adjust
ments

Little conformity since September 11, 2001. to recent federal legislation from 
1987 through Jan.  1, 1993, and starting January 1, 1997, but not otherwise.  
California adopted the ACRS method for property placed in service in 1987 or 
later, bringing it into conformity with the federal laws for several years. Con
formity was less perfect in 1993 through 1996, but California caught up with 
the federal laws in 1997. However, since September 11, 2001, California has 
adopted  few of  the  federal  changes.   Most  notably,  California  has  never 
adopted the special “bonus” depreciation that has appeared off and on since 
2001, including the huge increases in section 179 expensing starting in 2008 
and the special  “bonus” depreciation for most tangible property starting in 
2008. This means that depreciation claimed on the federal return for newly 
acquired property will typically be much higher than that claimed on the Cali 
fornia return for  most property.  And depreciation  adjustments  for  property 
placed in service before 1987 are necessary because California still followed 
the federal pre-1981 depreciation methods up until 1987.  As a result, the 
translation from the federal Form 4562 is a good starting point but is seldom 
the whole picture.

Multi-scheduling conforms to federal  return.   The requires that  a separate 
Form 4562 be completed for each separate business.  The translation from 
the federal return therefore creates a separate Form 3885A for each separate 
copy of Form 4562 on the federal return.  The automatic linking with the re
turn matches the federal approach through the special California Worksheets 
A, C, E, F, and 4835.  The copy number, the indication of the supported 
worksheet, and the business activity are therefore all automatically translated 
from the corresponding copy of Form 4562.  By contrast, the FTB instructs fil
ers to omit Form 3885A when the activity is passive and reported on Form 
3801.  Nevertheless, the detail on Form 3885A is required in support of Form 
3801 entries, so we retain the form even when the adjustments are passed 
through Form 3801.  (CAUTION: Although any federal Form 4562 associated 
with a federal Form 2106 is translated to the California Form 3885A, any ad
justments resulting on that copy of Form 3885A are not posted anywhere au
tomatically. You must enter any adjustments on the appropriate lines of the 
return, such as on Worksheet A or Schedule CA.)   

CAUTION: View all worksheets after translation. Because the California for
mat differs from the federal format, you MUST view all translated worksheets 
for Form 3885A to ensure their proper calculation and posting. Moreover, 
whenever you view ONE worksheet attached to a particular line, you must 
view ALL worksheets attached to the same line in order to ensure that all 
translated worksheets are included in the totals for the line.

Reshuffling of worksheets may be necessary. Because of the differences be
tween California and federal formats,  you may also need to remove some 
worksheets translated from the federal return and add others.  The California 
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form separates new (2016) property from all other property, and California 
law differed greatly from federal law before 1987.  As a result there are three 
time periods into which we separate the form for data entry purposes: 2016 
property, 1987 through 2015 property, and pre-1987 property.  The federal 
form does not provide such a separation in some areas,  however,  so our 
translation of worksheets from the federal return may include translation of 
some worksheets to the wrong groups.  You may therefore have to remove 
some translated worksheets (by means of the Remove Key, shift-F3 or ctrl-R) 
and reenter their data in worksheets attached to other lines.  Areas where 
this must be done include the following:

Section 168 Property.  The worksheets attached to line 15 of the federal 
Form 4562 are translated to the Section 168 Worksheets for line 5 
of the California form.  However, the federal line can include prop
erty placed in service during 2016.  The worksheets for 2016 prop
erty must be removed from line 5 and their data must be reentered 
on a Section 168 Worksheet for line 3.

50-year Property.  The worksheets attached to the line above line 22 of 
the federal Form 4562 are translated to the MACRS/ACRS work
sheets for line 5 of the California form.  However, the federal line 
can  include property  placed  in  service  during  2016.   The work
sheets for 2016 property must be removed from line 5 and their 
data must be reentered on MACRS/ACRS Worksheets for line 3.

Listed Property.  The worksheets attached to lines 25 through 29 of the 
federal Form 4562 are translated to the MACRS/ACRS worksheets 
for line 5 of the California form.  However,  the federal  lines 25 
through 29 and  their  attached  worksheets  may include  property 
placed in service during 2016 and property placed in service before 
1987.  Those Listed Property Worksheets must be removed from 
line  5;  the 2016 data must then be reentered on MACRS/ACRS 
Worksheets for line 3, and the pre-1987 data must be reentered on 
Pre-87 Depreciation Worksheets for line 5.

Other depreciation.  Similar procedures may be necessary for the feder
al “other depreciation” line above line 16 of federal Form 4562, but 
only rarely.  This line is used almost exclusively for pre-1981 prop
erty on the federal return.  But for the rare special cases of newer 
property (1987 or newer) where ACRS depreciation methods are 
not allowed on the federal  return, you may have to remove the 
worksheets and reenter them elsewhere.

Altering of entries on some other worksheets may also be necessary.  Even 
for worksheets that are already translated to the proper lines, you may have 
to alter some entries on the worksheets because of past differences between 
federal and California law.

Pre-1987 property.  Adjustments are almost always required for property 
placed in service before 1987, when California had not yet con
formed to federal ACRS methods.
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Post-1992 property.  Adjustments are often required for property placed 
in service in 1993 or later if section 179 deductions were claimed. 
The California  ceiling  remained at $10,000 until  1997 while  the 
federal ceiling rose to $17,500 in that time; the California ceiling 
for 1997 was $13,000 while the federal one was $18,000; and the 
California ceiling for 1998 was $16,000 while the federal one was 
$18,500. (For 1999 both the California and federal ceilings were 
$19,000, for 2000 both were $20,000, for 2001 and 2002 both 
were  $24,000,  but  since  2003  the  California  ceiling  has  been 
$25,000  while  the  federal  ceiling  is  a  whopping  $100,000  for 
2003,  $102,000  for  2004,  $105,000  for  2005,  $108,000  for 
2006,  $125,000 for  2007,  $250,000 for  2008 and  2009,  and 
$500,000 since 2010, now made permanent.)

Post-9/10/01 property. California has no provision analogous to the fed
eral special 30%, 50%, or 100% special depreciation allowance for 
new property. Since this federal special allowance is mandatory un
less you elect out of it, an adjustment to the depreciation basis will  
now almost always be necessary. 

Nonresidential real property after May 12, 1993, but before January 1, 
1997.  Finally, adjustments are also necessary for nonresidential real 
property placed in service on or after May 13, 1993, but before 
January 1, 1997, when the federal recovery period was increased 
from 31.5 years to 39 years while the California recovery period re
mained at 31.5 years.

PART I,  IDENTIFY THE ACTIVITY AS PASSIVE OR NONPASSIVE.   A single 
Form 3885A applies to a single activity, and so relates to either a passive or a 
nonpassive activity.  When the activity is identified as passive, adjustments 
are  passed  through  Form  3801  and  eventually  reflected  in  Schedule  CA 
through lines labeled as PAL adjustments.  But when the activity is identified 
as nonpassive, adjustments are passed directly through Schedule CA.

1 Completed for passive Activity? (auto-calc) The answer to the passive 
activity question is determined automatically based on your answers 
on the worksheet or schedule to which this copy of Form 3885A is 
attached.  For an unattached copy or a copy for Schedule A, howev
er, you may have to override the automatic entry.

Completed for nonpassive Activity? (auto-calc) Automatically the oppo
site of the above answer.

PART II, ELECTION TO EXPENSE CERTAIN TANGIBLE PROPERTY.  California 
has an expensing provision similar to the federal provision for the year the 
property  is  first  placed  in  service.  However,  the  California  ceiling  is  only  
$25,000  for  2016,  in  sharp  contrast  with  the  nominal  federal  ceiling  of  
$500,000.

FTB Sec.  179 Calculations.  In order to determine the deductible amount for 
line 2 of Form 3885A, the FTB provides a worksheet in its instructions for 
Form 3885A which parallels the lines in Part I of federal Form 4562, but with 
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different dollar limits and with qualified zone lines omitted.  The worksheet ap
pears on the screen, but you should refer to the instructions for Part I of Form 
4562 that appear in Chapter 2 of the Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edition for de
tails.

1 Maximum dollar limitation.  (auto-calc) Normally $25,000 for 2016.
MFS: cost of section 179 property for spouse.  If married filing separate

ly, your spouse's property also counts for line 2.
2 Total cost of sec 179 property placed during the tax year.  (auto-calc) 

Computed as the total cost of assets for which you claim section 
179 deductions at lines 6a (taken from your entries on the Section 
179 Worksheets)  and  6b  (taken  from your  entries  on  the Listed 
Property  Worksheets),  plus,  if  married  filing  separately,  all  of  the 
spouse's other Section 179 property.

3 Threshold cost before reduction in limitation.  (auto-calc) Automatical
ly $200,000.

4 Reduction in limitation.  (auto-calc) An excess cost is computed here 
as the total cost in line 2 less the threshold in line 3, but no less 
than zero.

MFS: $ deviation from 50/50 rule.  (For MFS filing status ONLY.) The dol
lar limitation is line 1 less line 4, but married taxpayers filing sepa
rately must split this amount between themselves.  A 50/50 split is 
normal, but the FTB allows you to make a different split as long as 
the two of you deduct no more than the dollar limitation on both of 
your returns combined.  This line is therefore provided to alter the 
split by allowing you to enter a dollar adjustment to the 50/50 split  
ranging from line 1 less line 4 to line 4 less line 1.

5 Dollar limitation for the tax year.  (auto-calc) Computed as line 1 less 
line 4, plus the preceding deviation if married filing separately, but 
no less than zero.

6 Other  than listed property.   (Supported by the Section 179 Work
sheet.) The claim for property placed in service in the current tax 
year is detailed here for all except listed property.  The Section 179 
Worksheets for this line are translated from the federal Section 179 
Worksheets that support line 6 of federal Form 4562.

7  Listed  property.   (Supported  by the  Section  179 Worksheet.)  The 
claim for listed property is  shown here.   The Section 179 Work
sheets for this line are translated from the federal Listed Property 
Worksheets that support lines 26 and 27 of federal Form 4562.  All 
listed property worksheets are translated to this line, but only new 
property  will  have a  section  179 deduction.   You may therefore 
want to remove the extraneous worksheets with the Remove Key 
(shift-F3 or ctrl-R), but their presence will not affect the calculations 
for the return nor the official printouts for the FTB.

8 Total elected section 179 cost.  (auto-calc) Computed as line 6 plus line 
7.

9 Tentative deduction.  (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser of line 5 or 
line 8.  Limitations A and B on the second page of the Form 4562 
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section of Chapter 2 of the main Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edition are 
enforced here.

10  Carryover  of  disallowed  deduction  from  2015.   Enter  here  any 
amount of section 179 deduction disallowed on the California return 
in 2015 because of the limitation of the deduction to taxable busi
ness income.

Adjustment to taxable income limitation.  The software takes into ac
count all wages and self-employment income throughout the return, 
but does not prorate it among separate Forms 4562.  As a result, if 
you have more than one Form 3885A with Sec.  179 deductions, 
you will have to make a negative entry here to reduce the limitation 
on line 11 by the amount allocated to other Forms 3885A.

11 Taxable income limitation.  (auto-calc) The limitation is applied here.
12 Section 179 expense deduction.  (auto-calc) Computed as the lesser 

of line 11 or the sum of lines 9 and 10.  This amount is carried to 
line 2 of Form 3885A, below.

13 Carryover of disallowed deduction to 2017.  (auto-calc) Computed as 
line 9 plus line 10 less line 12, this is the amount disallowed due to 
the taxable income limitation on line 11, and can be used on next 
year's Form 3885A.

2 Amount from FTB worksheet.  (auto-calc) Taken as line 12 of all the above 
FTB Sec. 179 Worksheets, this is the amount of the California deduction for 
section 179 expense.  The adjustment relative to the federal amount is figured 
after line 8, because line 8 includes the federal Sec.  179 deduction in addi
tion to all other depreciation.

PART III, DEPRECIATION.  All depreciation other than the Section 179 deduc
tion is figured here.  The only details actually printed on the California Form 
3885A are those for property newly placed in service in 2016.  But the bulk 
of the calculations for the adjustments to be posted to Schedule CA apply to 
earlier years, especially before 1987, when California differed most apprecia
bly from federal law. CAUTION: California has not conformed to federal provi
sions  for  a  special  “bonus”  depreciation  for  property  placed  in  service  in  
2016.

3 2016 California depreciation.  (Supported by the MACRS/ACRS Work
sheet.)  These worksheets  are translated  from the worksheets  for 
lines 19a through 20c of federal Form 4562, all of which are used 
solely for property newly placed in service in 2016.  CAUTION: If  
the lines on the federal Form 4562 for 50-year Property or Listed  
Property include property newly placed in service in 2016, you must  
remove those worksheets from the set at line 5 and reenter the data  
anew on the worksheets for THIS line.

2016  California  section  168  property.   (Supported  by  the  Section  
168(f)(1) Worksheet.) No federal worksheets are translated to this 
line, so if any property reported on line 15 of the federal Form 4562 
was placed in service in 2016, you must remove the corresponding 
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Section 168 Worksheet that is translated to line 5 and reenter its 
data on a worksheet attached to this line.

2016 California listed property.   (Supported by the Listed Property  
Worksheet.) No federal worksheets are translated to this line, so if 
any property reported on lines 25 through 29 of the federal Form 
4562 was placed in service in 2016, you must remove the corre
sponding Listed Property Worksheet that is translated to line 5 and 
reenter its data on a worksheet attached to this line.

4 Add amounts on line 3, column (f).  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum 
of line (f) for the above depreciation worksheets,  this is the total 
ONLY for newly placed property.

5 California depreciation for assets placed prior to 2016.  A number of 
separate sets of worksheets support this line because of differences 
between the federal and California forms and laws over the years. 
The data for most worksheets for property placed in service after 
1986 or before 1993 will not need to be modified because of close 
conformance of California law to federal law.  But see the preceding 
shaded areas for exceptions.

Pre-2016 California section 168(f)(1) property.  (Supported by the Sec
tion 168(f)(1) Worksheet.) Translated from line 15 of federal Form 
4562, including all worksheets attached to the line. You must modi
fy the translated worksheets only to reflect past differences in the 
law.  Be sure to remove worksheets from this line for any property 
newly placed in service in 2016, and reenter it in Sec. 168 Work
sheets for line 3.  (This line is reserved for property you elect on the 
federal return to depreciate by the units-of-production method or any 
other method not based on a term of years.)

1987  to  2015  California  ACRS  property.   (Supported  by  the 
MACRS/ACRS Worksheet.)  Translated from line 17 of federal Form 
4562.  MACRS depreciation was allowed by California starting in 
1987, so you will rarely have to modify the amounts translated to 
these worksheets from the federal Form 4562 unless you claimed 
section 179 deductions after 1992 or claimed depreciation for non
residential real property placed after May 12, 1993.

Pre-1987  California  ACRS  property.   (Supported  by the Depreciation  
Worksheet for Pre-87 ACRS Property.) Translated from the line two 
lines above line 16 of federal Form 4562.  All ACRS Worksheets are 
translated to Depreciation Worksheets of the type described in the 
Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edition for “Other depreciation” at line 16 of 
Form  4562  because  California  did  not  allow  ACRS  depreciation 
methods before 1987.  For each worksheet you must adjust the ba
sis, enter past depreciation claimed on the California return, and se
lect the depreciation method you have used for the property on the 
California return in the past.

Pre-2016 California other depreciation.  (Supported by the Depreciation  
Worksheet.)  Translated from the line above line 16 of federal Form 
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4562.  For this line, you must often alter the entries for all translat 
ed worksheets to reflect past differences in the law.

1987 to 2015 California listed property.  (Supported by the Listed Prop
erty Worksheet.) Translated from the worksheets that support lines 
26 and 27 of federal Form 4562.  MACRS depreciation was allowed 
by California starting in 1987, so you may not have to modify the 
amounts translated to these worksheets from the federal Form 4562 
for post-1986 property.  However, because California limitations for 
section 179 deductions differed from federal limitations starting in 
1993,  you  may have to  change  the depreciation  basis  for  these 
properties.  CAUTION: Because the federal form reports both new 
and old listed property on the same line, some worksheets for pre-
1987 property may be translated to this line.  The results for those 
worksheets will be automatically zeroed when you view the support
ing pages, but you will have to reenter the data on the worksheets 
for the proper lines.

Pre-1987 listed property.  (Supported by the Depreciation Worksheet for  
Pre-87  Listed  Property.) The  data  for  any  Listed  Property  Work
sheets, above, that is zeroed because it is for post-1986 property 
must be reentered on these worksheets.  For each worksheet page 
for pre-1987 property you must adjust the basis as necessary, enter 
past depreciation claimed on the California return, and select the de
preciation method you have used for the property on the California 
return in the past.

5 California depreciation for assets placed prior to 2016.   (auto-calc) 
Computed as the results from all of the above worksheets.

6 Total California depreciation.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of 
lines 2, 4, and 5.

7 Total federal depreciation.  Translated from line 22 of federal Form 
4562.

8 Depreciation adjustment.  (auto-calc lines) Line 8a is computed as line 
6 less line 7, but no less than zero, and line 8b is computed as line 7 
less line 6, but no less than zero.  Note that these adjustments are 
NOT necessarily posted directly to Schedule CA because of the in
volvement of Form 3801 for passive activities.

PART IV, AMORTIZATION.  The amortization adjustment is nominally deter
mined by comparing the deductions claimed in the following worksheet with 
those claimed on the federal form:

9 2016 amortization.  (Supported by the Amortization Worksheet.)  This 
line is translated from line 42 of federal Form 4562, which is used 
for reporting the amortization of 2016 property.

10 Total California amortization.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of 
line (f) for all above amortization worksheets, this is the total ONLY 
for newly placed property.

11 California amortization for property placed before 2016.  (Supported 
by the Amortization Worksheet.) This line is translated from line 43 
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of federal Form 4562, which is used for reporting the amortization 
of pre-2016 property.  Several particulars of the California law differ 
from the  federal  law,  especially  for  amortization  initiated  several 
years ago, so the worksheet entries transferred from the federal re
turn may have to be altered.

12 Total California amortization.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum of 
lines 10 and 11.

13 Total federal amortization.  Translated from total amortization at line 
44 of federal Form 4562.

14 Amortization adjustment.  (auto-calc) Line 14a is computed as line 
12 less line 13, but no less than zero.  Line 14b is computed as line 
13 less line 12, but no less than zero.  Note that these adjustments 
are NOT necessarily posted directly to Schedule CA because of the 
involvement of Form 3801 for passive activities.

Extra line for personal memos. Provided for supporting statements that will 
not be printed with the official return.

Allocation to Schedule CA.  The net adjustment from all activities is the sum 
of lines 8a and 14a less the sum of lines 8b and 14b from both the nonpas
sive and passive sections.  Worksheets A, C, E, F, and 4835 are used to col 
lect all adjustments from Form 3885A, then the nonpassive parts are posted 
directly to Schedule CA, which those worksheets support through the Road 
Map.  The passive parts are passed through Form 3801 before separate post
ing to Schedule CA.

Form 3885A may be omitted from a printout of the complete return. Califor
nia instructs you not to file Form 3885A if it results in no California adjust
ment. As a result, it is omitted from an official printout of the complete re
turn when lines 8(a), 8(b), 14(a), and 14(b) are   all   zero. This action applies 
to an e-filed return as well in order to avert a rejection of the return by the 
FTB. 
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Form 5805/5805-F / Underpayment of Estimated Tax

HINT: It may be advisable NOT to file Form 5805.  Thanks to an offer from 
the FTB, there is a strong impetus for not filing this form yourself.  If you file 
Form 5805 and compute the penalty yourself, you must pay the penalty with 
the return; but if you let the FTB compute the penalty, you do NOT have to 
pay the penalty when you file, but only when the FTB bills you.  Neverthe
less, we provide the form with its full automation so that taxpayers are not 
caught unaware of a penalty they may owe.

Automatically generated.   A California Form 5805 is automatically  created 
during translation if a federal Form 2210 was completed. However, you may 
not need to file this form if there is no question of a penalty, and you may 
therefore want to remove the form from the California return. If no Form 2210 
existed on the federal return, but the software determines that you may be 
subject to a penalty on the California return, Form 5805 will be automatically 
generated and completed for you. However, you can block its auto-creation 
through our Control Form.  CAUTION  : In order for the automated Form 5805  
to  take  into  consideration  the special  exceptions  that  are  based  on 2015  
amounts, you must   supply the information from the 2015 California return by  
completing screen 3 of the Control Form. That information is not available au
tomatically because the return is translated from the 2016 federal return, not  
the 2015 California return. Form 5805 is  accessible through the Road Map 
from line 113 of Form 540.

Farmers and fishermen get an extra break.  Like federal Form 2210-F, quali
fying farmers and fishermen can use California’s Form 5805-F to compute 
the penalty  rather than Form 5805. It generally  provides a lower penalty, 
more exceptions, and an ability to avoid all late-payment penalties if you file 
and pay all tax due by March 1, 2017. It is built into the software and auto
matically used in place of Form 5805 when applicable. 

Fully automatic for most taxpayers. The form is automatically completed and 
computed based on the withholding and estimated tax payments reported on 
Form 540 and our Control Form, but there are some cases that may require 
your attention in order for the software to compute the lowest possible penal
ty:
(1) If you qualify for an exception based on your prior-year tax return, you 

must enter information from the prior-year return on our Control Form in 
order to benefit from the exception.  

(2) If you were a farmer or fisherman in 2015 or 2016, you must supply ad
ditional  information on screen 3 in order to benefit  from the favorable 
treatment of Form 5805-F.  

(3) If you made any quarterly estimated tax payment before its due date, you 
will have to override penalty calculations in order to get credit for early 
payments because the software assumes that all payments are made on 
their due date. 
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(4) If significantly more wages were earned in later quarters than initial quar
ters, you will  have to override the equal amounts shown on screen 3 
(above line 3) in order to minimize your penalty. Otherwise, the software 
assumes that all W-2 wages were earned uniformly throughout the year. 

(5) If you earned significantly more income later in the year than you did ear
lier in the year, you may benefit from the use of the annualized install
ment method, but will have to supply additional information on a separate  
form (accessed from screen 4). 

(6) If you qualify for a waiver of the penalty, usually due to involvement in a 
federally-declared disaster that prevented you from paying your estimated 
taxes on time, you must claim the waiver in a supporting statement for 
the first entry on screen 4.

INFORMATION FROM 2015 AND 2016.  The first screens of this form collects 
information from the prior-year and current returns. 

Information from 2015. The top of screen 1 shows two amounts from 2015 – 
2015 tax liability less credits and 2015 withholding taxes – which are com
puted from the prior-year amounts you entered on screen 3 of the Control 
Form. 

Information from 2016.   The remainder of screen 1 shows critical  amounts 
from the current Form 540, including AGI,  withholding taxes,  amount you 
owe, and the amount you are paying or paid with the return when filed, plus 
the following data entry line that you must complete: 

Date return filed. You must enter the date the Form 540 return will be 
filed in the standard mm/dd/yy format so that the software will com
pute the penalty only up to that date. If you make no entry here, the 
date April 15, 2017 is entered for you, but you can change the date 
at any time.  (Note that dates after April 15, 2017 are treated com
putationally the same as April 15, 2017 because Forms 5805 and 
5805-F are designed by the FTB only to compute a penalty up to 
that date. Penalties that apply after that date are computed only by 
the FTB, and a bill for the amount they compute is sent to you.)   

EXCEPTIONS.  Three exceptions to the underpayment are available for a Cali
fornia return for which there is no parallel for a federal return. They are repre
sented by the three bullets in the box at the top of the official  FTB Form 
5805. The third screen of Form 5805 shows whether or not you are qualified 
for any of these exceptions. If you are, Form 5805 does not apply to you and 
no penalty is computed. Except for a question you must answer to claim the 
3  rd   exception, these screens are fully automatic. If you qualify for any of these 
3 exceptions, your penalty will be zero.

1 Were you required to pay LESS than $500 ($250 if MFS) with either your 
2015 or 2016 tax return? If so, you qualify for an exception.

a For 2016: Form 540, line 48 (excluding any Schedule G-1 and Form 
5870A tax), 61, and 62 less line 74.  (auto-calc) Taken from the last 
line on screen 1 of this form, this is the current-year tax upon which 
the penalty is based.
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b  2016  Form  540  lines  71  and  73.   (auto-calc) Computed  from  the 
amounts on screen 1 of this form, this is the sum of withholding 
from wages and other sources.

c Subtract line b from line a.  (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.
Qualify for 2016 exception 1.   (auto-calc) If  line c is  less than $500 

($250 if married filing separately), you qualify and the penalty on 
Form 5805 will be zero.

d For 2015: Form 540, line 48 (excluding any Schedule G-1 and Form 
5870A tax), 61, and 62 less line 74. (auto-calc) Taken from screen 1 
of this form.

e 2015 Form 540 lines 71 and 73.  (auto-calc) Taken from screen 1 of this 
form.

f Subtract line e from line d.  (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.
Qualify for 2015 exception 1.  (auto-calc) You qualify if line f is less than 

$500 ($250 if married filing separately).

2 Your 2015 return was for a full 12 months and you did not have any tax lia 
bility on that return? If so, you qualify for an exception.

a For 2015:  Form 540 line 48 (excluding any Schedule G-1 and Form 
5870A tax), 61, and 62 less lines 74 .  (auto-calc) Taken from screen 
1 of this form.

Qualify for exception 2.  (auto-calc) You qualify if the above amount is 
zero  and you answered Yes to “2015 amounts entered for Form 
5805” on the Control Form.

3 Were 2016 estimated tax plus withholding payments at least 90% of 2016 
tax or 100% of 2015 tax liability (110% if 2015 AGI was more than $150,000, 
$75,000 if married filing separately)? If so, you may qualify for an exception, 
but further requirements apply as noted below.

2016 tax paid in required installments? You cannot qualify for the ex
ception unless you can answer Yes.

a 2016 Form 540 lines 71, 73, and estimated tax payments in 72.  (au
to-calc) Computed  as  withholding  on  screen  1  of  this  form,  but 
adding estimated tax payments included in line 72 of the current 
Form 540. (Payments in line 72 that stem from a filing extension are 
excluded.)

b Tax on 2016 Form 540, line 48 (excluding any Schedule G-1 and Form 
5870A tax), 61, and 62 less line 74.  (auto-calc) Taken from the last 
line on screen 1 of this form, which is the result of the special work
sheet for 2016.

c Divide line a by line b.  (auto-calc) Computed as indicated.
Qualify for 2016 exception 3.  (auto-calc) You qualify if line c is at least 

0.9.
d Tax on 2015 Form 540, line 48 (excluding any Schedule G-1 and Form 

5870A tax), 61, and 62 less line 74.  (auto-calc) Taken from screen 1 
of this form.

e Divide line a by line d.  (auto-calc) Computed as indicated, but no 
more than 1.1.
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Qualify for 2015 exception 3.  (auto-calc) You generally qualify if line e is 
one or more (1.1 or more if 2015 AGI was more than $150,000, or 
$75,000 if married filing separately). However, if the 2016 Califor
nia AGI is $1,000,000 or more ($500,000 or more if married/RDP 
filing separately), this exception based on 2015 amounts is not al
lowed. 

Remainder of form parallels federal Form 2210 and is fully automatic unless 
you request a waiver, choose the Annualized Income Installment Method, or 
claim nonuniform withholding.  The remaining parts of the basic Form 5805 
parallel federal Form 2210, including Form 2210-F for farmers and fishermen, 
although certain percentages differ. The Annualized Method portion of Form 
5805 also parallels corresponding portion of federal Form 2210, except for 
the omission of a self-employment section. You should therefore consult the 
detailed  instructions for  Form 2210 in  Chapter  2 of the  Tax Forms Guide 
2017 Edition for additional understanding about the remainder of the form. 

Form 5805 printout may be unintuitive when the Regular Method is used.  Un
like the IRS, the FTB does not include the Regular Method on the Form 5805 
to be filed. Instead, they provide a Worksheet II  in the instructions and in
struct you to enter penalty resulting on that worksheet (line 14 for 2016) on 
the last line of page 2 of Form 5805, which is line 13 of the Short Method  
section, with the rest of the Short Method section left blank. Although our on-
screen displays more logically keeps the Short Method screen (screen 7) and 
the Regular Method screens (screens 8 through 11 for 2016) separate, the 
software follows the FTB instructions in the printing of the form to be filed  
with the FTB, as illogical as it may seem.
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Worksheet A / Itemized Deductions
Collects adjustments to federal Schedule A.  This worksheet is not an FTB 
form or schedule but is built into the software to make the automation of the 
return complete.  It collects relevant data from federal Schedule A and the 
copy of California Form 3885A (Depreciation and Amortization Adjustment) 
that relates to federal Schedule A, then allocates the results to the proper ad
justment lines on Schedule CA (California Adjustments Schedule). Several of 
the amounts shown here are also used in Part I of California Schedule P (ad
justments and preferences for AMT).  The worksheet is printed as a part of 
the return in support of the entries that appear on Schedule CA.

MEDICAL AND DENTAL EXPENSE.  Adjustments to line 4 of federal Schedule 
A are handled here.  In this and all subsequent sections, the line flagged by an 
arrow is the resulting California itemized deduction for each section.

Amount on federal Schedule A, line 1.  Translated as indicated, this 
the amount of medical and dental expenses reported on the federal 
return before limitation to the amount that exceeds 7.5% of AGI.

Medical  benefit  paid  for  RDP.  Because  registered  domestic  partners 
(RDPs) are treated like spouses for the California return, but not the 
federal return, you can include here health insurance paid on behalf  
of the RDP. It could lead to a positive adjustment for Schedule CA 
once the AGI limit is exceeded. However, do not include any insur
ance you claimed at line 29 of Schedule CA.

Other adjustment to federal Schedule A, line 1.  Most taxpayers would 
have no other adjustment, but this line is provided for unusual ex
ceptions. 

California adjustment to federal Schedule A, line 1. (auto-calc) Comput
ed as the sum of the above two amounts.

Federal Schedule A, line 1 using California amounts.  (auto-calc) Com
puted as the amount on federal Schedule A, line 1, plus the preced 
ing adjustment.

Amount on Federal Schedule A, line 2.  (auto-calc) Taken from line 13 
of Form 540, this is the federal AGI for the return.

Federal Schedule A, line 3 using California law.  (auto-calc) Computed 
as 7.5% of the preceding line, this is the floor below which no medi
cal  expenses are deductible for California.  California has not con
formed with the federal raise of the threshold for 2016 from 7.5% 
of AGI to 10% of AGI (for all but elderly taxpayers). 

  Federal Schedule A, line 4 using California law.  (auto-calc) Computed 
as the amount by which “Federal Schedule A, line 1 using California 
amounts” exceeds the preceding threshold for California.

Amount on federal Schedule A, line 4.  Translated as indicated, this 
the net amount of medical and dental expenses claimed on the fed
eral return after applying the AGI-related limitation. 
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California adjustment to federal Schedule A, line 4.  (auto-calc) Com
puted as “Federal Schedule A, line 4 using California amounts” less 
the amount on the preceding line.

TAXES YOU PAID.   Adjustments to line 9 of federal Schedule A are handled 
here.

Amount on federal Schedule A, line 9.  Translated as indicated, this 
the total tax deducted on federal Schedule A. 

State/local taxes on federal Schedule A, line 5.  Translated from federal 
Schedule A as indicated, this is state and local income or sales tax 
deducted on the federal return, including state disability insurance 
(SDI).

1099 foreign taxes included in federal Schedule A, line 8.  Translated 
from the line “1099 foreign inc tax in A, ln 8” on our federal Sched
ule A, this is the foreign tax elected to be deducted on Schedule A 
rather than claimed on Form 1116.

Other  foreign  income  taxes  included  in  federal  Schedule  A,  line  8. 
Translated from the line “Other foreign inc tax in A, ln 8” on our fed
eral Schedule A, this is all other foreign tax claimed as an itemized 
deduction on the federal return.

Other nondeductible taxes included in line 8.  Translated from the line 
“Other fed-deductible” on our federal Schedule A, this is the part of 
line 8 identified on the federal return as deductible ONLY on the fed
eral return (other than the preceding foreign taxes).

California adjustment to federal Schedule A, line 9.  (auto-calc) Com
puted as the negative of the sum of the preceding four taxes from 
federal Schedule A, and reflected in Schedule CA line 38.

  Federal Schedule A, line 9 using California amounts.  (auto-calc) Com
puted as “Amount on federal Schedule A, line 9” plus the preceding 
adjustment.

INTEREST YOU PAID.  Adjustments to line 15 of federal Schedule A are han
dled here.

Amount on federal Schedule A, line 14.  Translated as indicated, this 
the investment interest deducted on federal Schedule A. 

Investment interest adjustment on California Form 3526.  (Road Map 
line for Standard and Premium Level software, supported by Form  
3526.) The difference between investment interest claimed on Cali
fornia Form 3526 and investment interest claimed on federal Form 
4952 is reported here.

Federal Schedule A, line 14 using California amounts.  (auto-calc) Com
puted as “Amount on federal Schedule A, line 14” plus the preced
ing adjustment.

Amount on federal Schedule A, line 15.  Translated as indicated, this 
the total interest deducted on federal Schedule A. 

Mortgage interest credit on federal Form 8396. Translated from the line 
above line 10 of the federal Schedule A, this is mortgage interest 
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credit on IRS Form 8396 that reduced your federal itemized deduc
tions at line 10 of Schedule A. 

Investment interest adjustment from California Form 3526.  (auto-calc) 
Taken from the earlier line that has the same label, this is the part of 
the adjustment to Schedule A, line 15 that stems from Schedule A, 
line 14.

Negative of amount on federal Schedule A, line 13.  This is the amount 
for mortgage insurance premiums deducted on the federal Schedule 
A, which is not allowed for California and is therefore shown as a 
negative. 

Other adjustment to federal Schedule A, line 15.  Enter any other inter
est adjustment here.  An example of interest reportable here but not 
deductible on the federal return is interest you paid on a loan from a 
utility company used to pay for energy-efficient products for Califor
nia residences.  

California adjustment to federal Schedule A, line 15.  (auto-calc) Com
puted as the sum of the preceding four adjustments.

  Federal Schedule A, line 15 using California amounts.  (auto-calc) Com
puted as “Amount on federal Schedule A, line 15” plus the preced
ing adjustment.

GIFTS TO CHARITY.  Adjustments to line 19 of federal Schedule A are han
dled here.

Amount on federal Schedule A, line 16.  Translated from the federal 
return as indicated,  these are the contributions made by cash  or 
check.

Amount on federal Schedule A, line 17.  Translated from the federal 
return as indicated, these are the noncash contributions.

California carryover  from prior  year.   Enter the carryover from prior 
years.  This line is  NOT translated from the federal return because 
federal  and  California  limitations  differed  substantially  before  the 
California Tax Reform Act, so the carryovers are almost always dif
ferent.

Other adjustment to federal Schedule A, line 19.  Enter any other  ad
justment to gifts to charity here.

Maximum contribution by federal law. (auto-calc) Computed as 50% of 
the federal AGI on line 13 of Form 540.

  Federal Schedule A, line 19 using California amounts.  (auto-calc) Com
puted as the sum of federal lines 16 and 17 plus the California carry
over, but no more than the maximum contribution by federal law.

Amount on Federal Schedule A, line 19.  Translated from the federal 
Schedule A as indicated, this is the net deduction claimed for contri
butions to charities on the federal return.

California adjustment to federal Schedule A, line 19.  (auto-calc) Com
puted as “Federal Schedule A, line 19 using California amounts” less 
the preceding federal deduction.
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CASUALTY AND THEFT LOSSES.  Adjustments to line 20 of federal Schedule 
A are handled here.

Amount on federal Schedule A, line 20.  Translated as indicated, this 
the amount of casualty and theft loss claim on the federal  return 
through Form 4684.

California adjustment to federal Schedule A, line 20.  Most taxpayers 
would have no adjustment, but differences could arise if the basis of 
the property lost is different under California rules.

  Federal Schedule A, line 20 using California amounts.  (auto-calc) Com
puted as “Amount on federal Schedule A, line 20” plus the preced
ing adjustment.

JOB EXPENSE AND MOST OTHER.  Depreciation, amortization, and other ad
justments to line 27 of federal Schedule A are handled here.

Amount on federal Schedule A, line 24.  Translated from the federal 
Schedule A as indicated, this is the federal deduction before limita
tion to the amount that exceeds 2% of AGI.

Form 4684 deduction in federal Schedule A, line 28.  Translated from the 
federal Schedule A as indicated, this amount is subject to the 2% of 
AGI floor on the California return even though it is not on the federal 
return.

Depreciation adjustment (Form 3885A).  (Road Map line, supported by 
Form 3885A.) The copy of Form 4562 that is attached to federal 
Schedule A is translated to Form 3885A and attached to California 
Worksheet A.  The amount on that appears here relates to the de
preciation and amortization deductions included in line 23 of federal 
Schedule A.

Other adjustments to federal Schedule A, line 24.  Enter any other ad
justments here, such as adjustments for employee business expens
es and nontaxable income expenses.  You will have an adjustment 
for employee business expenses if the car depreciation you used on 
federal Form 2106 is different by California rules, which is likely for 
cars placed in service before 1987.  You will have a positive adjust
ment for nontaxable income expenses if you failed to deduct on fed
eral Schedule A expenses related to producing income that is taxable 
by California law but not by federal law.  You will have a negative  
adjustment for nontaxable income expenses if you deducted on fed
eral Schedule A expenses related to producing income that is taxable 
by federal law but not by California law.  If any entries here come 
from a refigured amount from Form 2106, you must attach to the 
California return a copy of Form 2106 with the modified amounts.

California adjustment to federal Schedule A, line 24.  (auto-calc) Com
puted as the sum of the preceding three lines.

Federal Schedule A, line 24 using California amounts.  (auto-calc) Com
puted as “Amount on federal Schedule A, line 24” plus the preced
ing adjustment.
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Amount on federal Schedule A, line 25. (auto-calc) Taken from line 13 
of Form 540, this is the federal AGI for the return.

Amount on federal Schedule A, line 26.  (auto-calc) Computed as 2% 
of the AGI on the preceding line, this is the floor below which no 
expenses in this section are deductible.   California conforms fully 
with this limitation, including the use of federal AGI rather than Cali
fornia AGI.

Other adjustment to federal Schedule A, line 27. Enter any other adjust
ment here.

  Federal Schedule A, line 27 using California amounts.  (auto-calc) Com
puted as the amount by which “Federal Schedule A, line 24 using 
California amounts” exceeds the “Amount on federal  Schedule A, 
line 26,” plus the preceding additional adjustment.

Amount on federal Schedule A, line 27.  Translated from the federal 
Schedule A as indicated.

California adjustment to federal Schedule A, line 27.  (auto-calc) Com
puted as “Federal Schedule A, line 27 using California amounts” less 
the preceding amount.

MISCELLANEOUS DEDUCTIONS.  Adjustments to line 28 of federal Schedule 
A are handled here.

Gambling losses in federal Schedule A, line 28.  Translated from the 
“Gambling losses” line on our federal Schedule A. 

California lottery losses.  Enter here any gambling losses in the above 
that  stem from the  California  lottery.  These  losses  are  NOT de
ductible on the California return. 

California lottery loss adjustment.  (auto-calc) Computed as the nega
tive of the preceding amount.

Other adjustment to gambing losses.  Enter any other adjustment here.
California adjustment to gambling.  (auto-calc) Computed as the sum 

of “California lottery loss adjustment” and the preceding amount.
California-allowed gambling loss.  (auto-calc) Computed as “Gambling 

losses in federal Schedule A, line 28” plus the preceding adjustment.

Amount on federal Schedule A, line 28.  Translated from the federal 
Schedule A as indicated, this is the total miscellaneous deductions 
claimed on the federal Schedule A that are not subject to the 2%-of-
AGI floor.

California gambling adjustment to federal Schedule A,  line 28.   (au
to-calc) Taken from the previously-computed “California adjustment 
to gambling.”

California Form 4684 adjustment to federal Schedule A, line 28.  (au
to-calc) Computed as the negative of the amount from federal Form 
4684 that was added to the preceding section (JOB EXPENSE AND 
MOST OTHER). This amount is subject to the 2%-of-AGI floor on a 
California return.
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Other adjustment to federal Schedule A, line 28.  Enter any other miscel
laneous adjustments here. 

California adjustment to federal Schedule A, line 28.  (auto-calc) Com
puted as the sum of the preceding three adjustments.

  Federal Schedule A, line 28 using California amounts.  (auto-calc) Com
puted as “Amount on federal Schedule A, line 28” plus the preced
ing adjustment.

ALLOCATION TO SCHEDULE CA.  (auto-calc lines) The adjustments in the 
preceding sections are summarized here.

FEDERAL DEDUCTIONS FOR SCHEDULE CA, LINE 38.  (auto-calc) Com
puted as the sum of the amounts on federal Schedule A lines 4, 9, 
15, 19, 20, 27, and 28, each of which is shown in one of the pre
ceding seven sections.  This is the total federal itemized deduction 
claimed before the limitation for high AGI was imposed.

TOTAL ADJUSTMENT FOR SCHEDULE CA, LINE 39.  (auto-calc) Taken 
as the “California adjustment to federal Schedule A, line 9,” but ex
pressed as a positive number, this is the amount of taxes that were 
deducted on the federal return but are not deductible on the Califor
nia return.  They are subtracted from the federal deductions at line 
40 of Schedule CA.

TOTAL ADJUSTMENT FOR SCHEDULE CA, LINE 41.  (auto-calc)  Com
puted as the sum of California  adjustments  for  federal  Schedule  A 
lines 4, 9, 15, 19, 20, 27, and 28, each of which is shown in one of 
the preceding seven sections.  This is the net adjustment to the fed
eral deductions excluding the adjustment for taxes (which is applied 
separately via line 39 of Schedule CA).

For Itemized Deductions Worksheet for Schedule CA, line 43:
California amounts for lines 4,  14,  20,  and gambling part of 28.  (au

to-calc)  Computed as indicated, as shown in the preceding sections, 
this  amount is  used in  the indicated  worksheet  to  determine the 
amount for Schedule CA, line 43 after the phaseout for high AGI is 
applied.

Extra line for personal memos.  Provided for supporting statements that will 
not be printed with the official return.
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Worksheet B / Interest and Dividends
Collects adjustments to federal Schedule B.  This worksheet is not an FTB 
form or schedule but is built into the software to make the automation of the 
return complete.  It collects relevant data on federal Schedule B and computes 
adjustments for California Schedule CA based on amounts that are taxed dif
ferently on federal and California returns.

INTEREST INCOME.  Adjustments to interest reported on federal Schedule B 
are computed here.

Federal taxable interest for Schedule CA, line 8, column A.  The total on 
line 4 of federal Schedule B is translated to this line, which is posted 
to Schedule CA, line 8, column A.

U.  S.   Savings Bonds on federal  Schedule B,  line 2.   The indicated 
amount is translated from the federal Schedule B line labeled “US 
Savings  bonds,  etc,”  which  is  identified  on  the  1099-INT  work
sheets.  California DOES NOT tax interest on bonds or obligations of 
the U.  S.  or its territories,  even though the federal government 
does.

Bonds excluded on federal Schedule B, line 3.  The indicated amount is 
translated from the indicated line of federal Schedule B.  It is the 
part of the preceding amount that is NOT included in federal AGI.

U.  S.  Savings Bonds in federal AGI.  (auto-calc) Computed as the total 
U.  S.  Savings Bond amount less the preceding exclusion.

Other amounts taxed by federal but not California.  Enter here any oth
er U.  S.  obligations that are included in line 2 of the federal Sched
ule B.  Be sure to include tax-free interest passed through to you 
through S corporations, partnerships, and trusts, which are taxed on 
the federal return.  Do not include, however, amounts that are tax
able by California,  such as all  interest  from FNMA bonds, GNMA 
bonds, and FHLMC securities.

INTEREST SUBTRACTION for Schedule CA, line 8, column B.  (auto-calc) 
Computed as the U. S. Savings Bonds in federal AGI plus the pre
ceding entry, this result is posted to Schedule CA, line 8, column B.

California taxable amount included in Form 1040 line 8b.  The indicated 
amount is translated from the federal Schedule B line labeled “Tax
able  ONLY by state,”  which is  identified  on the 1099-INT work
sheets.  California DOES tax interest on state and municipal bonds 
or obligations issued by other states or localities within other states,  
including the District of Columbia.

Other amounts taxed by California but not federal.  Enter here any in
terest from other non-California government obligations not included 
in federal AGI.

INTEREST ADDITION for Schedule CA, line 8, column C.  (auto-calc) Com
puted as the California taxable amount in 1040 line 8b plus the pre
ceding entry, this result is posted to Schedule CA, line 8, column C.
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DIVIDEND INCOME.  Adjustments to dividends reported on federal Schedule B 
are computed here.

Federal taxable dividends for Schedule CA, line 9, column A.  The total on 
line 6 of federal Schedule B is translated to this line, which is posted 
to Schedule CA, line 9, column A.

Federal Form 8814, line 9 in above.  Translated from the federal return, 
this is the amount of qualified dividends taxed through Schedule B 
instead of Form 8814 in accordance with a prorationing that is com
puted on Form 8814.

Qualified dividends in California Form 3803,  line 6.  (Road Map line,  
supported by Form 3803) This  is  the amount of income in Form 
3803, line 6, that must be reflected in Schedule CA, line 8, rather 
than Schedule CA, line 21f, because it is qualified dividends.  

Child’s  dividends  for  Federal  return  but  not  California  return.  (au
to-calc) Computed as the amount by which federal Form 8814, line 
9, exceeds the qualified dividends in Form 3803, line 6, if any, this 
is a subtraction adjustment for dividends.

Other taxed by Federal but not California. Enter any other amounts for 
a subtraction adjustment.

DIVIDEND SUBTRACTION for Schedule CA, line 9, column B.  (auto-calc) 
Computed as the sum of the preceding two lines, this result is post
ed to Schedule CA, line 9, column B.

Child’s  dividends  for  California  return  but  not  Federal  return.  (au
to-calc) Computed as the amount by which qualified  dividends in 
California Form 3803, line 6, exceed the qualified dividends on fed
eral Form 8814, line 9, if any, this is an addition adjustment for divi
dends.

Other taxed by California but not Federal. Enter any other amounts for 
an addition adjustment.

DIVIDEND ADDITION for Schedule CA, line 9, column C.  (auto-calc) Com
puted as the sum of the preceding two lines, this result is posted to 
Schedule CA, line 9, column C.

Extra line for personal memos.  Provided for supporting statements that will 
not be printed with the official return.
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Worksheet C

Worksheet C / Business Income
Collects adjustments to federal Schedule C.  This worksheet is not an FTB 
form or schedule but is built into the software to make the automation of the 
return complete.  It collects relevant data on each federal Schedule C and the 
results from Form 3801 (Passive Activity Loss Limitations) and Form 3885A 
(Depreciation and Amortization Adjustment), then allocates the results to the 
proper adjustment lines on Schedule CA (California Adjustments Schedule). 
Form 3801 and the copy of Form 3885A that is attached to this worksheet 
are accessible through Road Map lines on this worksheet.  The worksheet is 
printed as a part of the return in support of the entries that appear on Sched
ule CA.

Fully automatic for a translated return.  All lines on this worksheet are either 
translated lines, Road Map lines, or auto-calc lines.  As a result no manual en
tries are required. (See the details for federal Schedule C in Chapter 2 of the 
main Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edition.)

CAUTION: Federal business code required on this worksheet. This entry (on 
screen 1 of Schedule C) is translated from your entry for the federal Principal 
Business Activity (PBA) Code on line B of the federal Schedule C.  The 6-digit  
number on this line for copy 1 of Worksheet C is printed along with the tax
payer name and address at the top of Form 540.  Reporting the PBA number 
to the FTB  is now mandatory.  The FTB is authorized to disclose this PBA 
code, along with other personal information like SSN and address, to city tax 
officials under specific limited circumstances. 
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Worksheet E / Supplemental Income
Collects adjustments to federal Schedule E.  This worksheet is not an FTB 
form or schedule but is built into the software to make the automation of the 
return complete.  It collects relevant data on federal Schedule E and the re
sults from Form 3801 (Passive Activity Loss Limitations) and Form 3885A 
(Depreciation and Amortization Adjustment), then allocates the results to the 
proper adjustment lines on Schedule CA (California Adjustments Schedule). 
Form 3801 and the copy of Form 3885A that is attached to this worksheet 
are accessible through Road Map lines on this worksheet.  The worksheet is  
printed as a part of the return in support of the entries that appear on Sched
ule CA. (See the details for federal Schedule E in Chapter 2 of the main Tax 
Forms Guide 2017 Edition.)

Additional entries may be required.  Although the form is automatically com
pleted from translated lines and Road Map lines, further adjustment may be 
necessary; not all required information is available on the federal return, and 
amounts reported to you (from partnerships, etc.) on California Schedules K-1 
may be different from amounts reported to you on federal Schedules K-1.

Part I, Rental Property.  The allocation of rental property income and loss for 
federal Form 8582 does not separately reflect the allocation for the deprecia
tion part of the income or loss.  As a result, if you have an adjustment for de
preciation for your rental properties (on the Form 3885A that is attached to 
this worksheet), you must alter the translated amounts destined to Form 3801 
yourself to reflect the adjustment.  When you fail to do so, a nonzero amount 
will appear on one of the lines labeled “ERROR in above gain allocation” or  
“ERROR in above loss allocation.” Unless the ERROR is zero, the accuracy of 
Form 3801 cannot be assured.

Parts II and III, Partnerships, etc.  Adjustments to the entries translated from 
the federal return are necessary in these two sections when the amounts re
ported to you on California Schedules K-1 are different from those reported to 
you on federal Schedules K-1.  All Partnership and Estates/Trusts Worksheets  
from the federal return are translated, so only the K-1 lines need be changed. 
The losses disallowed from Form 3801 are computed automatically and re
flected in the results for this section.

Part  IV,  Farm  Rental  Income.  (Road  Map  lines,  supported  by  Worksheet  
4835.) Adjustments to Form 4835 are performed on the supporting work
sheet, not here. The results are reported here rather than directly on Schedule 
CA only because the results for federal Form 4835 are reported on federal  
Schedule E. All adjustments on Worksheet 4835 are passed through Schedule 
E without modification.

Allocation to Schedule CA.  The allocation of adjustments from all sections to 
Schedule CA is fully automatic.  Amounts are separated into passive and non
passive parts to ensure the proper automation of the return.
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Worksheet F

Worksheet F / Farm Income
Collects adjustments to federal Schedule F.  This worksheet is not an FTB 
form or schedule but is built into the software to make the automation of the 
return complete.  It collects relevant data on each federal Schedule F and the 
results from Form 3801 (Passive Activity Loss Limitations) and Form 3885A 
(Depreciation and Amortization Adjustment), then allocates the results to the 
proper adjustment lines on Schedule CA (California Adjustments Schedule). 
Form 3801 and the copy of Form 3885A that is attached to this worksheet 
are accessible through Road Map lines on this worksheet.  The worksheet is 
printed as a part of the return in support of the entries that appear on Sched
ule CA.

Fully automatic for a translated return.  All lines on this worksheet are either 
translated lines, Road Map lines, or Auto-calc lines.  As a result no manual en
tries are required. See the details for federal Schedule F in Chapter 2 of the 
regular Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edition.
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Worksheet 4835 / Farm Rental Income
Collects adjustments to federal Form 4835.   This worksheet is not an FTB 
form or schedule but is built into the software to make the automation of the 
return complete.  It collects relevant data on federal Form 4835 and the re
sults from Form 3801 (Passive Activity Loss Limitations) and Form 3885A 
(Depreciation and Amortization Adjustment), then allocates the results to the 
proper  adjustment lines on Worksheet E. The adjustments then make their  
way to Schedule CA (California Adjustments Schedule) through Schedule E. 
Form 3801 and the copy of Form 3885A that is attached to this worksheet 
are accessible through Road Map lines on this worksheet.  The worksheet is  
printed as a part of the return in support of the entries that appear on Sched
ule E and Schedule CA.
Fully automatic for most taxpayers for a translated return.  Except for two 
lines for California adjustment, this worksheet is comprised of translated lines, 
Road Map lines, or auto-calc lines.  As a result only the adjustment lines may 
require your manual entry.  See the details for federal Form 4835 in Chapter 2 
of the regular Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edition.
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Form 540-ES

Form 540-ES / Estimated Tax Worksheet
Parallels  federal  Form 1040-ES.   With  the exception  of  the difference  de
scribed in the shaded box, below, the operation of this form parallels the oper
ation of federal Form 1040-ES, so it is not separately detailed here.  For most 
taxpayers the completion of the form will be fully automatic, based on expect
ed changes translated from the federal Form 1040-ES and automatic transfers 
from the California Form 540.  See the section for federal Form 1040-ES in 
Chapter 2 of the main Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edition for details.  

Required payments no longer equal.   Starting with 2009,  unlike federal 
Form 1040-ES, required quarterly installments are no longer one-quarter of 
the annual shortfall of tax for California Form 540-ES.  The FTB started the 
change with the 2009 Form 540-ES, requiring that the first  two install
ments be 30% of the required annual payment, leaving 20% for each of the 
last  two installments.   The FTB changed the requirements again  for the 
2010 Form 540-ES (and it remains that way for 2016), requiring 30% of 
the required annual payment for the first and last installment, 40% for the 
second installment, and zero for the third installment. Evidently the FTB is 
attempting to help California in its financial problems by accelerating the 
payment of estimated taxes! This change is reflected in the nominal amount 
computed by the software for each Form 540-ES voucher. You can use the 
adjustment lines at the bottom of screen 6 to reflect an uneven distribution 
of income over the year.  
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Form 540X

Form 540X / Amended Individual Income Tax Return
Operates like federal Form 1040X.  The operation of this form closely parallels 
the operation of federal Form 1040X, so it is not separately detailed here.  If  
you  first create the form  before you modify the return that you filed, Form 
540X will be complete once you complete the Form 540 return. You will need 
to access Form 540X only if you need to supply supporting detail for any of 
the changes.  See the section for federal Form 1040X in Chapter 2 of the 
main Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edition for details.

What to file.  When you file an amended return, you are generally not required 
to include the complete California Form 540 or federal Form 1040 return. In
stead, you are required only to include:

 California forms and schedules that differ from those filed with the 
original Form 540 return;

 If the federal return was also amended, federal forms and schedules 
that differ from those filed with the original Form 1040 return; and

 Documents that support the changes, such as corrected Forms W-2, 
1099, K-1, etc. In some cases you may also have to include copies of 
legal documents that support the changes. 

You should not include any other forms and schedules because including them 
could significantly delay the processing of the amended return. 

CAUTION: Notations for special handling.  For certain special situations, the 
FTB instructs you to write in red at the top of Form 540X a phrase that flags 
the special situation to the FTB. For example, write “PROTECTIVE CLAIM” if 
filing while litigation is pending; write “Military HR 100” if filing to exclude 
military pay as a result of the Servicemembers Civil Rights Act; write “INFOR
MAL CLAIM” if making a claim while the tax, penalty, and interest are not yet 
paid. See the FTB Instructions for Form 540X for details.
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e-file form** / Form 8453, 3582, etc.

** Included in Standard and Premium Level  software ONLY.  This form 
(and e-file) is only built into the Standard and Premium Level versions of the 
California Supplement.

Operates like federal e-file form with a few differences. Data entry for our 
California e-file form is very similar to that for our federal e-file form, so sepa
rate detailed instructions are not necessary. However, there are significant dif
ferences in the printouts that are provided and the role of Form 8453: 
 Form 8453 is still the signature form for California. The Electronic Return 

Originator (you, the ERO) and the taxpayer must sign a paper Form 8453 
to validate the return and approve any electronic deposit to or withdrawal 
from a bank account for any refund or tax due. California Form 8453 sum
marizes the return and shows the bank information used for any direct de
posit of a return or electronic withdrawal for tax due, including an option 
for paying quarterly estimated taxes electronically. However, you  do not 
mail the form to the FTB but merely keep it with the ERO’s records so 
that it is available in case of an FTB audit. Because you do not send Form 
8453 to the FTB, there is no special convenience to electronic (PIN) signa
tures. Consequently,  we do not currently support PIN signatures for the 
California e-file form. (The IRS now requires PIN signatures for all returns, 
and uses an unrelated Form 8453 as a cover letter for paper attachments, 
which the FTB does not support.)

 Forms W-2G and 1099-R are taken from the federal return, not from any 
lines of Form 540 or Schedule CA. Form 540 does not have any W-2G or 
1099-R Worksheets attached to any lines of the form, so they are trans
lated only to our e-file form. They are required to be included with the re
turn  only if  they show withholding for California income tax,  in which 
case you must also enter that withholding above line 71 of the on-screen 
Form 540. The worksheets are accessible here only for making changes 
required for the California return. 

 California  has a  separate  payment  voucher  for  e-file  returns. Whereas 
voucher Form 1040-V is used for all payments by check or money order 
for a federal return, whether for a paper return or an e-file return, the FTB 
has a paper voucher designed specifically for an e-file return. The form 
(Form 3582) is automatically completed and printed with the other e-file 
forms unless you elect to omit it through your e-file form entries or you 
choose to pay any tax due by electronic withdrawal from a bank account 
(as described on the next page). 

Except for additional options for paying quarterly estimated taxes electronical
ly (described on the next page),  everything else on California e-file form is 
similar to our federal e-file form, including the preliminary checks for eligibility 
for electronic filing, which are slightly different for California. See the section 
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for federal Form 8453 in Chapter 2 of the main Tax Forms Guide 2017 Edition 
for all other details.

Form W-2 for e-file now taken from the W-2 Worksheets that support line 12 
of Form 540.  There is no separate W-2 Worksheet for the e-file form. You 
must make any changes on the worksheets for Form 540 and they will be 
automatically reflected in the version that is included with the e-file return.

Unique California option for scheduling quarterly estimated tax payments. 
In addition to paying any tax due electronically, the FTB allows you to sched
ule electronic payments for quarterly estimated taxes. To choose this option 
you must specify the amounts and payment dates on screen 5 of our e-file 
form in the Estimated Tax Payments section and supply the required bank ac
count information on screen 6 in the Direct Debit section. (The bank informa
tion in the Direct Debit section is shared by estimated tax payments and any 
payment for an amount due on the Form 540 return.)  CAUTION: Although 
screens 5 and 6 collect your information, the information actually sent to the 
FTB in the e-file return is shown on the last screen of the e-file form . Among 
the reasons why a scheduled payment is not shown on the last screen are  
lack of date entries that specify the withdrawal date, omission of a 9-digit 
routing number, omission of an account number, or failure to specify the type 
of account (checking or savings). 
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Form 8454** / e-file Opt-Out Record

** Included in Standard and Premium Level  software ONLY.  This form 
(and e-file) is only built into the Standard and Premium Level versions of the 
California Supplement.

For recording reason a return was not e-filed.  (Available only for Standard  
and Premium Level.)  Paid preparers who prepared more than 100 Form 540 
returns for any tax year from 2003 to the present are required to e-file all eli 
gible Form 540 returns for 2016 if they prepare any return for 2016 using tax 
preparation software. However, taxpayers can choose not to have their return 
e-filed by signing Form 8454 for the preparer’s records. (FTB Form 8454 is 
analogous to federal Form 8948, Preparer Explanation for Not Filing Electroni
cally.)  The preparer  can  also  choose not to  e-file  a  return for  “reasonable 
cause,” which is also recorded on Form 8454.  Reasonable includes an inabili 
ty to resolve problems with a rejected return or lack of support for a particular 
form or situation by the tax preparation software being used. The preparer is 
required to retain the form for potential audit by the IRS but is instructed not 
to file it with any return. 
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